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Abstract 
American Opera, Jazz, and Historical Consciousness, 1924-1994 
David Gutkin 
From the 1970s through the early 1990s numerous critics commented on an apparent 
“rebirth” of American opera. Subsequent scholarship has increasingly sanctioned a 
consensus view holding up Philip Glass and John Adams as the central figures in this 
opera resurgence. Although I do not dispute the importance of (post-)minimalism in these 
decades, my gambit in this dissertation is to reframe the idea of a late twentieth-century 
operatic renaissance by tracing a long relationship between jazz and the concept of 
American opera. The jazz genealogy of American opera that I develop in this study is 
intended not only to draw attention to a body of work that has been largely ignored but 
also to unfold antinomies of postmodern historical consciousness that were manifest in 
the operatic resurgence more generally. Although my inquiry extends as far back as the 
1920s, this dissertation by no means presents a continuous history of opera from 1924 to 
1994, as the subtitle might imply. The weight is squarely placed on the 1970s through the 
early 1990s.  
Chapter 1 explores racial dimensions of the concept of “modernity” through a 
study of Harlem Renaissance composer H. Lawrence Freeman’s never-performed “jazz 
opera” American Romance (1924-1929). Chapter 2 chronicles the Harlem Opera 
Society’s abandonment of its former European repertory and subsequent reinvention as 
the Afro-American Singing Theater/Jazz Opera Ensemble during the late 1960s and 
1970s. Chapter 3 tracks the transformation of jazz in the 1980s into an increasingly 
historicist—or possibly posthistoricist—music through a series of works that I call “jazz-
historical operas.” Chapter 4 works through a tension between “actuality” and allegory in 
Robert Ashley’s television opera trilogy (1978-1994) about American history.  
The name of Duke Ellington winds through the four chapters as a kind of red 
thread. “Ellington” functions as a multivalent trope, alternatively signifying hypermodern 
America, the black cultural tradition, composition, and improvisational “actuality.” In a 
brief epilogue I identify another figure whose name has somewhat more furtively 
shadowed my study: Richard Wagner. I suggest that the idea of an “Ellington-Wagner 
matrix” in American opera both symbolizes a tradition of cultural hybridity and identifies 
a problematic concerning history and sonic materiality (roughly, the distinction between 
“event” and “representation”) expounded in the preceding chapters.  
In some ways, my analysis of the deeply ambiguous status of historicity and 
modernity in twentieth century American culture will prove consonant with many 
previous discussions of the topic. But I hope that in certain fundamental respects my 
study may also be understood as a novel, even interventionist foray into historical theory. 
Race has scarcely been an overlooked topic in critical inquiry and cultural theory of the 
last three decades, but it is hard to ignore the Eurocentric—or Euro-American—thrust of 
much of the canonical discourse on postmodernity and historicity, some of which was 
surveyed above. My attempts to interpret transformations in historical consciousness 
through shifting relationships between two culturally and racially supercharged 
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In memoriam Robert Ashley (1930-2014) 
Introduction  
Throughout the twentieth century, composers of opera have had to contend with 
countless pronouncements that theirs was a dying or dead form, increasingly irrelevant to 
the contemporary historical moment. It would not be much of an exaggeration to say that 
by midcentury opera had become a cipher for “the historical” itself in a period in which 
the theoretical and artistic vanguard was relentlessly critiquing historical thought on 
multiple fronts: in the legacy of New Critical literary theory, in structuralist semiotics and 
anthropology, and, notably, in late modernist and avant-garde aesthetics.1 Tellingly, in 
1967 Pierre Boulez famously repudiated what he saw as the musical establishment’s 
pathological attachment to tradition by calling for all opera houses to be “blown up.”2 
That the Frankfurt Opera House, where Europeras 1 & 2 by his onetime friend John Cage 
were to be premiered in 1987, was actually burned down by an arsonist two weeks before 
the performance, and that Cage expressed his qualified sympathy for the man’s act, are 
mere felicitous details in the story of opera’s death.3  
1 See Hayden White, “The Burden of History,” History and Theory 5 (2) (1966), 111-134. In his
subsequent Metahistory, White describes the “numerous rebellions against historical consciousness in 
general which have marked the literature, social science, and philosophy of the twentieth century” as, in 
part, a legacy of the late-nineteenth century “Ironic” mode of historiography. Hayden White, Metahistory: 
The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press: 
1975), xii. For a critique of the anti-historical and anti-diachronic bent of New Critical, structuralist, and 
poststructuralist literary theory, see Frank Lentricchia, After the New Criticism (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1980). 
2 Pierre Boulez, “Sprengt die Opernhäuser in die Luft,” Der Spiegel 40 (September 25, 1967): 166-74.
Translated in English: Pierre Boulez, “Opera Houses?—Blow Them Up!” Opera, June 1968, 440-48.  
3 In response to the incident, allegedly committed by a 26-year-old, homeless East German émigré who
said he had wandered into the opera house in search food, Cage says: “Opera in the society is an ornament 
of the lives of the people who have. I don’t feel that so much with my work [Europeras 1 & 2], but with 
more conventional operas, it’s clearly an ornament that has no necessary relation to the 20th century.”  Leah 
Durner, “Past and Future in Cage’s Europeras 1 & 2,” EAR Magazine 13 (2) (April 1988): 13. Quoted in: 
Herbert Lindenberger, “Regulated Anarchy: The Europeras and the Aesthetics of Opera,” John Cage: 
Composed in America, ed. Marjorie Perloff and Charles Junkerman (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
1
Forged from bits and pieces of over 100 operas drawn from the standard repertory 
and arranged by chance procedures, carried out with the aid of a computer, the Europeras 
themselves might be taken as a sign of the transition from an anxiety-ridden modernism 
that would negate history to an irreverent postmodernism that would playfully 
cannibalize historical forms in the confidence that they belonged to a world irrevocably 
past.4 Cage’s title, which can be read as “your operas,” indicates the pronounced national 
dimension in this narrative of the joint demise of opera and history.5 (Cage wrote, “For 
two hundred years the Europeans have been sending us their operas. Now I'm sending 
them back.”) Indeed, as a grandly ludic summation of the triumvirate Opera-Europe-
History, the Europeras would appear an ideal symbol of the alleged eclipse of historical 
consciousness in the “American century” that writers on both the neoliberal right and the 
theoretical left were proclaiming during the 1980s.6  
  Myopic or tendentious as some of the strong theses on the “end of History” may 
have been, the perception that recent decades have been marked by a kind of ongoing 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Press, 1994), 151. Details on the arson from “Arson at the Frankfurt Opera,” The New York Times, 
November 13, 1987, A9. 
 
4 James Pritchett argues that the Europeras were a “celebration of opera, not a destruction of it.” James 
Pritchett, “Europera 5,” John Cage – Europera 5 [CD] (New York: Mode Records, 1994). See also, Heinz-
Klaus Metzger, “Europeras Oper,” Musik-Konzepte Sonderband John Cage II, ed. Heinz-Klaus Metzger 
and Rainer Riehn (Munich: Musik-Konzepte, 1990), 72-82; Heinz-Klaus Metzger, “Zu Europeras 1 & 2. 
John Cage im Gespräch mit Heinz-Klaus Metzger und Rainer Riehn,” Die Freigelassene Musik: Schriften 
zu John Cage, ed. Rainer Riehn and Florian Neuner (Vienna: Klever Verlag, 2012), 169-177. For the most 
thorough work on Cage’s Europeras 1 & 2, see Laura D. Kuhn, “John Cage’s Europeras 1 & 2: The 
Musical Means of Revolution,” Ph.D diss., University of California, Los Angeles, 1992.  
 
5 David W. Noble has chronicled American historians’ denigration of historicity in favor of a metaphysical 
romance with the space. See David W. Noble, Historians Against History: The Frontier Thesis and the 
National Covenant in American Historical Writing since 1830 (Minneapolis, MN: The University of 
Minnesota Press, 1965); David. W. Noble, Death of a Nation: American Culture and the End of 
Exceptionalism (Minneapolis, MN: The University of Minnesota Press, 2002).  
 
6 The old trope of America as a land without history, a realm of spatiality to Europe’s temporality, was still 
in force in the 1980s, as reflected in proclamations by thinkers as politically polarized as Francis Fukuyama 
and Jean Baudrillard. See Francis Fukuyama, "The End of History?" The National Interest (Summer 1989); 
Jean Baudrillard, America, trans. Chris Turner (London: Verso, 1989).  
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crisis in historical experience, knowledge, and representation is hardly groundless.7 But 
this crisis was far more ambiguous and contradictory than the parable above would 
suggest. Was the end of opera, for example, so clear? In fact, at the time Cage was 
writing his Europeras, contemporary American opera was in the midst of what many 
critics had decided was a “rebirth,” beginning sometime in the 1970s and flowering in the 
1980s and early 1990s.8 How exactly was opera—so freighted with “history” and 
symbolically affiliated with Old Europe—supposed to have been reborn as a 
contemporary and “American” form in the late twentieth century? The conventional, and 
increasingly academically canonized answer is the triumph of minimalism and, if you 
like, postminimalism.9 There is certainly little point disputing the importance of Philip 
Glass and John Adams in late twentieth-century American opera. My gambit in this 
dissertation, however, is to reframe the idea of an operatic “renaissance”—and the 
vexations of modernity, nationality, and historical consciousness that have accompanied 
it—by exploring the longstanding relationship between jazz and the concept of American 
opera.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 See, for example, Linda Hutcheon, The Poetics of Postmodernism: History, Theory, Fiction (London: 
Routledge, 1988) – especially chapter 7, “Historiographic Metafiction: ‘The Pastime of Past Time.’” For a 
more wide-ranging discussion of the crisis in postmodern historicity, see Frederic Jameson, 
Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1991), 
especially, ix-xxii; 1-66.  I discuss both works below.  
 
8 K. Robert Schwarz, speaking at a 1995 roundtable discussion entitled “Remaking American Opera”, uses 
the term “rebirth.” Opening a conversation with Tania Léon, John Adams, Meredith Monk, and Anthony 
Davis, he says: “American opera has enjoyed an extraordinary rebirth over the last ten years.” See K. 
Robert Schwarz, “Remaking American Opera,” Newsletter: Institute for Studies in American Music 
XXIV/2 (Spring 1995). Already in 1984, Schwarz’s fellow New York Times critic John Rockwell noted the 
unusual flurry of operatic activity in an article titled “New Opera is Thriving After Years of Neglect,” New 
York Times, August 5, 1984, H1.  
 
9 For a good discussion summarizing similar claims, see Robert Fink “After the Canon,” in The Oxford 
Handbook of Opera, ed. Helen M. Greenwald (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), 1065-188. Fink 
is ultimately skeptical that minimalist/postminimalist opera will “save” classical music, as some have 
opined.   
3
Indeed, a significant number of major musicians associated with jazz and avant-
garde improvisation composed operas or music-theatrical work between the 1970s and 
1990s—for example, Carla Bley, Anthony Braxton, Dave Burrell, Leroy Jenkins, Julius 
Hemphill, Wadada Leo Smith, Cecil Taylor, and Sam Rivers—a notable phenomenon 
that has scarcely been commented on. My goal, however, is not to set up some counter-
canon squarely opposed to minimalism, for the two composers whose work I discuss in 
most depth—Anthony Davis and Robert Ashley—have definite, if complex, ties to 
minimalist composers and techniques. For that matter, neither regarded themselves as 
“jazz” composers—a topic that will be of some importance later on.  
The jazz genealogy of American opera that I develop in this study is intended, 
then, not only as an attempt to draw attention to a body of work that has been largely 
ignored, but also as a way to bring into focus and rethink an ambiguity of late twentieth-
century historical consciousness that I believe was manifest in the operatic resurgence as 
such. I will delineate this ambiguity at greater length below, but for the moment it could 
be summed up as follows: since the 1970s, the West has witnessed an apparent 
recrudescence of all kinds of traditions, a ubiquitous concern with the past, a fascination 
with heritage and genealogy; the same period was characterized by countless cultural 
diagnoses of a dawning amnesiac present of ever-diminishing memory, of a posthistorical 
era of endless mediation and capitalist consumption, even of an affectively or 
perceptually post-temporal age. Related to these developments, since the 1970s it has 
become tremendously difficult to coherently distinguish between “historicist” and 
“ahistorical” cultural tendencies, and even between (neo-)traditional and avant-garde 
artistic developments. Such tensions or contradictions have been amply documented and 
4
argued about, especially in the debates over “postmodernity” and “postmodernism.” But 
while these once inescapable periodizing “post-” terms have grown somewhat 
unfashionable, I’m not convinced that the transformations in temporality and historicity 
they were supposed to register are not still relevant to thinking about the early twenty-
first century.10  
My aim in this dissertation will be to rearticulate those antinomies of historical 
consciousness that have coalesced under the sign of the postmodern by pursuing shifting 
constellations of meaning and experience formed by two keywords: “jazz” and “opera.” 
However, for reasons I explain below, my purview is not strictly confined to the postwar 
years. Indeed, I hope to elucidate a number of transformative moments in the imagination 
of America’s historicity and modernity across the twentieth century. In the remainder of 
this introduction I first examine the idea of a “rebirth” of American opera since the 
1970s, elaborating on its relationship with contemporaneous proclamations on the “crisis 
of history.”  I then sketch the trajectory of my study’s four chapters, briefly showing how 
jazz has been bound up with “the very idea of American opera” (to borrow Lydia Goehr’s 
formulation) from the 1920s well into the 1980s.11  
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 Consider the recent (2014-15) MoMA show “The Forever Now: Contemporary Painting in an Atemporal 
World.” The curators, as if performing their thesis, seemed almost unaware, or at least unconcerned, that 
their assessment of the “contemporary” as ahistorical and atemporal had been proclaimed over and over 
since at least the early 1980s. 
   
11 See Lydia Goehr, “Amerikamüde/Europamüde: The Very Idea of American Opera,” The Opera 
Quarterly vol. 24, nos. 3-4 (Summer-Autumn 2006): 398-432. The article was reprinted in a significantly 
expanded form as “Amerikamüde/Europamüde: The Actuality of American Opera” in Lydia Goehr, 
Elective Affinities: Musical Essays on the History of Aesthetic Theory (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 2008), 257-306.  
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Rebirth of American Opera  
A wealth of numbers can be mustered in support of the conclusion that the 1970s marked 
the beginning of an operatic “renaissance” in the United States, but it is very hard to 
characterize this as the manifestation of a coherent impetus.12 The operatic activity of 
these years was extremely eclectic. For example, regional opera companies and 
universities commissioned many more operas than they had in past decades. Even for-
profit companies with no relationship to arts entertainment seemed to be getting in on the 
opera moment. The American General Life Insurance company co-sponsored the 
commission of The Night Harry Stopped Smoking in 1983, while the Philip Morris 
corporation commissioned On Blue Mountain, “a one-act folk opera set in a tobacco-belt 
town” in 1986 and sponsored a national tour of the piece.13 But if there was indeed an 
operatic renewal this would seem to mostly refer to the fact that beginning in the 1970s, 
and for the first time in decades (perhaps ever), the American avant-garde was turning in 
a significant capacity to opera. This was especially pronounced in the “downtown” New 
York scene. Laurie Anderson recalled that in the late 1970s or early 1980s all her friends 
“in the downtown music world seemed to be writing operas.”14 Robert Ashley wrote that 
“[b]y the end of the nineteen-seventies it seemed every composer I knew was writing an 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 See, for example, Maria F. Rich, “Opera USA—Perspective: The Popularization of Opera,” The Opera 
Quarterly 1 (2) (1983), 19-27. See also Edward Rothstein, “Music Notes; Opera is Thriving in the U.S.,” 
The New York Times, February 19, 1984, H19. 
 
13 The Night Harry Stopped Smoking featured a libretto by John Davies and a score by Ross Dabrusin.  
Scott Eyerly wrote the libretto and score for On Blue Mountain. 
 
14 Anderson continued, “You’d be walking down the street, see a friend and say, ‘So how’s your opera 
going? Yeah well mine’s coming along too…’” In Roselee Goldberg, Laurie Anderson (New York: Harry 
N. Abrams, 2000), 86.  
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opera or wanted to.”15 In addition to Ashley’s Now Eleanor’s Idea television opera 
trilogy (1978-1994) and Anderson’s eight-hour long multimedia “talking opera” United 
States (1979-83), there was Birth of a Poet: an Opera (1985), a collaboration among 
experimental director Richard Foreman, writer Kathy Acker, composer Peter Gordon, 
and painter David Salle; and, somewhat ahead of the curve, Meredith Monk’s Vessel: An 
Opera Epic (1971), Quarry: An Opera (1976), and later Atlas (1991). There was also the 
spate of operatic works by composers based in avant-garde jazz and improvisation scenes 
(many of whom are named above). Among the most remarkable (and on the early side) 
was Carla Bley’s Escalator Over the Hill, with a text by Paul Haines, recorded between 
1968 and 1971, and featuring, among many others, an extraordinary number of jazz 
heavyweights—Dewey Redman, Charlie Haden, Don Cherry, Jimmy Lyons, Jimmie 
Knepper, Paul Motian—as well as avant-garde singer Jeanne Lee, experimental violinist 
Leroy Jenkins, and rock musicians Jack Bruce and Linda Ronstadt. Other operas 
emerging from the avant-garde jazz and improvisation scenes included Trillium A (1985), 
the first of Anthony Braxton’s ongoing opera cycle; Black Cowboys (1970) and Solomon 
and Sheba (1973) by Sam Rivers and the Afro-American Singing Theater/Jazz Opera 
Ensemble; Leo Smith’s The Seventh Prayer—A Ritual Drama (Opera in 3 Acts) (1985); 
John Zorn’s Jai Alai, an “opera for improvisers” (1980); and, on the tail end, Leroy 
Jenkins’s Mother of Three Sons (1991).  
It is surely, however, Philip Glass and Robert Wilson’s minimalist monument 
Einstein on the Beach, premiered in 1976, that has most often been cited as, alternatively, 
the fount or pinnacle of the purported opera renaissance. Here, perhaps, we ought to think 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15	  Robert Ashley, “A New Kind of Opera—Contemporary Opera in the United States,” Outside of Time: 
Ideas About Music: Ideas About Music (Köln: Musiktexte, 2009), 132-134.	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about the term “opera,” which I have so far been using as if it were self-evidently the 
right one. Glass himself said of Einstein—a work that does without declamatory singing, 
symphonic instruments, or plot—that it was “only technically an opera, because the only 
place you could do it was an opera house,”16 and elsewhere noted his preference for the 
term “music theater” since, he claimed, it better conveys the collaborative process.17 
Indeed, many of the works named above are scarcely assimilable to any conventional 
conception of “opera,” so why speak of a “rebirth of opera”?   
Glass’s preferred term, “music theater,” had been used frequently since the 1960s 
as a “catchall” phrase, in the words of critic Gregory Sandow, to cover a wide array of 
often experimental work. It certainly had its champions—among them the Lenox Music 
Theater Group and Quog Music Theater. In his 1979 article “Whither American Music 
Theater” Eric Salzman, proclaimed, partially as a description of recent tendencies and 
partially as an exhortation to composers and producers, the advent of a “new music 
theater” forged “out of the ashes of the old avant-garde immolations,” synthesized with 
elements from American popular music, musicals and opera.18 In 1983 Salzman co-
founded the American Music Theater Festival in Philadelphia to realize this vision. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 John Koopman, “Interview on Operas,” in Writings on Glass, ed. Richard Kostelanetz (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1997), 256. 
 
17 “Apart from the Ensemble my main efforts have been in music theater. I prefer the word. It implies a 
larger collaboration with other theater artists when you say music theater. In fact the way I work is to work 
collaboratively with directors, designers, lighting people. And all the work is usually conceived with that 
group of people from the beginning. Rather than, as a composer, I would take a libretto or a play or 
whatever and set it to music and call it an opera. So the pieces really grow out of a full collaboration and 
participation with the theater arts in general.” Meet the Composer Radio Show—Interview with Tim Page, 
WNYC 1985. The term “opera” was often used by Robert Wilson for his large-scale works, even those 
without music.  
 
18 Eric Salzman. “Whither American Music Theater,” The Musical Quarterly vol. 65, no. 2 (April, 1979): 
241. More recently, Salzman co-authored, with Thomas Dési, The New Music Theater: Seeing the Voice, 
Hearing the Body (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008).  
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Around the same time the Minnesota Opera established a New Music-Theater Ensemble, 
the National Opera Institute was renamed National Institute for Music Theater, and the 
National Music Theater Network was founded in New York. At the Public Theater in 
New York, director Joseph Papp implemented in 1983 a five-year plan (!) in search of 
“new musical theatre works of an experimental genre” in a style of “electronic music, 
mixed-media, rock, new wave, or any other new trend.”19 
 Some works were given idiosyncratic invented genre names. Although Bley’s 
Escalator Over the Hill has generally been referred to as a “jazz opera,” the psychedelic 
and surrealistic work’s official subtitle is “a chronotransduction.” Escalator’s opening 
incantation, heard over a psychedelic drone, might be read as a comment on genre: 
“Whatever it is . . . Can’t have a name—since it makes no difference what you call it.”20 
Apparently in agreement, the National Endowment for the Arts released the following 
statement in 1979 about its recently established “Opera-Music Theater” funding category 
(distinct from the previous all-encompassing “Music” division): 
For several years, our professional advisors in both fields held that opera and 
musical theater are part of one ‘music theater’ continuum…Also, contemporary 
music theater cannot be categorized neatly. Some works might be called opera, 
others musical theater. Staff and advisors agreed; who cares what a work is 
called? If it is good it should be produced and enjoyed.21 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 Quoted in Central Opera Service Bulletin volume 24 no. 3, 1983. That same year, the National 
Endowment for the Arts’ Opera-Musical Theater Program used $580,000 of its total $6.1, for its “New 
American Works” category: “thirty-seven matching grants for experimental music theatre, operetta, ethnic 
music theatre, and yet undefined new forms.”  Quoted in Central Opera Service Bulletin volume 25 no. 1, 
1983.  
 
20 Carla Bley and Paul Haines, Escalator Over the Hill: A Chronotransduction (JCOA Records, 1971).  
 
21 National Endowment for the Arts Annual Report 1979, 203. The “Opera-Music Theater” funding 
category was founded in 1978.  
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All of this wrangling over genre labels should be understood against the background of a 
proliferation of names for experimental performance modes since the 1950s: Allan 
Kaprow coined the term “happenings” in 1957; “intermedia” was the name given by Dick 
Higgins in 1966 to a host of experiments that played with the boundaries of individual 
media; around the same time “performance art” became a term often heard, increasingly 
so through the 1970s and 1980s.22 Despite the proliferation of available terms, “opera” 
had a distinct tenacity, and it became ascendant even in more avant-garde circles since 
the 1970s.23 Perhaps some composers simply found the task of coming up with new genre 
names tedious. Ashley described fiddling around with phrases for his first few dramatic 
works in the 1960s—“‘electronic music theater,’ or something of the sort”—before 
settling on “opera” at the end of the decade: “It was as though a huge burden had been 
lifted.”24  
But if we can in fact speak of an efflorescence of opera since the 1970s this was 
not just because of the many genre-defying music-theatrical works that were labeled 
“opera.” The most prominent new American operas of the 1980s and early 1990s indeed 
seem traditionally operatic. It is tempting to discern in this opera renewal two 
overlapping phases: first a spate of innovative works from the 1970s through the mid-
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 See Dick Higgins, “Intermedia,” Something Else Newsletter 1, 1966. On performance art, see RoseLee 
Goldberg, Performance: Live Art, 1909 to the Present (New York: H. N. Abrams, 1979).  
 
23 Maria F. Rich writes, “The late sixties and early seventies further expanded the scope of opera with the 
creation of ‘multimedia pieces. They were usually experimental works with electronic music, film, 
videotape, dance, mime, or any combination thereof. ‘Musical theatre piece’ was yet another term—used 
simply as a substitute for ‘opera,’ which was still felt to be too highbrow for some audiences . . . . What 
seems to me one of the healthiest signs of the different and new attitude with which the young generation 
views opera is the fact that Philip Glass’s Einstein on the Beach and Satyagraha and Robert Ashley’s 
Atalanta are all unhesitatingly advertised as opera, and are drawing the young, avant-garde musical crowd.” 
Maria F. Rich, “Opera USA—Perspective: The Popularization of Opera,” 25. 
 
24 Ashley, “A New Kind of Opera,” Outside of Time, 134. 
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1980s, followed by a more conservative tide shift. Anthony Davis’s X: The Life and 
Times of Malcolm X (1986), John Adams’s Nixon in China (1987), and Stewart Wallace’s 
Milk (1995) might be named as exemplars of a “new school” of neo-grand opera: all were 
written for mostly standard operatic forces with operatic voices; all fall into a narrative 
tradition of mimetic theater; and all were produced by major opera houses. These operas 
do not appear to be parodies of the operatic tradition in the vein of Cage’s Europeras but 
rather, if their engagement with recent historical subject matter is any indication, earnest 
attempts to turn that tradition toward “relevant,” contemporary ends.  
And yet the clear-cut distinction posited above between two phases of an 
American opera renaissance—an avant-garde prelude and a neo-traditional 
counterreaction—is somewhat overstated. In the first place, even the most remarkably 
idiosyncratic, opera-dismantling operas of the 1970s and 1980s—the television operas of 
Robert Ashley, Einstein on the Beach, numerous works by Meredith Monk—represent a 
certain “return to form,” a return of an at least fragmented subject matter and narrative, 
when compared with the radical music/theater/dance/performance/happening experiments 
of the later 1950s and 1960s (including Ashley’s own). At the same time, the solid 
ground needed to clearly identify an operatic countermovement as “traditional,” or “neo-
traditional,” becomes shaky in the context of the extraordinarily pluralistic art practices 
of the latter part of the twentieth century, and the concurrent critiques of modernist 
teleologies. By the 1980s the very meaning of “avant-garde” was distinctly fraught. Even 
if we do hold on to the term, perhaps we’d do better to speak not of two streams of new 
opera—avant-garde and neo-traditional—but of a gradual legitimation and 
11
“mainstreaming” of an erstwhile avant-garde.25 After all, even Glass became a “real” 
opera composer, eventually receiving the highest commission fee the Metropolitan Opera 
ever paid—$350,000—for his 1992 opera sci-fi fantasy about Christopher Columbus 
(libretto by David Henry Hwang), The Voyage.26 In short, the resurgence of opera since 
the 1970s calls for a renewed meditation on the complex constellations of modernity, 




We could view the avant-garde’s turn toward opera as support for Fluxus pioneer Dick 
Higgins’s diagnosis, in an essay called “Toward the ’70s” (1970), of a new sense of 
narrative temporality beginning to take root in experimental art practices. While avant-
gardes of the early 1960s stressed the “eternal” and its counterpart, “impermanence, the 
transient and ephemeral,” Higgins wrote, “such experiences as the peace and civil rights 
movements during the 1960s led to a greater sense of change, event and experience.” All 
of which, he continues, has “led to a shift in the nature of our perception of time, away 
from the endless continuum or discontinuum, towards a sequential perception that is 
more akin to narrative.” This was concomitant with what Higgins called “revolution of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 See, as just one example, Tom Johnson, “The Avant-Garde Ain’t What it Used to Be—In fact, I’m not 
sure there is a true avant-garde anymore,” The Village Voice, December 19, 1977, 37.  
 
26 The role that the Brooklyn Academy of Music, and especially their Next Wave series—begun in 1981—
played in this process is considerable. The first Next Wave series featured Glass’s Satyagraha, which had 
originally been commissioned for the Netherlands Opera by Hans de Roo. Glass recalls that de Roos, after 
hearing Einstein on the Beach, said, “Well, Philip, that was very interesting. Now how would you like to 
write a real opera?” Philip Glass, Music By Philip Glass, ed. Robert T. Jones (New York: Harper & Row, 
1987), 87. Cited in Fink.   
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subject matter” against the reigning aesthetics of abstraction. These developments, 
Higgins predicted, would grow increasingly pronounced through the 1970s.  
Such statements are broadly concordant with an idea, emerging around the early 
1970s, of a postmodernism the theorization of which became a veritable academic 
industry over the course of the 1980s. In place of the difficulties of the modernist stream-
of-consciousness, barely-narrative, difficult novel, for example, we could now point to a 
postmodern vogue for magical realist novels and self-reflexive “metafiction,” both of 
which held onto an aura of experimental sophistication while (by-and-large) allowing the 
reader to once more “read for plot.”27 Against the supreme value that had been accorded 
to painterly abstraction was a new life of the image, the representation, and the figure—
from pop art, through Pictures generation appropriation artists, through the neo-
expressionists of the 1980s. The theoretical supremacy of Clement Greenberg’s vaunted 
“medium specificity” was challenged by the surge of cross-media hybrid art forms. It 
was, however, in architecture where postmodernism received its most paradigmatic early 
theorization and sloganization. In opposition to the alleged elitism and hubristic 
utopianism of a modernist International style that sought to transform the landscape in its 
image, architects such as Robert Venturi pursued their fascination with the aesthetics of 
popular (and emphatically American) capitalist culture. Just as pronounced was the 
overtly anti-modernist, historicist bent in postmodern architecture, exemplified in the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 William Gass coined the term “metafiction” in 1970. See William Gass, “Philosophy and the Form of 
Fiction,” in Fiction and the Figures of Life (Boston: David R. Godine, 1971), 3-26. Of magical realism, 
Franco Moretti writes, “Set modernism’s feet back on the ground. And then, heal ‘the great divide’ 
(Adorno) between modernism and mass culture. It is the ‘return of narrative,’ as people would say in the 
sixties of One Hundred Years of Solitude: an avant-garde work, but with a gripping story.” Franco Moretti, 
Modern Epic: The World-System from Goethe to García Márquez, trans. Quentin Hoare (London: Verso, 




decontextualized pastiche of earlier forms and design elements—a tendency given its 
most iconic treatment at the 1980 Venice Architecture Biennial titled “The Presence of 
the Past.”  
All this is a story that, by this point, been often told.28 Whether or not one accepts 
the periodizing designation “postmodern,” or the coherence of the many cultural 
transformations that the term was alternatively supposed to account for, critique, or 
legitimize, I don’t believe the idea should be simply be dismissed. It would be 
particularly hard to ignore that shift which seems to somehow underpin all 
postmodernism’s other supposed characteristics: namely, some new fascination with the 
“past” and new relationship with “history” emerging in the United States and Western 
Europe in the 1970s and 1980s. We could point to the resurgence of the “historical novel” 
as a genre; the heightened concern with family genealogies (both reflected in and in large 
part spurred on by the extraordinary popularity of the television miniseries Roots); the 
exponentially increased monetization of various “heritage industries”; even, as Andreas 
Huyssen reminds us, the founding of the History Channel.29 And then, of course, there 
was the renascence of that form that was almost a cipher for the “historical”: opera.   
But the very crux of the postmodernism debates has frequently been the meaning 
and underlying cultural significance of this new retrospection. Literary critic Linda 
Hutcheon described the synthesis of postmodern self-reflexivity and historical subject 
matter in a new mode of “historiographic metafiction.” Here, she claimed, the anti-
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 For one of the most clear-eyed (and concise) histories of the idea of postmodernism see Perry Anderson, 
The Origins of Postmodernity (New York and London: Verso, 1998).  
 
29 See Andreas Huyssen, Present Pasts: Urban Palimpsests and the Politics of Memory (Stanford, CA: 
Stanford University Press, 2003), 14. The History Channel was founded in 1995.  
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historical bent of modernist literature was dispensed with, while the naïve referential 
paradigm that underpinned both realist novels and nineteenth-century historiography 
remained suspended. History was back in the picture, but had grown up, having 
conceded—under the tutelage of the linguistic turn—that raw events could only be 
accessed as a series of textualized traces.30 Not all critics shared Hutcheon’s celebratory 
narrative. In his totalizing theory of postmodernity, Fredric Jameson eloquently argued 
that sometime in the wake of World War II there had been a mutation in capitalism—the 
advent of a “third phase” that could be called transnational, finance, or postindustrial 
capitalism—among the deepest effects of which was the disappearance of historical 
consciousness, supplanted by a regime of spatiality, endless consumption, instantaneous 
financial transactions, and pervasive electronic mediation of experience. And yet, 
Jameson observed that this “eclipse of historicity” was coexistent with that “irredeemably 
historicist” tendency in contemporary culture we have commented on, with its apparently 
“indiscriminate appetite for dead styles and fashions.”31  
In many intellectual quarters that could not care less about “postmodernism,” the 
perception was likewise that “history” was not ascendant but waning. Academic 
historians, noticing lower enrollment rates and fewer historical studies majors, declared a 
“crisis of history.” The diminishment of their discipline’s prestige, some historians 
suggested, was just a sign of the lack of a feeling for the importance of history in every 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
30 Historiographic metafiction, Hutcheon writes, “clearly attempts to combat what has come to be seen as 
modernism’s hermetic, élitist isolationism that separated art from the ‘world,’ literature from history. But it 
does so by using the very techniques of modernist aestheticism against themselves. The autonomy of art is 
maintained; metafictional self-reflexivity even underlines it. But within this seemingly introverted 
intertextuality another dimension is added through the ironic inversions of parody: art’s critical relation to 
the ‘world’ of discourse—and beyond that to society and politics.” Linda Hutcheon, Poetics of 
Postmodernism, 140.  
  
31 Jameson, Postmodernism, 286.  
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day life.32 Meanwhile, French historian Pierre Nora argued that a properly “historical” 
epoch had given way to a “memorial” and “commemorative” era. He suggests that where 
once “history” had been the origin of national “collective memory”—largely by virtue of 
being taught in schools—the last half of the twentieth century witnessed the advent of an 
atomized memorial consciousness in which multiple national and ethnic subgroups 
engaged in a kind of memory-overdrive, everywhere searching for their heritage, seeking 
to shore up their identities.33 Most famously, neoconservative political theorist Francis 
Fukuyama declared an impending “end of history” and a new posthistorical era of 
democratic capitalism in a 1989 article for The National Interest.34 The leftwing version 
of Fukuyama’s posthistoricism was represented most emphatically in Jean Baudrillard’s 
roughly contemporaneous writings.35 Although the arguments about postmodernity and 
history made by Huyssen, Hutcheon, Jameson, Nora, Fukuyama, and Baudrillard, among 
many others, were fairly incompatible with one another,36 I would suggest—at the risk of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32 For a very cogent interpretation of the “crisis of history” within the historical discipline (valuable, I 
believe, even if one were to take issue with the book’s heated polemic) see Harvey J. Kaye, The Powers of 
the Past: Reflections on the Crisis and Promise of History (Minneapolis, MN: the University of Minnesota 
Press, 1991).  
 
33 Nora concluded his massive collaborative history of French-ness, Lieux de Mémoire, by arguing that the 
idea of a “place of memory” which had been forged as a “counter-commemorative” tool intended to 
maintain “critical distance” had—in the years it took to publish the volumes—already been appropriated by 
a commemoration-obsessed era as an “instrument of commemoration par excellance.”“Commemoration,” 
Nora concludes, “has freed itself from its traditionally assigned place, but the epoch as a whole has become 
commemorative.” Pierre Nora, Realms of Memory: The Construction of the French Past, volume 3 
(“Symbols”), trans. Arthur Goldhammer (New York: Columbia University Press, 1998), 626.   
 
34 Francis Fukuyama, "The End of History?"  
 
35	  	  See Jean Baudrillard, The Illusion of the End, trans. Chris Turner (Stanford, CA: Stanford University 
Press), 1994. For an excellent analysis of the concept of “posthistory” across the twentieth century, see 
Lutz Niethammer, Posthistoire: Has History Come to an End?, trans. Patrick Camiller (New York: Verso), 
1994.	  	  
	  	  
36 Fukuyama’s frequently misconstrued Hegelian argument, for example, was the very model of the kind of 
grand historical “meta-narrative” that Francois Lyotard’s seminal early version of “postmodernity” was 
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making a circular argument—that it was precisely this profusion of diverse, 
irreconcilable, and perhaps hyperbolic statements about a transformation of historical 
consciousness that was the clearest attestation to a genuine “crisis of history.”  
 
Opera and History, One More Time  
If we return to late-twentieth-century American opera we find many of these tensions 
displayed in sharp relief. The element of retrospection in the avant-garde’s turn toward 
opera was exemplified not only in an aforementioned concern with narrative in general 
but also in a pervasive interest in “historical” subject matter, and especially the American 
past. Meredith Monk explored turn-of-the-century European immigration to the New 
World in her site-specific music theater film Ellis Island (1983). Two years earlier, she 
had looked to the American Civil War in the opera Specimen Days (1981), obliquely 
derived from Walt Whitman’s eponymous memoir and war meditation published exactly 
100 years earlier. Robert Wilson’s multi-composer opera CIVIL warS (1984) also turned 
to the American Civil War—it was initially inspired by Matthew Brady and company’s 
photographs—although here as the kernel for an expansive vision of world history, the 
global pretensions of which were complemented by its international development on 
three continents and its intended (but never realized) premiere at the 1984 Olympics in 
Los Angeles.37 Even Laurie Anderson’s portrait of a hyper-contemporary “America” in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
supposed to supplant. Nevertheless, this was sometimes ignored, and an idea of a general concatenation of 
the posthistorical and the postmodern is not uncommonly encountered. 
 
37 In Monk’s opera, a projection shows a turtle moving across a map of the United States; in Wilson’s a 
projection shows a turtle moving across a map of the globe.  
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United States seems to keep slipping into a deep past, not of history, perhaps, but of 
myth, as it plays upon the old image of the New World as an Edenic Garden.38 
Perhaps these works of the 1980s and early 1990s could be seen as, in part, effects 
of the excitement surrounding the United States bicentennial in 1976, which has often 
been credited as a major source of the turn toward the past in the U.S. during this period.  
It would be a mistake, I think, to interpret the bicentennial as the primary factor in what 
was seemingly a more deeply systemic and truly transnational phenomenon of looking to 
the past, but it certainly played a role, and nowhere more clearly than in the commission 
of artworks, including numerous Americana-themed operas.39 Among the less 
conventional operatic and music theatrical works composed for the bicentennial were 
John Cage’s Apartment House 1776 and Alvin Singleton’s Dream Sequence ’76. In his 
“musicircus”—a term he first used in 1967—Cage superimposed the sounds he imagined 
one might hear in a Philadelphia apartment house in 1776: the incantations of Sephardic 
Jewish, Protestant, American Indian, and black American singers. All of which was 
superimposed on 44 “harmonies” derived from Revolutionary-era anthems and 
congregational music. Singleton likewise picked up on a principle of collage, here as the 
basis for an anachronistic historical fantasy. Dream Sequence, he wrote, portrayed,  
some characteristic aspects of life and thought in the United States with 
quotations from Abigail Adams, John Quincy Adams, Chief Red Cloud (Oblala 
Teton Sioux), Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, Lyndon B. Johnson, John F. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
38 Anderson was inspired by Leo Marx’s seminal monograph The Machine in the Garden: Technology and 
the Pastoral Ideal in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000 [1964]).  
 
39 In 1974, the National Endowment for the Arts established an initiative in honor of the bicentennial to 
commission fifty-six operas, many of which were drawn from episodes in American history. On opera 
since—and in response to—the Bicentennial see Maria F. Rich, “Opera USA—Perspectives: American 
Opera After the Bicentennial,” The Opera Quarterly 1 (4) (1983), 90-117. Rich writes, “Ever since the 
Bicentennial in 1976, American opera has been on the march. In 1981-982, its productions accounted for 
about one-third of all opera performances in the United States” (90).  
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Kennedy, Martin Luther King Jr., Abraham Lincoln, James Otis, Tom Paine, 
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Benjamin Rush, Harry S Truman, Malcolm X and The 
Declaration of independence.40 
 
More irreverent than either Cage’s or Singleton’s works was Robert Ashley’s 1976 
bicentennial commission, What She Thinks, included in his television opera Music With 
Its Roots in the Aether. In an absurdist contribution to historical pageantry, Ashley plays 
George Washington, joined by “Blue” Gene Tyranny as Beethoven, Paul De Marinis as 
Guglielmo Marconi, and Mimi Johnson as “Whistler’s mother.” During one passage, 
“Whistler’s Mother” can’t seem to stop laughing as she talks about tuna noodle casserole 
and, later on, what she learned about George Washington from the 1976 PBS mini-series 
The Adams Chronicles: “I think it’s wonderful that we’re going to remember those things 
about George Washington, just because we watch TV. My Mom is going to remember 
that John Adams wouldn’t go to his birthday party.” Through a haze of electronic drones 
and distorted voices, “George Washington” repeats “Henceforth and from now on… lay 
off the vegetables!”41  
What do all these experimental opera forays into the past mean? They hardly 
present a unified front. “Ahistorical,” zany pastiche exists next to somber memorial 
desire next to sublime images of a mythic America. If we consider those aforementioned 
“neo-grand” operas about more recent historical and political events, the operatic 
mediation between “history” and contemporaneity appears hardly any clearer. Drawing 
on political history of the recent past, works such as Nixon in China, Milk, and Davis’s X, 
seem to constitute bids for demonstrating opera’s contemporary relevance, even playing 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
40 See Alvin Singleton, Dream Sequence ’76  (Mainz: Schott Music, 1976). The work was commissioned 
by the American Institute of Musical Studies and premiered in Graz, Austria. It has not been recorded.   
 
41 This description is from the television version from Ashley’s Music With Its Roots in the Aether.  
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with representing the televisual mediation of current events. (Critic Peter G. Davis aptly 
coined the somewhat derisive phrase “CNN opera” to describe this trend.) But they at 
once seek to reinstate an at least apparently traditional form of opera. Perhaps it is telling 
that Adams rejected the tendency of critics to interpret Nixon in China as a piece of self-
consciously kitschy Pop art, and preferred to frame the origins of his mature work 
through a story about a memorable encounter with Wagner’s Götterdämmerung.42 
  Such reinvestments in a new “real” opera, however, cannot simply be assimilated 
to a neoconservative traditionalism; the subject matter of Davis’s operas, for example—
Malcolm X, the Amistad trial (Amistad), the Standing Bear trial (Wakonda’s Dream)—
reflects a legacy of progressive historicism, stemming from the feminist, civil rights, 
Black Power, and anticolonial movements of the 1960s that sought to recover histories of 
the dominated and marginalized. Around the same time, a number of other apparently 
relatively formally conventional American operas about major black figures of the 
nineteenth century appeared. Dorothy Rudd Moore and Ulysses Kay both completed 
operas about Frederick Douglass in 1985.43 Thea Musgrave’s Harriet Tubman: The 
Woman Called Moses was premiered that same year. Walker, an opera about the early-
nineteenth-century anti-slavery pamphleteer David Walker, with music by T. J. Anderson 
and a libretto by Derek Walcott was performed in 1993.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
42 John Adams, Hallelujah Junction: Composing an American Life (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 
2008), 100-105.  
 
43 Kay’s Frederick Douglass was completed in 1985 but wasn’t premiered until 1991, performed by the 
New Jersey State Opera. Dorothy Rudd Moore’s Frederick Douglass was premiered in 1985 at the City 
College of New York. Neither work has been commercially recorded in full. The score of Moore’s opera is 
published by the American Composer Alliance. Kay’s score can be found in his papers held at Columbia 
University’s Rare Book and Manuscript Library.  
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Considered as a whole, this sample of late-twentieth century opera recapitulates 
many of the tensions in the discourse on the status of “history” surveyed above. These 
works were as apt to betray a pronounced nostalgia and desire to re-forge links with 
traditions that modernism or modernity had supposedly severed as they were to evince 
the joyful, affirmative sense of historical (or ahistorical) exteriority implicit in the 
currency of terminology like “appropriation.” They seemed to represent a groping after 
traditional vehicles of experience, as well as a fascination with the pervasive 
technological mediation that has so deeply impacted the contemporary experience of time 
and space. And the distinction between a neotraditional neoconservatism and a 
progressive historicism was often unclear.  
Perhaps no body of American opera more pointedly focuses the experiential, 
representational, and technological dimensions of this late-twentieth-century conjuncture 
of a resurgent past and a hegemonic present than Robert Ashley’s vast television opera 
trilogy, comprised of Perfect Lives (1978-1983), Atalanta (Acts of God) (1982-1987), and 
The Now Eleanor’s Idea Tetralogy (1985-1994). Searching for a distinctly American and 
contemporary form of opera, Ashley rejected most of the fundamental techniques of 
operatic representation, which, he argued, have been predicated on a composer-centric 
mode of composition that inevitably yields a “revisionist history, rooted in memory and 
prejudice, and restricts the composer to speaking about the past only.” He aimed instead 
to create a form of musical “storytelling modeled on the technology of the electronic 
media, a gathering of actualities…bypassing the past.”44 Indeed, Ashley became 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
44 Ashley, “And so it Goes, Depending,” Outside of Time, 228.  
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convinced in the mid-1970s that opera’s future lay in television.45 But unlike those 
composers who sought to imbricate the televisual with dramatic and musical principles 
drawn from eighteenth- and nineteenth-century forms of opera, he saw in television a 
medium that demanded a fundamental overhaul of operatic procedures and compositional 
technique. First and foremost, Ashley argued, this is because television breaks with the 
centuries-old grip of “representation.” And yet, not only is the past not “bypassed” in 
Ashley’s trilogy, it crops up everywhere. And not only is “representation” not dispensed 
with, but it is reprised in its most overt form: as allegory. The entire cycle forms, in 
Ashley’s words, “a kind of history of America,” a multitiered allegorical epic depicting 
the “movement of American ‘consciousness’ across the continent.”46  
I will explore the tension between “actuality” and allegory in Ashley’s cycle at 
length in my final chapter, but for now I simply want to note that I take the pairing as 
theoretical coordinates going forward. It names a fundamental doubleness in the modern 
concept of “history”: the indication of both raw events and their representation.47 Indeed, 
in what follows I will be particularly concerned with the interweaving of temporal 
experience and representational techniques, and, more generally, with the different 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
45 In a 1991 interview with Kyle Gann, Ashley said: “I put my pieces in television format because I believe 
that’s really the only possibility for music. But I don’t believe that this recent fashion of American 
composers trying to imitate stage opera from Europe means anything. It’s not going to go anywhere. We 
don’t have any tradition.” Kyle Gann, “Shouting at the Dead,” Village Voice 36 (41) (October 8, 1991), 89. 
Quoted in Kyle Gann, Robert Ashley (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2012), 2.  
 
46 Ashley, “A Kind of History of America—A Grand Opera Tetralogy,” Outside of Time, 292. 
 
47 The work of Hayden White is particularly important in the theorization of these problematics of 
“history,” as is that of Reinhart Koselleck. See, especially, Reinhart Koselleck, “Representation, Event and 
Structure,” in Futures Past: On the Semantics of Historical Time, trans. Keith Tribe (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2004), 105-114. 
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levels—institutional, representational, experiential, economic—through which the battles 
over “history” and “modernity” transpire.  
 
 
The Ellington Matrix  
So, what does jazz have to do with all this? Let me try to sketch the contours of my 
argument, and to anticipate how jazz may help us unfold some of those problems of opera 
and history identified above, while following a red thread that winds through this study: 
the name of Duke Ellington.  
 “Rebirth” implies a prior birth—also, a death. When (and whether) “American 
opera” was ever really born is an open question. But there was a perceived death—or at 
least a crisis—of European opera sometime during the mid-1920s. German and Austrian 
composers in particular began to find traditional operatic themes and forms laughably 
anachronistic—coated in the dust of the Belle Époque, as it were. This, of course, was 
precisely contemporaneous with the “Jazz Age.” And indeed, composers such as Paul 
Hindemith, Ernst Krenek, and Kurt Weill looked (often satirically or critically) toward 
“America” as a source of renewal, and more specifically toward the privileged emblem of 
its modernity, “jazz.” This resulted in a remarkable handful of what have become known 
as Zeitopern—“topical operas”—one answer, however short-lived, to the crisis of opera’s 
modernity.48 During the same period in the United States, composers and critics were 
actively debating whether “jazz” might be the key to the long-elusive idea of a distinctly  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48 For the best English-language study of Zeitopern see Susan C. Cooke Opera for a New Republic: The 
Zeitopern of Krenek, Weill, and Hindemith. (Ann Arbor, MI: University Microfilms International, 1988).   
See also J. Bradford Robinson’s excellent essay “Jazz Reception in Weimar Germany: In Search of a 
Shimmy Figure,” in Music and Performance during the Weimar Republic, ed. Bryan Gilliam (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1994), 107-134.  
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“American” art music in general, and an “American opera” in particular. A few self-
described “jazz operas” were produced, surely lesser known to posterity than their 
European counterparts.   
I want to suggest that an interpretation of the historical tensions surrounding opera 
during the latter part of the twentieth-century opera stands much to gain by beginning 
with these original dilemmas of opera and modernity. This is hardly a controversial 
suggestion, nor has the topic of opera and modernity in the 1920s been wholly 
overlooked. But there has been a particular lacuna in the study of black American 
composers and their involvement with opera during this period—and afterward. In the 
case of the 1920s, this is in large part simply a reflection of the fact that while “jazz” was 
a source of great fascination for the white classical establishment, black composers were 
almost entirely disregarded. As we will see, they were rarely considered when institutions 
such as the Metropolitan Opera asked questions such as: “Who might be a plausible 
candidate to compose a jazz opera?”  
To begin filling in some of these scholarly gaps, chapter 1 explores the work and 
career of Harlem Renaissance composer H. Lawrence Freeman, focusing on his never-
performed “jazz opera” American Romance (1924-1929). I will be particularly concerned 
with the racially charged question of the “modernity” of Freeman’s work. In American 
Romance we hear (an imitation of) “Duke Ellington and his inimitable band” broadcast 
over the airwaves in an ecstatic party scene—a definite symbol of modern America. And 
yet Freeman also seemed to some of his contemporaries to be a distinctly traditional and 
overly European composer, taken with Italian opera, and even more so with Wagner. In 
American Romance “jazz” is even rendered as a full-fledged leitmotif. My discussion of 
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jazz, opera, race, and modernity, beginning from a “wide-angle” perspective, eventually 
focuses in on fine points of music-dramatic representation. 
The subsequent three chapters follow the jazz-opera constellation into the later 
twentieth century. In chapter 2, I turn to the 1960s-70s, relying on hitherto unexamined 
archival material to chronicle the Harlem Opera Society’s abandonment of its former 
European repertory and subsequent reinvention as the Afro-American Singing 
Theater/Jazz Opera Ensemble. Collaborating with prominent avant-garde jazz musicians 
including Sam Rivers, Jacques Coursil, and Jerome Cooper, the group took 
improvisation—and its temporality of the transitory present—as the basis for a distinctly 
black and modern opera. They called their new form, alternatively, “operatic 
improvisation,” “operavisation,” “black opera,” “American opera,” and “jazz 
improvisational opera.”  But we will see that the Afro-American Singing Theater/Jazz 
Opera Ensemble subsequently made another turn, from “New Thing” avant-gardists to 
purveyors of a 1980s neo-traditionalism, emblematized in their performances of Ellington 
numbers. (In retrospect, we might note that even while jazz was enjoying the height of its 
avant-gardism and concomitant association with radical newness during the late 1960s 
and 1970s, it was already undergoing a metamorphosis into the prized vessel of 
“tradition.”) In tracing these transformations of form and historical consciousness, I 
examine how they were underpinned by a knotty dialectic of artistic autonomy, and by an 
emergence of the “cultural sphere” as a privileged repository of the black American past.  
The reinterpretation of “Ellington” from a symbol of modernity in chapter 2 to 
one of tradition in chapter 3 might serve as a parable of the broader transformation of jazz 
over the course of the 1970s and 1980s into an increasingly historical, even historicist—
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perhaps posthistoricist—“neo-classical” music. Chapter 3 examines this shift through a 
series of works that I call “jazz-historical operas.”  Amplifying a latent self-reflexive 
narrative quality long found in jazz, works such as Gunther Schuller’s The Visitation 
(1966), Julius Hemphill’s Long Tongues: A Saxophone Opera (1970s-1991), and George 
Gruntz’s Cosmopolitan Greetings (1987) take jazz history as their subject matter. 
Although “jazz history” served in some of these works as a metonym for “black history” 
as such, I suggest that they culminate in an “end of jazz” in which the music can signify 
only itself, and specifically it own reified “historical” aura. In the second the part of the 
chapter I examine Anthony Davis’s X—The Life and Times of Malcolm X. I argue that 
this work represents a different kind of jazz-historical opera and leads to a different kind 
of “end of jazz.” Although Davis, maintaining that he had composed a “real opera,” 
vehemently opposed the classification of his opera as “jazz”—going so far as to 
contractually ban the use of the word in publicity material—he simultaneously sought to 
position the “jazz tradition” as the central impetus for the creation of American opera. 
And not just any “jazz tradition.” Davis sought, in particular, to place X in a line of jazz 
composition extending back to Charles Mingus, to Thelonious Monk before him, and 
ultimately grounded in the work of Duke Ellington.  
Chapter 4 returns to Robert Ashley’s operas, synthesizing a number of themes 
that had emerged over the course of previous chapters concerning operatic mediations 
between “present” sound and the historical past. These are refocused in terms of the 
aforementioned tension between actuality and allegory. Ellington is again a point of 
connection. For Anthony Davis, Ellington symbolized a tradition of black American 
composition that could be taken as the basis for an intervention in neo-traditional opera; 
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for Ashley, Ellington was an inspiration for overhauling the very principles of 
composition and opera. Indeed, Ashley’s mysterious sounding concept—a “gathering of 
actualities”—was inspired not only by the “electronic media” (television) but also by 
jazz, and by Duke Ellington’s band in particular. In the workings of Ellington’s band he 
saw “proto-operas . . . very American in form” that were liberated from the illusionism of 
plot and from the grip of “representation,” in which storyteller and storytelling prevailed 
over story, and through which the present could conquer the past.49  
*** 
My original hunch when I set out to write this dissertation was that, critically examined, 
the turn toward opera on the part of the American avant-garde between the 1970s and 
1990s might clarify some of those tensions in late twentieth century historical 
consciousness sketched above. From the time I began my research I had intended to 
explore the intersection of jazz and opera during these decades, but this was to have 
comprised only one among numerous case studies. Jazz was not at first meant to have had 
the central role that I ultimately gave it. The simple explanation for the form and focus of 
the present dissertation is that in the course of digging around I came across such 
intriguing archival material that I could not stop myself from pursuing the jazz/opera 
thread until what had begun as one chapter turned into three. If this unexpected (to me) 
shift of emphasis has in some ways threatened the coherence of the project it has also, I 
think, deepened it. I want to conclude these introductory comments with a few words 
about some areas of inquiry opened up by this jazz turn.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
49 Robert Ashley, “Robert Ashley Talks About Perfect Lives,” Perfect Lives: an Opera (Champaigne, IL: 
Dalkey Archive Press, 2011 [1991]), 184. 
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Although this dissertation centers on late twentieth-century American opera, I 
devote almost 70 pages to the 1920s. One explanation for this, proffered above, is that it 
was during this decade of Jazz-Age modernity that opera was widely felt to have 
encountered its first great crisis of relevance. Moreover, it seems fairly uncontroversial to 
suggest that the “postmodern” must be theorized in reference to the “modern,” a category 
which it both negates and preserves within itself. But there was in fact another reason that 
I turned to the 1920s. While studying Anthony Davis’s work, I began to perceive that his 
operatic project, however emblematic it was of the 1980s, could also be fruitfully placed 
in the context of a long debate concerning the role of ‘the black composer’ in American 
music in general, and American opera in particular—a debate that gained traction during 
the 1920s, in part through the activities of the vaunted New Negro Movement. Indeed, I 
saw a kind of narrative encompassing the respective ambitions of H. Lawrence Freeman, 
the Harlem Opera Society, and Davis to create new forms of American opera that would 
be rooted in black music. I became especially intrigued by the complex ways that jazz 
played into these various projects, and how it often seemed to function to help composers 
stave off allegations of being overly enamored with an allegedly passé Romantic 
European operatic tradition. This was all the more striking because in the half-century 
separating American Romance from X the symbolic meanings of the word “jazz”—to say 
nothing of the music itself—had undergone dramatic transformation.  
But while I have found it useful to draw throughlines from the 1920s to the 1990s, 
this dissertation by no means presents a continuous history of American opera from 1924 
to 1994, as the subtitle might seem to imply. The weight is squarely placed on the late 
twentieth century, and indeed there is a jump between chapter 1 and 2 from the 1920s to 
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the late 1960s. Developments in opera and jazz during the intervening years are 
obviously important, but it they lie beyond the scope of this dissertation.  
In some ways, my analysis of the deeply ambiguous status of historicity and 
modernity in the late twentieth century will prove consonant with many previous 
discussions of the topic. But I hope that in certain fundamental respects my study may 
also be understood as a novel, even interventionist foray into historical theory. Race has 
scarcely been an overlooked topic in critical inquiry and cultural theory of the last three 
decades, but it is hard to ignore the Eurocentric—or Euro-American—thrust of much of 
the canonical discourse on postmodernity and historicity, some of which was surveyed 
above. My attempts to interpret transformations in historical consciousness through 
shifting relationships between two culturally and racially supercharged signifiers—“jazz” 
and “opera”—might be taken as a challenge to this tendency. Closely related to this focus 
on race is an attempt to track the dialectics of symbolic capital and real capital as they 
have intersected with such integral categories of the historical imagination as 
“modernity” and “tradition.” Again, there has been no dearth of sociological and 
theoretical literature over the last three decades on topics such as canon construction, the 
creation of aesthetic value, and the socio-economic basis of cultural production, but these 
discussions have not been as central as they might have been to debates over postmodern 
historicity.50  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
50 See, especially, Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press), 1986; Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production, ed. Randal 
Johnson (New York: Columbia University Press), 1994; Barbara Herrnstein Smith, Contingencies of Value: 
Alternative Perspectives for Critical Theory (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press), 1991; John 





Finally, I should mention a more modest ambition of this dissertation. The operas 
of Ashley and Davis have something in common beside their composers’ invocation of 
Ellington. Both Perfect Lives (the first-composed opera in Ashley’s trilogy) and X were 
originally commissioned by the “downtown” multimedia and performing arts venue The 
Kitchen. Subsequently, excerpts of both works were performed at Opera America’s 1983 
“Showcase” in New York. I hope this dissertation will demonstrate the value of 
approaching the New York avant-garde scene of the 1970s and 1980s, of which the 
Kitchen was undoubtedly among the focal points, through a wider (admittedly, only 
slightly wider) chronological and geographical scope: as far back as the 1920s and as far 




Chapter 1: “Forced To Jazz”: The Modernities of H. Lawrence Freeman  
 
Introduction: “Jazz Opera” and the 1920s 
When the jazz craze first swept the American scene in the late nineteen-teens and early 
nineteen-twenties, the music was met with cries of cultural degeneration by some 
commentators, while others proclaimed it the great hope of American music. A few 
naysayers contested the music’s national character. In 1926 Alexander Russell, a 
composer and professor at Princeton, attacked “jazz, or ‘polytonality’” and declared that 
it was “not of American origin,” but had “long been practiced by the Chinese.”1 Mostly, 
however, proponents and detractors alike agreed that jazz was a peculiarly American 
development. In a two-part column from 1922 titled “‘Jazz’ the National Anthem” in The 
Musical Courier, critic Frank Patterson tied the U.S.’s international fate to its new mass-
cultural musical export:  “The old, colorless, piano-violin-clarinet-cornet aggregation . . . 
has gone by the board, while ‘jaz,’ or what people call ‘jazz,’ is on deck, in the first and 
second cabin and steerage, and the ship of state, carrying this ‘National Anthem,’ is 
sailing the seven seas, and carrying Americanism to every end of the earth.”2 It was 
precisely this kind of lauding of jazz as the savior of American music that galled the 
music’s opponents. Paul Rosenfeld, eminent music critic and member of Alfred 
Stieglitz’s circle, opened his 1929 study An Hour With American Music with the rebuke: 
“American music is not jazz. Jazz is not music.” But Rosenfeld did not deny jazz’s 
national character. “Jazz,” he wrote, “remains a striking indigenous product, a small, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 “Is Jazz Doomed,” The Washington Post, May 1, 1926, 6.  
 
2 “‘Jazz’—The National Anthem (part I),” Musical Courier, May 4, 1922.  Reprinted in, Jazz in Print 
(1856-1929): an Anthology of Selected Early Readings in Jazz History, ed. Karl Koenig (Hillsdale, NY: 
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sounding folk-chaos, counterpart of other national developments.”3 One subset of those 
who greeted jazz enthusiastically saw in the music the answer to a perennial problem: 
how to compose an opera that would be truly American.4 Irving Berlin, for example, 
proclaimed in 1925: “If an American composer writes an opera in the standard foreign 
forms it will not be an American opera. The American people want climaxes. They want 
many of them and in quick succession. Hence jazz. An American opera will have to be in 
jazz tempo.”5 
 As early as 1922, critic Joseph Kaye (later the biographer of operetta composer 
Victor Herbert) argued in Musical America that jazz would be the key to American opera. 
Composers, Kaye observed, “[are] inseparable from the characteristics of the land that 
gave them birth.” Thus, a great American opera would not result from a modish 
internationalism but only from a dedication to national subject matter. Jazz was the 
answer: “In Afro-American music . . . and in the modern syncopated concoctions is to be 
found material to make genuine American opera.”6 That same year, George Gershwin 
composed—in only five days—a one-act opera (libretto by Buddy DeSylva) called Blue 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Paul Rosenfeld, An Hour with American Music (Philadelphia and London: J. B. Lippincott Company, 
1929), 11. Rosenfeld explained that jazz, despite its “peculiar giddy, half-erotic bobbing” is fundamentally 
alien from the empathy-inspiring powers of real music, as represented by Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, or 
Wagner.  
 
4 In fact, the aforementioned Professor Russell proceeded to observe that there had been a good deal of 
recent talk about “the probable success” of a “jazz opera,” and weighed in against the plausibility of the 
idea: “The preponderance of opinion is against it.” “Is Jazz Doomed,” 6.  
 
5 Before that statement, however, Berlin writes, “Twelve years ago…I determined to write a ‘rag-time 
opera.’ Since that time I have changed my mind. I don’t believe now that any man ever will consciously 
write a jazz opera. I do believe, however, that some day a great composition will be written in jazz tempo.“ 
“Creators of Jazz Don’t Want it in Grand Opera—Playing It in the Metropolitan Would Be ‘Best Way to 
Ruin It,” Boston Daily Globe (The Associated Press), December 22, 1925, A25.  
 
6 Joseph Kaye, “Says Jazz Would Galvanize American Opera,” Musical America, July 22, 1922. Reprinted 
in Jazz in Print, 195-96.  
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Monday. The opera told the violent and tragic story of a handful of lower-class black 
Harlemites—played by whites in blackface. It bore the subtitle Opera à la Afro-
American. Gershwin, his biographer Howard Pollack observes, “alternatively called Blue 
Monday a ‘vaudeville opera,’ a ‘nigger opera,’ and an ‘opera for colored people,’ while 
[Paul] Whiteman, [bandleader and conductor for the premiere], who advertised it as a 
‘jazz opera,’ subtitled it a ‘glorified mammy song.’”7 Although one New Haven critic 
lauded Blue Monday Blues in its trial run as “the first real American opera,” it was not 
well received when it opened on Broadway (as part of Whiteman’s Scandals of 1922) and 
it was pulled after only one performance.8 The jazz opera moment, however, did not pass 
with the Blue Monday debacle. In 1924, L. L. Hasselmans, sometime conductor of the 
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, announced his desire to compose “an operatic score in 
jazz.” While the black American origins of jazz had been clearly recognized by both 
Joseph Kaye (cited above) and Gershwin, Hasselmans was content to simply observe that 
jazz was “American.” This was representative of a sea change in jazz’s white reception 
during the early 1920s; with the sophistication of symphonic jazz—notably, Paul 
Whiteman’s orchestra—the music had now supposedly transcended its “primitive” and 
particularistic black origins. Gershwin himself would suggest as much in a 1925 article 
titled “Our New National Anthem.” Jazz, he argued, was not in any way  “essentially 
Negro” but simply a “spontaneous expression of the nervous energy of American life.” 
Whatever its primitive origins may have been (“a simple reveling in animal vigor”), these 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 Howard Pollack, George Gershwin: His Life and Work (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of 
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8 Ibid. See Pollack for contemporaneous responses. Blue Monday features an intriguing amalgamation of 
blues and operatic recitative, but is dramatically peculiar, abruptly ending with a barely-motivated murder. 
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have been slowly shed: “Beginning with crudity and vulgarity, it has gradually been 
freeing itself and moving towards a higher plane.”9 
In 1924 a number of newspapers announced that Otto Kahn—international 
banking magnate, philanthropist, and chairman of the board of the Metropolitan Opera—
was interested in producing a “jazz opera” at the Met. The significant press coverage 
given to possible candidates scarcely ever mentioned a black American composer. 
Instead we read about Irving Berlin (who would  “give his right arm to be able to do it,” 
but admitted to being unequipped), Jerome Kern, and again, Gershwin.10 Kahn’s 
(alleged) call for a jazz opera—it might be about a flapper, a shopgirl, a typist, or “any 
one of the American types whose life is one of bobbed hair, subway riding, movies, and 
flapperism”11—caused something of a stir. In the Boston Daily Globe, journalist H. L. 
Phillips published in response a satirical scenario set in the subway: “Carmen, the 
flapper, comes down the subway stairs . . . . She manages to enter the train with only 
minor injuries, but upon getting inside discovers that in the rush she has lost her clothes. 
Don Jose the Subway Guard finds and returns them to her. It is a case of love at first 
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10 “Jazz Opera in View for Metropolitan—Otto H. Kahn Tells Berlin and Kern That He Would Be Glad to 
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of Bobbed Hair, Shop Girl and Flapper,” The Boston Daily Globe, November 18, 1924, 6.   
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sight. (Here the jazz orchestra begins playing a tune of no importance and the action 
begins.)”12 The magazine Musical News offered to publish any opinion on Kahn’s 
proposed jazz opera: “Everybody’s talking about it! Everybody has an opinion—so, let’s 
have a symposium.”13  
The same year—seven months before Kahn’s announcement—popular clarinetist 
and bandleader, Ted “Mr. Entertainment” Lewis stated that he had hired two composers 
to write a jazz opera that he would produce (“Individuals with elevated eyebrows are 
about to get the shock of their academic lives,” one columnist writes. “Ted Lewis says he 
is going to produce a jazz opera . . . ”) Lewis confidently predicted his opera’s favorable 
reception: “The show will be swift, even what reformers might call barbarous, but it will 
be American. . . . Of course, I expect loud shrieks of protest—but I also expect a lot of 
commendation.”14 Neither shrieks nor applause were heard; Lewis never produced an 
opera. Only a year later, he confidently asserted that jazz and opera don’t mix: “[Jazz] is 
America’s popular music. Opera is high brow music and classicists should confine 
themselves to their medium.”15 Many commentators and composers either joined or 
anticipated Lewis in proclaiming jazz opera an impossibility. Composer John Alden 
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13 “Kahn Wants a Jazz Opera To Produce On Metropolitan Stage,” Musical News, November 28, 1924. 
Reprinted in Jazz in Print, 365.  
 
14 “Has Plans for Jazz Opera—Ted Lewis Expects Criticism, But Says It Doesn’t Matter,” The Baltimore 
Sun, April 27, 1924, MT4. 
 
15 “Creators of Jazz Don’t Want It In Grand Opera—Say That Playing It in the Metropolitan Would Be 
‘Best Way to Ruin It,’” [Associated Press] The Boston Daily Globe, December 22, 1925. Returning to the 
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Carpenter declared that “there can be no such thing as jazz opera” because opera is about 
the ancient world, and jazz is about modern American life.16 Others deferred the dream of 
an American jazz opera to some future time. Deems Taylor wrote in 1930 that perhaps 
the “musical grandsons of the present day composers” might succeed at writing a jazz 
opera, but for now the inability of “serious” composers to write jazz, and of jazz 
composers to write anything other than jazz was an obstacle. Taylor went to predict that 
“the Great American Opera” would probably be written by a Philadelphian, that it might 
take place in Yugoslavia during the fourteenth century, and that its composer would have 
no idea that he’s writing an American opera until the critics proclaim that it is one.17  
Over a decade after Kahn’s reported solicitation, music critics would continue to 
occasionally invoke “jazz opera” as a yet unrealized form. In 1938, critic Louis Reid 
wrote,  “A persistent curiosity of this department is why America, the nursery of jazz, has 
not come forward with a jazz opera,” suggesting as potential composers Dorothy Fields, 
Jimmy McHugh, Vernon Duke, Harold Arlen, Mack Gordon and Harry Revel, W. C. 
Handy, Duke Ellington, and Ferde Grofe, and as librettists “perhaps, Roark Bradford or 
John Dos Passos or Vachel Lindsay, or Carl Sandburg—someone who knows the comedy 
as well as pathos of the jazz age.”18 In the meantime, though, a handful of works from the 
1920s in addition to Blue Monday Blues were described as jazz operas by critics or by the 
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composers themselves. Premiered in Chicago in 1925 to some acclaim, W. Frank 
Harling’s A Light from St. Agnes was lauded as one of the first. Harling, who would go 
on to have a career as a composer of popular songs and film scores, stressed his opera’s 
novelty, but suggested that it should be taken as simply an attempt to “do a little pioneer 
work in musical nationalism with the hope that it will arouse some dormant Yankee 
Moussorgsky,” who might, it is implied, one day compose a true American jazz opera.19 
(Although A Light from St. Agnes has been almost entirely forgotten, it was described as 
a small sensation when it debuted. According to one report, following the premiere 
Harling was met by a mob of two hundred concert goers who wanted to hug and kiss him 
for his part in writing a successful “native opera.”)20 As Edward Hipsher observed his 
1934 book American Opera and its Composers, the sounds of “jazz” in Harling’s opera—
“saxophones, banjo, xylophone, humming, jazz rhythms and jazz effects”—were used 
“not as musical ends, but as mediums toward realism and dramatic characterization.”21  
The importance of this last description cannot be overstated, for, as we will see, in 
the 1920s—and for decades thereafter—jazz was nearly incapable of shaking its 
association with a certain kind of operatic “realism.” The eponymous play (by the famous 
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understand that it is not effective.” Ziegler to Kahn, 7 January 1926. Kahn Papers, Box 287, Princeton 
University. Quoted in Guszki, “American Opera at the Metropolitan,” 334.  
 




actress Minnie Maddern Smith) from 1896 that the St. Agnes was based on had been 
received as a piece of Ibsenian “realism” about the “low life” in Louisiana.22 Frank’s use 
of jazz was likewise intended to naturalistically depict the content of a “‘jazz’ life,” in the 
composer’s words. As Hipsher’s description might suggest, this “realist” music could be 
understood as distinct from the properly “musical.”23 Thus, critic Mitzi Kolisch (sister of 
Rudolph Kolisch) breathed a sigh of relief that in A Light From St. Agnes Frank used jazz 
only sparingly, and, she maintained, for the main dramatic purpose of expressing 
degenerate behavior in a single character:  
If A Light from St. Agnes is any indication of Mr. Harling’s attitude toward the 
use of jazz in opera construction, his view is by far the sanest of all those writing 
in that style, for in his work he uses jazz, not as an expression of a nation or a 
phase, but as the keynote of a character. The ‘jazz character’ in Mr. Harling’s 
opera is Toinette, a sordid, drunken product of the New Orleans underworld. The 
vile revelry in which she passes her life may easily be expressed by the vulgarity 
of jazz as we understand it today.24 
 
Among jazz’s stock operatic meanings one was certainly debauchery. (Think of the role 
of saxophone in Alban Berg’s Lulu.) The following year, Harling wrote (with librettist 
Laurence Stallings) Deep River, subtitled “a Native Opera with Jazz” (fig. 1.1).  One of 
numerous voodoo-themed operas of the period, Deep River was once again set in 
antebellum Louisiana—in this case, New Orleans—and “jazz” again served a rather 
cordoned-off dramatic function (as the phrase “with Jazz” might suggest).  
A rather different “realistic” use of jazz could be found in the 1925 James Cruze 
film Beggar on Horseback, which, owing to its elaborate score by Hugo Riesenfeld, was 
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24 Mitzi Kolisch, “Jazz in High Places,” Independent, April 10, 1926. Reprinted in Jazz in Print, 463. 
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pronounced America’s first jazz opera by Josiah Zuro (pit conductor for the screenings). 
Riesenfeld’s score, “written entirely in jazz” according to one review, seems to have used 
music as something between pantomime, a system of leitmotifs, and, as the reviewer put 
it, “dialogue.” The score is lost, so we must rely here on the reviewer’s description: 
“Each of the characters has a theme that serves to identify him and his idiosyncrasies. 
There is Cady sr., who always uses the telephone, represented by a blustering tune 
intermingled with the ringing of many bells . . . . Mrs. Cady and her chewing gum and 
rocking chair are sensed in sound . . . . Throughout the picture these themes are played 
against each other in the same way that dialogue is used on the stage. However, in that 
part of the picture which portrays Neil’s dream they are distorted, introduced at strange 
moments, just as they would be in a real dream.”25 (Even the dreams are realistic!) But 
there was another kind of musical realism in Beggar on Horseback as well, one in which 
music simply represents real music. The story concerns a young aspiring classical 
composer whose prospective father-in-law thinks he ought to give up the classics for jazz. 
According to Zuro: “Various instruments are made use of back-stage to achieve unusual 
results . . . . There are several jazz bands playing back of the screen and these are heard 
when the band in the restaurant below Neil’s apartment starts its activities and destroys 
his inspiration.”26 Indeed, as we will see jazz could scarcely not signify real acoustic 
substantiality. It would very frequently make its operatic (or here, cinematic) appearance 
in some “diegetic” or “phenomenal” form, that is to say, as a music “heard” as music in a 
given opera’s “world.” This was one testament to a quintessential realism associated with 
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26 Ibid.  
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jazz, also seen in the many invocations of its mimetic relationship with modernity and 
mechanization.27  
Film scholar Jennifer Fleeger has recently argued that while “jazz-opera” never 
succeeded in establishing itself as a viable theatrical form it did indeed find “a home of 
sorts in the sound films of the conversion era.”28 Although failing to mention Beggar on 
Horseback, she traces the filmic interplay of jazz and opera from silent films (where both 
genres were commonly found within the same live score) through early shorts with 
sound—including a number of “operas in miniature” based around the music of 
prominent jazz composers, such as Duke Ellington’s Black and Tan (directed by Dudley 
Murphy, 1929) and James P. Johnson’s Yamakraw (directed by Murray Roth, 1930)—
and ultimately into feature-length films of Hollywood’s “golden age.” Fleeger does not 
identify the connection between jazz and a certain form of “realism” that I propose 
above,29 but she does suggest that the filmic utility of jazz was bound up with the music’s 
association with improvisation, and implicitly its liveness.30  
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It is perhaps ironic that while jazz was supposed to bring the United States into its 
operatic own, the most commercially (and artistically) successful “jazz opera” of the 
1920s was Jonny Spielt Auf by Ernst Krenek, a Czech-Austrian.31 In Krenek’s opera, 
which premiered in Leipzig in 1927, Jonny, a black jazz violinist from down South, 
serves as the symbol of an ascendant American modernity, while the fading-out Old 
World is embodied by Max, a depressive European opera composer. When Jonny came 
to the Metropolitan Opera in New York in 1929 the opera spurred a handful of hysterical 
screeds against its embodiment of the barbarous modernity of the “age of jazz”—“vulgar, 
profane, speed-made, sexy, soulless, spoofing, brassy, hard”—which, it was alleged, had 
already begun to eat “into the body of the white race.”32 Mostly, however, the opera was 
simply criticized for its “naïve” imitations of jazz.33 Krenek himself later said that 
although Jonny Spielt Auf had “elements of jazz” and was always referred to as a “jazz 
opera,” he thought of it as “basically a romantic opera.”34 Nevertheless, it was as an 
exemplar of “jazz opera” that Jonny Spielt Auf was received in over 5,000 performances 
in Europe, and even protested in “anti-jazz” riots during performances in Vienna and 
Budapest. (One correspondent for The Observer supplemented his report on the opera’s 
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Jazz Opera as Dull, Pepless, Flavorless Ragtime Effort,” The Atlanta Constitution (Associated Press) 
January 21, 1929, 2.  
 
34 Elliott W. Galkin, “Ernst Krenek: A Man of Two Worlds,” The Baltimore Sun March 31, 1967, B1. 
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Hungarian premiere by noting his personal distress that jazz had destroyed traditional 
Hungarian music, and even, he claims caused many “Tzigane” musicians to die of 
starvation.)35  
In addition to being described as a “jazz opera,” Jonny Spielt Auf was regarded as 
among the era’s quintessential Zeitopern. I want to briefly consider the role that jazz 
played in representing a new temporality of the “modern” in this repertory. As in some of 
the American operas mentioned above, “jazz” often served in Zeitopern as a privileged 
music of the diegetic or phenomenal register. But unlike the “jazz” of Harling’s operas, 
which symbolized a nineteenth-century Southern milieu, the jazz sounds in Zeitopern 
were to be imagined as emanating from an everyday (alltägliche) urban modernity. Jazz 
served, then, to accentuate and even to “double” the present: it became a “present” 
(diegetic) music of the present (contemporary) world.  
For example, in Hindemith’s Neues vom Tage (1929), the parodic story of two 
couples and their (attempted) divorces, the opera’s main dramatic episodes are 
diegetically restaged at its very close in the form of a jazz-influenced cabaret 
performance. One couple goes to the theater to watch a re-enacted staging of the other 
couple’s divorce—a divorce which has, for some reason, become a sensationalized news 
story, juxtaposed with absurd headlines about Hitler and Mussolini. Thus, the inherently 
reflexive character of phenomenal or diegetic song is pushed to a characteristically 
modernist auto-referential extreme in which the real audience’s present activity of 
spectatorship is inscribed in the theatrical events. This ending seems to purvey a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
35 “‘Cannibal Music.’ Hungary’s Battle with Jazz” The Observer, April 1, 1928, 12. In 1929 audiences in 
Munich, whose racism had been amplified by the presence of Senegalese soldiers stationed there by France, 
initially rioted in reaction to the misinformation that a black singer would play the lead role. See Cook, 
Opera For a New Republic, 105. 
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somewhat didactic message about the indistinguishableness of everyday life, popular 
“entertainment,” and “News” that hints at a peculiarly modern form of temporality. 
Indeed Neues vom Tage’s cabaret scene stages the experience of modernity as a kind of 
temporal and spatial alienation, as if our own present had already been elsewhere, and 
was “returning” to us in the feedback loop of popular representations.  
In other Zeitopern “jazz” would more markedly function as the locus of such a 
paradoxically alienated present. Among jazz’s dominant significations in these operas 
were not only real sound and modernity, but also technological mediation—itself an 
emblem of the modern implicated in the representation of sonic phenomenality. In 
Krenek’s Jonny Spielt Auf, for example, we are led to imagine Jonny’s jazz resounding 
through the Swiss Alps by means of modern loudspeaker amplification. In Kurt Weill’s 
Der Zar lässt sich photographieren (1928) the “Tango Angele”—sounding during the 
climax to a series of mistaken identifications and assassination mishaps—was pre-
recorded and actually played on an onstage gramophone central to the dramatic action. A 
more sublimated fascination with the phonographic apparatus is evident in the indication 
“gramophone tempo” in Jonny Spielt Auf. In such scenes, jazz symbolizes a principal 
spatio-temporal tension of technological modernity. As the new music most suited to 
operatic technique of onstage diegetic song, its presence is accentuated; but as the music 
most paradigmatically tethered to technological mediation, it is the most spatially and 
temporally estranged.  
Much more could be said about the significations of jazz in opera of the 1920s, 
but I hope the foregoing has given an idea of some of the consistent tendencies in its 
dramatic use (especially its role as diegetic sound), as well as highlighting some of the 
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distinct and even incompatible meanings that were attributed to jazz.36 Indeed, in the Jazz 
Age “jazz” could be deployed as a sign for “negro” life and for “universal” Americaness; 
for the primitive/Southern/rural and the hypermodern urban; for the spatio-temporally 
present and the absent.  
I want to further explore the centrality of race in jazz’s operatic meanings—and 
especially in the music’s complex relationship to the idea of “modernity”—through an 
extended study of a single composer. As noted above, the mainstream press coverage that 
followed Otto Kahn’s reported 1924 call for a jazz opera at the Met almost exclusively 
mentioned white composers. There was, however, one signal exception: The Billboard 
wrote in 1924 that H. Lawrence Freeman, founder of the Negro Grand Opera Company, 
was “perhaps the best fitted of all the American composers to fill the suggested need for 
the jazz opera that Otto H. Kahn, millionaire patron of music, states will represent the 
spirit of America. Due to the African base of modern jazz a Negro composer of American 
birth and training no doubt will be better able to achieve this than will one of another 
race.”37 That same year Freeman did in fact begin work on a piece called American 
Romance, which he subtitled “a jazz opera.”  Although never performed, American 
Romance may significantly augment our understanding of jazz (and jazz opera) in the 
1920s.38  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
36 For more on jazz in German opera, see Alan Lareau, “Jonny’s Jazz: From Kabarett to Krenek” and Dane 
Heuchemer, “American Popular Music in Weill’s Royal Palace and Krenek’s Jonny spielt auf: Influences 
and Usage,” both in Jazz and the Germans: The Influence of “Hot” American Idioms on 20th-Century 
German Music, ed. Michael J. Budds (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2002), 19-60; 99-118.  
 
37 The Billboard, December 13, 1924. In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 60.  
 
38 Writing about the 1920s interest in jazz opera, Jennifer Fleeger incorrectly states that “Harry Lawrence 
Freeman, the founder of the Negro Grand Opera Company, wrote The Flapper in 1928, but it premiered on 
Broadway rather than at the Met.” In fact, The Flapper was one name that Freeman seems to have 
considered using for the opera (composed between 1924 and 1928 or 1929) that he elsewhere called 
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The fraught idea of “modernity” plays out across Freeman’s work and career, its 
tensions everywhere entwined with the apparent contradictions of race. Here, for 
example, was a composer who boldly envisioned a vast body of operas based upon the 
mythologies and histories of what he referred to as the “darker races of the world,” a 
repertory that might demonstrate the vast creative endowments of these unjustly 
maligned “Great Races.” And yet, for the centerpiece of his mythic-historic opera 
system—a tetralogy about Zululand meant to rival Wagner’s Nordic universe—he chose 
as source material the exoticizing African fantasies of the wildly popular Victorian 
British writer H. Rider Haggard. But, as we will see, it was in Freeman’s engagement 
with “jazz” and “jazz opera” during the 1920s that the interrelated tensions of race, 
modernity, and musical style, came into sharpest focus. In American Romance “jazz” was 
employed as both a veritable Wagnerian leitmotif symbolizing white, upper-class, urban 
ultra-modernity, and as a diegetic sound heard over the airwaves (“the one and only Duke 
Ellington orchestra!”) signifying black musical achievement. Since Freeman is scarcely 






	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(including in the two score manuscripts) American Romance. At any rate, the work was never performed 
under either name. The 1928 “Broadway” performance referred to by Fleeger must be Freeman’s Voodoo 
(more on which below). Fleeger, 10.  
 
39 The following study of Freeman’s career and music was carried out using the H. Lawrence Freeman 
Papers held at the Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University in the City of New York.  
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Part I: H. Lawrence Freeman and the Idea of Negro Grand Opera 
  
I can see a certain type of not unthoughtful American Negro saying to himself: “Now just what 
has Bayreuth and opera got to do with starving Negro farm tenants in Arkansas or black college 
graduates searching New York for a job? It may be all right for the fortunate to rest and play, but 
is it necessary to pretend that this has any real vital connection with our pressing social 
problems?”  
 I think it has. I have long thought so.  
 
- W. E. B. Du Bois, “What of the Color-Line?”  
 
Born to a middleclass landholding Cleveland couple in 1869, Harry Lawrence Freeman 
studied piano as a child and began performing as a church organist around the age of 
12.40 He was said to have been spurred to compose after encountering Wagner’s 
Tannhäuser as a teenager.41 By 1891 Freeman had moved to Denver, where he formed an 
all-black amateur opera company to put on his first works, the libretti of which he also 
wrote. The Martyr (subtitled “a sacred opera”), which Freeman would later count as his 
first “grand opera” was performed in Denver and then again in Chicago during the 1893 
World’s Columbian Exposition, although it was not part of the fair itself.42 Set in ancient 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
40 For a concise biographical sketch see Antoinette Handy, “H. Lawrence Freeman,” in Henry Louis Gates, 
Jr., and Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham (eds.), Harlem Renaissance Lives (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2009), 210-11.  
 
41 The story told is in an article by Obie McCollum (with information almost certainly supplied by 
Freeman): “A year before [composing The Martyr], while a youth of 17, living in Denver, Harry Freeman 
dreamed of writing an opera. A friend gave him a ticket for a performance of “Tanhauser” [sic] by Emma 
Juch’s company. The majesty and depth of Richard Wagner’s music did something to Harry Freeman that 
night. Sleep denied him, he tossed in his bed until 5 a.m., when he arose and composed a waltz song at the 
piano. For the next 200 days he wrote a new song daily—always without words.” Obie McCollum, “The 
Trailblazer: H. Lawrence Freeman—Opera Composer for Four Decades,” New York Amsterdam News, 
October 20, 1934, 9. Series VIII, Box 55. In an article titled “A Composer of Fourteen Operas,” Benjamin 
Brawley records Freeman’s birthdate as October 9, 1875. The month and day are correct, but not the year. 
See Brawley, “A Composer of Fourteen Operas,” The Southern Workman (July 1933). In H. Lawrence 
Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 55.  
 
42 Freeman struck an earlier opera, Epithalia, from his oeuvre. A newspaper article (title missing, dated 
1915 by the composer) found in ones of Freeman’s scrapbooks of clippings states that the Denver 
performance of The Martyr (earlier titled Platonus) was held at “the German theatre,” perhaps referring to 
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Egypt in the early days of Judaism, the opera’s exotic subject matter, lofty, faux-antique 
libretto, and Romantic score would set the mold for many of Freeman’s twenty-some 
operas composed over the next half-century. Indeed, the plan for his life’s work—to 
compose a monumental corpus of “grand operas” and “music-dramas” on the legends and 
histories of the “darker races of the world”43—seems to have crystallized by the close of 
the nineteenth century. An 1898 article in The Cleveland Press labeling Freeman “the 
colored Wagner” reads: “Freeman’s plans are to go to Europe in about two years and 
after a thorough course at the big conservatories to go to Africa. He wants to meet the 
Zulus, the Kaffirs, the Abyssinians and other nationalities and study their legends, 
mythology, and native music. He believes he can construct truly grand and noble operas 
on these foundations.”44 Freeman never made it to Africa, nor did he study in Europe. He 
did, however, receive lessons in the 1890s, after returning to Cleveland, from conductor 
and composer Johann Heinrich Beck, and in 1903 incorporated African students at 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
one of the two German Theatres of the Denver Turnverein. According to another source (“Grand Opera 
‘Destiny’ by Colored Composer Harry L. Freeman,”—dated, by Freeman, 1898), the Chicago performance 
of The Martyr was held at “Bethel Church,” probably referring to Bethel A. M. E. Both articles are found in 
H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 59. Freeman writes about strolling through the 1893 
Columbian Exposition with Frederick Douglass, who went as a representative of Haiti in order to hand out 
copies of “The Reason Why [The Colored American is Not in the World’s Columbian Exposition],” a 
pamphlet he had co-authored with Ida B. Wells. For more on African Americans and the World’s 
Columbian Exposition see Anna R. Paddon and Sally Turner, “African Americans and the World’s 
Columbian Exposition,” Illinois Historical Journal 88 (Spring, 1995): 19-36.  
 
43 “The Artistic Status,” (circa 1920) in H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VI, Box 49, Folder 11. One 
pamphlet on which the essay appears is signed at the end by Valdo Freeman (“General Manager”), but it 
seems likely to me, given the rhetorical style, that it was penned by H. Lawrence. (Elsewhere it is printed 
without attribution.) At any rate, the piece presumably would have received H. Lawrence Freeman’s 
approval.  
 
44 “[Word missing] African Operas,” Cleveland Press, March 25, 1898. This article does not bestow the 
title “the colored Wagner” on Freeman but rather observes that it is “the appellation given to Harry L. 
Freeman by the musicians of Cleveland.” In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 59.  
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Ohio’s Wilberforce University (where he taught from 1902 to 1904) into performances of 
his opera An African Kraal.45  
After leaving Wilberforce, Freeman began working as music director for Ernest 
Hogan’s Rufus Rastus Company in 1905 or 1906, writing music for the comedy Captain 
Rufus (1907), and subsequently became conductor of Bob Cole’s vaudeville musical Red 
Moon.46 (I will say more about Freeman’s involvement in popular entertainment forms 
below.) Sometime around 1908 or 1909 Freeman left Chicago, where he had been 
working as music director of the Pekin Theatre, and moved with his actress-singer-
director wife Carlotta to Harlem. There he established the Freeman School of Music, and, 
in 1913, founded and conducted a group called the Colored Choral Society, with upwards 
of seventy-five singers.47 Later, around 1930, Freeman and Carlotta established a social 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
45 Beck was an early champion of Freeman. He wrote letters of introduction and recommendation and in 
1900 conducted the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra in a performance of excerpts from Freeman’s music-
drama Nada (programmed alongside Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, Mendelssohn’s violin concerto, and a 
Strauss March). A review of the performance in the Cleveland Leader (no date) reads: “In these [excerpts 
from Nada], intentional African tone color was depicted by the use of weird colorings and complex 
instrumentation.” In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 59.  
 
46 The dates and extent of Freeman’s involvement in these two shows can be gleaned from the composer’s 
own statements, numerous newspaper articles about Freeman, as well as from program books and reviews 
of Rufus Rastus and The Red Moon found in the Freeman Papers.  
 
47 The Freeman School of Music, located at 124-126 West 136th street, appears to have been founded in the 
early 1910s (according to various newspaper columns). Freeman also taught at the Salem School of Music, 
located at 102-104 West 133rd Street. This latter address is found on a postcard-sized advertisement in H. 
Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 59. A biographical note written by Freeman (recipient unclear) 
states that he taught at the Salem School from 1910 to 1913. In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series II, 
Box 36, Folder 6. The earliest newspaper review I have come across about the Choral Society is from 1913 
and is entitled: “Choral Society Scores—One Hundred Voices of Male and Female Artists Applauded as 
They Appeared for Y. M. C. A. Building Fund.” Publication and further information missing. In H. 
Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 60. The program for a concert by the Negro Choral Society on 
December 18, 1913 suggests that they were largely devoted to performing Freeman’s operatic work. The 
first part of the program (“The Plantation”) features spirituals as well as popular songs such as “Swanee 
River.” The second part of the program is comprised of excerpts from Freeman’s operas The Tryst and 
Vendetta. In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 55.  
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and artistic salon with their son Valdo (who was named after the eponymous opera by H. 
Lawrence) called The Friends Entertainment Guild.  
To produce his operas, which he continued composing even as they mostly went 
unperformed, Freeman began to work out plans as early as 1916 for a black opera 
company that would use the Choral Society as its core.48 Originally to be called the 
Colored Grand Opera Company of New York, the organization was eventually 
incorporated as the Negro Grand Opera Company in 1920 (fig. 1.2). Attempting to sell 
stock in the Company at $100 a share, Freeman and Valdo printed flyers appealing to 
racial pride: ”The Negro composer has not had this same opportunity for public 
presentation, the Caucasian not deeming it within his province to accept the Negro’s 
creative ability in the realms of higher art seriously . . . . Hence the successful 
presentation of these works by a superb organization . . . who will forthwith establish 
irrefutable proof of the creative achievement of the great Races of the World.”49 Selling 
stock does not appear to have proved very successful, and The Negro Grand Opera 
Company only managed to put on a few performances over the next decade, including 
Vendetta in 1923 at the Lafayette Theatre in Harlem, and Voodoo in 1928 at the Palm 
Garden on 52nd street in the Broadway district. Although the run of Voodoo was cut short 
owing to poor ticket sales, the work did receive a not insignificant amount of attention in 
both New York’s white and black press.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48 These early plans are alluded to in a New York Amsterdam News article titled “Colored Opera is Planned 
for N. Y.” Freeman labels the article as 1916-17. In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 59.  
 
49 “The Artistic Status.” In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VI, Box 49, Folder 11. The directors of 
the Negro Grand Opera Company named in its certificate of incorporation are: H. Lawrence Freeman, 
Valdo Freeman, Carlotta Freeman, J. Walter Wills (a Cleveland businessman and choral conductor), and 
composer Noble Sissle. In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VI, Box 51.  
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 Before further considering Freeman’s career, and his ongoing struggle to found 
organizations and secure performances, I want to briefly explore the composer’s 
conception of “Negro Grand Opera” and consider the salience of Wagner for this idea. 
Not only did Freeman adopt the Wagnerian phrase “music-drama” for certain works and 
complete a tetralogy, he also frequently employed a leitmotivic technique even more 
conspicuous than Wagner’s own.50 Lacking Wagner’s arsenal of critics and interpreters at 
hand, he would himself assiduously label the leitmotivs in his scores. It even appears 
plausible that “the colored Wagner” was a title of Freeman’s own devising; at least, it 
was one that he apparently embraced. (One newspaper article from the late nineteenth 
century reads: “According to the composer’s own account of himself and his work he 
aspires to earn the dubious title of ‘The Colored Wagner.’”)51 Given all this, it is perhaps 
surprising that Freeman’s operas often appear more obviously indebted to harmonic and 
structural conventions of Italian opera of the later nineteenth century than to Wagner. 
Indeed, Freeman tended to write arias and duets of Verdian lyricism, and he rarely 
followed Wagner into the more ambiguous realms of protracted chromaticism.52  
If Wagner nevertheless remained the key forefather for Freeman throughout his 
career this probably involved more than straightforward musical influence. Here we 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
50 Based on novels by H. Rider Haggard, Freeman’s “Zululand tetralogy”—comprised of Chaka, The 
Ghost Wolves, The Stone Witch, and Umslopogaas and Nada—was begun in the early twentieth century 
and completed around 1943. An earlier tetralogy that included the completed opera Valdo (ca. 1895) was 
abandoned. The other operas in that first cycle were to be called (according to one report) Dulcinea, Xerifa, 
and Florina. This is recorded in a newspaper article titled “Grand Opera ‘Destiny’ by Colored Composer 
Harry L. Freeman.” In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 59. 
 
51 This statement is found in the article mentioned in the preceding footnote, following the discussion of 
the first tetralogy.  
 
52 That said, no one has yet carried out a substantial musical analysis of even a single opera by Freeman, 
much less his entire body of work.  
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might think for a moment of Freeman’s contemporary and fellow Wagnerite, W. E. B. Du 
Bois, who perceived a populist and democratic promise in the Wagnerian legacy. As 
Russell A. Berman has argued, for the young Du Bois, Wagner, and late nineteenth-
century Germany more generally, served as exemplars of egalitarian politics, and as 
models that might inform Afro-diasporic nationalist struggles (counterintuitive, indeed 
bitterly ironic, as such an interpretation of Wagner and imperial Germany may strike us 
today).53 Similarly, for Freeman, the Wagnerian project seems to have served as an 
aesthetic-political paradigm for the elevation of a national “folk” culture.  
However, while Freeman’s ambition to weld the European operatic tradition with 
African sources was evident from the very beginning of his career, according to the 
composer’s own telling he initially rejected the influence of African-American folk music 
entirely. In his unpublished study, The Negro in Music and Drama, Freeman recounts a 
tense exchange with famed poet Paul Laurence Dunbar on the subject of African-
American folk culture. Dunbar, Freeman writes, had attended the Chicago performance 
of The Martyr in 1893. Passing through Cleveland two years later, and staying at the 
home of Freeman and his wife, Carlotta, Dunbar admitted his bafflement that the 
composer ignored “Negro themes . . . the folk, work or camp-meeting songs of the 
South,” and in fact in all American Negro music (“There is nothing Negroid in any of 
your compositions”). Freeman records his reply: 
“I didn’t intend that there should be. What do I know about those things?” (I was 
insulted – outraged – exasperated) “Let somebody else do it; for it is all totally 
foreign to me. But let me understand you, thoroughly. You mean for me to copy 
and utilize, for operatic purposes. Those funny-sounding noises – groanings 
moanings and wailings . . . . You expect me to say ‘Dis’ and ‘Dat’ in music, do 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
53 See Russell A. Berman, “Du Bois and Wagner: Race, Nation, and Culture Between the United States 
and German,” The German Quarterly 70/2 (Spring 1992): 123-35. Berman focuses on the meaning of Du 
Bois’s recasting of Lohengrin in “The Coming of John,” chapter 13 in the The Souls of Black Folk.  
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you? . . . . Well,” I concluded; “You suit yourself: I’ll suit myself: Do all the 
‘South Before The War’ stuff you wish. None of it for me!”54  
 
After relating this story, however, Freeman writes that he had “long since learned to love 
and revere these selfsme [sic] aboroginal [sic] Negro themes and melodies more than any 
music within the ken of mortal man.” Indeed, not only did the “South Before The War” 
become a recurring setting in Freeman’s operas, he also began incorporating African-
American folksongs and spirituals into his compositional language and Southern black 
dialect—or his imagination thereof—into his otherwise high-flown libretti. (A slave in 
the “American Music-Drama” Athalia sings: “Sojers is crossin’ de fiel’ out dere, ‘Pears 
lak to me deys a heedin’ heah!”) With the addition of African-American subject matter 
and music to his expansive operatic vision, by the 1910s Freeman had constructed the 
conceptual basis for what he called “Negro Grand opera.” “By this,” he writes in an essay 
titled “The Negro in Grand Opera,” “I mean works conceived by Negro composers, based 
upon typical Negro life and interpreted by Negro artists.”55 Sublimating the influence of 
Spirituals within a late-Romantic musical language, “Negro Grand Opera” would be, 
Freeman imagined, both the first genuinely American contribution to opera and the 
culmination of black art.  
Significantly, Freeman’s vision of interweaving high European art and black 
American folk forms represented, from the very beginning, something more than a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
54 H. Lawrence Freeman, The Negro in Music and Drama (unpublished typescript), 342-43. In H. 
Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series 5, Box 50, Folder 3. See appendix A, example 1 for full anecdote. This 
story is striking given that, according to James Weldon Johnson, Dunbar himself often lamented, “‘I’ve got 
to write dialect poetry; it’s the only way I can get them to listen to me.” James Weldon Johnson, “Preface,” 
The Book of American Negro Poetry (New York: Harcourt and Brace and co., 1922), xxxiv.  
  
55 H. Lawrence Freeman, “The Negro in Grand Opera,” place of publication not clear; it seems to be in a 
music trade magazine. The year is late 1922 or early 1923 (the preceding page lists upcoming concerts for 
January and February of 1923). In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 55. 
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national project. The composer would seem to have been in agreement with Du Bois’s 
key insight that modernity’s prevailing racial logic had to be conceived internationally: it 
was not simply a matter of Anglo- and Afro-Americans, but of whites and everyone else 
across the entire globe (“The color line that belts the world”).56 Thus, for Freeman, 
“Negro Grand Opera,” although imagined as distinctly American, should also build on 
the global mytho-historic project he had already embarked upon. “We also claim the 
right,” Freeman wrote, “to depict certain episodes of the other dark skinned races, such as 
the [American] Indian, Mexican, Mongolian and other oriental peoples, especially those 
who have made their abode in Africa from time immemorial, such as the Egyptian and 
the Arab.”57 Among Freeman’s operas were: Valdo (1895), a “Romantic Opera,” about a 
nineteenth century Mexican caballero; The Octoroon (1904), a romance about 
“miscegenation” in the antebellum South (based on Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s serialized 
novel of 1861-62); An African Kraal (1904), set in Kaffirland; The Tryst (1910) and The 
Prophecy (1911), both about American Indians; Athalia (1916), set in the South during 
the Civil War; Vendetta (1923), set in Mexico; and the Zululand “African Music Drama” 
tetralogy (ca. 1917-43).  
 
Modernity/Mastery   
In one of the few published assessments of Freeman’s life and work, Elise K. Kirk 
suggests that the composer’s importation of a “low-class” form such as jazz into his 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
56 Brent Hayes Edwards makes this point about Du Bois at the very beginning of his study of transnational 
black culture in the 1920s and 1930s. See Brent Hayes Edwards, The Practice of Diaspora: Literature, 
Translation, and the Rise of Black Internationalism (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2003), 2.   
 
57 “The Negro in Grand Opera.” In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 55. 
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operas—she names Voodoo in particular—was too far ahead of its time for mainstream 
American audiences and critics. His career was to have suffered accordingly.58 But Kirk 
is referring to Freeman’s failure to get the opera performed when it was first composed in 
1913 or 1914—before the word “jazz” had entered mainstream use.59 She says little about 
the racially charged debate over “modernity” and “jazz” that attended the reception of the 
work when it was finally produced in 1928. By this period jazz and, to a lesser extent, 
“jazz opera,” had come into vogue. That Freeman unofficially dubbed the work a “Negro 
Grand Jazz Opera” was likely an attempt to capitalize on the pervasive jazz craze (fig. 
1.3).60 My point is not to cast suspicion on the applicability of the word “jazz”—many 
reviewers certainly understood Freeman’s inclusion of black folk and dance forms as 
such—but to note that by 1928 the idea of “jazz opera” was a selling point, not a liability.  
At any rate, the dominant criticism leveled at Voodoo in the white press when it 
was premiered at the Palm Garden was not for its use of “jazz”—which, on the contrary, 
was generally lauded—but for what was taken as its anxiety-ridden and even perverse 
attachment to a rapidly receding nineteenth-century European Romanticism. One 
reviewer complained, “The work is supposed to be a jazz-opera, so a jazz orchestra was 
selected. But ‘Voodoo’ is not jazz. It is attempt to produce under the guise of negro forms 
the old Italian form of opera. There are arias that ape Verdi and Donizetti. There is a plot 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
58 Kirk writes that African-American composers Scott Joplin and Harry Lawrence Freeman both learned 
that “America was not ready to accept a serious opera that contained what was still considered a ‘low-class’ 
art form: jazz.” Elizabeth K. Kirk, American Opera (Champaign, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2001), 
188. Moreover, Freeman initially composed Voodoo as a one-act opera in 1906. 
 
59 Furthermore, he finished a one-act predecessor in 1906. 
 
60 Freeman never officially changed Voodoo’s subtitle from “Grand Opera,” nor did refer to it as a “Jazz 
Opera” in his writings after the 1920s. 
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that reaks [sic] of the tragedic school.”61 Elsewhere, critic Alfred Frankenstein mocked 
that opera’s faux-antique libretto: “I recall such lines: ‘Ah, could I to thy for the life 
restore,’ and ‘List! The nightingale is trilling.’ The point,” he continues, “is that Freeman 
is so anxious to produce in the great line of European development that he falls into the 
stupidest conventions of the European stage, even to the extent of setting a nightingale 
trilling in Louisiana, where nightingales are as scarce as the duck-billed platypus.”62 
Freeman did indeed write scores full of nineteenth-century operatic conventions, and 
libretti that made even Valdo, his son and lifelong manager, cringe.63  
And yet, the matter of the perceived modernity—or lack thereof—of Voodoo 
cannot so easily be laid to rest. Reviewing the same performance, a third critic 
enthusiastically wrote, 
At the first crash of the cymbals and brass, shrilling of reeds and scraping of 
strings that opened the piece, it was apparent that here was either almost 
unbelievable discord—a mad melange that would kill a master musician—or a 
thing in new forms and new rhythms; a thing so hideously bizzare [sic] that it was 
beautiful; almost a master work of composition and scoring. Then a mixed chorus 
came on and began singing. They were able, trained voices, just as the orchestra 
was correct technically, and they sang with no little skill—but in most horrid 
dissonance. As the act went on and the music and singers obviously were under 
complete control and direction, it seemed that here was a thing of irregular forms 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
61 Harold Strickland, “A New Opera,” The Brooklyn Daily Times, September 11, 1928.   
 
62 Alfred Frankenstein, “New York Hears First Negro Opera Company Sing ‘First Opera by Colored 
Composer,’” Chicago Daily Tribune, September 16, 1928, G4. 
 
63 In an interview for the Yale Oral History of American Music, conducted in 1971, Valdo said, “He [H. 
Lawrence Freeman] wrote his librettos and everything. That’s what used to annoy me, when I used to type 
up the different synopses and everything, I’d take them around – I didn’t think they told such good stories, 
personally, you see….But I had to go around and try to sell this thing….I’d be going around to these offices 
on Broadway….Now, the great – the very thing that I told him about Voodoo before we opened – had such 
words as effulgence, bright, oh, he could use some words….If he wrote a book – in fact, he did write a 
book….He had a dictionary open near him, and I think he looked up these different things to condense 
things he wanted to say. And putting those words in there was, to my mind, terrible, you see. Now in the 
opera I told him about this effulgence, bright, and affluent whatever it was....The very thing one of the 
critics hopped on. So then he had to take it out, but it was too late then.” 
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and rhythms, of discords that trembled and crashed a thing effrayant, effroyable; 
modern of moderns.64  
 
Another review, although negative, described Voodoo as an “experimental work.”65 
(Incidentally, by some accounts the opera was the first to be broadcast live in its entirety 
over radio.)66 Meanwhile, the stakes and criteria for considering Freeman as modern were 
obviously different for Harlem society and the black press, for whom artistic innovation 
was almost inevitably bound up with questions of socio-economic progress and 
philosophies of racial uplift. Theater critic Obie McCollum incisively commented on a 
dialectic of conservatism and innovation in Freeman’s life and work. Upon stumbling 
into Freeman’s studio, the reviewer conceded, one might be forgiven for exclaiming: 
“‘Here is an old school music teacher who lives in the past.’” “Certainly,” McCollum 
continues, “the Elizabethan period paintings, the wall masks recalling the glory which 
was the Moor’s, the alabaster bust of Shakespeare, bard of Avon; the mullions and 
furniture in Doric, Louis IV and Ionic, and the paneled walls and ceiling in ebony, red, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
64 The passage continues,  “Puzzled, the professors and pundits left early, shaking bald, domed heads. It 
followed no orthodox meter or motif, no safe-charted harmonics. There was no Old Kentucky Home, sweet 
stickily regular. There was a stark, stabbing, unbeautiful discord that seemed somehow altogether right and 
natural; against it the molasses of the old ‘negro songs’ seemed oddly synthetic, Nordic romantics.” E.H., 
“Voodoo,’ Bizarre Work of Basic Music, in Premiere,” The New York Sun, 1928. Here I should add that the 
first reviewer mentioned, Strickland, despite criticizing Freeman for his old-world tendencies also wrote: 
“And there is an orchestration which combines the worst elements of Strauss – Schoenberg – Stravinsky – 
Honegger and Gershwin.” 
 
65 “The experimental work, composed by H. Lawrence Freeman and produced by his son, Valdo Freeman, 
proceeds haltingly through three loosely-knit acts. Uncultured voices labored under the strain of what 
purported to be operatic music written in the jazz strain.” The review is from The New York Daily Mirror 
and can be found in H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 57.  
 
66 The broadcast, on May 21, 1928 on WGBS (three months before the performances at the Palm Garden), 
was a piano-vocal reduction featuring Freeman on piano and many singers—thirty according to one 
account. Although numerous papers included blurbs in anticipation of the broadcast, the handful of reviews 
after-the-fact were not kind. One reads: “The WGBS presentation seemed to consist of some basso and 
soprano work with horrid, incomprehensible plunkings on a piano thrown in.” The Evening Telegram, May 
21, 1928. In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers Series VIII, Box 57.  
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gold and pale green would suggest a leaning toward yesterday.” But to dwell on 
appearances, the author suggests, would be to entirely miss the deep strain of innovation 
in the work of this “pioneer composer.” 67 Similar rhetoric could be found in reviews of 
Voodoo published in black newspapers. A headline subtitle in the Baltimore Afro-
American, for example, read, “‘Voodoo,’ Race Opera Opens Up New Field—Lawrence 
Freeman’s Play Takes Pioneer Step in New Race Culture,” while an advance publicity 
blurb in the New York Amsterdam News was given the martial title, “The Negro Invades 
the Grand Opera Field.”68 
Freeman’s own representations of his career suggest that he considered himself a 
path-breaker, and as the first composer to create an original, autochthonous body of 
“American opera” that may be compared on an equal footing with the great European 
repertory. However, this is by virtue, he says, of his deep absorption in European and 
African-American traditions, and his swearing off the superficial excesses and fads of 
anti-emotive modernist style.69 Making sense of these apparently contradictory 
statements requires that we read Freeman’s conception of Negro Grand Opera through a 
richer theory of “modernity.” Toward this end, I take Houston A. Baker’s 1987 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
67 McCollum, “The Trailblazer: H. Lawrence Freeman—Opera Composer for Four Decades.” 
 
68 “‘Voodoo’ Race Opera Closes After Short N. Y. Run: Voodoo,’ Race Opera Opens Up New Field—
Lawrence Freeman’s Play Takes Pioneer Step in New Race Culture—SINGING EXCELLENT—Large 
Chorus and Orchestra of 21 Pieces,” The Baltimore Afro-American, September 29, 1928, 9. “The Negro 
Invades the Grand Opera Field,” The New York Amsterdam News, August 22, 1928, 6.  
 
69 Freeman writes, “The fully matured Americans of today, with few exceptions, are exceedingly prosaic 
and unromantic, being in too close proximity with their immediate forbears,—(those of the gold-massing, 
sky-scraper era) to be able to think clearly for themselves along the lines of beauty and charm. Hence, the 
plainer the musical idiom, and the freer it be from poetic [illegible] or embellishment – the better. 
But/However once this same younger element, or its talented children, succeeds in freeing itself from self-
conscious reactions, as regards beauty, romance and its inevitable tragedy, then will the American 
composer stand side by side with the great creators of other nations.”  Manuscript draft (dated December 




monograph Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance as a useful—although, as I will 
show, not entirely satisfactory—theoretical touchstone.70  
 In this volume, Baker defends the success and modernity of the Harlem 
Renaissance against historians such as Nathan Huggins and David Levering Lewis who 
deemed it a failure, and against critics who regarded its literary production as 
“provincial” and old-fashioned compared with the bold experiments of contemporaneous 
Anglo-modernism (quintessentially, the work of Pound, Eliot, and Joyce).71 The 
argument hinges on the elaboration of two black rhetorical strategies: the first Baker calls 
“mastery of form,” and the second, “deformation of mastery.” With the mastery of form, 
those stereotypical, and indeed ludicrous, modes of speaking, behaving, and sounding 
that have been imagined by white society as quintessentially black are knowingly and 
cannily appropriated for subversive ends. It is a speaking through masks; a tropological 
technique embodied by minstrelsy, where we witness the dialectic of imposition and 
inversive appropriation of form. The deformation of mastery, conversely, is bolder and 
employs none of the same cryptic masking. A mode of transmuting the (Western) 
“standard” by turning its sounds toward an “ancestral past,” deformation of mastery 
“resists the master’s nonsense,” yielding a language comprehended by those within the 
community, while heard by the dominant culture as deformed and monstrous.   
 What to do, then, with those “formally standard,” even apparently regressive 
poetic styles in the ballads of Countee Cullen or the sonnets of Claude McKay? In the 
first place, Baker argues, those who would so quickly write off the modernity of such 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
70 Houston A. Baker, Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance (Chicago and London: University of 
Chicago Press, 1987). 
 
71 See Nathan Irvin Huggins, Harlem Renaissance (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007 [1973]) and 
David Levering Lewis, When Harlem Was in Vogue (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989 [1980]). 
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Renaissance poets have simply ignored the socio-historic conditions that made it 
necessary for black artists to prove to white society their ability to render properly 
“‘artistic’” and not merely “primitive folk creations.” Secondly, critics have overlooked 
the extent to which these socially imposed conventional styles have been treated as 
“artistic postures,” “mastered masks”—that is to say, subjected to the mastery of form. 
But this mastery is at once a denigration of form: “a necessary (‘forced’ as it were), 
adoption of the standard that results in an effective blackening.”72  
It does not concern me here whether this line of interpretation is convincing in 
respect to Cullen or McKay. The question is: how applicable is it to an understanding of 
Freeman’s work? The conjunction of the terms “form” and “mastery” did indeed figure 
prominently into Freeman’s writings on the need for black opera. “The dominant races of 
the world,” he wrote, “in general do not consider the Negro composer capable of 
mastering the intricate technicalities necessary for the construction of the operatic form, 
which in itself embraces all forms of classical treatment.”73 From Freeman’s writings and 
compositional technique there is little hint of an ironical or inversive stance vis-a-vis the 
dominant European forms. A 1934 advertisement for advance-sale librettos of Voodoo, 
sold to raise money for the desired Hippodrome production, reads: “Are you interested in 
the future of the Negro? Would you like to see him reach the highest point of musical 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
72 Baker, Modernism, 85. Bakes also observes that critics have largely overlooked that the work of Pound, 
Eliot, and Joyce was scarcely the poetic norm of the day. 
 




achievement?”74 Freeman’s tapping into the cultural anxieties of the emergent black 
middleclass was surely a canny—if ultimately unsuccessful—attempt to promote his 
work (fig. 1.4). But there is no reason to doubt that he sincerely regarded “grand opera” 
as the pinnacle of art. “Grand opera,” Freeman wrote in one essay, “is the conception, 
evolution and final development of all the aesthetic arts.”75 The sentiment can be found 
throughout his writings over many decades.  
But if the subversive and critical implications of the multifarious “masking” trope 
scarcely jibe with Freeman’s evident reverence for Wagner, Verdi, and the European 
operatic tradition, Baker’s notion of “blacken[ing]” standard forms and thereby 
deepening them is nevertheless suggestive.76 Here we might consider Freeman’s 
campaign for Negro Grand opera in light of his related polemic on the failure of 
American opera. He was hardly alone among critics and composers in the early-to-mid 
twentieth century in maintaining that America had yet to make a valuable and original 
contribution to the operatic repertoire. Indeed, in essays and letters to producers and 
prospective patrons, the composer frequently pointed to the abysmal failure of American 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
74 Inside the “Souvenir Programme” of the presentation of three one-act operas by Freeman at Salem M. E. 
Church on January 25, 1934. In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series II, Box 36, Folder 2. On a 1937 
program for Freeman’s opera Vendetta is written: “The Race’s Greatest Achievement.”  
 
75 H. Lawrence Freeman, “Grand Opera (the Musical Outlook),” shortened published version, undated. 
Published in a “Program Bulletin Monthly Scholarship Contest of Music and Art Schools” by the Musician 
and Artists for “U” Association. The Bulletin is undated but seems to be from 1937 or 1938. The 
manuscript of the essay (in a significantly longer form) is dated 1933. In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, 
Series II, Box 36, Folder 2.  
 
76 There is also an interesting equivocation in Baker’s description of Renaissance mastery. Just after 
describing the black tropological repertory of  “artistic postures,” “mastered masks,” and “denigration[s] of 
form,” he observes that Alain Locke, among the chief architects of the Harlem Renaissance and editor of 
The New Negro, “was never of the opinion that Western standards in art were anything other than adequate 
goals for high Afro-American cultural achievement….Hence one would have to present recognizably 
standard forms and get what black mileage one could out of subtle, or, by contrast, straining…variations 
and deepenings of these forms.” Baker, Modernism, 85-86.   
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opera as a travesty well known throughout America and the world. Addressing this 
problem, Freeman proposed a tripartite typology and teleology of Negro music. “The 
evolution of Negro musical art,” he writes “is based upon three potent elements—
Spirituals, Blues, and Grand Opera.”77 With this third term—which assimilates and 
sublimates the first two—not only does the Negro musical tradition reach its point of 
culmination, but it also intersects with the great European tradition, thus giving rise to the 
first full-fledged American opera in the guise of “Negro Grand Opera.”  
The idea that an American art music would find its distinctive voice by drawing 
upon African-American folk tradition goes back at least as far the late nineteenth century 
when Dvořák made his famous proclamations during the course of a tour of the United 
States, and was well in place by the time Freeman was formulating his philosophy of 
Negro Grand opera. But this was generally presented as a logic of self-constituting 
exoticism. That is to say, white “American” culture was to somehow construct itself 
through its black other. Black composers, however, were scarcely given any 
consideration. “The Negro composer,” Freeman wrote, “has not had this same 
opportunity for public presentation, the Caucasian not deeming it within his province to 
accept the Negro’s creative ability in the realms of higher-art seriously.” Against this 
narrative, Freeman proposed that Negro folk culture was not just raw material waiting to 
be repurposed by (white) practitioners of high art, but itself already a dynamic cultural 
“element” moving toward a “higher-art” that would be authentically Negro and 
American. His expression of this teleological narrative was couched in a rhetoric of 
latency and potentiality, and delivered in a style of late-Romantic metaphor. The 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
77 Manuscript draft (dated December 27, 1933) “The Musical Outlook.” In Series V, Box 50, Folder 2 of 
H. Lawrence Freeman Papers.  
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following excerpt from “The Negro in the Higher Altitudes of Music in This Country and 
Throughout the World” is a characteristic example:  
Status – The Negro occupies an [sic] unique position in the realms of musical art. 
I employ the term ‘unique’ rather than ‘important’ inasmuch as he has not as yet 
revealed to the world at large his true musical value. While the divine gifts of 
native talent, inherent taste and a certain adaptability in musical parlance have 
finally been conceded unto the Negro, his capacity for artistic achievement and 
logical development is still a matter of doubt and uncertainty.  
 
Prospective – Yet as babbling brooks, murmuring streams, roaring torrents and 
tumultuous cascades, each plastic and concrete in its own diminutive and 
individual form, are bone and tissue (metaphorically) of each and every great and 
noble river, and the latter in turn offering fealty and allegiance unalterable to the 
vast and mighty seas and oceans, then also is the Negro’s capacity for the highest 
musical achievement fully assured, inasmuch as he has succeeded to the fullest 
extent in meeting the demands of the past decade for such smaller art forms in 
vogue through the only universal means of exposition at hand--the legitimate 
Negro theatrical and musical comedy organizations . . . . 
 
Futurity – The future is rich in voices of rare promise backed by will and 
superior intellect to further the same.78 
 
Freeman leaves little doubt that fulfillment of this promise is imminent—he opens two 
essays with the phrase: “That the time is ripe . . .”79 He expresses similar confidence that 
he is the man to do it. As a rejoinder to the admonition that it is either presently, or will 
always be “too soon” for “the Negro” to reach the intellectual and artistic heights of 
operatic competence, Freeman looks to the “archives of past years” where he finds that 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
78 Dated by Freeman 1915. In the scrapbook where the essay is pasted Freeman writes that it was “written 
for the A. M. E. Review at the request of Bishop Reverdy Ransom at that time editor.” In H. Lawrence 
Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 59.  
 
79 “That the time is ripe for serious consideration on the part of colored musicians, both executive and 
creative, has been evinced by the acceptance of a higher type of artistry and creations by colored people 
[sic], upon the part of the American musical public during the last few years in general—the last few 
months in particular.” In, H. Lawrence Freeman “Sign of the Times,” published in a black newspaper 
(possibly The Baltimore Afro-American) in 1912 under heading “Widely Known Musician Makes First 
Contribution.” In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 59. And, more straightforwardly: “That 
the time is ripe for Negro Grand opera is a foregone conclusion.” In, Freeman, “The Negro in Grand 
Opera,” H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 55.  
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“literature, science and art were originated by the people of Africa.” Here his ideas are 
firmly in the spirit of the New Negro Movement’s rediscovery and revaluation of African 
heritage, while presaging certain early strains of Afrocentricity. The great learning of the 
civilizations of Egypt, Ethiopia, Arabia, and the Sudan have, the composer continues, 
“simply lain dormant in the soul of every black man and woman throughout the 
centuries,” awaiting rejuvenation. In fact, Freeman adds as evidence, he himself has 
already composed a grand opera. “Now while these same musical prophets admonish 
against the composing of grand opera by the Negro composer at this early date, they 
admit in the same breath that the works already composed by a Negro are grand operas, 
in evey [sic] sense of the term. Why wait for our grand children to produce what we have 
already evolved?”80  
 
Mass and Class  
Freeman’s teleological narrative, and his ambitions to hybridize black folk music and art 
music with a European pedigree to form a black American “classic” music, may put us in 
mind of numerous pronouncements on cultural progress by black intellectuals of the 
era—Locke, for example, or, once again, Du Bois, who, in the words of Paul Allen 
Anderson, “wedded a late Victorian ideology of aesthetic idealism and a romantic, quasi-
Hegelian strain of black nationalist thought.”81 Despite great ideological differences, it 
was precisely both men’s reverence for high European art, and their ambitions for a black 
classicism, that left both Locke and Du Bois open to charges of cultural elitism 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
80 Freeman, “The Negro in Grand Opera.” In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 55. 
 
81 Paul Allen Anderson, Deep River: Music and Memory in Harlem Renaissance Thought (Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press, 2001), 5.  
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(increasingly expressed since the 1960s).82 Baker’s defense of the Renaissance’s 
modernity is premised on a repudiation of such allegations. Having posited the vernacular 
as the fundamental matrix of Afro-American aesthetics in his earlier, seminal study, 
Blues, Ideology, and Afro-American Literature, the critic must argue that popular and 
folk culture comprised the very core of a Renaissance modernism founded on a dialectic 
of “class and mass.”83 If this vernacular basis is only fully made good on by those post-
Renaissance writers of the 1930s—those who could choose to ignore “recognizably 
standard forms,” render the “actual folk voice in its simple, performative eloquence,” and 
thereby inaugurate the “indisputably modern moment”—nevertheless, Baker concludes, 
the Harlem Renaissance’s key tome, The New Negro, pointed the way. It may be 
considered as the first “fully modern figuration of a nation predicated upon mass 
energies.”84 The examination of Freeman’s career and reception that follows will in some 
ways bolster Baker’s diagnosis of the Renaissance dialectic as one of “class and mass,” 
but it might also show how much is ignored in downplaying the era’s complex strains of 
cultural elitism.  
By  “figuration of a nation predicated on mass energies,” Baker meant a national 
imaginary that encompassed not only the 175,000 people of color in Harlem, but also “a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
82 Charges of elitism came from scholars such as Levering Lewis as well as artists associated with the 
Black Arts Movement. David Levering Lewis, for example, dwelled on the Harlem Renaissance’s “talented 
tenth”-style elitism and documented the movement’s confinement to a small, predominantly middleclass 
social-artistic network supported by upper-class patronage.  
 
83 See Houston A. Baker, Blues, Ideology, and Afro-American Literature: A Vernacular Theory (Chicago 
and London: University of Chicago Press, 1984). 
 
84 With a poem such as Sterling Brown’s 1932 “Ma Rainey,” Baker argues, the dialectic of “mass and 
class” latent in the Renaissance is fully achieved and the “indisputably modern moment” can be said to 
arrive. Ibid., 92  
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global community of Africans 150 million in number.”85 In the case of Freeman, can we 
not identify something of this populist pan-African (and beyond) vision in his lifelong 
ambition to operatically enshrine the myths and histories of the “darker races of the 
world”? Freeman’s writings also suggest that he not only sought to elevate Negro music 
to the highest echelon of art but also to make grand opera a truly popular American form. 
At the very least, Freeman and his son (and publicist/producer), Valdo, sought to 
convince white theater managers that operas such as Voodoo would have mass appeal 
among black audiences. Hoping to entice Alfredo Salmaggi, director of the Hippodrome 
Theatre, into staging his father’s work, Valdo bombastically estimated that a production 
of Voodoo would “attract most of the 350,000 Negroes in greater New York.” He added, 
“The race pride of the Negro is unquestioned.”86  
Conversely, in letters to prospective black patrons, Valdo depicted the Negro 
Grand Opera Company as a hub of the black elite, an institutional analogue to the 
Metropolitan Opera:  
as the Metropolitan Grand Opera Company is the hub around which the New 
York 400 revolves, so is the Negro Grand Opera Company the pivot around 
which the colored aristocracy of Greater New York in particular and the United 
States in general will abound. / It is the desire of this organization that their kind 
patrons and the public in general turn out in full dress as a standard of social 
achievement. [dated 1923]87  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
85 Ibid, 87.  
 
86 Letter dated November 27, 1933. In a letter to Pasquale Amato requesting an interview concerning 
Voodoo, Valdo wrote: “We estimate an audience of upwards of 10,000 people waiting to hear this score” 
(dated May 30, 1934). Both letters appear in H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VI, Box 49, Folder 3. 
 
87 Letter signed by Valdo, and addressed “Dear Patron.” It ends: “P. S. – Our Society Editor will visit you 
during int [cut off] description of your costume, jewels etc.” In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series II, 
Box 36, Folder 4.  
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On another occasion, Freeman (or Valdo), trying to sell shares in the Negro Grand Opera 
Company, invoked the Metropolitan Opera not for its elite status but as proof of opera’s 
popularity and commercial viability. (“The Negro Grand Opera Company is licensed and 
entitled to join the ranks of the above named organizations [the Metropolitan Opera, the 
Chicago Opera Association, and the San Carlo Opera Co.] in fame and affluence.”)88 But 
Freeman’s attempts throughout his career to procure both black and white patronage for 
his operas proved a series of never-ending struggles and, more often than not, bitter 
defeats.  
Spirited letters and columns published in the The Amsterdam News during the 
1920s and early 1930s give a picture of the problems Freeman faced fostering popular 
interest in his operas in Harlem, and suggest something of the period’s disagreements 
over racial politics, social progress, and artistic form. The recurring feature of these 
exchanges was a black author castigating the black community at large for failing to 
support artistic ventures of a “higher” sort. After the premiere of Voodoo in 1928 at the 
Palm Garden, a Lydia Bass wrote to the paper to decry the paucity of black audience 
members:  
I was standing near Mr. Freeman when the World reporter asked “Where are the 
prominent people from Harlem? Where are the members of the Association for 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
88 That section (“The Incorporated Body”) from “The Artistic Status” reads in full: “The vogue and 
instantaneous success of pioneer motion pictures conceived, constructed and enacted by Negroes, is evident 
proof of the trend of theatricals, catering to Negro audiences. The vast numbers of people turned away 
during the recent production of Micheaux’s ‘The Brute’ being sufficient proof thereof. The past glories of 
such organized bodies as Williams and Walker, Ernest Hogan and Cole and Johnson need no comment. / 
The unprecedented success of the Metropolitan Opera Company of New York whose recent season of 
twenty-three weeks have been made conspicuous by the sign ‘Standing room only’; the extension of the 
Chicago Opera Associations’ periodical season in New York from it’s former two weeks exploits to eight 
weeks for the season of 1921; and last, but not least, to the success of the San Carlo Opera Co. whose 
earnings have enabled its manager, Mr. Fortune Gallo, to offer $1,000,000 for the purchase of 
Hammerstein’s Manhattan Opera House. / The Negro Grand Opera Company is licensed and entitled to 
join the ranks of the above named organizations in fame and affluence.” In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, 
Series VI, Box 49, Folder 11.  
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the Advancement of Colored People?” I was as much embarrassed as he. / I heard 
a reporter say outside “I guess it’s beyond the rest of the jazz babies.” / Where 
were my people? There were fifty whites to one black.89  
 
The 1928 run of Voodoo had to be cut short after only three (out of a projected seven) 
performances because of meager ticket sales. Freeman eventually managed in 1933 to 
convince the aforementioned Salmaggi to produce and conduct Voodoo at the 
Hippodrome Theater, with the excellent house orchestra, provided that Freeman himself 
raise $2,000 for scenery and costumes. This set off a debate in The Amsterdam News. A 
Eulala S. Barker wrote a letter to suggest that the paper start a fund in order to raise 
money for Voodoo’s production at the Hippodrome. “Wouldn’t it be wonderful,” Barker 
wrote,  
now that the eyes of the world are focussed upon us, to startle them with the 
greatest achievement of all, the production of one of the works of [Freeman]? / 
Words are inadequate at this time to express what it will mean to every Negro 
man, woman and child of today and our progeny. I am sure that we will be 
doubly, yes triply, fortified with the pride of race so lacking among us. / May I 
offer a suggestion. Could The Amsterdam News create a fund asking everybody 
to contribute just what they can afford? 
 
Romeo L. Dougherty, the paper’s drama editor and critic, responded:  
It would be a great pleasure for me to foster a move hoping to interest our public 
in the possibilities of supporting something that would mean so much to us as a 
race, but if I attempted such a thing I fear I would do Professor Freeman more 
harm than good, for there is not the slightest chance of success crowning my 
efforts, and it would conclusively prove to our white friends how little we care for 
such things. / As I have so often pointed out in these columns, we are not moved 
with any urge to step out and do anything that would really help the deserving 
artist. We know their worth before they succeed in arresting the attention of 
Broadway, but no matter how accomplished they are we all wait for the white 
man’s stamp of approval before coming to their aid . . . . If any reader thinks that I 
am by the slightest chance unwilling to jump in and do what I can to help the 
laudable efforts of Professor Freeman, I suggest the following proposition: Right 
here in Harlem, I am told, we have a population of over two hundred thousand 
Negroes. If fifty letters come to me suggesting that I try to interest the public in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
89 Letter signed, Lydia Bass, 221 West Thirty-seventh Street, New York City, September 25, 1928. In  
H. Lawrence Freeman Papers Series VIII, Box 57. 
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supporting the professor I will gladly jump in and help. Do you think that fifty 
letters out of this great population so much? Just wait and see!90 
 
Over the next few weeks Dougherty published a handful of letters pertaining to 
Freeman’s opera. A Lucy L. Carsdale proclaimed: “Of course I don’t know anything 
about opera, but I do love music. Of course I recognize opera to be the highest type of 
music, and if one of our race has reached that height where he can composer opera, if I 
understood that article by Miss E. Barker of East 153d street, that the white people would 
help him if he could raise part of the money, I do not see why anybody should hold back 
in helping.”91 An R. Vereda Pearson from the Friends Amusement Guild wrote in to 
castigate Eulala Barker for misconstruing some details about the funding situation.92 
Another letter writer (name missing) attacked Pearson in turn for being ungenerous to 
Barker and her attempt to help Freeman. A Clifford Martinez (whose rhetorical style 
strikes me as suspiciously close to Freeman’s own) wrote a letter describing Voodoo as “a 
great Negro opera,” and states that “every Negro who has race pride and would like to 
see his sons and daughters reach the highest peak in the musical art should support it.” 
Martinez concluded by suggesting that people of color across the world would be 
invested in a production of an Afro-American opera (“I am a native of the Canal Zone 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
90 The passage continues: “Professor Lawrence Freeman has given an example of courage and stick to 
ideals seldom, if ever, surpassed by a man of his color. A lover of the best in music, he has steadfastly held 
to the belief that the best is worthy of being brought forth, and he has absolutely refused to bend low to the 
vulgar will by writing a low form of music for the pittance which it would bring. / After the late Scott 
Joplin had written the ‘Maple Leaf Rag’ he hoped he would get a chance to produce something along 
operatic lines. Poor Scott died with a brain child which never saw the light of day, and I am here to say that 
he was heart-broken. Some day, perhaps, somebody will dig up that opera, and who knows, some good 
friend will also dig up the money to produce it, but the friend or friends will not be of this race.”  
Romeo L. Dougherty “My Observations” (column subtitled “Letters Make Plea for Negro Artists”), The 
Amsterdam News, September 27, 1933. In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 55.  
  
91 In Romeo L. Daugherty’s “My Observations,” The Amsterdam News, October 11, 1933. In H. Lawrence 
Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 55. 
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through Central and South America, and all the black Latins are supporting the world’s 
greatest musical art, grand opera.”)93 Finally, after a month had passed since the first 
column on the topic, Dougherty wrote that despite the enthusiastic letters he had been 
publishing, the number of responses did not yet total even ten. The necessary funds were 
never raised and the Hippodrome production never took place.94  
The perception that Harlem had let down a “genius” among its own was likewise 
the subject of a 1930 column in the Inter-State Tattler. The piece begins by praising 
Freeman for not only for “remain[ing] loyal to the classical ideal” in a “jazz crazy age” 
and for “resist[ing] the fleshpots which are the reward of talented minds willing to exploit 
the mania for blues,” but also for having the courage to challenge the orthodoxy that 
Spirituals represent the summit of African-American music. Quoting a passage from an 
Evening World review of Voodoo (“it proved indeed a lusty infant, but Harlem did not 
turn out for an event which was without precedence in the progress of the Negro race”) 
the writer concludes by appealing to the value of cultural connoisseurship: “We can do 
better if we want to. The TATTLER is staking its judgment that we will. By giving Prof. 
Freeman our heartiest support we will not be honoring him so much as demonstrating our 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
93 In Romeo L. Daugherty’s “My Observations,” The Amsterdam News, October 25, 1933. In H. Lawrence 
Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 55. Martinez went on to castigate Paul Robeson for his allegedly racist 
performance in the film version of The Emperor Jones and to suggest a racial solidarity between Japanese-
American and African-American people. “[A Japanese merchant] told me all the New York Japanese had 
once looked upon Paul Robeson, Roland Hayes, Jules Bledsoe, Marion Anderson [sic; misspelled in the 
same manner in Freeman’s writings] and Abbie Mitchell as the world’s greatest singers barring none. / But 
now I feel that Mr. Robeson has made Negroes bow their heads, and the Latins and yellow race call him a 
great singer with no race pride for taking a contract in making a picture like ‘The Emperor Jones.’” 
 
94 See also Irene Kuhn, “Harlem Raising Funds for First Negro Opera,” New York World-Telegram, 
December 11, 1933. Kuhn suggested that the fundraising campaign was on the verge of success: “Only a 
few hundred dollars, which intellectual Harlem is raising among its own people, now stand between the 
ambition of these people of the first presentation of an all-Negro opera in New York….The response of the 
Negroes to the Salmaggi proposal, conveyed through the Freemans, was intense and spontaneous. Behind 
the eager contributions of a handful of serious-minded Harlemites is a story of race pride and idealism that 
now can be told.” In Freeman’s clippings, Series VIII, Box 55 in H. Lawrence Freeman Papers. 
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own appreciation of the finer things of life.”95 With anxieties of cultural capital on such 
prominent display in these reproaches, it might be too easily overlooked that real capital 
could be a barrier not only to producing but also to attending Freeman’s operas. In 1937 
an Ella May Caldwell wrote to Freeman:  
Dear sir, All my life I wanted to see your operas. So when I read of them in the 
paper I thought this was my time/chance [?]. You called on/in operas for Harlem 
and with half a Harlem on relief (even nice people on relief these days) you 
charge Park Ave. prices to get it. I only had 55 [cents] cause my check wouldnt 
come til Saturday but they wouldn’t let me in. If the [illegible] had been 99 
[cents] you’d a packed the place. I know lots a people who wanted to come but 
couldn’t afford $1.10. Cause you charged what you wanted, but sometimes what 
we want aint always grand sense.96 
 
Against these various failures to attract a large public, two performances of 
Freeman’s work stand out as striking exceptions in Freeman’s quest to, as one column 
put it, “make his people opera conscious.”97 On January 25, 1934, three one-act operas by 
Freeman were presented at Salem M. E. Church in Harlem to a capacity audience of 
2,500 people. An article in the Chicago Defender titled “Harlem Gets Chance to Learn if 
it Really Cares for Opera” reported that the church was “taxed to its capacity, with 
hundreds standing.”98 (A later article exaggeratedly claimed that the church’s “doors had 
to be closed after 33,000 Harlemites had been admitted.”)99  Why this performance seems 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
95 “And Now We Turn To Opera,” The Inter-State Tattler, June 13, 1930, Vol. VI, No. 24. In H. Lawrence 
Freeman Papers. Series VIII, Box 55. 
 
96 In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VI, Box 49.  
 
97 Column in Amsterdam News, January 24, 1934. In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 53, 
Folder 3.  
 
98 “Harlem Gets Chance to Learn If It Really Cares For Opera,” The Chicago Defender, February 17, 1934.  
In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 55. 
 
99 This statement comes from an article about Freeman by Edgar T. Rouzeau, apparently from his 
“Stardust” column, publication/date not given. In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 56.  
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to have uniquely succeeded in drawing a large—and apparently predominantly black—
audience is not entirely clear.100  
Later that same year, Freeman’s work reached an even larger audience when he 
was chosen to participate in “O, Sing a New Song,” a “musical extravaganza” presented 
at Chicago’s Soldier Field that was “conceived to display Negro Music in an Historical 
way.”101 The composition team—including, in addition to Freeman, Harry T. Burleigh, 
Will Marion Cook, W. C. Handy, J. Rosamond Johnson, Maj. N. Clark Smith, William 
Grant Still, and Will Vodery—collaborated with a group of choreographers (including 
Katherine Dunham) to portray the history of black music in three acts: I—Africa, II—
Plantation Days, and III—America. Excerpting and adapting scenes from his operas, 
Freeman contributed primitivist depictions of both “Africa” (“Suddenly, from out of the 
jungle there comes an avalanche of tom-toms and to the melody of the birds is added the 
rhythm of tom-toms—THE HEARTBEAT OF PRIMITIVE MAN”) and of the American 
South (drawn from Voodoo).102 The show was said to have incorporated 5,000 musicians 
and 3,500 dancers, and drew an audience of 60,000.103   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
100 The production was presented and publicized by the Friends Amusement Guild, the artistic salon 
founded by the Freeman family around 1931. Valdo stated in 1933 that the Guild, originally comprised of 
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101 Charles C. Dawnson, “The Artist’s Conception of the Pageant,” in the official booklet National 
Auditions Annual, A Century of Progress, Souvenir Edition of Afro-American Pageant, Inc., Soldier Field 
August 25, 1934. In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 53, Folder 1.  
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These two events notwithstanding, performances of Freeman’s operas from the 
mid-1930s until his death in 1954 were infrequent. Nevertheless, Freeman seems never to 
have stopped imagining that his contributions to American opera would eventually 
achieve critical and popular acclaim. During the late 1940s Freeman began to draw up 
plans for an organization to be called the Aframerican Opera Foundation, a kind of 
Bayreuth-in-America that would provide a platform for the performance of his works. 
The plan included the construction of an opera house to be built “on the outskirts of New 
York City, with a seating capacity of seven thousand people, and parking lot for two 
thousand automobiles.” Letters soliciting funds for construction, sent (or at the least, 
addressed) to prominent American figures such as Eleanor Roosevelt, came to nothing.104  
Although Freeman’s dream of a truly popular American grand opera may appear 
rather quixotic and removed from the realities of mid-century mass culture, we should 
remember that this was the vision of a composer who came of age in the late nineteenth 
century, when distinctions between supposedly rarefied “art” forms such as opera, on one 
hand, and entertainment forms, on the other, were not yet so clear-cut as they would later 
become. 105 Still, Freeman’s navigation of eclectic styles and scenes may also be seen to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
104 The letter to Eleanor Roosevelt begins,  “Dear Madam: I am writing you in regards to our country, and 
also in regards to myself . . . . Our America has only one handicap that prevents it from being the equal of 
the great European Countries. In a recent broadcast, Mr. Skitch Henderson stated that America had not 
created a single grand opera of standardized potentialities, and as a consequence, we are far below other 
lands in musical art. / Over a period of sixty years, I have composed twenty original works—eleven grand 
operas, and nine ‘music-dramas’ of the dimensions and caliber of those of the great European masters.” In 
H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series IV, Box 49, Folder 7. The Aframerican Opera Foundation was in the 
works by 1947, as suggested by a wage/contract agreement signed August 21 between the Foundation and 
the American Guild of Musical Artists, Inc. In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series IV, Box 49, Folder 8. 
	  
105 For an important recent study of intersections between opera and popular music in the early twentieth 
century see Larry Hamberlin, Tin Pan Opera: Operatic Novelty Songs in the Ragtime Era (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2011). For the landmark analysis of the emergence of cultural and aesthetic 
hierarchies in the United States, see Lawrence Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural 
Hierarchy in America (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1990).  
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bolster Baker’s assertion of a concertedly self-aware “class and mass” dialectic in black 
cultural production of the early-to-mid twentieth century. That Freeman employed 
Spirituals as well as secular dance forms in his operas, wrote fondly of blues (W. C. 
Handy was his friend and occasional publisher), and invited “dancing until 2 a.m.” 
following a 1937 production of Vendetta at Harlem’s Park Palace club might all be taken 
as evidence of this broader cultural project.106  
Nevertheless, perhaps Baker underestimates the pervasiveness and significance of 
a culturally elitist ideology in the Renaissance (the Tattler’s advocacy of a “classical 
ideal” over a “jazz crazy age” is only one of many such pronouncements). But there is 
another problem with Baker’s position beyond his skirting the Renaissance’s 
ambivalence about “low” forms.107 Identifying the operative divide in American culture 
between a cultivated, literate “art” tradition and a fundamentally oral “vernacular” one, 
Baker sometimes writes as if there were little difference between folk traditions and the 
emergent sphere of popular culture. As I argue in the following section, Freeman’s music 
and career give the lie to this.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
106 The Park Palace performance of Vendetta was produced by the Friends Amusement Guild. “Dancing 
until 2 a.m.” is mentioned on advertisements and handbills. An otherwise lackluster review of the 
performance mentions the dancing: “The program handbill invited the audience to join in community 
dancing at the opera’s conclusion. They seem to have something there.” “Harlem Puts on New Opera by 
Freeman,” The Daily News, June 25, 1937. Both documents can be found in H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, 
Series VIII, Box 55.  
 
107 It is significant, for example, that the section “Negro Music: A Bibliography” included at the end of The 
New Negro contains nothing we would call jazz or blues, but does include sections on “Negro Spirituals 
and Folk Songs—Collections,” “Negro Folk Music: Commentaries,” and “Negro Spirituals: 
Arrangements,” and is succeeded by a separate division titled “A Selected List of Modern Music, 
Influenced by American Negro Themes or Idioms” featuring so-called modern classical works by 
predominantly white composers (Dvorak, Gershwin, Antheil, Milhaud, among others).   See also Jamaican-
American journalist and historian J. A. Rogers’s fascinating essay “Jazz at Home,” published in The New 
Negro. Rogers’s basic claim is that jazz has great potential, but only if it escapes its “lowly origin” and is 
“sublimated” into a higher and finer form. In The New Negro, ed. Alain Locke (New York: Simon and 




From the 1890s through the early 1910s Freeman worked on and off as a popular 
songwriter and composer for black musical comedies with strong ties to traditions of 
minstrelsy. After touring with minstrel performer, songwriter, ragtime (and coon song) 
innovator Ernest Hogan in the 1890s, Freeman later wrote “ensemble numbers” and 
“opera scenes” that were inserted into the 1905-1907 productions of Hogan’s 
(collaborative work) Rufus Rastus.108 This quasi-narrative “Musical Extravaganza” 
comedy follows the misadventures of a “Rufus Rastus, Unfortunate” (played by Hogan), 
as he makes his way from his “old plantation” to St. Augustine Florida where, attempting 
to pay of a $22 debt, he works a number of odd jobs in a grand hotel, and eventually ends 
up in New York. Along the way Rufus encounters Jubilee Singers, Minstrels, 
Terpsichorean Artists and Serenaders, as well as a number of character who are involved 
in the world of opera: there is a “Signor Drury, with operatic aspirations” (perhaps a 
satire of Theodore Drury, founder of the Drury Colored Opera company in the 
1890s?109), and a “Mandy Jones, leading soprano of Ragtime Opera Co.”110 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
108 Freeman writes that Ernest Hogan asked him to become musical director for Rufus Rastus after the 
latter had heard The Maryr in Chicago in May 1905. Freeman reports that he then moved into Hogan’s 
apartment on 62nd street in Manhattan, and the two began collaborating along with Joe Jordan. Freeman’s 
book includes the following information: “Book by Ernest Hogan and W.D. Hall; Lyrics by Lester A. 
Walton; Ensemble Numbers and Operatic Scenes by H. Lawrence Freeman; Comedy Ensembles and 
Ballads by Joe Jordan and Tom Lemonier [and also it seems by Ernest Hogan, although it isn’t written that 
way]. Staged by Ernest Hogan (‘the unbleached American’).” Freeman, The Negro in Music and Drama, 
159. Bernard L. Peterson credits the show as follows: Book by William D. Hall. Lyrics by Lester A. 
Walton, Frank Williams, Howard Herrick, Arthur Gillespie, and Hall. Music by Ernest Hogan, Tom 
Lemonier, Joe Jordan, and H. Lawrence Freeman. See Bernard L. Peterson, “Rufus Rastus” in A Century of 
Musicals in Black and White: An Encyclopedia of Musical Stage Works By, About, or Involving African 
Americans (West Port, CT: Greenwood Publishing Corporation, 1993), 295-96.  
 
109 A program for a production on September 23, 1906 at the Great Northern Theatre in Chicago spells (or 
misspells?) the name “Signor Brury.”  
 
110 A number of the characters (including Signor Drury) that H. Lawrence Freeman names in the typescript 
of his book are missing from Bernard L. Peterson’s entry in A Century of Musicals (295-96).  
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Complementing songs by Hogan, Tom Lemonier, and Joe Jordan, Freeman contributed 
an “Operatic Opening Chorus” and, for the show’s closing number, a “Grand Opera 
Quintette” from The Martyr.111 Freeman would later replace James Reese Europe as the 
musical director of Bob Cole and J. Rosamond Johnson’s Indian-themed show The Red 
Moon in 1909.112 Two years later he collaborated with musical comedian John Larkins on 
the “musical scream” Royal Sam.113  
Given Freeman’s reverence for “grand opera” above all other music, we might 
imagine that his work in popular song and musical comedy was just a job, a way to pay 
the bills so that he could continue his real work. But in fact he was deeply interested in 
and impressed by the tradition of black minstrelsy and its popular, musical comedy 
successors. This is evident in the essay “Great Troubadours of the Past,” from his 
unpublished book, The Negro in Music and Drama. He begins, 
To those ancient troubadours, the Minstrels of post-bellum days, whose restless 
and enterprising spirits caused them to forge a veritable array of original 
combinations of dramatic and musical exhibits—and to whose initiative the Negro 
Theatre of today owes its very existence, we tender a great tribute of honor and 
devotion. Theirs was not a sporadic effulgence of overflowing inspiration seeking 
to exploit itself in diverse characterizations; but new art factors fused into a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
111 Freeman also contributed a popular song called “Down Where the Yazoo River Flows,” a finale to the 
end of the first act, and made a “contrapuntal arrangement” of Lemonier’s “Just One Word of 
Consolation.” Commenting on the low/high divide, Freeman writes: “Some weeks later, after having 
completed my operatic ensembles, Ernest called to Will Marion Cook, who was not only residing in the 
next house, but upon the same floor…and asked him what he thought of the recently completed numbers. 
The answer was ‘Great – Too great! Way above the heads of the audiences you will play to.’ Whereupon 
Ernest replied: ‘I told the professor to aim as high as he desired along classical lines; and that I would offset 
it with my comedy.’” Freeman, The Negro in Music and Drama, 159, 
 
112  See Freeman, The Negro in Music and Drama, 138.  
 
113 As Freeman recalls, he was approached in 1911 by Mr. John Larkins for a musical show, comedy 
predominating. The result was as follows: Tom Morrow and Midlin Brothers present “Jolly” John Larkins 
and his Happy Flock in The Three Act Musical Scream “Royal Sam” – Book by “Jolly” John Larkins, 
Music by H. Lawrence Freeman, Staged by Jennie Pearl and John Larkins. Some numbers reuse music 
from Rufus Rastus, including “Down Where the Yazoo River Flows,” and a version of the Quintette from 
The Martyr. Freeman, The Negro in Music and Drama, 175-78. 
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concrete theatrical form. These groups depicted the life and pursuits of the 
colored people of America, from the period of their transplantation on this 
continent to the time of their emancipation, as thoroughly and as vividly as did 
their forefathers, through the Spirituals, the Folk and Work Songs . . .114 
 
Freeman proceeds, in typically grandiloquent prose, to sketch a history of black musical 
comedy, from post-Civil War minstrel shows when “aboriginal bards, who, under the 
sobriquet of ‘End Men,’ sallied forth at the dawn of freedom, dispensing hope and cheer 
to the befuddled inhabitants of a stricken Nation”; to a “transition” period of Variety 
Shows of the 1880s and 1890s which “like unto phosphorescent barnacles, tenaciously 
annexed themselves to each and every specie of theatrical endeavor”; to a “Renaissance” 
period around the turn of the century, with the emergence of vaudeville and a new 
generation of “progressive geniuses” (Ernest Hogan, Bob Cole, Bert Williams, and S. H. 
Dudley) who helped create “Super-Shows” by “super-theatrical organizations . . . whose 
caliber of greatness has never been equaled since their dissolution.”115 (We might 
contrast Freeman’s reverence for this repertory with the valorization of Spirituals at the 
expense of minstrel song expressed by Du Bois, and many others.) 116 
Freeman’s paean to the minstrel tradition can also be found in his meta-minstrel 
“operatic sketch” titled Minstrels of the Past. In a “rustic amphitheater” in the forest, on 
five rows of tree-stump seats, sit a group of “end men”—equipped with banjos, 
tambourines, bones, and trap drums—a handful of “chorus men,” and many of the most 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
114 H. Lawrence Freeman, The Negro in Music and Drama, 135-36.  
 
115 Ibid., 136, 143, 146, 148.  
	  
116 Du Bois wrote, “Side by side, too, with the growth [of black American music] has gone the 
debasements and imitations—the Negro ‘minstrel’ songs, many of the ‘gospel’ hymns, and some of the 
contemporary ‘coon’ songs,—a mass of music in which the novice may easily lose himself and never find 
the real Negro melodies.” Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk, quoted in Anderson, Deep River, 34. 
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famous black minstrel, vaudeville, and musical comedy performers of the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries: “Bert Williams,” “Ernest Hogan,” “Bob Cole,” “George 
Walker,” “Sam Lucas,” “J. Leubrie Hill,” and, in the center of it all, a “pink and gold, sea 
shell enshrined Aida Overton Walker” (the quotation marks around the names are in 
Freeman’s score).117 To this assortment of characters, Freeman adds a minstrel show 
staple, the “Interlocutor,” who variously implores the audience be seated, engages with 
the principals (James McIntyre: “Why does a chicken cross the road?” – Interlocutor: 
“You’ve got me this time. Just why does a chicken cross the road?” – McIntyre: “To 
scratch the other side”), and introduces the singer-comedians and their songs, all in 
operatic recitative style. With the exception of these handful of introductions, jokes, and 
dialogues, the entire act—marked, in the traditional style, “Minstrel First Part”—is 
comprised of solo and ensemble numbers taken from the minstrel, vaudeville, and 
musical comedy repertory from the 1870s through about 1910, with songs from around 
1905 predominating.118  
If Freeman had misgivings about the racist stereotypes and “coon song” dialect 
that pervade this repertory this is perhaps most evident in his transformation of Cole and 
Johnson’s “Under the Bamboo Tree.” In place of the original lyrics (“If you lak-a-me lak 
I lak-a-you / And we lak-a-both the same/ I lak-a-say, / This very day, / I lak-a change 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
117 Also appearing in Minstrels of the Past are a few figures not named in the opening scenario, including 
the famous comedian “Billy Kersands,” and “Tom McIntosh.”  
 
118 Freeman’s show includes “Sam Lucas” performing the 1876 hit “My Grandfather Clock” by the white 
composer (and abolitionist) Henry Clay Work (incorrectly attributed to Lucas by the Interlocutor); “J. 
Lubrie Hill” singing “Dahomian Queen” (a song that was incorporated into the seminal 1903 black musical 
comedy In Dahomey by W. M. Cook, Jesse Shipp, and Paul Laurence Dunbar); “Bert Williams” delivering 
a half-spoken, Sprechstimme-notated “Something You Don’t Expect” (From the Follies of 1910); two 
songs from Rufus Rastus, including an ornate 4-part arrangement of the down-tempo, sentimental tune “My 
Mobile Mandy”; a barbershop-quartet styled version of the famous “My Sweet Adeline”; and “Aida 
Overton Walker” singing “Why Adam Sinned” by Alex Rogers (1904). 
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your name”) we have “Bob Cole” singing the admittedly stilted: “If you like me, as I like 
you / And we lika both the same [apparently there was no way around that line] / I’d like 
to say, / This very day / I’d like to change your name.” In The Negro in Music and 
Drama, Freeman repeatedly noted the sophisticated and cultured (i.e., European or Euro-
American) private tastes of these singer-comedians whose public personae were so 
marked by mirth-inducing, slapstick ridiculousness. Bert Williams, we learn, spent his 
“leisure hours . . . devoted to the perusal and study of literature of the highest order, as 
well as the musical classics,” while Ernest Hogan had an avid interest in “Shakespeare, 
Edgar Allen Poe and Guy De Maupassant.”119 But whatever implicit discomfort with 
minstrel and vaudeville traditions we might read into Freeman’s textual transformations 
and commentary, the composer never suggests that these were anything less than artful, 
deeply inventive forms molded by performers of genius. Freeman praises, for example, 
Bob Cole’s formal innovations (“Cole was of an ingeneous [sic] turn of mind, creative in 
the art of lyrical conceptions, and structural in the evolution of new forms”) before noting 
his high-culture bona fides: “Like unto his great contemporaries, Bert Williams and 
Ernest Hogan, Bob Cole was also an indefatigable devotee to famous literature.”120 
Fittingly, Freeman memorialized this musical universe of minstrelsy and 
vaudeville at a moment when it was disappearing.121 These performance traditions were 
increasingly eclipsed by the new popular music and dance styles, as well as other forms 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
119 Freeman, The Negro in Music and Drama, 148 and 149, respectively.  
 
120 One is tempted, in some rhetorico-psychoanalytic vein, to compare Freeman’s claims for the 
Western/European sophistication and competence of these vaudeville stars with his own use of excessively 
formal, antiquated, almost biblical language. 
 
121 The manuscript of Minstrels of the Past is undated, but its title alone would suggest that it was written 
after the 1910s. 
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of entertainment (especially movies), that were the face of the “Jazz Age.” And while 
figures of early jazz, and stereotypical images of the “Jazz Age” 1920s, would become a 
part of the national mythology, the earlier generation of musical comedians would 
eventually largely fade from such collective imaginaries. As a case in point, many in later 
generations only know the name Bert Williams from Duke Ellington’s homage to him.122 
When today we do think about black minstrelsy, musical comedy, and the “coon song” 
repertory, we cannot but recoil from its racist stereotypes, against which jazz seems an 
ennobling and indisputably progressive form. As I explore in the second part of this 
chapter, Freeman himself did not always appear quite so sanguine about jazz.   
 
Part II: American Romance—A Jazz Opera in Four Acts  
 
Freeman worked on American Romance—A Jazz Opera in Four Acts between November 
1924 and Christmas Day, 1929. As previously mentioned, this work was likely a response 
to Otto Kahn’s 1924 reported call for a “jazz opera” to be produced by the Metropolitan 
Opera.123 At any rate, this would explain why Freeman dispensed with his epic treatments 
of “the darker races of the world” to write his first opera with an all-white cast of 
characters, with the sole exception of a black maid. The Metropolitan’s management and 
audience, Freeman surely knew, would never have put up with a predominantly black 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
122 See Duke Ellington’s “A Portrait of Bert Williams” recorded in 1940.  
 
123 As we will see, the opera even features a “flapper” as its principal character, just as Kahn was alleged to 
have wanted. Freeman appears to have also referred to the work as The Flapper before settling on 
American Romance. This has led to the mistaken idea that the two are distinct works. 
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opera.124 (In fact, excepting Porgy and Bess, they still never have.) Nevertheless, it is 
hard not to be struck by the fact that this composer’s one “jazz opera” was also his one 
white opera. In this section, I suggest that there are compelling ways to read the 
conflation of jazz and whiteness beyond the (probable) pragmatic considerations driving 
the work’s genesis. With our present idea of what jazz is, where it comes from, and what 
it means, it may be hard to remember what a shifty signifier it was in the 1920s, as liable 
to call up racially charged images of jungles as of cities, of black Southern tradition as of 
white decadence.125  
With American Romance—Freeman’s Zeitoper, as it were—the composer not 
only dispensed with non-white characters but also with the exotic locales and past 
centuries featured in his previous works. The place is New York City. The time is 
“Today,” although a today that never saw the light of day. As a document attesting to a 
1920s imagination of the “modern,” the score is shadowed by a certain irony. While the 
opera’s novel genre and contemporary setting were seemingly driven by the fascination 
with “modern life,” and may thus be taken as a concerted bid for publicity, Freeman’s 
opera was never performed at all. His representation of the cult of the modern remained a 
private inscription. Freeman’s “today” is also notably distended, spanning five years of 
composerly labor. In the interpretation that follows, I read the prolongation and 
transformation of this “present” through the composer’s shifting representations of jazz. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
124 Observing that the Metropolitan Opera declined to premiere Virgil Thomson and Gertrude Stein’s Four 
Saints in Three Acts (1928) and Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess, Guzski refers to the institution’s “unwritten 
but de facto racial barriers then in effect.” Guzski, “American Opera at the Metropolitan,” 9. 
 
125 In 1925, James Weldon Johnson wrote, “Nobody thought of questioning the Negro’s title as creator of 
this music [Spirituals] until its beauty and value were demonstrated. The same thing, in a greater degree, 
has transpired with regard to the Negro as the originator of America’s popular medium of musical 
expression; in fact, to such a degree that it is now completely divorced from all ideas associated with the 
Negro.” James Weldon Johnson, “Preface” to The Book of American Negro Spirituals, 16.  
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As a privileged symptom and symbol of modernity, jazz is enmeshed in an ever-evolving 
interplay of distinct and even dichotomous significations: elemental and hypermodern, 
savage and urbane, African and American, Northern and Southern, black and white.  
The principal theme of American Romance is the perennial conflict between 
modernity and tradition, dramatized in the romantic travails of friends Joy and Adele. On 
the surface, our protagonists are both characteristically modern: they are single women 
living in New York City; they work as typists in the “splendidly appointed outer-office” 
of a “Roger Eggerton, Financier”; they ride the subway; they use the telephone. But 
Adele is ill at ease in this urban landscape. She uses words like “Twas.” In one scene she 
sings a naïve waltz tune: “Oft-times I’ve wondered in my quaint old fashioned way, how 
to be happy and yet not bad . . .” Joy, on the other hand, has a ball. She capriciously 
dances and “capers” about, drinks and plays at the life of a liberated sensualist, at least 
until fate catches up with her in the opera’s moralizing finale. Joy is also something of a 
“jazz” terrorist. In the opening scene we hear: Joy: “But don’t overlook the jazz party—” 
/ Adele: “Another jazz party?” Joy: “One every night—sometimes two or three.” Later in 
the same scene, the stage directions read: “Joy places her arms about her reluctant 
companion and forces her to jazz.”126   
As these passages of dialogue suggest, it may be inaccurate to understand “jazz” 
here as solely—or even primarily—denoting a musical style. It seems, rather, to function 
as shorthand for many facets of modern life. Nevertheless, the word’s conceptual 
“thickness,” as well as its underlying tensions, become most evident in its musical 
figuration. To begin, we might ask just what kind of music Freeman, beginning work on 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
126 Freeman changed this line to “forces her to dance” in a later manuscript. 
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the opera in 1924, thought of as “jazz”?127 There would seem to be a clue in the opera’s 
system of leitmotivs, which the composer—following his customary practice—labels.  
The opera’s overture introduces the principal leitmotivs and themes in rapid 
succession. Chief among these are “Joy,” melodramatic in its chromatically inflected, late 
romantic tonality; a lyrical “Love” motive; and the tempestuous “Irresponsibility,” which 
will feature prominently in the opera’s indictment of modern decadence (ex. 1.1). A host 
of other motives register audible traces of the contemporary urban landscape; for 
example, we hear imitations of a “subway” rumble and an electric door buzzer. As with 
so many works of the 1920s, in American Romance the fascination with the modern 
appears as the counterpart to an exoticist desire for the primitive. Thus, Freeman’s 
subway motives features a low, semitone oscillation that is strikingly similar to a “lion 
roar” motive from his 1903 opera African Kraal (ex. 1.2) But in place of African Kraal’s 
Tom-Tom drums, we now hear the I-V-I oom-pah bass of a “Cabaret” theme. Reigning 
over these external figures of modern life is the master trope of American Romance: 
“jazz,” which Freeman gives the status of a full-fledged leitmotiv.  
The “jazz” motive would appear to be a strong hint at what Freeman understood 
as the musical style “jazz,” but only if we assume that the primary referent is in fact jazz 
music rather than some less concrete “meaning” of jazz—as ethos, as decadence, or what 
have you. We would also have to assume that the motive effects only a minimal 
transfiguration of this musical referent. Neither assumption is farfetched, but at the same 
time neither is obviously the case. The curious figure of a leitmotiv called “jazz” 
encapsulates, then, some of the ambiguities that have been at the core of the jazz concept 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
127 For a fine study of the cultural but also musical meanings of jazz in the 1920s, see Kathy J. Ogren, The 
Jazz Revolution: Twenties America and the Meaning of Jazz (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989).  
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from the beginning. That “jazz” was imbued with a hyper-charged symbolic power, while 
at the same time denoting a musical style or music-stylistic qualities, is mirrored in a 
leitmotiv whose reference is undecidable, at least a priori. Of course the same could be 
said of many leitmotivs, and moreover, it is not necessary—perhaps it is even 
implausible—that we expect music to refer to either sonic phenomena (including other 
music) or a “meaning.” Raymond Monelle, the late scholar of musical semiotics, 
observed that an indexical sign should only be considered a proper “musical topic” when 
it connotes other (non-sonic) properties. Thus a classical symphonist using a “sarabande” 
does not just index the musical style, but also signifies “loftiness,” “seriousness,” and 
perhaps “Spanishness,” etc.  In a related argument, Monelle noted that often a 
phenomenon that is musically signified by imitation, or “iconically,” (say, a bird call in 
Vivaldi) is not the ultimate end of signification, but rather itself an indexical sign of 
something else (continuing the example, perhaps “Spring”).128 Returning to American 
Romance, we could say that the iconic imitation of an electric buzzer is a first order 
signified that is principally significant as an index of urban modernity. But that still does 
not answer the question: in American Romance what is “jazz”?  
There is a complication here that follows from the representational peculiarities of 
opera (and theater more generally). In the examples cited above, Monelle, adopting C. S. 
Peirce’s terminology, draws a distinction between iconic and indexical signification. For 
Peirce, the former is a mode of imitation, while the latter does not imply imitation but a 
different sort of non-arbitrary relationship having to do with causality or contiguity (e.g., 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
128  Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
2000), 15. Monelle is actually drawing on and quoting Vladimir Karbusicky, Grundriss der musikalischen 
Semantik (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1986), 60-61. 
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smoke indexes fire; footprints index walking). Monelle uses “iconic” signification in the 
same sense as Peirce (to mean a form of imitation), but employs “indexical” a bit 
differently. Indexical signification, for Monelle, does not “signify by virtue of 
resemblance, but because [it] reproduce[s] styles and repertoires from elsewhere.” To 
return to the example above, when “sarabande meter” is used in Mozart’s ‘Jupiter’ 
Symphony it “presents the dance measure itself rather than an imitation of it, and thus 
signifies indexically.”129 Thus, Monelle draws a somewhat odd distinction between iconic 
signification as an imitation of sonic phenomena from the “world,” so to speak, and 
indexical signification as a form of musical reference that is, apparently, not held to be 
imitative because it is confined to an intertextual plane of music.130 I am not convinced of 
the suitability of this scheme, and it certainly does not work in opera, where we are 
always hearing through a prism of diegesis, where music is always potentially redoubled 
as an object of imitation or representation.  With these considerations in mind, I want to 
explore the “Jazz” motive in some detail. We will see how it is constructed, appearing 
bit-by-bit; the meanings it accrues; and how it eventually disappears, to be replaced by 
new representations of jazz. Here I should note that Freeman only completed a 
piano/vocal score of American Romance. For this reason, I cannot address the matter of 
instrumentation, however salient it might have proved to an inquiry into the operatic 
representation of jazz.   
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
129  Monelle, 17. 
 
130 The full statement reads: “Many topics are in the first place not iconic, but indexical; the dance 
measures listed by Ratner and Allanbrook, the ‘fanfare’ motive, the topics of ‘French overture’ and 
“Turkish music’ do not signify by virtue of resemblance, but because they reproduce styles and repertoires 
from elsewhere.” Ibid. 
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The Leitmotiv 
Following an opening syncopated, tritone-laden fanfare, we first encounter the motive 
labeled “jazz” in the fifth bar of the opera’s overture. It is a brief pentatonic figure in 
straight sixteenth notes in the right hand accompanied by a blocky left-hand line moving 
in parallel fifths, the whole of which repeats up a minor third (with intervallic 
modification to preserve the pentatonic mode) to fill but a single measure. The tacit bar 
that follows draws leaves the motive to silently reverberate in the mind before the 
sequence repeats: 4-bar fanfare + 1-bar “Jazz” motive (now modulated up a diminished 
fourth) + 1-bar tacit (ex. 1.3). As yet, little about the motive resembles, as far as I can 
hear, the various styles that in 1924 went by the name “jazz.” There is no obvious 
syncopation; on the contrary, the accents fall squarely on strong beats.  In the pentatonic 
melody and its harmonization, however, we might hear some trace of Spirituals. Over the 
course of the overture, however, the motive becomes imbued with a quite different 
character through a process of augmentation and harmonic modification.   
This augmentation in fact begins with fragmentation: above the “Subway” 
tremolo, Freeman places the splintered opening of “Jazz” in a syncopated position, and 
proceeds to manipulate it over twenty bars or so. Shortly thereafter we get the first proper 
(and labeled) restatement of the motive. It is again fragmented: rather than repeating up a 
third, the six-note figure is twice replayed verbatim. But it has also been expanded. The 
austere fifths are harmonically filled out with thirds, and a one-bar, ragtime-style 
syncopated tail is added, serving to cut short the threat of indefinite repetition.131 This 
tail, however, leaves off dangling on a dominant. In a subsequent iteration of the jazz 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
131 This tail, in fact, recalls a rhythmic pattern introduced previously atop the subway motive—right after 
the superimposed fragmentation of the jazz motive.  
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motive a bit later in the overture, a supplemental tail is added on, driving toward the 
tonic. But it again fails to bring harmonic closure, and is itself subsequently repeated 
three more times (ex. 1.4). By this point in the overture, “Jazz” has been transformed 
from an elemental figure into a quasi-theme composed of disjunct cells, the whole thing 
plagued by playful (or pathological) mechanical stutters.  
A figure that comes shortly after the double-tailed iteration suggests a fleeting 
return to the “Jazz” motive’s initial stark simplicity. Again we have a pentatonic right-
hand melody, and open fifths moving by minor third in the left hand (ex. 1.5). Even more 
than before, there is a definite allusion to black spirituals. The suspicion of a connection 
between this figure and the “Jazz” motive proper is solidified toward the close of the 
overture when the two are played in direct succession. Here we might speak of a “Jazz 
theme”—a 4 + 4 bar sentence—in which all the fragments of the “Jazz” motive, finally 
assembled without skipping-record repetitions, are answered by the new figure (ex. 1.6). 
(This theme traces a coherent harmonic trajectory from a pentatonic-inflected D-major to 
b-minor and back to D-major.) 
This accumulation of fragments has yielded a pleasant if rather unremarkable, 
theme. But latent tensions in the musical fabric and referential function of the “Jazz” 
theme emerge in the course of the first act proper. The deployment of motives over the 
course of this act—scarcely less rhapsodic and disjunct than in their first iterations during 
the overture—is ostensibly motivated by onstage events. In many instances, Freeman 
unambiguously signals the motivic significations by the characters’ declamations. Thus, a 
complete statement of the jazz theme underpins the exchange quoted above (“But don’t 
overlook the jazz party . . .”). Elsewhere, over the A#-F#/E-B bass tremolo Adele sings: 
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“Subway, again?”  The somewhat absurd explicitness of such musico-dramatic 
symbolism, however, conceals a noteworthy double valence of the jazz theme. Its 
apparent signification of the modern is complicated with the arrival in New York City of 
Dover, Joy’s would-be lover from her Southern hometown. In the host of paradigmatic 
oppositions deployed in the scene—tradition versus modernity; country versus city; the 
South versus the Northeast—jazz plays an ambiguous role.  
“Come with me to the Little Church around the corner,” Dover cloyingly sings in 
an attempt to woe Joy back home, “and let the grey-haired parson over there, slip a 
wedding ring upon your finger” (cue Mendelssohn’s wedding march, literally). Sensing 
that his proposition is somehow less than enticing, he tries to conjure up a pleasing image 
of the “old plantation” in an ode paying homage to the “dear old Southland,” after which 
the orchestra chimes in with a few bars from “Old Folks at Home” (better known as 
“Swanee River”). Interestingly, the same song is quoted in Ernst Krenek’s Jonny Spielt 
auf. Annotated by Krenek as a “berühmtes altes Negerlied”—that is, “old, famous negro 
song”—it serves to depict Jonny’s authentic black southern roots. Unlike Krenek, 
Freeman would have known the provenance of the song:  “Old Folks at Home” is no 
“traditional” black song, but the product of the exceedingly popular nineteenth-century 
white composer Stephen Foster. He would have known, in other words, that its depiction 
of a former slave’s yearning for “de old plantation” was a ventriloquizing act in line with 
the blackface minstrel tradition; the song was written for the seminal white blackface 
troupe Christy’s Minstrels.132 Thus Freeman returns the song’s romanticized image of the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
132 Jonathan O. Wipplinger astutely argues that Jonny has two musics: the public music that he plays for 
the entertainment of others—“jazz”—and the music of his Southern homeland and heritage: minstrel song 
[“Negerlied”], Spirituals, and black folk music. See Jonathan O. Wipplinger, “Performing Race in Ernst 
Krenek’s Jonny spielt auf,” Blackness in Opera, 236-259.  
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South to the mouth of its proper subject: someone like Dover, which is to say, a 
sentimental, white traditionalist. 
Underneath Dover’s plaintive song, Freeman places a figure from part B (the last 
four bars) of the “Jazz” theme. Whether this should be read as an indication of the 
continuity between the Northern city and the ancestral South, or to contrapuntally 
highlight their opposition, remains ambiguous. That Freeman’s “Jazz” motive can be 
plausibly interpreted as mediating between the urban North and the rural South, however, 
may be suggested by looking beyond American Romance to Freeman’s other works. 
Especially notable is the “Jazz” motive’s resemblance to a “Mississippi” motive from his 
1904 opera The Octoroon (ex. 1.7).133 Whatever threads may link North and South (or 
modernity and tradition) are severed as Joy summarily kicks Dover out of the office—
and out of the opera, never to reappear—with a curt “Vamoose! Beat it! . . . . Scat!”   
As Joy descends into a spiral of hedonistic and self-destructive behavior in the 
acts that follow, the “jazz” motive nearly disappears, occurring in overt form only once 
more, almost arbitrarily, in the third act. This is at odds with Freeman’s treatment of all 
the other motives, which are maintained throughout. However, perhaps this in itself 
provides a strong clue to the meaning of jazz for Freeman: namely, that jazz must be ever 
contemporary, and thus ever renewed.  What only a couple years before bore the name 
may no longer satisfy the concept “jazz.” 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
133 And perhaps the idea of a hidden continuity between South and North might also be detected in the 
second part of Dover’s song, in which he complains of the “lure that Broadway has. With its fetes, its 
syncopated jazz.” Excerpts from “Yankee Doodle” (symbolizing “Yankeeland,” the score tells us) lead into 
an almost minimalist pentatonic ostinato figure accompanied by a I-vi pop left-hand. The figure is quite 
audibly an inverted (and transposed) variation on the Southland/Jazz Theme Part B figure.  
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World of Love 
Freeman began to compose the second act of American Romance on August 7, 1927, 
almost three years after beginning the opera.134 In contrast with the ecstatic urban hustle 
and bustle of the first act, the dominant mood here is of ultra-elegance; the majority of 
the act unfolds as a sequence of dance tunes—including an “old fashioned” waltz, a 
contemporary foxtrot, Charleston, and an exotic “dance orientale”—performed in “the 
gorgeous dining room of the Ritz Carlton Hotel.” Joy and Adele are present, joined by 
their new boyfriends. The act’s centerpiece is a tune called “Come Live in My World of 
Love.” Freeman had in fact published the song two years earlier, in 1925, for piano and 
high voice, and again that same year as a “Symphonic Jazz Fox-Trot,” scored for piano, 
two violins, viola, bass, tenor banjo, tenor saxophone, flute, trombone, and drums. In the 
mid-1920s, lushly arranged, concertedly non-improvised “symphonic jazz,” exemplified 
by the Paul Whiteman Orchestra and its “Experiment in Modern Music” at Aeolian Hall 
in 1924, was being widely touted as the more sophisticated and evolved descendent of the 
alluring but lamentably crude jazz of a few years earlier. Valdo Freeman claimed that he 
had urged his father to write “World of Love,” and that both popular bandleader Vincent 
Lopez, as well as “Pops” Whiteman himself had expressed interest in playing it.135 
Advertisements for the sheet music of “World of Love” placed in professional trade 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
134 Per the marking in the score. 
 
135 In the 1971 interview about H. Lawrence Freeman housed at the Yale Oral History of American Music, 
Valdo says: “Well, he always wanted a production, and I tried to tell him let’s get some music played. I had 
him doing a solo for me in 1925, ‘Come Live in my World of Love,’ had him orchestrate it. I think Vincent 
Lopez promised to play it for me. I went to see Pops Whiteman. They were going to do it – Pops made 
special arrangements for them. They couldn’t begin to play that stuff. Pops would see his folks put down 
the sax, kept the clarinet and all that stuff. He had all that in there. They wanted something simple, these 
dance bands. Took it up to the country with him. They couldn’t even play the regular orchestration we had 




magazines state that the song was performed by a number of other bands, including the 
famous Fletcher Henderson Roseland Orchestra.136 Although the Whiteman Orchestra 
never played “World of Love”—Valdo Freeman claimed that the they tried but 
couldn’t—and the song did not seem to achieve any great commercial success, if one 
were looking for a distillation of the ideology of “symphonic jazz,” the published sheet 
music’s cover image—an illustration of a young, white, sophisticated-looking redheaded 
woman—would not be a bad place to begin (Fig. 1.5). We might imagine her as Joy.  
The tune itself is standard in form—16 bars of verse and 16 bars of chorus, made 
up of symmetrical 4 + 4 bar phrases—although melodically interesting, with striking 
chromatic leaps and passing tones, and a gently arpeggiated accompaniment heavy on 
diminished seventh chords. For the “Symphonic Jazz” arrangement Freeman replaced the 
lilting 3/4 meter with a duple cut-time (conforming to the character of a foxtrot) and 
embellished the newly syncopated melody. In the opera, the 3/4 song is heard first, 
followed by the more elaborate foxtrot arrangement, to which the guests all dance, and 
then a “Charleston” variation (after the fashion of the wildly popular hit by Harlem stride 
pianist and composer James P. Johnson), with an increasingly nuanced melodic line and 
the typical underlying clave rhythm (ex. 1.8).137 As is often the case in opera, the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
136 The other groups listed are: William Wiggins Greenwich Village Orchestra, John C. Smith Orchestra, 
Club Lido Orchestra, Renaissance Theatre Orchestra, J. Wesley Johnson Orchestra, “and many other 
leading organisations.” I have not been able to find any other indication that Henderson’s group ever played 
the song, but they very well could have. A laudatory [1930s/1940s] article about Freeman in the African-
American paper The Pittsburgh Courier states that Freeman “has written only two popular songs, ‘Come 
Live With Me’ and ‘In My World of Love’” [sic] but that “he isn’t interested in this kind of music, so he 
probably won’t write any more.” In Freeman’s clippings, Box 57, Series VIII, H. Lawrence Freeman 
Papers.  
 
137 Freeman would later appear on a program with James P. Johnson at a 1938 concert—“An Evening with 
Negro Musicians”—at Allen A. M. E. Church in Jamaica (Queens), New York. Freeman accompanied 
Cecile De Silva in an aria from Vendetta, while Johnson performed two solo piano tone poems—“Love” 
and “Reflection.” Other composers featured on the program included J. Rosamond Johnson, R. Nathaniel 
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boundary between these diegetic performances and the normative musical universe is 
ever permeable. After the series of dances, Joy is serenaded by her businessman 
boyfriend Carleton in an aria not unlike the popular ballads of the day—spiky tritone 
phrase endings notwithstanding—and to which Freeman even gives a title, “Love’s 
Token.” But belying the fairytale atmosphere of resplendent elegance are decadent 
stirrings: the crowd watches an erotic “dance Orientale”; later four women excitedly 
whisper (recitative-styled) about a “scandal in the Tropics . . . featured in ‘Town 
Topics.’” A downward spiral awaits.  
 
To the Duke (Conclusion)  
By the third act, Joy, having married Carleton the businessman but grown bored with 
him, has become an increasingly debauched and indolent partier. After waking at 2 in the 
afternoon in the couple’s Park Avenue penthouse, she spends almost the whole act in the 
bathtub, during which time she is paid a visit by a disillusioned friend who is cheating on 
her husband, as well as by an alcoholic seducer named Earle (he keeps threatening to 
barge into the bathroom).  All the while, Joy is waited upon by her maid, Susie—the only 
black character in the opera, and clearly scandalized by the immoral decadence of the 
white upper crust. Later on, a group of partygoers file into the apartment while Joy is, 
apparently, still taking the same bath. (Here we might recall an infamous scene in 
Hindemith’s approximately contemporaneous opera Neues vom Tage in which the 
character Laura sings about plumbing while sitting naked in a hotel bathtub, itself 
situated in a bathroom awkwardly shared by two hotel rooms.) The guests grow raucous 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Dett, Samuel Coleridge-Taylor, and Harry T. Burleigh (who was also present). Program (February 10, 
1938) in Freeman’s clippings, Series VIII, Box 55 in H. Lawrence Freeman Papers. 
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and begin to sing “Let’s make Whoopee!” A radio announcer chimes in: “At this time we 
will hear the Charleston Orientale as only Duke Ellington and his inimitable band can 
play it,” at which point the partiers swing a girl named Flossie onto a table and encourage 
her to dance an “exaggerated version of the Charleston.”  
Ellington, however, never composed a “Charleston Orientale,” and a quick glance 
at the score should make it clear that this is not Ellington at all. Freeman first establishes 
a funky one-bar, I-iv-V, Charleston-rhythm ostinato in the left hand, and has it repeat for 
sixteen measures at the tempo “Radio Andante Moderato” (recall Krenek’s “gramophone 
tempo”). Joining in the right hand is a melody that keeps jabbing at a tonic F before 
winding through a quarter-note triplet pentatonic figure (presumably the “oriental” part) 
and a series of chromatically inflected scales. Calling to mind the blues, the left-hand riff 
is then transposed up a fourth for the next sixteen bars, while the melodic line continues, 
now in grating, semitone dyads (ex. 1.9) The semitone dissonances could be taken as a 
parody of jazz, or, more plausibly I think, as simply an acknowledgement of the inability 
to render with fidelity the tonal and intonational characteristics of a jazz band such as 
Ellington’s using a symphony orchestra. The semitone dyads might also refer to those 
found in another Johnson stride piano piece, the popular “Carolina Shout.” Freeman also 
includes representations of “blue note” effects; especially striking is a passage that 
distinctly recalls the opening of Gershwin’s already-famous Rhapsody in Blue. 
Having shed its referentially ambiguous status as a leitmotiv, jazz thus appears in 
American Romance in two diegetic guises: first as one among a handful of styles of 
onstage music (the “symphonic jazz fox-trot” number), and then, really coming into its 
own, as a quintessential sound of musical-technological modernity, paradoxically live 
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and mediated. In this, American Romance resembles its Zeitoper counterparts, except that 
here we have the first instance, as far as I am aware, of an operatic reference to an 
actually existing jazz band. But what can we ultimately conclude from Freeman’s 
musical and dramatic representations of jazz? What kinds of concepts, people, and values 
are associated with it?  
Ellington may be acclaimed by the radio announcer, but his band is also heard in 
the opera’s most depraved scene. At the climax of the bacchanalian dance, Joy becomes 
the victim of a public sexual shaming. Having finally emerged from her bath, she is 
promptly stripped bare in front of all the party guests by a drunk and dejected Earle. This 
precipitates a series of catastrophes that lead to Earle shooting Carleton—he survives—
before an ultimately happy ending in which sinfulness is renounced and lovers 
reconciled. 
 Freeman’s “jazz opera” was surely an attempt to capitalize on the jazz craze, and 
we know that he very much respected the “inimitable Duke Ellington.” Although he only  
devoted one extended passage to jazz in his 376-page manuscript, The Negro in Music 
and Drama, he wrote glowingly of “beautiful compositions by the celebrated Duke 
Ellington, Cab Callaway and Don Redmond, replete with racial characteristics, [which] 
have succeeded in placing our own artistic contributions high upon the scroll of artistic 
excellence.”138  Nevertheless, from the composer’s rather Victorian perspective the Jazz 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
138 Freeman, The Negro in Music and Drama, 99. See Appendix A, example 2, for Freeman’s full 
statement on “Celebrated Negro Jazz Bands.” In his book Freeman also proudly observes that, according to 
ASCAP, more radio themes employ excerpts of Duke Ellington pieces than those of any other composer 
(317-18). According to a program, there was also at least one concert that featured music by both Freeman 
and Ellington. Sometime in the 1930s the Friends’ Amusement Guild presented “A New Negro Art Theatre 
Dance Production” with Hemsley Winfield and his Concert Dance Group. According to a program, 
Freeman provided music for a “Slave Ballet.” (According to his book typescript, the music was for an 
“African Baccanale,” 299.) There was also a number danced to Ellington’s “Mood Indigo.” In H. Lawrence 
Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 55.   
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Age’s sexual liberation must have appeared as debauchery, and its fascination with the 
ultra-modern as shortsighted. In American Romance, “jazz” is finally represented as a 
black music that has been exploited for the enjoyment of irresponsible white audiences. 
Perhaps Freeman would have agreed with Alain Locke’s assertion that unlike white 




By around 1930 interest in “jazz opera” was tapering off. Hamilton Forrest’s Camille 
might be viewed as one of the last of this phase. Written for the prominent soprano Mary 
Garden on a story by Alexander Dumas, and curiously retaining French for its libretto, 
the opera was a flop.140 Without having heard Camille, a critic for the Baltimore Sun took 
the occasion of the work’s premiere to pronounce the general failure of “jazz opera” as 
little more than “‘grand opera trimmed with jazz.’” Mentioning Jonny spielt auf, 
Harling’s Deep River, Darius Milhaud’s Christophe Colombe (1930), and George 
Antheil’s Transatlantic (1928/30) the critic impugns them as “tricky and synthetic 
modernist pieces, in which the form of grand opera is adorned with movies, angular 
scenery and a score containing a few imitations of year-before-last’s popular songs and a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
139 Locke’s statement reads, “The Negro, strictly speaking, never had a jazz age; he was born that way, as 
far as the original jazz response went. But as a modern and particularly as an American also, he became 
subject to the infections, spiritual and moral, of the jazz age. . . . But there is a vast difference between its 
first healthy and earthy expression in the original peasant paganism out of which it arose and its hectic, 
artificial and sometimes morally vicious counterpart which was the outcome of the vogue of artificial and 
commercialized jazz entertainment. The one is primitively erotic; the other, decadently neurotic. Gradually 
the Negro singers and musicians succumbed to the vogue of the artificial and decadent variety of song, 
music, dance which their folk-stuff started, and spawned a plague, profitable but profligate, that has done 
more moral harm than artistic good.” Locke, The Negro and His Music, 87. 
 
140 See “Mary Garden Plans Movie Jazz Opera,” The New York Times, November 7, 1929, 23. Forrest and 
Garden’s plans to follow up with an English language jazz opera movie came to nothing. 
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good deal of unpleasant writing that serves no point.”  The critic concludes, “Some day, 
doubtless, something which corresponds to what honest people have in mind when they 
speak of ‘jazz opera’ will be written. But it will bear little resemblance to the structure 
and apparatus of opera as it has been known historically.”141 
Even Gershwin, who had devoted so much effort to defending elevated jazz 
composition, largely abandoned the term “jazz.” He called Porgy and Bess a “folk 
opera.” But the idea of jazz opera never entirely disappeared, even as the music called 
jazz changed enormously. In 1959, a British critic, weirdly parodying black dialect, 
wrote, “I suspect that there is a school of thought which believes vaguely that jazz is the 
musical ‘language’ of the masses or some such and that—Krenek decently forgotten—
some great jazz opera is . . .’juss aroun the corner.’”142 A few pieces should be 
mentioned. In 1939, James P. Johnson composed an opera called De Organizer with no 
less a librettist than Langston Hughes. It was performed just once—at Carnegie Hall—in 
1940, but never again, seemingly because of its leftwing, pro-labor politics.143 Ellington 
had harbored plans (and wrote part of a libretto) for an opera called Boola about African-
American history. Never completed, Boola became the conceptual basis for Ellington’s 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
141 “Another Jazz Opera,” The Baltimore Sun, December 12, 1930, 10.  
 
142 Philip Hope-Wallace, “Music in the Theatre—A Tricky Ally,” The Manchester Guardian, March 5, 
1959, 6 
 
143 Leonard DePaur conducted the International Ladies Garment Workers Union Negro Chorus and 
Symphony Orchestra. [From University of Michigan Press Release.] Parts of the score, long lost, were 
recently rediscovered and reconstructed by James Dapogney. Howard Reich, “Landmark blues opera ‘De 
Organizer’ Powerfully Reborn,” The Chicago Tribune, December 6, 2002.  
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Black, Brown, and Beige suite.144 Much later, Ellington began to work on the “street 
opera” Queenie Pie, but left it incomplete at the time of his death in 1974.145  
Until the 1960s, almost none of the attempts to incorporate jazz into opera 
employed the trait that we think of as most definitive of jazz: namely, improvisation. And 
even when a handful of composers began to include improvising jazz combos in their 
operas—as did Gunther Schuller (The Visitation from 1967), Bernd Alois Zimmermann 
(Die Soldaten from 1964), and Hans Werner Henze (Der langwierige Weg in die 
Wohnung der Natascha Ungeheuer from 1971)—the orchestra and vocal parts always 
remained strictly scored. This may have reflected the fact that for many composers jazz 
was basically a style-element to be incorporated into a dominant context, that of modern 
concert music (Schuller was surely an exception on this count). It was also a testament to 
the general lack of improvisational skills on the part of opera singers and orchestra 
musicians.146 When T. J. Anderson incorporated a jazz combo into the pit orchestra in his 
opera Soldier Boy, Soldier (1982) he found this made it significantly harder to get the 
work produced. (It didn’t help matters, Anderson conceded, that the piece also called for 
“an entire black chorus that sings atonal music; this is hard to find, I know.”)147  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
144 See Mark Tucker, “The Genesis of ‘Black, Brown, and Beige,” Black Music Research Journal 13/2 
(Autumn 1993): 67-86. I will say more about Boola in chapter 3.  
 
145 The 1946 musical Beggar’s Holiday, with music by Duke Ellington and a book by John La Touche was 
sometimes referred to as a “jazz opera,” and seems to have  See “Coast Gets Opera By Duke Ellington,” 
Chicago Defender, March 30, 1946, 17. “ ‘The Beggar’s Opera,’ with book and lyrics adapted by John 
LaTouche and a new score by Duke Ellington, is scheduled to be re-titled in accord with its billing as ‘An 
American Jazz Opera.’”  
 
146 For more on the history of twentieth-century orchestral music and improvisation see George E. Lewis, 
“Improvisation and the Orchestra: A Composer Reflects,” Contemporary Music Review, vol. 25, nos. 5/6, 
(October/December 2006): 429-34.  
 
147 T. J. Anderson quoted in Rhoda Levine Papers, Box 50 File 1, at the New York Public Library. 
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But what if “opera” were instead taken up as a form from the vantage point of 
jazz—performed and composed by actively improvising jazz musicians? Beginning in the 
late 1950s examples of this appeared as well. Alonzo (“Lonie”) Levister’s Blues in the 
Subway was among the first works billed as an opera to use jazz improvisation. Levister 
called the piece—written for piano (Levister), bass, tenor saxophone (Curtis Porter [Shafi 
Hadi]), drums, and three voices—the “first real jazz opera.”148 It was premiered in 1958 
at the Loew’s Sheridan Theater in the West Village (a grand movie palace was also used 
for concerts) in a program that also included performances by singer Anita O’Day, Art 
Blakey’s Jazz Messengers, and the Tony Scott quintet with Ben Webster.149 A reviewer 
at this sole performance had to suspend judgment on the matter of whether “there is, or 
can be, such a thing as a ‘jazz opera’ for it was offered under circumstances that made 
any rational judgment of it impossible . . . . The primary villain was an amplifying system 
that amplified slightly but shattered totally.”150 In 1968, the pianist Dave Burrell made an 
arrangement of all four acts (condensed) of Puccini’s La Boheme with extensive, free jazz 
improvisation. Later, in the ‘70s, Burrell collaborated with poet Monika Larsson on a 
massive “jazz opera” called Windward Passages about his childhood and Hawaiian 
statehood. In 1969, bassist Bill Lee (father of Spike Lee) led the New York Bass Viol 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
148 See “Young Composer to Premier First Jazz Opera in Village,” The Village Voice, September 10, 1958, 
3. The exact words are those of the author of article, not Levister’s.  
 
149 See “Young Composer.” Incidentally, the Loews Sheridan Theater—torn down in 1969—was the 
subject of a 1937 Edward Hopper painting, The Sheridan Theater.  
 
150John S. Wilson, “Jazz: ‘Blues in the Subway’—Levister Work Performed in ‘Village’ is Marred by 
Amplifying System,” New York Times, September 29, 1958, 32. Wilson writes, “One got the impression 
that Mr. Levister’s writing for his singers was ‘straight,’ that there were little, if any, jazz elements in it. As 
far as could be ascertained under the circumstances, what jazz qualities this short opera had were confined 
to the instrumental accompaniment . . . . It was evident that the tenor saxophonist, Curtis Porter, was 
improvising in a jazz vein.” 
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Choir (comprised of seven double basses, joined by piano and drums) in a performance 
of his “jazz opera,” Baby Sweets, at Columbia’s McMillin Theater.151 Beginning that 
same year, an even more radical fusion of avant-garde jazz and opera was being 
developed by a group of black opera singers from the Harlem Opera Society in 
collaboration with prominent jazz instrumentalists under the name The Afro-American 
Singing Theater, and later, The Jazz Opera Ensemble. This is the subject of the next 
chapter.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
151 The performance was presented by the Society of Black Composers. See Allen Hughes, “Bass Viols’ 
Choir Plays Opera Bit,” The New York Times, April 9, 1969, 55. Lee would compose additional operas, 
including One Mile East (1972) and The Depot (1973). Footage of a 1972 performance of One Mile East—
featuring Bill Lee (director, composer, bass); Ron Carter, Richard Davis, Milt Hinton, Percy Heath, 
Michael Fleming, Lisle Atkinson (basses); Consuela Lee Moorehead (piano); A. Grace Lee Mims (vocals); 
and Al Harewood (drums)—can be found at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oP43c2vNN0    
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Example 1.1: “Irresponsibility” and “Joy” motives from American Romance (Overture). All examples 
from American Romance in H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series I, Box 2.
99
Example 1.2: “Lion Roar” from African Kraal (1903, page 26) and “Subway” from American 
Romance 
(page 9). African Kraal found in H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series I, Box 1. 
100
Example 1.3: “Jazz” when it first appears in the Overture (page 4)
101
Example 1.4: “Jazz” harmonically filled out, with one-bar tail added, and second 
played four times (page 19)
Example 1.5: The figure in question, not named by Freeman, is comprised of the last two bars 
of this example (two sharps, top line treble cleff, bottom line bass cleff, page 19)
102
Example 1.6: “Jazz” Sentence (pages 19-20)
103
Example 1.7: “Mississippi” from The Octaroon  (1904), and “Jazz” (again). The Octoroon 
found in H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series I, Box 23. 
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Example 1.8 (part 1): “Come Live in My World of Love” for piano and voice, 3/4 ver-
sion (1925). This is the first page of the published song.  
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Example 1.8 (part 2): “Come Live in My World of Love” Symphonic Jazz Fox-Trot published 
score (1925), Piano Part. The instrumentatino is: voice, 2 violins, viola, cello, bass, tenor banjo, 
tenor saxophone, flute, trombone, drums 
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Example 1.9: First frame shows the beginning of the “Charleston Orientale”; Second frame shows a 
later passage (the repeating left hand that isn’t shown is the same figure as in the very beginning, but 
transposed to begin on Bb). 
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Figure 1.1: Cover Page for sheet music of selections from Frank Harling and Laurence Stalling’s 
Deep River (1926)
108
Figure 1.2: Negro Grand Opera Co. Stock. Preferred Stock $30,000; Common Stock $20,000; Capital Stock 
$50,000; Shares $100 each. (1920). In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VI, Box 51. 
Figure 1.3: Postcard-sized advertisement for Voodoo (1928). In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, 
Box 59. 
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Figure 1.4: Advertisement for advance sale librettos of Voodoo (1934). In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, 
Series II, Box 36, Folder 2. 
110
Figure 1.5 (part 1): Cover of sheet music for “Come Live in My World of Love,” version for piano and 
voice (1925). In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 53, Folder 2. 
111
Figure 1.5 (part 2): Advertisement for “Come Live in My World of Love,” Symphonic Jazz Fox-Trot 
version (1925). In H. Lawrence Freeman Papers, Series VIII, Box 53, Folder 2. 
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Chapter 2:  The Harlem Opera Society’s New Thing 
Introduction:  
For four-and-a-half minutes, four voices, two male and two female, intertwine in a 
playful polytonal collage that brings to mind both free jazz improvisation and the warm-
up exercises well known to classical singers: sustained vowels (“eeeee” “aaaah”); 
chromatic and diatonic scalar figures; quartal leaps; swooping glissandi. Fifty seconds in, 
the voices are joined by flute punctuations: short bursts of trills and non-tonal flourishes, 
to which cymbal crashes and tom-tom blows are added a few moments later. The name 
“Joe” is passed among the singers, and then a phrase—“Joe is here”—half-screamed one 
moment, delivered in an operatic recitative the next, and at other times in off-kilter, 
singsong melodies with blue-note twinges. Finally, a clarification: “Joe is the Jazz Opera 
Ensemble,” sings a baritone in wide leaps. Having introduced themselves, the Jazz Opera 
Ensemble set off on a sixty-three minute, uninterrupted improvisational performance, an 
avant-garde musical revue of sorts, that includes chromatic recitatives about revolution; 
an ode to the “black warrior” Hannibal delivered in a Pierrot-ish Sprechstimme; quasi-
operatic renditions of poems by Harlem Renaissance author William Waring Cuny and 
his Chicago near-contemporary Fenton Johnson; a Latin jazz-influenced song sung in 
Spanish; free versions of songs by Gershwin (“Summertime”), Billie Holiday (“God 
Bless the Child”), and the proto-Doo Wop group, The Ink Spots (“If I didn’t care, would 
I feel this way?”); and wordless improvisations by a remarkable coloratura soprano. The 
whole performance is woven together by virtuosic instrumental improvisation in a free 
jazz, late-sixties/early-seventies idiom (in addition to flute and drums, we hear bass, 
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piano, and soprano saxophone). There is really nothing else like this recording. But what 
is it? And what is the Jazz Opera Ensemble? 
Technically, the Ensemble was a wing of the Afro-American Singing Theater, 
which was itself part of an organization called the Harlem Opera Society, which itself fell 
under the umbrella aegis of an institution called the Harlem Cultural Council. Presiding 
over this complex affair of nested councils, societies, and ensembles was an opera singer 
and community activist named Edward (“Emory”) K. Taylor. On the recording described 
here (unreleased archival material from the early-to-mid 1970s),1 Taylor (baritone) was 
joined by three singers with whom he often worked and considered his pupils: Robert 
Donaldson (tenor); Brenda Feliciano (soprano); and Jeanne Faulkner (soprano), the most 
active in the professional opera world of the group, singing occasionally for the New 
York City Opera. The instrumentalists were Sam Rivers, a central figure in New York’s 
“loft jazz” scene of the 1970s, playing soprano sax, flute, and piano, and a trio of 
prominent musicians of a younger generation: Sonelius Smith as principal pianist; 
Michael Fleming on bass; and Jerome Cooper on drums. 
This chapter explores how Taylor and his affiliates in the Harlem Opera Society, 
faced with the dilemma of what to do as politically engaged black opera singers in the era 
of Black Power and the Black Arts Movement—when the “hegemonic” dominance of 
European forms was being roundly rejected in radical quarters—recast their operatic 
training, and joined forces with avant-garde improvising instrumentalists, to forge what 
they alternately called “American opera,” “Black opera,” “jazz opera,” “jazz-opera,” 
“singing plays,” “Jass op,” “Sung plays,” “Harlem-style opera,” “Sungplays,” “singing 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 All recordings described in this chapter are unreleased reel-to-reels from the private collection of Rasheed 
Campbell, housed in New York (The Emory Taylor Collection Presented By Rasheed Campbell, Arts 
Uptown Inc.). When possible, I provide dates/venues in-text or in footnotes.  
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theater,” “operatic improvisation,” “jazz improvisational opera,”“operavisation,” and, in 
one case, “horse opera in jazz form.” The performance described above is but one high 
point of experimentation in the Harlem Opera Society’s extraordinarily varied musical 
ventures between 1968 and 1987. These included improvised didactic sketches about 
personal finance and consumer problems (e.g., how to understand “unit pricing” in 
supermarkets) performed at community centers under the auspices of New York City’s 
Department of Consumer Affairs and the Harlem Consumer Education Council, as well 
as performances at schools, hospitals, churches, community centers, and outdoor public 
spaces across Manhattan, Brooklyn, and the Bronx, with a repertory ranging from 
renditions of contemporary soul hits to jazz-opera recitatives about venereal disease. The 
Ensemble produced two evening-length operas, Solomon and Sheba and Black Cowboys, 
performed in venues in midtown (City Center and Alice Tully Hall), the upper west side 
(Symphony Space), and Harlem (the Entermedia Theatre). In addition to collaborating 
with Sam Rivers and those named above, the Harlem Opera Society performed with 
pianist Andrew Hill, trumpet player Jacques Coursil, funk-jazz saxophonist Harold 
Alexander, and pianist, French horn player, and composer Sharon Freeman, among 
others.  
In my account of this musical history I continue tracing the intersecting roles of 
“jazz” and “opera” as symbolically potent concepts in the imagination of modernity. But 
given the markedly different milieu and significantly later period in question—namely, 
black vanguards in the countercultural 1960s and early 1970s—the idea of the modern 
will take on different contours. The modernity that concerns us here appears under the 
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sign of an emergent black cultural nationalism, which itself is predicated on a new 
imagination of the past.  
I begin with an overview of the Harlem Cultural Council. Through this, I hope to 
show how transformations in historical consciousness were conditioned by a new 
importance accorded to the idea of “culture.” I pay special attention to the relationship 
between “culture” conceived as an autonomous sphere of artistic production (subject to 
properly “aesthetic” criteria), and “culture” conceived as a sphere of fundamental 
economic, social, and political significance. This topic, although alluded to, was only 
implicitly and non-thematically treated in the previous section. There we saw something 
of the dialectic of the autonomous and of the socio-political conceptions of art—for 
example, in the Harlem Renaissance belief that the best route to effect social betterment 
for the black American population was by demonstrating intellectual parity through high 
artistic achievement in works that were free of vulgar “protest” elements. Although much 
has been written about the rejection of such putatively universal (if not-so-subtly 
Eurocentric) aestheticism by a generation of black artists coming up in the 1960s, less 
attention has been paid to key residues of a dialectic of aesthetic autonomy in the 
institutional legitimation that was part-and-parcel of black cultural nationalism. My 
investigation of this dialectic, and its imbrication with modes of imagining history, will 
be carried through to chapter 3, where I hope it will find a more satisfying conclusion.  
 
Part I: “The Dollars and Cents of Culture”  
Today the Harlem Cultural Council (hereafter, “the HCC,” or “the Council”) is a little 
known name, except to Harlemites of a certain age, scholars of Harlem, and perhaps also 
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by some who worked in New York City politics between the 1960s and 1980s. Save for 
their picketing of the Whitney Museum’s landmark 1969 exhibition, “Harlem on My 
Mind” (an event I will return to), the HCC has rarely been mentioned by historians and 
never studied in any depth.2 The HCC folded sometime in the mid-1980s.3 In the case of 
African-American arts of the twentieth century, the Black Arts Movement tends to be 
depicted as the heir to the New Negro Movement (“Renaissance II,” as it was sometimes 
called), even if the later movement in many ways represented a repudiation of the 
Renaissance vision. What follows, then, is intended as a contribution to recent efforts to 
expand the frame for thinking about black art scenes of New York emerging in the 1960s 
and 1970s.4  
The Harlem Cultural Council was the product of a 1964 “Community Planning 
Conference” held at Columbia University. Serving as the first president was Jean 
Blackwell Hutson, a librarian and curator at the 135th street New York Public Library 
branch (she would go onto lead the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture). 
Another position was filled by (Richard) Bruce Nugent, who had been a key writer and 
visual artist in the New Negro Movement (notable as the only openly gay participant in 
the movement). The founding mission statement listed the Council’s goals: “To export 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 See, however, the forthcoming documentary by filmmaker by Patricia D’Arcy titled The Harlem Cultural 
Council. 
 
3 Patricia D’Arcy has confirmed that those interviewed in her documentary date the HCC’s demise to the 
mid-1980s. I have not been able to determine a precise year, and it may be that it dissolved over a few 
years. Jazzmobile, founded by the HCC, but now an independent organization, still puts on concerts and is 
well known throughout New York. While this is not the place for the comprehensive study that the 
organization deserves, some discussion of the Council is integral to understanding the entrance of the 
Harlem Opera Society into a field of intense cultural contestation during the late 1960s and 1970s.  
 
4 As just two examples of forthcoming work, musicologist Ryan Dohoney is currently writing about the 
Society for Black Composers founded in 1968, and Brent Hayes Edwards is writing a monograph on the 
New York loft jazz scene of the 1970s.  
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and import culture. / To bring back to Harlem that which has moved out into the world 
from Harlem and been proven, for Harlem now to enjoy. / To encourage what is now 
Harlem and then take it out into the world. / To bring people to Harlem to see, hear, and 
experience what Harlem has to offer the world.”5  
The HCC’s first big project was the “Jazzmobile.” Over the course of six weeks 
during the summer of 1965, the organization put on numerous concerts in the streets of 
Harlem (using a mobile stage) featuring Dizzy Gillespie, Art Blakey and the Jazz 
Messengers, and Errol Garner, among others.6 The Jazzmobile extended its geographical 
range to Brooklyn and the Bronx in 1966, to all five boroughs by 1967, and to parts of 
upstate New York by 1968. This same period saw the birth of the HCC’s Dancemobile, 
their coordination of New York City’s first “Jazz Day,” as well as HCC-organized 
exhibitions of visual art in venues readily accessible to residents of Harlem. Romare 
Bearden became the Council’s Art Director and in 1966 organized their first exhibit, 
“The Contemporary Art of the American Negro,” displayed at Reter’s Furniture Store on 
125th street. (Reter’s had recently been purchased by an accountant named Kenneth 
Sherwood, making it by some accounts the first major business in Harlem to be owned by 
a black person.)7 In a letter sent to local pastors, inviting them to alert their congregations 
to the show, Bearden wrote: “The exhibitions should be a rewarding experience for many 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 “A Brief History.” In the Emory Taylor Collection Presented by Rasheed Campbell, Arts Uptown Inc. 
 
6 In addition, in its first summer the Jazzmobile put on concerts by Carmen McRae and the Benny Powell 
octet, the Cedar Walton Band, Sammy Davis Jr., Howard McGhee, and the Duke Pearson Band. This was 
the same summer that Baraka and his comrades from the Black Arts Repertory Theater/School acquired 
five trucks and went out “in playgrounds, street corners, vacant lots, play streets, parks, bringing Black Art 
directly to the people.” See Amiri Baraka, “The Black Arts Movement” in The Leroi Jones/Amiri Baraka 
Reader (Thunder's Mouth Press, New York, NY, 1991), 501.  
 
7 See “A Negro Gets Toehold in Harlem Retailing,” Ebony 21/5, March 1966, 149.  
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persons within the community, who may not be aware of the achievements of some of 
America’s leading painters and sculptors, in fact, the Harlem Cultural Council is 
attempting to bring the best in all the arts to the Harlem Community.”8 
Counterpointing these initiatives to bring the arts into readily accessible public 
and private spaces of the everyday world (streets, parks, stores) the HCC also sought 
recognition for black artists within “legitimate,” white-dominated institutional spheres: 
art museums, universities, and concert halls.9 In 1967 the Council, in association with the 
Urban League, put on “The Evolution of Afro-American Artists, 1800-1950” at City 
College,10 followed, in 1969, by an exhibition called “New Black Artists,” which opened 
at the Brooklyn Museum and then travelled to Columbia University. The latter show 
included twelve artists (all male) born between 1918 and 1946.11 In the introductory 
essay for the catalogue of the latter exhibit, Taylor observed that black artists have been 
systematically excluded from the “mainstream of American art,” and that the show’s dual 
aim was therefore “of introducing to a wider public the work of twelve serious Afro-
American artists, and of raising the question—as a question—of the role of Black feeling 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 “Art of the American Negro.” In the Emory Taylor Collection Presented by Rasheed Campbell, Arts 
Uptown Inc. 
 
9 The HCC also encouraged and helped facilitate broader audience access to these spaces; beginning in 
1968, for example, they began to distribute free tickets to performances at the recently-constructed Lincoln 
Center. 
 
10 The show featured 53 artists, from Joshua Johnson (c. 1763-c.1824) to Merton D. Simpson (1928-2013). 
See The Evolution of Afro-American Artists, 1800-1950 (catalogue), 1967.  
 
11 The artists included were: Ellsworth Ausby, Clifford Eubanks, Jr., Hugh Harrell, William L. Howell, 
Tonnie Jones, Charles McGee, Ted Moody, Joseph Overstreet, Anderson J. Pigatt, Daniel Pressley, Charles 
Searles, Erik W. A.  Stephenson. 
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and experience in shaping the expression of Black artists.”12 The nod to contemporaneous 
concerns with black expression and black aesthetics notwithstanding, Taylor’s ultimate 
appeal was to the rather traditional criterion of universal aesthetic “quality.” “I would like 
to believe,” he writes, “that each Afro-American artist should be able to work in his own 
personal style, whether it be more related to a Black esthetic or to an international 
esthetic, and be accepted according to the quality of his work.”13   
Thus we are reminded that while ideas emerging in the 1960s about a black 
expressive order—a specifically “Black aesthetic”—were in many ways a corollary of 
separatist black nationalism, they never fully displaced those evaluative criteria of an 
“autonomous” aesthetics rooted in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe. But if, as 
Peter Bürger incisively argued, the concept of autonomous art was perfectly suited to 
obscuring the social/political/economic functions of the concept itself, this ideological 
obfuscation has presumably been more apparent to those traditionally excluded from the 
spaces of legitimate culture. African-American artists, for example, or women artists, or 
many other groups marginalized in the history of art, could not but be aware of the role of 
institutions in conferring value, quality, and indeed the very status of “art.”14  
To situate this politics of the art field in the context of political art of the 1960s, or 
to find some points of contact and divergence, here I take a brief detour once again 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 Edward K. Taylor, “Foreword,” New black artists; an exhibition organized by the Harlem Cultural 
Council, in cooperation with the School of the Arts, and the Urban Center of Columbia University. 
Brooklyn Museum, Oct. 7 to Nov. 9, 1969; Columbia University, Nov. 20 to Dec. 12, 1969, (New York: 
Clark and Way, 1969). 
 
13 To which Taylor adds: “After all, in music we do not perform spirituals or ‘soul’ works alone, but also 
opera and lieder. In the dance we are not simply primitive and modern dancers, but ballet performers as 
well.” Ibid.  
 




through the Harlem Renaissance. Specifically, I consider a frequently encountered 
narrative concerning the transformation of aesthetic philosophies between the 
Renaissance and the Black Arts Movement. Among the many writers, artists, and critics 
that made up the Harlem Renaissance, there were naturally divergent positions on the 
kind of art that should be strived for, and heated disagreements concerning the ultimate 
aims and function of artistic production. Nevertheless, as forcefully argued by David 
Levering Lewis in his classic study When Harlem Was in Vogue, we might identify as a 
central and widely promulgated tenet of the Renaissance the shared belief that production 
of high quality works by black artists, writers, and musicians would do more to improve 
the lot of black people in American society than any direct campaign for economic or 
legal justice.15 Only works that were “free of . . . propaganda and protest”—to borrow a 
phrase from James Weldon Johnson—were deemed capable of achieving the aspect of 
universality befitting art, and thus serviceable in the battle to sway public opinion and 
establish the intellectual parity of blacks with their white contemporaries. Thus a certain 
vestige of a post-Enlightenment aesthetic theory based in ideals of autonomy, 
“disinterestedness,” and universality was uneasily retained within the Renaissance 
project, even while these attributes were mobilized for socio-political ends.  
Writers, musicians, and artists affiliated with the Black Arts Movement took their 
Renaissance forebears to task for what they perceived as an accommodationist and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 Lewis makes this thesis especially clear in his 1988 preface: “So much energy and variety and dazzle 
have obscured something obvious about the Harlem Renaissance—although its most effective publicist, 
Alain Leroy Locke, was never unclear about its fundamental premise for a moment. Neither racial 
militancy nor socialist nostrums could improve the current conditions of Afro-Americans, Locke’s The 
New Negro crisply explained; rather, ‘the more immediate hope rests in the revaluation by white and black 
alike of the Negro in terms of his artistic endowments and cultural contributions, past and prospective.’ 
‘Nothing,’ civil rights elder statesman James Weldon Johnson agreed, in his bestselling anthology The 
Book of American Negro Poetry, ‘nothing will do more to change the mental attitude and raise his status 
than a demonstration of intellectual parity by the Negro through his production of literature and art.’” 
David Levering Lewis, When Harlem Was in Vogue (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), xv.  
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assimilationist capitulation to a Western European aesthetic ideology that was neither 
universal nor benign.16 Leroi Jones (later Amiri Baraka), Larry Neal, and Calvin Hicks, 
among many others, renounced universal ideals in favor of an emphatically Black 
aesthetic that, in the words of Jones, would transgress the “standard bourgeois aesthetic 
of separation of arts and politics.”17 The critique of the rhetoric of artistic autonomy was 
exemplified by the Black Arts Movement’s attempts to explode the boundaries that 
would separate the cloistered realms of art from the lived realities of the black masses. 
Nonetheless, the historical narrative surrounding both movements is often told as one of 
failure: just as the Renaissance’s elite art allegedly failed to achieve its social and 
political ends, so, even by Baraka’s own later account, the Black Arts Movement’s avant-
garde populist music, theater, and poetic performances failed to gain much of a foothold 
in the Harlem community.18 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 Larry Neal wrote that the Harlem Renaissance was “essentially a failure. It did not address itself to the 
mythology and the lifestyles of the black community to become its voice and spirit.” Larry Neal, “The 
Black Arts Movement,” (1968) in Visions of a Liberated Future: Black Arts Movement Writings, ed. 
Michael Schwartz (New York: Thunder’s Mouth Press, 1989), 78. Quoted in Lorenzo Thomas, “Ascension: 
Music and the Black Arts Movement,” in Jazz Among the Discourses, ed. Krin Gabbard (Durham and 
London: Duke University Press, 1995), 265.  
 
17 Baraka’s full statement reads: “On the surface, as we grew more conscious we knew that as we 
demanded an art of struggle, an art that related to the reality of our history and the real life of the world, 
particularly of the Afro American people, it became clearer and clearer that the standard bourgeois 
aesthetic of separation of arts and politics was stupid and becoming more and more openly bankrupt.” 
Amiri Baraka, “The Black Arts Movement,” 497.  
 
18 Benjamin Piekut notes that despite Amiri Baraka’s attempt to align black avant-gardism and black 
revolutionary populism, by his own admission the Harlem populace barely turned out for Black Arts 
events. Baraka says: “Really most of the black intellectuals there, even though all of us lived in Harlem, 
were still not part of the whole organic, dynamics of the community. We were sort of, I think, superficial to 
the community even with the Black Arts.” Piekut also quotes the percussionist Milford Graves: “Average 
folks? No way. People from the neighborhood hardly ever came in there [to the Black Arts shows].” First 
published in “Interview: Imamu Amiri Barka,” Black Collegian March/April 1973. Quoted in Benjamin 
Piekut, Experimentalism Otherwise: The New York Avant-Garde and its Limits (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 2001), 130. In a 1968 discussion of the Black Arts Movement Larry Neal 
wrote:  “The Black Arts Movement is radically opposed to any concept of the artist that alienates him from 
his community. Black Art is the aesthetic and spiritual sister of the Black Power concept. As such, it 
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 There is a good argument to be made, however, for understanding the Harlem 
Renaissance project as not exclusively, or even primarily, aimed at advancing the socio-
political standing of African-Americans in general, but rather at furthering the cause of 
the black artist in particular. In other words, the Renaissance conception of high art was 
surely underpinned by “non-autonomous,” socio-economic agendas, but ones that were 
nevertheless primarily bounded within the field of cultural production.19  This socio-
economic dimension of art becomes somewhat obscured when the ideology of the 
Renaissance is caricatured as simply reflecting an elitist “art-for-art’s sake” that should 
be imagined as starkly at odds with the Black Arts Movement’s politicized art. Through a 
consideration of the HCC in the 1960s and 1970s we might recover this theme—the 
politics and the economics of the art (or cultural) field—that gets lost in the overly broad 
opposition of the aesthetic and the political.  
The HCC’s recognition of the politics latent in the very institutional domain of 
disinterested art came to a head when it spearheaded a much-publicized protest against 
the Metropolitan Museum’s 1969 multimedia “blockbuster” exhibition, Harlem On My 
Mind: Cultural Capital of Black America, 1900-1968.20 Many were angered that the first 
show at the city’s preeminent art museum focusing on black America was a 
documentary-style photographic sociological-historical survey of Harlem that (despite 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
envisions an art that speaks directly to the needs and aspirations of Black America.” Larry Neal, “The 
Black Arts Movement,” The Drama Review 12 (Summer 1968), 29.  
 
19 Levering Lewis himself makes a similar point: “Markets, exposure, education, intercultural exchange—
these were Johnson’s goals, goals in which notions of art for its own sake hardly played a part.” Levering 
Lewis, When Harlem Was in Vogue, 97.   
 
20 For the most thorough and considered overview of the multiple, overlapping controversies surrounding 
the exhibit see Steven C. Dubin, “Crossing 125th Street: Harlem on My Mind Revisited,” in his study 
Displays of Power: Controversy in the American Museum from Enola Gay to Sensation, (New York: New 
York University Press, 2001). 
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claims of an early press release) included no paintings, sculptures, or other art works by 
black artists.21 (It seemed to exemplify just how little “cultural capital” black artists in 
Harlem actually had.) In a letter to Allon Schoener, Romare Bearden wrote: “As I see it, 
the sort of show you are putting together should be in the Museum of the City of New 
York, The New-York Historical Society, or some similar place.”22 The painter Benny 
Andrews complained that the show “had nothing to do with advancing art . . . . [It] was 
like Life magazine blown up. It was just an historical thing.”23 Following early stirrings 
of dissatisfaction by Harlem artists, the HCC was brought on board as community 
consultants, with Taylor serving on the Community Advisory Committee. But Taylor 
complained that the input of “community experts” was being ignored, and that they were 
just being used as “window dressing.”24 He resigned from the show, and the HCC, along 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 Thomas Hoving, director of the Metropolitan Museum, recalled in his memoir, “The black artist 
community rose up in fury against the show. The leaders—the painters Romare Bearden and Henri 
Ghent—were enraged that the first black exhibition in the history of the Met would contain no paintings. 
There were excellent reasons for not having any works of art, of course, and in fact they would have 
crippled the impact of ‘Harlem.’ But once the fierce criticism hit the press, the show was condemned as 
mere documentation and, as one critic cried out, ‘cultural cutesy-pie-ism.’” Thomas Hoving, Making the 
Mummies Dance: Inside the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York: Touchstone, 1993), 167. Allon 
Schoener, the show’s curator, stated that he had never given approval for the press release and that he had 
not intended to have paintings in the show. He said: “[P]aintings come from another world. They’ve 
stopped being a vehicle for valid expression in the 20th century. I believe in art as process, not as artifacts.” 
Quoted in Steven C. Dubin, Displays of Power, 27.  
 
22 Romare Bearden to Thomas Hoving, September 27, 1968, John Henrik Clarke Papers: Box 42–Harlem 
on My Mind Folders. Quoted in Bridget R. Cooks, “Black Artists and Activism: Harlem on My Mind 
(1969), American Studies 48:1 (Spring 2007): 17.  
 
23 Quoted in Dubin, 30. 
 
24 Asked on the WNYC broadcast of 1969 what happened with the exhibit, Taylor stated: “The exhibit 
went off course when Allen Schoener and others refused to listen to experts from the Harlem community.” 
The other statement [“window dressing”] is in Cooks, “Black Artists,” 18.  
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with a group called the Black Emergency Cultural Coalition that was formed as a direct 
response to the exhibition, picketed its opening.25  
In assessing the vitriol that Harlem on my Mind inspired it would be myopic to 
separate symbolic and economic factors. Indeed the HCC’s particular focus was on the 
financial problems that faced black artists. Speaking to a class in “Afro-American 
Culture” at NYU, Taylor claimed that the painter Joe Overstreet (perhaps the most well-
known figure included in “New Black Painters” exhibition) threatened to bomb the HCC 
if they didn’t get him money to “feed pay his rent and feed his babies.” Taylor continued:  
He was . . . telling the truth that he couldn’t pay his rent and his kids couldn’t eat. 
And that’s the very harsh kind of truth an institution like the Harlem Cultural 
Council has to deal with. How do you help an artist eat? Not: How do you get his 
art recognized. If an artist can’t eat how can he paint, sculpt, create dances, dance, 
make music, do anything?26 
 
In another lecture, Taylor told a group of students that despite all the recent talk “about 
black culture this and black culture that,” economically speaking, black culture had 
barely made any gains in the last decades. “When it comes to making a little bread, 
getting a little recognition, making a living, we don’t exist. And as long as we don’t have 
that kind of recognition we have to recognize our slave-master status. And the Harlem 
Cultural Council was put together to try to do something about it.” The HCC did manage 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 Hoving wrote: [Schoener] got into a running argument with a community firebrand by the name of Ed 
Taylor who became the head of the Harlem Cultural Council. Taylor demanded a job, was spurned by 
Schoener, insisted that his organization create the entire show, was spurned again, and after launching a 
host of unreasonable demands withdrew his group’s support for ‘Harlem’ vociferously. It was clear that 
Taylor and his cohorts wanted the show to fail.” Hoving, Mummies, 166-67.  Schoener himself claimed that 
Taylor told him: “Either you hire me as your associate director on this project or your ass is going to be in a 
sling.” Even if it was not planned as such, “New Black Artists” must have appeared as the HCC’s rejoinder 
to Harlem on My Mind. Given the dates, however, “New Black Artists” must have already been in the 
works before things soured between the HCC and the Metropolitan. There were direct counter-shows to 
“Harlem on My Mind,” including a1971 exhibit at the Brooklyn Museum; originated by the Black 
Emergency Cultural Coalition, the Coalition ended up picketing that show too. 
 
26 The lecture was most likely given around 1970.  
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to employ numerous artists, musicians, and dancers in the Jazzmobile and Dancemobile 
programs, helped filmmakers and actors apply for federal and state grants,27 and donated 
supplies to artists. (One item on a list of the HCC’s year-by-year activities reads: 
“Contribution of tools to an ex-convict sculptor.”)  
Under Taylor’s directorship the Council also promoted an economic vision that 
went considerably beyond funding a handful of artists. If “culture” was the last holdout of 
outright discrimination in the United States, as Taylor often claimed, this not only 
negatively impacted the abilities of black artists to live and work, but also meant that the 
black community at large was denied an enormous source of revenue. Representing the 
HCC in a lecture at the 1972 “International Black Expo”—a three-day event to promote 
black business inaugurated in 1969 by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference’s 
Project Breadbasket—Taylor explained that he was not going to talk about “cultural 
aesthetics” but rather about the “dollars and cents of culture.”28 He continued: “Culture is 
a business, not an art form. Let’s get away from art because that’s a cover-up, that’s a 
cover-up for people who don’t know. Culture is a business. Black culture is a business. 
We have to think of it on those terms. Here at Black Expo, Black Cultural and Business 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 The HCC’s “Brief History” lists the following grant/funding activities: “Administered through Columbia 
University – Ford Foundation: Four grants to young film makers; Recommended and administered 16 
Writers grants ($40,00) for Harlem Writers Committee; Grant to Barbara Ann Teer Black National Theatre; 
Formed Harlem Film Committee; Set up technical assistance projects for film makers and theatrical 
troupes; Grant to Society of Black Composers to underwrite first season of performances.”  
 
28 Taylor was representing the category “Art” in a lecture series that also included Dr. Arthur Logan 
(Health), Dr. Robert Brown (Economics), Dr. Bernard Gifford (Urban Affairs), Dr. Thelma Adair 
(Education), Dr. Gardner C. Taylor (Religion), Dr. Dudley J. Thompson (International Affairs), and Conrad 
Lynn, Esq. (Law). For calendar of events at the 1972 Black Expo in New York—including performances of 
the Afro-American Singing Theater—see “Black Expo Set Four [sic] Day Meeting At Americana,” New 
York Amsterdam News, November 4, 1972, A9.  
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Exposition, we have to think of the dollars and cents of what goes on around us every 
day.”  
The commercial exploitation of black musicians and co-option of black music by 
white producers and musicians in the United States is a well-known story. But what is 
interesting about Taylor’s calls to take control of the means of cultural production is 
that—references to Aretha Franklin and James Brown aside—rather than pertaining to 
popular commercial culture, they tended to fix upon the need to get in on the 
monetization of high culture, as well as on possibilities for capitalizing on the cultural 
pursuits of the past. “The black culture business,” Taylor argues, “is a booming business 
for whites—it could be a booming business for blacks if we chose to become archivists, 
or art historians, or black music historians.”29 Here we might begin to grasp some points 
of convergence, particularly emblematic of the decades since the 1960s, of contestations 
over the field of culture and transformations of historical consciousness. What Taylor 
was advocating for might be called—in a somewhat different sense than Robert Hewison 
meant when he coined the phrase—a “heritage industry” founded upon an appreciation of 
black “culture” as a field worthy of historical treatment, and thereby open to a black 
monetization that might avenge those past exploitations that accompanied it.  
Repeatedly, Taylor expressed the need to save black culture from the black 
community’s own unhealthy “forgetfulness.” Held to account for this state of cultural 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 It wasn’t only at Black Expo that Taylor’s rhetoric was so economically instrumentalizing. In the lecture 
for high school students, Taylor encouraged them to pursue careers as curators of black art or historians of 
black dance for fiscal reasons: “These are wide open fields at this particular point—just for making money. 
I mean, if you don’t care whether black culture gets anywhere, if you just want to make some bread—that’s 
what I’m talking about now. Absolutely wide open fields. All across the country they’re looking for 
cultural administrators. And a cultural administrator who knows and understands black culture can almost 
begin to write his own ticket. I’m not talking about black pride—I’m just talking about drawing a good, 
solid paycheck.” In the same talk Taylor claimed that while Gunther Schuller “makes loads of money,” the 
jazz musicians “who worked along with him can’t get a gig today.”  
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amnesia were not only those who, duped by assimilationist propaganda, failed to 
recognize the pervasive co-option of African-American art forms by the white 
establishment, but also the young black radicals who renounced their artistic forebears as 
inauthentic capitulators who were either self-loathingly enthralled by Euro-American 
culture or too afraid to challenge it. The victims of such forgetfulness included living 
people, “old-time cat[s]” such as actor Fred O’Neal. Asking why O’Neal, who made his 
stage debut in 1936, couldn’t find work at black theaters in 1969, Taylor suggested it was 
because he wasn’t “young and militant enough.” (“And that’s the New Thing,” he adds, 
“that’s one of the current rages downtown that’s riding now.”) A comprehension of black 
history, Taylor continued, had to include not only the recently minted political and 
cultural heroes of black nationalism (he named Malcolm X, Leroi Jones, The Last Poets) 
but also those artists who struggled in the white-dominated cultural field and had to make 
significant compromises, actors who took roles as servants and maids.30  
Perhaps it was opera that all along drove Taylor’s defense of compromised artists. 
Indeed no one, Taylor often noted, had to make more concessions and compromises than 
black opera singers. But at this point there is a swerve in the argument. Although Taylor 
often invoked great black opera singers of the past and present (Leontyne Price, Grace 
Bumbry, Simon Estes, among others) and reflexively took them as his point of reference 
when discussing the underrepresentation of African Americans in culture, he could offer 
little defense of opera itself: the form, he proclaimed over and over, was “elitist,” “dead,” 
and “irrelevant to black people.” On the topic of opera, in fact, Taylor would seem to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
30 Taylor names the New Lafayette Theater and the Negro Ensemble Company as two groups that ignore or 
despise the older generation. 
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defer to broad ideals of the black cultural nationalism he had often critiqued. Opera had 
to be made “New” and “Black.”  
 
Part II: Birth of the Afro-American Singing Theater 
The Harlem Opera Society was founded sometime in the 1950s31 by Monte Norris, a 
younger relative of Theodore Drury (director of the all-black Drury Grand Opera 
Company based in New York City during the early twentieth century), and Charles Ward,  
lead tenor in one of the numerous second-generation Ink Spots proto-doo-wop 
ensembles.32 An interracial organization from the beginning, the Society’s original 
“credo” was “integration of the races and of music lovers in the Harlem community.” 33 
Its particular mission was to provide opportunities for black opera singers from the 
community to perform roles from the standard repertory other than Porgy, Bess, Otello, 
or Aida (fig. 2.1). During the early years, Ed Taylor writes, the Society “functioned in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
31 Accounts of exactly when the Society was founded differ. In one publicity pamphlet (“The Harlem 
Opera Society”) Taylor writes: “The Harlem Opera originated prior to 1950 and is the oldest continuing 
Black opera to ever exist.” Most Harlem Opera Society documents place its origins in the 1950s. A 1976 
Harlem Opera Society publicity pamphlet, for example, reads: “The Harlem Opera Society was formed in 
the 1950’s by singers of the Harlem community as an inter-racial organization which would enable them to 
learn and perform the standard operatic repertoire. By 1960, the company had become semi-professional, 
drawing its cast from the ranks of singers around the New York City area.” In the Emory Taylor Collection 
Presented by Rasheed Campbell, Arts Uptown Inc. 
 
32 “A Short History” of the Harlem Opera Society found in the Emory Taylor Collection begins: “THE 
HARLEM OPERA SOCIETY began its existence in the 1950’s as a semi-professional group lead by the 
founders Monte Norris and Charles Ward. It performed the standard operatic repertory with integrated 
casts. The first performance was of Gounod’s ‘Faust’ which was performed on 126th Street in the Elk’s 
Auditorium near Fifth Avenue. The group went on to give performances at the Hunter College Playhouse 
during the regular season and at Colonial Park Amphitheater during the summertime. There were also 
performances of ‘Operalogues’ at the Harlem YWCA which enabled members of the company to try out 
new roles and introduced Harlemites to many operas that they could not see in full production.  On Monte 
Norris, see also Raoul Abdul, “Reading the Score: Popularity of Opera Companies” in The New York 
Amsterdam News, June 11, 1977, D4. 
 
33 As described in Richard F. Shepard, “Opera Unit Plans a Birthday Party,” The New York Times, 
February 28, 1964, 13.  
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community centers and church basements, presenting operas in the European tradition 
with integrated casts.”34 By 1960 the Society sought to establish itself on a more official, 
semi-professional basis, planning a season of eight works to be performed at the 
Manhattanville Community Center (of the recently constructed Manhattanville Housing 
Project in west Harlem) with no admission fees.35 But funding was always a problem, and 
attempts to interest the Harlem community in opera had been, according to one New York 
Times Article, “[as with] most communities . . . an uphill fight.” “Everybody in the 
Harlem Opera Society is in debt,” Norris said.36  
This was the situation Taylor inherited when he assumed the role of president of 
the Harlem Opera Society in 1964. Although he initially placed it on a firmer footing, 
affiliating it with the new Harlem Cultural Council, and incorporating it as a non-profit in 
1965,37 the organization ceased performance activities around the same time to enter 
what Taylor would later describe as a period of “research and development.”  
The members of the Society (or at least Taylor) grew uncomfortable with the very 
term “opera.” When the organization resurfaced four years later, for a performance of 
Kurt Weill’s Down in the Valley at Brooklyn Academy of Music, it was with a new 
name: The Afro-American Singing Theater. Asked in a 1969 radio interview, on the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34 “The Harlem Opera Society.” In the Emory Taylor Collection Presented by Rasheed Campbell, Arts 
Uptown Inc. 
 
35 The works were to be: The Magic Flute, La Boheme, Otello, Aida, Don Giovanni, The Marriage of 
Figaro, Il Trovatore, and Faust. This information is from a call for auditions. See “Harlem Opera Society 
Holds Auditions,” The New York Amsterdam News, August 20, 1960. The Harlem Opera Society, it reads, 
is “now receiving applications for auditions….Since the Harlem Opera Society is an integrated group all 
may apply.”  
 
36 Shepard, “Opera Unit,” 13.  
 
37 Incorporated August 16, 1965. The charter reads: “To introduce classical and contemporary music of the 
highest standards and quality to the general community and to promote the enjoyment thereof.” 
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occasion of this performance, why the organization now employed the phrase “singing 
theater” rather than opera, Taylor remarked: 
We make the distinction because basically we believe opera is dead in the United 
States. Opera in the United States plays to a public that is probably 3% of the 
population. We’re primarily in the other 97%. If there’s ever going to be a 
musical theater form in this country it’s going to have to play to the other 97% in 
order to be an “American opera” or an “American singing theater” or any 
American vocal theater.38 
 
What the new “singing theater” would not have were the dumb plots, bad acting, and fat 
singers, which, Taylor suggested, were endemic to the European operatic tradition and 
contributed to its lack of viability for a broad American audience in 1969.39 Less was 
said, however, about just what it would include. Taylor’s most concrete statements about 
the new form during this broadcast focused on the need to “relate” speech and singing in 
a more thoroughgoing and natural manner. The new vocal and dramatic approach would 
be accomplished, he continued, by having all the Afro-American Singing Theatre’s 
singers personally trained in house by Taylor himself. 
Speaking over three decades later, soprano Jeanne Faulkner suggested that the 
abandonment of “opera” was somewhat more calculated. Recalling that the Harlem 
Opera Society had found themselves under attack from other black artists at Council 
meetings, she said, “The biggest constraint that I felt—I almost felt a fierce kind of 
fight—to prove to the militants that, quote, I was as black as they were. The Harlem 
Opera, when we formed the Afro-American Singing Theater, that was the reason, that 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
38 Interview on WNYC in 1969. The host is Richard Pyatt. Representing the Harlem Opera Society/Afro-
American Singing Theatre were Taylor, soprano Jeanne Faulkner, and tenor Hugh Harold. 
 
39 In the interview, Jeanne Faulkner was far less dismissive of the European opera canon than Taylor. “JF: I 
can disagree with Mr. Taylor. Yes we do need new operas. But some of the standard repertoire can be 
repurposed. ET: We don’t disagree. Out of the repertory there are 10-15 that are relevant. But these are 
done over and over and people are going to get sick of ‘em.” Hugh Harold barely talked in the interview. 
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was the ‘political’ reason behind that entity—to prove that we were just as relevant as 
they were.”40 
Although Taylor, in the WNYC interview, stressed the black musical basis of the 
Afro-American Singing Theatre’s new endeavors—he calls black music the only musical 
form indigenous to America that “counts,” and mentions the operas of H. Lawrence 
Freeman—throughout the discussion the emphasis is placed on the need for a national 
music theatrical form for an American populace.41 It is probably not insignificant here 
that the interviewer was white, as were the majority of WNYC listeners. In talks given to 
black audiences, however, the particular fault that Taylor found with opera was that it 
held little meaning for black people. Speaking to a group of high school students, Taylor 
mentioned black opera singers and then, as if catching himself, proclaimed: “Now opera 
is something that is out today, and I know that you’re probably surprised that I’m talking 
about opera, because as black people you probably feel that opera is irrelevant, and it is!” 
And yet, he continued, although opera “is irrelevant to us as black people as an art form 
. . . it is relevant to us when we study the history of black accomplishments and artistic 
forms.”42  
If cultural history, according to this argument, is imbued with significance by the 
simple virtue of its having occurred, Taylor ascribed the origins of the Afro-American 
Singing Theater to a problem related to this kind of historical facticity: all the singers in 
the AAST were trained as opera singers, but having renounced the relevance of opera, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
40 Interview from Patricia D’Arcy’s forthcoming documentary The Harlem Cultural Council.  
 
41 Asked why they are doing Down in the Valley, Taylor chalks it up to an accident of sorts, and adds that 
the work will be reconceived as a story of the black American cowboy. 
 
42 The lecture was given for the Bishop Youth Leadership Conference.  
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needed to figure out what to do with their skills. To the admonition that the past not be 
forgotten we might add that experiences can scarcely be wholly forgotten anyway, little 
more than events can be undone. Or as Taylor put it: “[These] black opera singers all face 
the same problem that Leontyne [Price] has: How can you be black in 1969, 1970 and 
utilize a white, Western European classical training.” Should a black opera singer 
forcibly forget his or her training in a European style? No, Taylor answered.43 However, 
European and Euro-American musical techniques, styles, instruments, and forms must be 
repurposed.  
The solution to some of these problems is Black Culture 1980. That’s where 
we’re going. We got a lot of cats hanging out there . . . some of whom are taking 
these things that are foreign and bending them and giving them a soul twist, a 
black look, and that black look is our new culture—when we take a violin and 
make it play soul, when we take an operatic voice and stop it from singing Rossini 
and start it doing other things.44 
 
Taylor, Faulkner, and their Society compatriots found their solution in “The New Thing.” 
 
Part III: Credit/Consumer Improvisations  
The Afro-American Singing Theatre’s first performances of “Harlem-style opera” 
derived from “the new jazz” was the result of an unusual request from the Advertising 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
43 Elsewhere, however, Taylor argued that the vocalist Leon Thomas, who performed with Pharoah 
Sanders among others and became known for a kind of free jazz vocal style that include a yodeling 
technique, was not really practicing a black art form since yodeling was ineluctably Western European.  
 
44 Taylor’s discussion above turns on the insistence that “symphonic music…Mozart, Brahms—it’s 
irrelevant to the black people.” Discussing the violinist Sanford Allen—the first African American to be a 
full-time member of the New York Philharmonic (1962-1977)—Taylor continued: “‘If you want to stay 
down there and make a paycheck, don’t bother me.’ Is that what we tell him? Or do we say: ‘Huh, well 
you’re a violinist. You ought to get together with all them other cats and do something for us.’ I’m certain 
that if we kicked Sanford and some of the others hard enough they might begin to do something with 
us…It’s easy to say: ‘Well, he’s bourgeois and he’s down there and he doesn’t want to be relevant.’ It’s 
very easy to cancel him out. But why should we cancel out a talent and a good mind. Do we really want to 
cancel him out? Or do we want to redirect him? Do we give him new problems and new motivation and 
say: ‘No, we don’t want to kick you out because you’re a violinist. You could be one of us. Let’s make that 
violin work for us.’”  
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Women of New York. In cooperation with the Harlem Consumer Education Council, the 
AWNY were planning a four-session educational series, “Credit—Big Deal, or, How to 
Take the RED out of Credit,” to be held at a YWCA on west 125th street and ostensibly 
intended for the edification of the Harlem community (fig. 2.2). “One element we 
considered essential,” wrote the AWNY’s chair of Public Relations in her summary, “was 
the technique for communicating the message. We felt that a group of improvisational 
players—black, preferably—would relate the problems and the audience, and set the 
stage for the speaker or panel that followed.” And so the AAST was hired, with the aid of 
a $300 grant, to sing skits about matters of personal finance.45 At some point shortly 
before this, Sam Rivers had come on board as the principal composer and instrumentalist 
of the group.46  
Thus, in January of 1970, Rivers joined Taylor, Jeanne Faulkner, and Francois 
Clemmons (an opera singer who had recently created the role of Officer Clemmons on 
National Educational Television’s children’s show, Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood) to 
dramatize the slippery slope of household debt in three “Credit Improvisations.” Each 
was loosely based on a real case from the files of the Harlem Consumer Education 
Council (fig. 2.3).47 Following the improvisations were lectures by figures from the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
45 A short history of the HOS’s activities, presumably used for promotional purposes, reads: “The 
composer-musician Sam Rivers became composer in residence and introduced the first Harlem-style 
operas, 15 minute singing/acting improvisations on consumer problems for Harlem housewives.” Taylor 
claimed (in a performance at Cooper Union in the early 1970s) that the whole thing came about when the 
AAST was mistaken for a drama troupe and asked to sing about consumer problems. Putting on his best 
“straight face,” Taylor agreed.  
 
46 I cannot provide a precise date for this. Taylor seems to have encountered Rivers at some point in the 
late 1960s and asked him to join the Afro-American Singing Theater.  
 
47 The AAST seems to have only sung in three of the four sessions. For one of the sessions a film was 
shown instead.  
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consumer advocacy movement, as well as representatives from the worlds of banking, 
advertising, and industry.48 The hosts were Patricia Martin, president of the Advertising 
Women of New York and later first woman chair of the American Advertising 
Federation, and Florence Rice, onetime labor organizer representing African-American 
and Latino workers, and founder of the Harlem Consumer Education Council. Although 
these performances could scarcely be farther removed from a disinterested aesthetics of 
the art-for-art’s-sake variety, in comparison with the revolutionary political poetry, 
theater, and music emerging from the Black Arts Movement and other 1960s 
countercultural avant-gardes, they were pragmatic, civic-minded, and downright 
consumerist. There is an added, interesting ambiguity in the dual sponsorship of the event 
by a pro-business group—the AWNY—and a consumer advocacy organization.49 
For the first session of the credit seminar, Ed Taylor introduced the AAST as “an 
opera company” comprised of singers who, having spent most of their careers in the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48 Introducing Taylor and the AAST, Rice observed that in addition to representatives from the Freedom 
Bank and the Union Settlement credit union, the seminar organizers had sought a speaker from a finance 
company. “But,” she says, “we found out that we couldn’t find one finance man through this entire state 
that wanted to come here and talk.” Also attending the first of the consumer seminars were Timothy Leach 
and Richard Saul from the Office of Economic Opportunity in Washington (a department that was headed 
at that time by Donald Rumsfeld). The host of the first session, Patricia Martin, explains how the OEO 
came to be involved: “Florence [Rice] was in Washington [D. C.] representing us at Consumer Assembly, 
1970. And it just so happened she was waving around a poster, and she just happened [to show it?] to a 
number of very important people, who aren’t here tonight—as for example president of the Consumer 
Affairs Council, Virginia Knauer [became director of U.S. office of consumer affairs—in the Nixon 
administration], Ralph Nader—and you all know who Ralph Nader is. And then a gentleman [inaudible], 
because he was excited by all the arm waving and the poster waving, and the interest—and it turns out he is 
with the office of economic opportunity in Washington. And he’s coming up to check [inaudible] this 
program. And all of this is because of [inaudible]… and he knew that any program to which she devoted 
her efforts was bound to be pretty remarkable. And then when he talked to me on the telephone I told him 
of the other aspects of the program, as for example the participation from the Afro-American Singing 
Theater, and he was very sure that he wanted to be here.” 
 
49 The representative for the AWNY wrote in her report on the seminar: “At the last session we gave to 
some 35 community leaders who had participated in the program matched sets of catalogs—Wards, 
Penneys and Sears—with the message that this provided them, in working with their people, a reliable 
guide to quality and features in planning any purchase—major or minor—and was a guide to a fair price on 
a given item.” 
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classical music world downtown, were now making their way home to the 
“community.”50 After establishing the credentials of the AAST members—Jeanne 
Faulkner’s work at New York City Opera; Francois Clemmons’ time at the Metropolitan 
Opera Studios; and his own background at the City Opera and the Mannes School of 
Music—Taylor goes on to give the audience an idea of what will follow:  
Tonight we’re going to take a little bit of the New Jazz, a little bit of classically 
trained voices, a little bit of our heritage and apply them all to a credit situation. 
We have a very fine speaker, Mr. Severa [head of the Credit Bureau of Greater 
New York] who’s going to speak this evening, so we’re not going to present you 
any solutions with our skit, but we’re going to try to show you how a couple 
newly weds—Jean and Francois—can get themselves over their heads, you know 
with the enthusiasm of setting up a new household. We’re going to do this via a 
musical-dramatic improvisation. That means that everything that you see is 
created in front of your eyes. There’s no set music. There’s no set words. There 
are no set dramatic situations. These artists have to make them up themselves as 
they go along. It’s literally a singing dramatic jam session, where Sam Plays a 
chord, Jean sings [a] tune, they make up some words and the situations develop. 
 
Not much happens plot-wise in Consumer Improvisation #1, but it is funny, and the 
abundant laughter suggests an audience that was enjoying itself.51 Having been laid off, 
“Jean” (Jean Faulkner) is at home when she falls prey to a door-to-door salesman (Ed 
Taylor) from “Big Joe’s Department Store.” He convinces her to buy a hi-fi and a bar on 
loan. Meanwhile her husband “Frank” (Francois Clemmons) dreams of buying other 
objects (a “long Aston Martin”) on loan. They quibble. The subject of purchashing more 
practical items (a washing machine?) comes up. With nothing resolved, and financial 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
50 Taylor begins: “Well, Harlem not only spawns credit problems, it also spawns artists and musicians and 
what not. Most of us most of our life have worked downtown. We’ve had very little to do in the 
community…you know there are no theaters here to perform in and whatnot, so we get stuck downtown 
and in Europe. The Afro-American Singing Theater is an opera company. Everyone understands what 
opera is. We don’t call ourselves an opera company because we don’t do opera the way other people do 
opera. Although some of our members—most of our members actually—perform with major opera 
companies.”  
 
51 The member of the AWNY writes, somewhat condescendingly, that the presentation “delighted the 
audience, who identified with situations and ‘catch phrases.’” 
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disaster looming, the skit ends. The musical style, far from the avant-garde 
experimentation of a year or so later, might best be described as “functional.” Sam 
Rivers’s piano tended to determine the musical direction and the pitch material of the 
singers’ improvisations, although Rivers’s playing was also responsive to developments 
in the dramatic scenario. Credit Improvisation #1, for instance, opens with an arpeggiated 
wash of F-sharp-centered pentatonicism from which Faulkner gets pitches for a languid 
introductory statement. With a knock at the door by Taylor, Rivers launches into an up-
tempo B-minor/major blues that will constitute the principal riff of the improvisation’s 
ritornello-esque form. Throughout Improvisation #1, Rivers’s playing is indeed marked 
by blues-based harmony and keyboard style (e.g., right-hand thirds over a syncopated 
bass; dominant seventh chords sustained through tremolo). The singing also exemplified 
elements of blues melodic patterning, but in a quasi-operatic vocal style that highlighted 
the already-existing proximity of blues and recitative. Contrasting with the dominant 
blues idiom were chordal passages by Rivers reminiscent of midcentury jazz ballads and 
popular song (replete with major 7th and 9th chords, lush chromatic suspensions, and 
sophisticated harmonic substitutions). The singers took these moments to depart from 
their blues-derived declamations. At one point Faulkner lends her quotidian concerns 
great dramatic pathos in a concertedly operatic, vibrato-heavy recitative.  
Taylor’s statement that in the consumer skits the AAST practiced a form of 
“music-dramatic improvisation” in which, with no given words, music, or dramatic 
situation, “everything . . . is created right in front of your eyes” does not entirely hold up 
to scrutiny. A comparison of a recording of the ensemble rehearsing for one of the credit 
improvisations (#2) with a recording of their actual performance clearly shows how much 
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was decided upon ahead of time: turns of conversation; who says what; musical events. 
In addition to making it clear that Taylor was running the show,52 the rehearsal tape 
provides clues about how he envisioned the relationship between the piano and vocal 
style. Taylor introduces the scenario, catching the audience up on the situation of Frank 
and Jean in a blues that takes its cue from Rivers’s opening flourish. After about a minute 
of following the changes Taylor can’t stop himself from laughing: “Now when the 
curtain opens, they sitting down trying to find out where the next [laughing] few dollars 
are gonna come from. [laughing and singing] I don’t think I can sing this thing, not in this 
blues idiom.” An exchange between Rivers, Taylor, and Faulkner follows:  
Sam Rivers: Oh! Something else? [scattered laughter among the ensemble; 
Rivers begins another blues and then abruptly stops. Plays a [Major 7th chord]  
Ed Taylor: See, there’s a difference. If you play broken chords it’s like a tune. 
But if you play a single chord, not broken, we can do what is a semi-recitative.  
Jean Faulkner: [excitedly] Recitativo!  
 
Indeed, in the subsequent consumer improvisations Taylor, assuming his master-of-
ceremonies role, introduced the skits in a distinctly non-blues-based, almost lounge-
singer style, accompanied by cocktail piano chords. The other singers, although never 
abandoning the blues-based approach, also began to develop new recitative styles, 
employing, for example, rapid syllabic intoning upon single pitches while gradually 
tracing triads.  
Over the next few years, the AAST performed numerous additional didactic 
improvisations about personal finance at various workshops, including a wonderfully 
funny skit illustrating the functionality of supermarket unit pricing (providing prices in 
terms of weight/volume, at that time an experimental practice, not yet legally mandated, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
52 At one point Taylor says to Rivers: “When [Faulkner] mentions loan shark let’s get into some up-tempo 
loan shark music, okay?” He adds: “And actually I wanted him [Clemmons] to talk about…the loan shark 
idea. In other words, you talk about pawn shop, and he says no.”   
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and vociferously opposed by the food industry) (fig. 2.4). After the skit, Bess Myerson 
Grant, the first Commissioner of the Department of Consumer Affairs for New York 
City, gave a lecture on the subject.53 These performances, Taylor stated, were the 
“beginning of our jazz operas.”54 Having heard one the group’s improvised recitations 
about credit, Julius Rudel, director of the New York City Opera, compared the 
performance to the original idea of “opera” as proposed by the sixteenth-century 
Florentine Camerata.55  However, as we will see in the next section, Taylor and company 
imagined the new “jazz opera” not as a look back toward the European past, but rather 
forward to an avant-garde black modernity.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
53 Grant, first Commissioner of the Department of Consumer Affairs for New York City, helped make unit 
pricing in supermarkets legally mandatory. The premise of the AAST’s “Unit Pricing Improvisation”: Jean 
has lost her keys and locked herself out of the apartment—perhaps, she concludes, because she was so 
flustered from trying to figure out prices at the grocery store: “He says, save money. But how can I save 
money? There’s so many items on the shelf. I’m always in a hurry. How do I know which one to choose? 
They all look the same to me.” Not knowing where to go while her husband is still at work, she runs into a 
neighbor, Señor Oquendo (sung by the excellent Abraham Lind-Oquendo), who invites her up to his 
apartment. On their way up the stairs they run into another neighbor, a leering Ed Taylor, whose wife has 
recently left him (ET: “She’s spending too much money”). This is the occasion for a lesson—under the 
tutelage of Señor Oquendo—on the effectiveness of unit pricing. Interspersed into long recitatives in which 
the singers ineptly attempt to calculate the price of toilet paper by the sheet and Coca Cola per fluid ounce 
are ample doses of sexual innuendo and ethnic jokes. Praise is heaped on Bess Myerson Grant for her 
advocacy of unit pricing. Turning to flattery, Ed adds that she is a “very attractive woman.”  (Bess Myerson 
had become famous in 1945 as the first Jewish Miss America.) Finally, Ed Taylor concludes that if Bess 
Myerson’s unit pricing is widely adopted he “can go to the store without having to take a wife to compute 
for me.”  
 
54 The AAST performed another round of “credit improvisations” at St. Phillips Community Center on 
133rd street in March of 1971. The AAST also developed a series of “Health Improvisations” that they 
performed at hospitals across New York.  Speaking about one of these performances on the WQXR 
interview, Taylor said: “We did health improvisations also for Mt. Sinai hospital…and the community 
accepted this music. They never questioned the fact that for 15 minutes we had no key center…severe 
music by musical standards.” It doesn’t appear that the AAST ever performed for inmates in prison, but Ed 
Taylor did receive a letter in 1971 from Benjamin J. Malcolm, then deputy commissioner for New York 
City Department of Correction, inquiring into the possibility of such a performance. Letter dated August 
20, 1971. In the Emory Taylor Collection Presented by Rasheed Campbell, Arts Uptown Inc. 
 




Part IV: Revolutionary Opera 
Following the AAST’s performances for the Advertising Women of New York and the 
Harlem Consumer Education Council, improvisation would become the group’s key 
concept. By virtue of its group improvisational practice, the AAST presented itself not 
only as the innovator of “Black opera” but also as the first real vocal contribution to 
jazz’s “New Thing.” Indeed, their philosophy of operatic improvisation was consistently 
couched in a rhetoric of the “New.” Introducing a performance (ca. 1971) by the AAST 
at Cooper Union, for example, Taylor said:  
New Music compared to the Old Music. [inaudible—something like: “the new 
music is freewheeling, soul banging”] Very few people in the world really 
understand or have been exposed to the New Music of John Coltrane, Cecil 
Taylor, the New Music of Sam Rivers, Archie Shepp [one other name is 
inaudible]. The New Music is any style with freedom to spontaneously express. 
The freedom to say what you mean, however you mean, without prior 
preparation. And improvising depends [I think this is what he says] on the 
togetherness of the black brethren [inaudible] comes without writing down the 
notes beforehand. That New Music somehow excluded the black singer, [so] the 
Afro-American Singing Theater and its members started singing [to] the New 
Music.56  
 
The method of operatic improvisation, Taylor continued, originated when he, Jeanne 
Faulkner and others in the AAST put on “records of the New Music, the New Thing” 
and, trying to sing to it, decided to “use our voices the way those cats were using their 
instruments.” As with the “Consumer Improvisations,” Taylor insisted that everything the 
AAST did was invented on the spot: “Operatic improvisation is just that: improvisation 
where the performer has to think of the words, the music, and the dramatic situation at 
once, simultaneously, with no prior preparation . . . That’s our New Thing.” If the 
implication about “New Thing” improvisation was simplistic (“no prior preparation”), the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
56 Afro-American Singing Theater at Cooper Union, undated. Probably early 1970s.   
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claim that the ensemble would execute an unprepared musical-dramatic improvisation 
was at least credible on this occasion. At Cooper Union, Taylor, Jeanne Faulkner, and 
Sam Rivers performed an improvisation on dramatic themes suggested by the audience.  
“Our electrician down here,” Taylor called out: “If you saw a black opera what would 
you like the subject matter to be about? No idea? Let’s hear a subject.” Eventually, the 
audience came up with stipulations for the evening’s black opera: it should have 
revolution as its subject; involve the conflict between black and white people; and 
contain references to pollution, Tosca, and “Old Man River.”57 
From the performance’s outset, it is clear that Rivers’s piano playing had moved 
into a markedly different sound world from that on display in the Consumer 
Improvisations. Opening with a pair of pounded clusters in a low register, he proceeds 
with frenetic, Cecil Taylor-esque runs. Unfazed by the clangorous piano, Taylor and 
Faulkner’s recitative improvisations remain, at first, within a modal/tonal orbit of blues 
and Spirituals, oscillating between E-flat major and g-minor. The scenario that unfolds 
manages to incorporate the audience-suggested themes: Taylor’s character is persecuted 
by a racist and demeaning boss. The man’s wife (Faulkner) first advises level-
headedness, but upon hearing that the boss has “made some [derogative] reference to 
black women” breaks into an increasingly hysterical opera-styled recitative (“Did you 
knock him down?”). A series of exchanges follow: a blues-based duet aria protesting the 
dehumanizing effects of racism (accompanied by Rivers’s layering of pentatonic and 
chromatic arpeggios); a lyrical, wordless passage sung by Faulkner that seems to inspire 
Taylor to reflect on opera and Tosca: “You’re nothing but another black woman trying to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
57 Members of the audience can be heard on the recording calling out suggestions. 
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be raped by a white man [audience laughter] . . . It’s always best to go to the opera, like 
Tosca . . . who’s trying to get laid (lots of audience laughter; dissonant piano “pings” in a 
high register by Rivers); and a recitative meditation on the tribulations of black opera 
singers and calls for revolution, which culminate in melismatic coloratura runs by 
Faulkner. Taylor and Faulkner also manage to insert an advertisement-cum-manifesto for 
the Afro-American Singing Theater’s brand of “revolutionary opera” (both Black 
Cowboys and the Consumer Improvisations are mentioned in recitative). 
Following these early improvisations, the AAST’s most musically experimental 
phase came in a series of performances over the next few years (between, approximately, 
1971 and 1974), during which time they sometimes called themselves the “Jazz Opera 
Ensemble” (fig. 2.5). Instrumentally, the group expanded and would include, in numerous 
configurations:  Vishnu Wood (bass); Jacques Coursil (trumpet); Harold Alexander (sax, 
bass clarinet, electric keyboard, and flute); Sonelius Smith (piano); Michael Fleming 
(bass), and Jerome Cooper (drums). Rivers mostly dropped his role as pianist and moved 
to saxophone and flute. New singers were also added to the ensemble; Robert Donaldson 
(tenor), Abbe Mason (soprano), and Brenda Feliciano (soprano), joined Taylor and 
Faulkner as the group’s mainstays.58  
In these years, the AAST/JOE performed many scenarios, poems, and songs that 
dealt with Black cultural nationalism, militancy, and revolution. Listening to tape 
recordings of the performances, however, it can be hard to discern the ensemble’s 
prevailing attitude toward the radical movements of the period. Sketches apparently 
calling for revolution are juxtaposed with critiques of revolutionary violence and satires 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
58 Feliciano would later record with her husband Pacquito D’Rivera. See the album, Pacquito D’Rivera, 
Brenda Feliciano, and Aldo Antognazzi, Music of Both Worlds, Elephant/City Hall (2004).  
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of Black nationalist posturing. For a 1971 AAST performance at a benefit for the Negro 
Ensemble Company,59 Bob Donaldson performed a recitative incantation of poet David 
Nelson’s “Are You Ready, Black People?” The text, which had become famous through 
a remarkable recitation by Nina Simone at the Harlem Renaissance Festival in 1969, 
includes the lines: “Are you ready, Black people? / Are you ready to kill if necessary? / 
Are you ready to create life? / Are you ready to smash white things? / Are you ready to 
build black things? / Are you ready to call the wrath of Black Gods? / Are you ready to 
change yourself?” That Donaldson would perform a text by David Nelson is telling of the 
trajectory of the Harlem Opera Society; only a couple years earlier Taylor had included 
Nelson’s seminal performance-poetry proto-rap group, The Last Poets, in his list of 
young artists who were too quick in their dismissal of the elder statesmen of black 
culture. In the same concert, Donaldson sang another recitative he would return to often 
with the suitably nationalist title, “We are a New Breed of Man.”60  
But lest we think that Taylor and the AAST had fully reconciled with the young 
radicals and become flat-out revolutionaries, we should consider another performance at 
City Center, in which the group dramatized the ideological conflict between 
revolutionary Black nationalism and non-violent protest.61 Robert Donaldson plays the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
59 The Negro Ensemble Company, founded in 1967, is still active. See http://necinc.org/   
 
60 “We are a new breed of man / Black warriors / [hard to hear: born as poets?] / We will create this world 
in . . . . Tears tears, gushing out, tears tears hot tears gushing out and turning into the poets / we are the last 
poets of the world / there are tears, hot tears, oh we are we are the last poets of the world / Black 
warriors…” 
 
61 For this event the AAST featured three singers (Taylor, Faulkner, and Robert Donaldson), joined by 
trumpet, piano, and flute (personnel unknown; Coursil is probably on trumpet and Rivers on flute). The set 
includes a rendition of Billie Holiday’s “God Bless the Child” sung by Faulkner (with trumpet dissonantly 
riffing on the melody and a modal piano accompaniment in a combination that draws upon jazz ballads, 
Ivesian art song, and pointillistic free improvisation), an opera-blues recitative, and what seems to be a free 
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role of a would-be revolutionary, with Taylor and Faulkner as his more cautious 
comrades. Faulkner opens with a ballad-like plea for peace (“Turn the other cheek”), for 
which Donaldson condemns her as “part of the [in a conspiratorial whisper] 
establishment.” Against the singers’ modal exchanges, trumpet and flute provide a layer 
of crackling, dissonant counterpoint. Donaldson and Taylor argue (R.D.: “You are a fool. 
All you believe in is the law . . . . I got this gun, and I will shoot me a pig”. E.T.: “[If] . . . 
the police come to us and take all our weapons and us in jail it will be your fault . . .”) 
while the instrumental counterpoint swells to a dense barrage of semi-autonomous strata. 
And then the climax: Faulkner, hysterical, breaks into a high, coloratura passage. At first 
wordlessly outlining an F#-major triad, she finally declaims: “They found all the guns. 
They found all the guns. And they found one joint . . . . What are we going to do?” Until 
this point the agglomeration of styles was layered so that none dominated. But Faulkner’s 
outburst is avowedly “operatic” in a most traditional sense—especially striking is her 
sudden rolling of r’s (“I trusted . . .”). The strangeness of free jazz improvisational opera 
is felt in full force. In what seems like a throwback to eighteenth-century opera (think 
Don Giovanni) the scene concludes with a clear statement of its message. “Tell the 
Puerto Rican brothers,” Taylor plaintively sings in blues recitative, “we’re here with them 
in the struggle. Tell them they don’t have to resort to violence. They can do it with the 
power of our politics. You’re no good in jail, sister, remember that . . . . We can do 
nothing when we’re in jail.” (The critique of violent protest, it should be noted, is 
pragmatic rather than moral.) 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
jazz “concert version” of a consumer improvisation. (This time a couple quarrel about spending habits over 
dense, dissonant polyphonic improvisation.) 
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 Black militancy is treated more parodically, if also somewhat ambiguously, over 
the course of the 63-minute improvisation by the Jazz Opera Ensemble briefly described 
in the introduction. Donaldson, again playing the role of revolutionary, declaims (only 
half-singing): “I have got a beast in me [woman shrieks and laughs] / It’s a nasty, ugly 
thing—that beast in me [piano crashes on low cluster; woman cries: “Look out!”] / It 
wants to make me reach out and stomp on so many motherfuckers [woman wailing; tom-
tom hits; cymbals crash].” After invoking the “black warrior” Hannibal, he intones in 
Sprechstimme: “I am violent. I hate. I’ve been forced to hate because I am black. I am 
black . . . . I am a warrior now. A warrior. And I shall never lose again!” Over thirty 
minutes later, toward the end of the session, Donaldson resumes the depiction of the 
violent revolutionary, but now in third person: “He goes wild [rumbling drums]. The 
bullet hits [inaudible]. Hide the throats of man, blood everywhere. The motels, under the 
bushes and cars . . . [Rivers on soprano sax] They came running!” If the audience 
(whoever that is) might not know what to make of the scene, Taylor’s subsequent 
recitative/commentary only marginally clears things up:  
I under over stand the situation [leap-y disjunct style; jerky alternations of short 
and long syllables] I mean, you [something] hit the man hard all day. A stone 
revolutionary. A Full-time revolutionary. Telling them how bad [something] is. 
What you going to do? How you going to do it? It must be a bitch to be able to do 
all that talking. And not [something about: regular breath . . . your mouth] Being 
so forceful and all to the Man’s face. Courage. And you not even cracking a 
smile. Real man. I know the sisters just don’t understand the pressure you is 
under. And when you ask for a piece of lead it’s not for yourself. But it’s for your 
people, people, it keeps you going. And anyway, you is a revolutionary. And 
anyway, she would be doing a revolutionary thing. That sister [something] from 
the beginning had an early eye on me. She really had it together when she said: 
“Go fuck yourself, nigger.” Now, that was revolutionary. 
 
Perhaps something of the AAST/JOE’s ambivalence regarding black 
revolutionary politics can be detected by analogy in their sound. In the foregoing 
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descriptions I have hinted at a discordance between the instrumentalists’ avant-garde 
idiom and the singers’ tendency—try as they might to adopt a “New Thing” freedom—to 
return to a more harmonically grounded style. But maybe “analogy” is off the mark, for 
here it may not be a matter of those deep mirrorings of form and ideology that academics 
and critics seek to uncover. In the case of the Harlem Opera Society’s renunciation of 
European opera and turn to the avant-garde there is an undeniable question of external 
pressure. Ostracized as opera singers, they had to prove they were “black enough.” But I 
also wonder whether, in abandoning traditional opera, they found an idea more than a 
sound. We will see later that it did not take the AAST/JOE singers long to abandon free 
improvisation once its heyday had passed. 
 
Part V: History/Myth—The Jazz Operas  
Black Cowboys 
In the Afro-American Singing Theatre/Jazz Opera Ensemble’s audience-suggested 
improvisations, consumer skits, and revue-like performances, the newness of the “New 
Jazz” is complemented by a pervasively topical subject matter, whether it be instruction 
in navigating contemporary consumption or staged debates on the merits of Black 
revolution. None of this excluded a simultaneous reckoning with the past. Interspersed 
among these monologues are a series of poems, songs, and instrumental improvisations, 
as well as some rather unclassifiable music-theatrical scenes. Settings of poems by black 
authors include Jeanne Faulkner’s strikingly polytonal ballad rendition of Harlem 
Renaissance poet William Waring Cuney’s 1926 “No Images” (famously sung a cappella 
by Nina Simone in 1964). Donaldson also chose a poet of the Renaissance generation in 
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his sing-song-y recitation of Fenton Johnson’s “A Negro Peddler’s Song” accompanied 
by sparse drums, bass, and inside-the-piano strumming of strings:  
Good lady, 
I have corn and beets, 
Onions, too, and leeks, 
And also sweet potat-y. 
 
Good lady, 
Buy for May and John; 
And when work is done 
Give a bite to Sadie. 
 
Good Lady, 
I have corn and beets, 
Onions, too, and leeks, 
And also sweet potat-y.62 
  
But a deeper reciprocity between the jazz avant-garde and a revisionist historical 
imagination would be found in the AAST’s two large-scale works, Black Cowboys and 
Solomon and Sheba.  
Black Cowboys was actually just one name for this “horse opera in jazz form,” 
which underwent numerous revisions and title changes from 1969 until its final iteration 
in the mid-1980s; other versions were called Buckaroos; Bronze Buckaroos; Cowboy 
Improvisations; The Black West; West on the Black Side; and Hodges & Co.63 (Here I 
refer to the numerous versions as if they comprised a single work, but this should be 
understood as merely a convenience.) The opera was the AAST’s first original project, 
although the group had already taken the black West as the setting for their 1969 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
62 Anthologized in the 1963 volume, American Negro Poetry, ed. Arna Bontemps (New York: Hill and 
Wang, 1995 [1963]), 26. “The pattern of this song,” Johnson notes, “was sung by a Negro peddler in a 
Chicago alley.” 
 
63 Black Cowboys was premiered in 1969 at City Center. Given four performances, it was paired with 
Down in the Valley in a “celebration of the Arts for Children.” 
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performance of Kurt Weill’s Down in the Valley at BAM. Around the same time, there 
was a flurry of movies and television shows featuring black cowboys—Duel at Diablo 
(1966) with Sidney Poitier; two episodes of The Virginian (1967) with Don Mitchell; 
Stranger on the Run (1967) with Bernie Hamilton (brother of jazz percussionist Chico 
Hamilton)—a mini-phenomenon perhaps set in motion by Philip Durham Everett L. 
Jones’s 1965 landmark historical study, The Negro Cowboys. 64 To the imagination of an 
old West populated by white heroes and villains—with a Mexican farmhand here, an 
Indian friend or foe there, and perhaps elsewhere a Chinese laborer—Durham and Jones 
added the figure of the black cowboy, who, alone among the “races and nationalities of 
the real West,” the authors wrote, had been erased from its subsequent novelistic and 
cinematic mythologization.65  
The opera began as a collaboration between the AAST, poet Jackie Earley, 
choreographer Rod Rodgers and saxophonist Roland Alexander, who, like Rivers, was a 
veteran of the 1950s Boston jazz scene. Rivers became involved sometime before the first 
performance at BAM in 1970, and all subsequent versions featured some combination of 
Alexander’s and Rivers’s compositions, with a libretto by Taylor, and poems by Earley.66 
Although Black Cowboys could be considered, as Taylor suggests, a kind of “opera 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
64 Writing in 1967, newspaper columnist Walter Burrell makes the connection:  “Who ever heard of a 
Negro cowboy? A decade ago this would have been a valid question, but thanks to a brilliant book by two 
USC professors titled ‘The Negro Cowboys’ and its widespread publicity in both the white and Negro 
press, the long-buried facts regarding the black man’s part in the settling of the West are finally receiving 
national prominence. It isn’t surprising, then, that we’ve seen a rash of black cowboys portrayed on our 
television and movie screens.” Walter Burrell, “Movies and TV Finally Recognizes Tan Cowboy,” The 
New Pittsburgh Courier, November 25, 1967, 9.  
 
65 Philip Durham and Everett L. Jones, The Negro Cowboys (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1965), 2. 
 
66 The original cast included the singers Jeanne Faulkner, Francois Clemmons, Abraham Lindoquendo, 
Beverly Mason, and Hugh Harrell. It is somewhat unclear, but it appears that Sam Rivers was hired to 
perform for the first performance only at the last minute. No instrumentalists are listed on the BAM 
program.  
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buffa,” it is not so much a narrative work as a series of loosely related, and largely comic, 
set pieces that were presented, in some versions, as a multimedia collage comprised of 
live performance, projected photographic stills, and pre-recorded sounds (mostly, cows 
mooing). We encounter a few main characters: a “Confidence Man” who seduces a 
“Widow Woman,” and later, in the nobler transposition of that plot, a “Hero” (the 
“Lonesome Rider”) who ignores the pleas of a “Heroine,” and proceeds to ride alone 
through the night. As those stories are casually interrupted on and off, the characters relay 
bits of information about real figures of the Old West: Mary Fields (ca. 1832-1914)—
(“Stagecoach Mary, with yo’ big bad self. / Ole Mary Fields riding shotgun, bringing 
folks mail. / Sturdy Black woman, so the cowboys’ say.”); James Beckwourth (1798-
1866)—(“Black mountain man! / Blacksmith, storyteller, Mullatto man / Called him 
‘Coyote.’ / He was a warrior man. / Black Chief of the Crows”); Jim Perry (1858-
1918)—(“cook and fiddler man”); Aaron Ashworth (ca. 1803-?)—(“no longer slave but 
cattleman”). Later on, the Shores family, a multigenerational clan who moved to the 
Nebraska frontier in the [early] nineteenth century, celebrate their way of life in an 
antiphonal chant (2.6). 
   Whop! Whop!  Chop that wood Brother. 
   Whop! Whop!  Chop down that tree. 
   Whop! Whop!  Chop that wood Brother. 
   Whop! Whop! Then come home to me.  
 
    (men) 
   Walk!  Walk!  And spread that seed sister. 
   Walk!  Walk!  Spread it well.  Make it grow 
   Walk!  Walk!  Spread that sister. 
   Walk!  Walk!  Many miles more to go 
 
    (women) 
   Stomp!  Stomp!  Stomp the earth brother 
   Stomp!  Stomp!  Stomp it down.  Make it flat.  
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   Stomp!  Stomp!  Stomp the earth brother 
   Stomp!  Stomp!  Show ‘em where we’re at. 
 
    (men) 
   Weave!  Weave!  Make that basket stronger! 
   Weave!  Weave!  Make your dresses too. 
   Weave!  Weave!  Need that blanket longer.  
   Weave!  Weave!  Make more clothes for you. 
 
    (women) 
   Sing!  Sing!  Sing that song brother 
   Sing!  Sing!  Sing it loud and clear. 
   Sing!  Sing!  Sing that song brother. 
   Sing!  Sing!  We’ll be here next year. 
 
   Dance!  Dance!  Dance around sister. 
   Dance!  Dance!  Dance yo’ special way. 
   Dance!  Dance!   Dance around sister 
   Dance!  Dance!  On this holiday. 
 
Throughout the work three kinds of music predominate.67 First, there are a number of 
“arias” in a style that incorporates rather conventional jazz and Broadway/popular song. 
Then there are folk songs composed—so the program reads—by black cowboys of the 
old West. Some sources state that Alan Lomax, the important American folklorist, served 
as an advisor on the use of black folksongs. Finally, holding the show together and 
representing perhaps its most original musical contribution, are the improvisational 
recitatives. Speech-y and non-metered, they recall eighteenth-century recitative in their 
function as a “generic” and somewhat indistinct musical language, useful for dramatic 
exposition. The recitatives’ harmonic and melodic basis in blues and Spirituals is 
counterpointed by the pervasively chromatic, freely improvised instrumental 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




accompaniment.68 To continue the analogy with eighteenth-century operatic conventions, 
these pointillistic, almost haphazard atonal gestures from the small ensemble might be 
heard as a reimagination of the harpsichord’s sporadic punctuations in a secco recitative.  
Although Black Cowboys was described in one press release as “basically happy 
and upbeat,” the poems by Jackie Earley that formed the initial core of the work, and that 
were subsequently interpolated throughout (set as spoken interludes with musical 
accompaniment), tend to be somber elegies for a forgotten world. Her original text (titled 
“The Black West”), for example, concludes with the following epilogue: 
The sun is setting. The sights are growing still. Wild West is fading out, and the 
memories, too. Cattle fenced in. Negro fenced out. ‘Cept for a few in rodeos, or a 
Kentucky derby race. History was written. The black cowboys put neatly in their 
place, never to be seen, as usual; shadows; silent castrated shadows, chained to a 
lie; vanished from Master’s history ‘cept as a slave; a ghostly brave spirit; a spirit 
ever-present and with you still; the men from the East who really did work their 
way west.69  
 
One AAST performance opened with a recitation of this text, underpinned by a plaintive 
cowboy lament—a slow “Yippie-kai-yai-yay” sort-of-thing—and the spare plucks of a 
bass. In other versions, the opera begins with a didactic framing device, an exchange in 
recitative that introduces the proceedings as an interventionist lesson in history:  
The Widow Woman: Well, you certainly couldn’t prove [that there were black 
cowboys] by all the cowboy and Indian pictures I’ve been seeing.  All you ever 
saw was Tom Mix Hop-a-long Cassidy and John Wayne for days. 
Hero: No! There were quite a few Bronze Buckaroos.  
Heroine: You mean there were big, strong, dark, handsome men who would 
straddle their sinewy thighs over a mean old horse and break her? […]  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
68 In some of the productions from the early 1970s, the recitative vocal lines were also more often freely 
atonal, and in a vein similar to the ca. 1973 Jazz Opera Ensemble recording described earlier. 
 
69 There is also a prologue with a similarly elegiac tenor. It begins: “Shadows, silent, weaving a ghostly 
trail. / Shadows, draggin the long chain. (Move ‘EM OUT) / Shadows, walking a long trail. / Shadows, 
shadows, movin’ to the hoofbeats. (MOVE ‘EM OUT)…)” 
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The Widow Woman: Come to think of it, I did read somewhere about Jim 
Ousely, Bill Pickett, Jesse Stahl and Thornton Briggs.  Don’t tell me they all were 
one of us. 
Hero: That’s right.  
 
The work was described in a promotional notice as “a jazz opera that encompasses Black 
figures from the old west and shows them in situations similar to what actually occurred 
to many of them,” but this is farfetched. The cinematic sexual imagery invoked in the 
opening lesson (“sinewy thighs”), the numerous allusions to the 1939 “race film” The 
Bronze Buckaroo (starring onetime Ellington Band singer Herb Jeffries), and the stock 
cowboy saloon scenarios all point to an interest in revising our conception of the past on 
the level of popular and mythic imagery (fig. 2.7). And despite the opera’s occasional 
didacticism, the historical references serve less as information than as the elements of a 
collage which produces an effect of sublimity or overload not entirely dissimilar to that 
which results from Robert Ashley’s lists of historical names or Robert Wilson’s 
plundering of the archives.70 In one of the settings of Earley’s poems, for example, a 
number of the great black cowboys introduce themselves—Nat Love, Deadwood Dick, 
Bronco Sam, Ben Hodges (the real-life “confidence man”), Newt Clendenen, Bill 
Pickett—and as each name is uttered another character repeats it over and over. The 
names, each chanted in a different rhythm and intonation, are layered upon one another in 
until the process is abruptly cut short by a gunshot.  
 
Solomon and Sheba 
Advertised as a version of the “traditional biblical” tale, the Harlem Opera Society’s 
Solomon and Sheba was derived not from the story told in the Old Testament, but rather 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
70 The Robert Ashley piece in question is his collaboration with Paul De Marinis, with a text by John 
Barton Wolgamont, In Sara, Mencken, Christ and Beethoven There Were Men and Women. 
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from that found in the Kebra Negast, an Ethiopian text from the fourteenth century that 
formed the mythic origin story for Ethiopia’s Solomonic Dynasty, which was still in 
power when the opera premiered and only collapsed in 1974 with the revolution that 
deposed Haile Selassie (fig. 2.8). In the Kebra Negast, Makeda, Queen of Sheba, travels 
to Solomon’s court to seek the King’s wisdom. While there Makeda discovers that she 
has entered into a trap. The King has promised not to forcibly take Makeda’s virginity if 
she promises in turn to take nothing from his court. She agrees, but after feasting on the 
spiciest and most pungents foods, finds that she must drink Solomon’s water. For this 
breach, Makeda is compelled to sleep with the king. In the opera, Makeda, who in 
addition to being a virgin is a polytheist, must first listen to Solomon discourse on the 
virtues of his one God: “Prepare to meet God’s Happiness / Prepare for God’s Glory / 
Prepare for God’s Love / Prepare! Now Meet your God! [Solomon lowers himself upon 
Makeda].” Menelik I, the son of that union, was to return to Solomon when he reached 
maturity and there learn the art of kingship before returning to rule Ethiopia. Added to 
this story, in the opera, are subplots involving Nitocris, Solomon’s principal wife, who, 
despite Solomon’s having 700 other wives and 300 concubines, has grown singularly 
jealous of Makeda; Tamrin, Makeda’s Master of Trade; and Dzinga, princess at 
Makeda’s court and a wily schemer.  
Premiered simply as Sheba in 1971 at the Negro Ensemble Company’s annual 
festival at St. Mark’s Theater, the first version of the opera featured five singers and two 
instrumentalists, Harold Alexander71 (alternating between electric keyboard, flute, bass 
clarinet, and tenor saxophone) and Vishnu Wood (on bass and bowed oud). From the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
71 Nearly forgotten since his early withdrawal from the music scene in 1974, Alexander attained 
prominence in the soul jazz movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s, although his playing tended to be 
freer and more experimental than most of his contemporaries in that genre. 
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recording, one gets the sense that, as with the Consumer Improvisations, the group had 
worked out the basic plot, some of the text, and perhaps some of the musical material but 
that many of the details were left undetermined. Following Wood’s introductory droning 
oud, joined by “exotic” Phrygian-inflected wordless introduction by Beverly Mason (as 
Sheba), the fifty-minute work unfolds as a series of improvisational recitatives (again 
drawing on spirituals, blues, and late-nineteenth-century opera) with hardly any arias to 
speak of. The dramatic action is at first accompanied by Alexander and Wood’s limpid 
yet dissonant, mostly unpulsed background textures: spare keyboard clusters; 
murmurings of a softly bowed bass; occasional bursts from the reed and wind 
instruments. At times, the singers are even left unaccompanied for up to a couple 
minutes. By the middle of the opera Wood and Alexander (perhaps sensing that the piece 
has begun to drag) begin a series of ostinato grooves that carry the piece through to the 
end.  
In lectures, Taylor often narrated his return “home” to Harlem as an almost 
archetypal hero narrative complete with an epiphanic moment: after having spent fifteen 
years singing for white crowds in the “downtown cultural world,” he finally had a chance 
to perform (with the Harlem Opera Society in their earlier days) for a majority black 
audience. “I didn’t know what a black audience was like until the Harlem Opera Society 
hired me to sing Aida and I walked out onstage and those folks started to react in a way 
that no audience had reacted. And I decided that I had to have more of that.”72 Taylor 
does not elaborate on just what the Harlem audience actually did, but the 1971 
performance of Sheba might be mentioned here as evidence of a kind of audience 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
72 Lecture to NYU class on Black Culture (circa 1970).  
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involvement rarely found in modern performances of traditional opera, where it would be 
unusual to hear much aside from occasional applause following a big number and 
“bravos/bravas” at the night’s end. The recording of Sheba at St. Mark’s, on the other 
hand, is peppered throughout with laughter and applause. Following an especially 
strained squawk from Alexander’s clarinet, a child declares: “That sounds like hell!” The 
atmosphere puts me in mind of (how I imagine) Italian opera during the nineteenth 
century, when it was still a semi-popular entertainment form. The Harlem Opera Society 
would later publicize Solomon and Sheba, the two-act successor, as an “Afro-American 
jazz opera” that “allows for audience participation in its improvisational sections.”73  
For that expanded version, Sam Rivers replaced Harold Alexander as reed player 
and principal composer, and set a libretto by Taylor (an elaboration on the basic plot from 
Sheba) in a pattern of alternating recitatives and arias. It was this version that the Harlem 
Opera Society would perform, with various lineups of singers and instrumentalists, and in 
numerous cities across the States, between 1973 and 1985. A 1976 performance of 
excerpts from the opera, performed in the studios of New York’s WQXR, gives a picture 
of how it sounded in the early-mid 1970s, with Rivers on tenor sax and flute, Dennis 
Moorman on piano, Ronnie Boykins on bass, Kenyatta Abdur-Rahman on drums, and 
singers Jeanne Faulkner (Nitocris), Abbe Mason (Sheba), Jonathan Dunson (Tamrin), and 
Von Ray (Dzinga).74 By comparison with Alexander and Wood, whose accompaniments 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
73 Central Opera Service Bulletin Volume 16, no. 1 Fall 1973. This two-act version was premiered at the 
Clark Center for the Performing Arts in New York City. 
 
74 I could find no full performance of Solomon and Sheba in its earlier days when Rivers was still 
performing with the Harlem Opera Society. The opera’s final performance—at Alice Tully Hall in 1985—




had a tentative and somewhat uneasy air about them, the Rivers-Moorman-Boykins- 
Abdur-Rahman quartet have discovered a fluent approach, more active and semi-
autonomous from the singers, and yet comprehensible as another element in the 
storytelling.  
In one passage, Tamrin and Makeda converse in recitative about the former’s visit 
to Judea. Here the Master of Trade’s recitative style is comprised of white-note harmony 
and mostly scalar motion, while Makeda’s is full of wide leaps (especially minor 7ths), 
half-step descents, and occasional slips into a semi-spoken Sprechstimme. Neither of the 
recitative styles is particularly striking in and of itself, but the nuanced and dense 
polyphony could be understood as a “corrective” to the banality (for many modern ears) 
of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century recitative. By adopting (and adapting) the 
rhythmic and intonational subtleties of old recitative styles, and multiplying these in 
instrumental lines that are equally elastic and nuanced, a novel mode of group storytelling 
emerges, one that seems to move ever forward toward a great polyphonic, 
improvisational critical mass.75  
 
Mad Scenes  
What is in some ways most striking and strange about the Harlem Opera Society’s two 
evening-length works is not their numerous subversions of “standard” operatic 
procedures through free jazz improvisation—the twentieth century has been marked by 
many radical dismantlings of form—but their simultaneous retention of some of opera’s 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
75 The major difference between the full-length Solomon and Sheba and the earlier one-act version, beside 
the refinement of recitative technique, is the addition of ten arias by Rivers. The four that are featured on 
the WQXR broadcast exemplify the basic style types, none of which are as heavily improvised (and avant-
garde) as the recitatives.  
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most curious conventions, such as the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century recitative/aria 
form. Among these operatic inheritances, perhaps the most anachronistically pronounced 
is the occurrence in both Black Cowboys and Solomon and Sheba of a nineteenth-
century-styled “mad scene.” In the “I Hate You—Preposition Blues,” Jeanne Faulkner as 
the Heroine” of Black Cowboys decries the Lone Rider Hero who has left her: 
[Pseudo-speech] I’m not crying. I’m mad. [breaks into high singing] I hate him. I 
despise him. [pseudo-speech] I never want to see him again. [higher singing] I 
hate him. I hate despise him. I never want to see him again. [Big drum hit]  He 
made love to me under the starry sky [inaudible]. I hate him. I despise him.  I 
never want to see him again. How could he treat me this way, like some kind of a 
common slut. I hate him. I despise him . . . . He thinks that because I’m a woman, 
like every woman, he can say sweet words and make soft sighs [breaks into 
wordless and frantic leaping about]. I hate him I despise him. I never want to see 
him again [flutes echoing]. I hate him I despise him [turns into sobbing].  
 
Faulkner’s improvisational coloratura technique shines even more impressively as 
Nitocris in Solomon and Sheba. Ordered by her husband Solomon to serve the sweet 
wine and spicy food that will force Makeda to break her vow and sleep with the King, 
Nitocris pauses to inform us of her hysterical “jealousy,” repeating the word no less than 
fifteen times in piercing shrieks and whistle tones, joined by cascades of cymbals and 
sporadic saxophone honks:  
An ache from deep within me swells 
And consumes me with hate. 
An ache that rocks me to my toes. 
Who is this Queen / This dark Queen 
Who travel with such a rich caravan 
Why does he want her? 
This woman that fascinates my husband 
This woman who seduces him with gifts 
This woman who tantalizes his mind. 
Jealousy!  Jealousy!  Overcomes me with hate 
Will this dark queen take my lord from me 
Shunted aside! What will become of me? 
I love him so. 
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Jealousy!  Jealousy!  Consumes me with hate 
We shared so much.  What is to become of me? 
 
I must control my imagination. 
Make the best of a bad situation. 




Conclusion: From Avant-Garde to Jazz Tradition 
As the 1970s wore on, the Jazz Opera Ensemble’s avant-gardism waned. The 
improvisations became more subdued, and jazz standards became the mainstay of the 
group’s repertoire. Sam Rivers left the group. Jeanne Faulkner, no longer melding her 
operatic coloratura with the “the New Thing” sound of Ornette Coleman, began to imitate 
players from Duke Ellington’s great ensembles of ‘20s and ‘30s, such as James “Bubber” 
Miley and Cootie Williams. By the mid-1980s the Harlem Opera Society dissolved. Ed 
Taylor abandoned jazz opera and began to conduct choirs in performances of Spirituals. 
All of this was in keeping with a pronounced “neoclassical” turn in much jazz during 
these years, that is to say, a new emphasis on an increasingly canonized jazz “tradition.” 
The next chapter will look at the role of opera in this canonizing process.  
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Figure 2.1: A performance of Aida by the Harlem Opera Society (ca. 1960).
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Figure 2.2: Poster for Credit Seminar sponsored by Advertising Women of New York in coop-
eration with the Harlem Consumer Education Council (1970). 
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Figure 2.3: Sam Rivers on piano, Jean Faulkner, and Francois Clemmons. Probably rehearsing 
or performing one of the Credit Improvisations (ca. 1970). 
161
Figure 2.4: Ed Taylor, Abraham Lind-Oquendo, and Jean Faulkner probably performing the Unit 
Pricing improvisation before Bess Myerson Grant’s presentation (1970 or 1971).
162
Figure 2.5: Jazz Opera Ensemble performance at Studio Rivbea, the loft space run by Sam Rivers and his 
wife Beatrice (ca. 1973).
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Figure 2.6: Performance of Black Cowboys. Probably the Shores Family scene. No date. 
Figure 2.7: Ed Taylor in Black Cowboys. No date.
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Figure 2.6: Performance of Black Cowboys. Probably the Shores Family scene. No date. 
Figure 2.7: Ed Taylor in Black Cowboys. No date.
Figure 2.8: Poster for Solomon and Sheba. 
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Chapter 3: Jazz-Historical Opera and the Ends of Jazz  
 
Introduction 
In his 1999 introduction to his 1963 classic, Blues People, Amiri Baraka recalls a 
schooling that he and fellow writer A. B. Spellman received as college students at the 
hands of their esteemed Howard University professor, Sterling A. Brown. Having been 
invited to Brown’s home, Baraka writes that he and Spellman (“self-proclaimed young 
boppers, probably quite nasty in our altogether ignorant pseudo-wisdomic stancing”) 
proceeded to inspect the professor’s vast record collection, encompassing “spasm bands 
and arwhoolies and hollers, through Bessie and Jelly Roll and Louis and Duke.” Baraka 
remembers that, listening to the albums, he and his classmate saw “our own lives spelled 
out in formal expression,” and records Brown’s response to their evident astonishment: 
“‘This is the history. This is your history, my history, the history of the Negro people.’”1  
Baraka’s story exemplifies the familiar conceit of music as the privileged 
repository of black historical experience.2 This might call to mind a pair of musical tropes 
often (although by no means exclusively) found in black music of the twentieth-century. 
The first is the self-referential historicization of music by music, evidenced in the micro-
genre of black American music that serves to narrates the evolution of a musical 
“tradition”—for example, Mary Lou Williams’s musically performed history of blues and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 All quotations in Amiri Baraka, “Blues People: Looking Both Ways,” Blues People: Negro Music in 
White America” (New York: HarperCollins, 1999), viii-ix. 
 
2 It is not clear to me when this trope dates from, but it is surely in evidence by the first decades of the 
twentieth century. For example, James Weldon Johnson wrote in 1926: “[T]he Spirituals taken as a whole 
contain a record and a revelation of the deeper thoughts and experiences of the Negro in this country for a 
period beginning three hundred years ago and covering two and a half centuries. If you wish to know what 
they are you will find them written more plainly in these songs than in any pages of history.” James 
Weldon Johnson, “Preface” to The Second Book Of Negro Spirituals (New York: Viking, 1926), 12-13.  
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jazz piano.3 The second trope conflates this first with the aforementioned idea of music’s 
privileged historical meaning: here black musical history is narratively figured as the sign 
of black history in general. Consider, for example, the aforementioned 1934 pageant “O, 
Sing a New Song,” at Soldier’s Field in Chicago, for which H. Lawrence Freeman 
contributed music. Depicting the evolution of black music as it passed from Africa to 
America, the pageant was intended (so the program reads) to narrate the history of “the 
black man” as such.4  
 But just what kind of relationship was supposed to inhere between musical and 
social history? I return to Baraka’s story. Baraka first paraphrases Brown declaring the 
identity of music and history (“the music was our history”), but then himself casts the 
assertion in more dialectical terms: “That the music was an orchestrated, vocalized, 
hummed, chanted, blown, beaten, scatted, corollary confirmation of the history. And that 
one could go from one to the other, actually, from the inside to the outside, or reverse, 
and be talking about the same things. That the music was explaining the history as the 
history was explaining the music. And that both were expressions of and reflections of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Mary Lou Williams, The History of Jazz, Smithsonian Folkways (1978). I should add that Williams does 
also narrate the album. A very recent example is Wynton Marsalis’s Blues Symphony (2015), of which 
critic Vivienne Schweitzer observes, “Along the way, the score segues into references to various cities 
(1890 New Orleans; 20th-century Harlem; Charleston, S.C.), musical luminaries (the flutist Alberto 
Socarras and the drummer Max Roach) and styles (ragtime, gospel, bossa nova and choro)….[T]he 
compositional approach seemed more appropriate to a lecture hall than a concert hall.” Vivienne 
Schweitzer, “‘Blues Symphony’ by Wynton Marsalis Has its New York Premiere,” The New York Times, 
April 10, 2015. Outside of black American music there are of course many examples, such as Astor 
Piazzola’s Histoire du Tango.  
 
4 In Invisible Man, Ralph Ellison’s narrator hears a “records shop loudspeaker blaring a languid blues” and 
asks (not, it seems, in a vein of celebration) whether this was not just the privileged sign of the period but in 
fact “all that would be recorded….the only true history of the times, a mood blared by trumpets, trombones, 
saxophones and drums, a song with turgid, inadequate words.” See Houston A. Baker’s commentary on this 
passage in Blues, Ideology, and Afro-American Literature, 62-63.  
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the people!”5 Although in Baraka’s formulation “the music” and “the history” 
reciprocally illuminate one another, and emanate from (or “reflect”) a common source 
(“the people”), they also retain some semblance of independence. 
This ambiguity in the music/history relationship—a simultaneous non-
coincidence and mutual implication—is compounded when we turn to those two tropes 
delineated above. Namely, the distinction I drew between a metamusical, or self-
referentially music-historical narrative (trope 1), and a social-historical narrative (trope 
2), is scarcely so clear-cut. What should we make, for example, of Ellington’s A Drum is 
a Woman? The 1956 album—a “musical fantasy or allegory,” in Ellington’s words—
“told the story of jazz in terms in terms of the adventures of Madame Zajj [read it 
backwards] and Caribbee Joe, from the Caribbean to the moon, via Congo Square and 
Fifty Second Street.”6 Is this unique album just “about” music? Surely A Drum is a 
Woman calls to mind Ellington’s 1943 Black, Brown, and Beige suite, which the 
composer called a “tone parallel to the history of the Negro in America.”7 What would a 
“musical history” be that was not also social history? I am not, however, asking this 
question rhetorically. As I hope to show later, these problems of historical representation 
are deeply entwined with the dialectics of aesthetic autonomy broached in the preceding 
chapter.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 The italics in the first quote (“music was our history”) are Baraka’s. Italics in the second (“corollary 
confirmation”) are mine. Baraka, xiii, ix.  
 
6 Duke Ellington, Music is My Mistress (New York: Da Capo Press, 1973), 191.  
 
7 For a discussion of A Drum is a Woman and historical consciousness see the end of chapter 4 (“Zajj: 
Renegotiating Her Story”) in Graham Lock, Blutopia: Visions of the Future and Revisions of the Past in the 
Work of Sun Ra, Duke Ellington, and Anthony Braxton (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 
1999), 137-41.  
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Perhaps the Black, Brown, and Beige hints at where opera comes into all this, for 
if this ambitious work was indebted to a tradition of black music-historical pageantry that 
Ellington would have been exposed to as a youth—as Mark Tucker persuasively 
demonstrated—its immediate predecessor and model was the composer’s never-
completed opera Boola.8 Like pageants, opera has a wealth of musical and extra-musical 
techniques at its disposal to represent—on different levels—music, history, and music 
history. But unlike pageants, opera—in the twentieth century, at least—implies a 
highbrow, “classical” pedigree. In this chapter I explore how the pronounced “becoming-
historical” of jazz—the music’s increasingly self-reflexive concern with its own history 
and tradition since the 1960s—was represented in a body of works that I will call “jazz-
historical operas.” Although these works drew upon the two tropes sketched above, they 
also reflected a newly historicist vision of jazz that went hand-in-hand with its 
canonization as a “classic” repertory.  
As early as 1966, Gunther Schuller’s opera The Visitation counterpointed its 
primary dramatic plot—a Kafka parable transformed into an indictment of American 
racism—with a metamusical subplot, a “mini-history of jazz,” in Schuller’s words. In the 
decades that followed The Visitation, numerous operas took great figures of jazz and 
blues as their subjects: there was at least one about Charlie Parker (Herbert Six and Don 
Jaffe’s All Cats Turn Gray When the Sun Goes Down [1971]); another about Lester 
Young (Alan Pater and Bernard Cash’s ‘Prez’ [1985]); and one about Bessie Smith 
(George Gruntz, Allen Ginsburg, and Robert Wilson’s Cosmopolitan Greetings [1988]). 
Other works followed Schuller’s example and explored the stylistic evolution of jazz. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 See Mark Tucker, “The Genesis of Black, Brown, and Beige,” Black Music Research Journal 13/2 (Fall 
1993): 67-86. Tucker persuasively demonstrates the influence of pageants on Black, Brown, and Beige, as 
well as detailing the piece’s connections with Boola.  
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From the mid-1970s through 1990, saxophonist and composer Julius Hemphill developed 
a music-theatrical piece eventually called Long Tongues: A Saxophone Opera. The work 
impressionistically depicts the history of the legendary D. C. jazz club, The Crystal 
Caverns, from its founding in 1926 to its closing in 1968.9 
The first part of this chapter concerns a few of the most important of these “jazz-
historical” operas: The Visitation, Long Tongues, and Cosmopolitan Greetings. Through 
these works, I follow the becoming-historical of jazz to its conclusion in the 
aestheticization of jazz history, which I read as one “end of jazz.” The longer second part 
considers a related form of jazz historicism in Anthony Davis’s X: The Life and Times of 
Malcolm X, one that leads to a different “end of jazz” and a more properly Hegelian 
sublation.  
 
Part I: The Visitation, Long Tongues, Cosmopolitan Greetings 
The Visitation  
Along with Bernd Alois Zimmerman’s Die Soldaten (1965), Gunther Schuller’s The 
Visitation (1966) was the most high profile attempt within the sphere of “legitimate” (i.e., 
state-sponsored or big-budget) opera during the 1960s to incorporate jazz improvisation 
into a modernist, twelve-tone composition. Schuller’s work was mentioned by Boulez, 
for example, in the well-known Der Spiegel interview in which he called for the 
“explosion” of all opera houses. (The opera neither convinced Boulez of the viability of 
contemporary opera, nor of the success of amalgamating dodecaphony and jazz 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 I should also mention the popular 1978 Broadway musical Ain’t Misbehavin’—its name taken from the 
Fats Waller/Andy Razaf/Harry Brooks tune—a revue-homage that features jazz of the 1920s and 1930s.  
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improvisation.)10 But after a sensational Hamburg debut, which supposedly met with a 
fifteen-minute standing ovation,11 the opera bombed in its American premiere at the 
Metropolitan Opera. Audiences booed. Press was mostly negative. Schuller alleged that 
the opera was simply collateral damage, caught in the crosshairs of a coordinated effort to 
delegitimize the man who commissioned it: Rolf Liebermann, director of the Hamburg 
State Opera and a candidate for directorship at the Metropolitan Opera. Whether this was 
the case I cannot verify, but it is true that none of the subsequent performances (including 
at the San Francisco Opera, Covent Garden, and the University of Illinois), met with such 
a vehemently negative reception. Following the disastrous New York performance a 
contract by Angel Records was withdrawn and The Visitation was never commercially 
recorded (a BBC telecast has been lost). The opera became a largely forgotten work, a 
footnote in the history of mid-twentieth-century opera. It would remain, in Schuller’s 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 “SPIEGEL: ‘He [Schuller] is the first opera composer to have fused jazz with 12-note music, in The 
Visitation, which had its first performance last year and was internationally applauded.’ 
BOULEZ: ‘That must be the 50th time that people have tried to blend jazz with western music. But it 
doesn’t work. There is one kind of music which is written down and which is based on certain rules and 
particular intellectual configurations, and there is another that exists on improvisation. Schuller’s opera 
failed because the jazz forfeited its characteristic of improvisation. Schoenberg was quite right when he 
said, ‘The middle road is the only one that doesn’t lead to Rome.’” Boulez,  “Opera Houses?,” 441. Rolf 
Liebermann, who produced Schuller’s opera at the Hamburg State Opera—and who was particularly 
impugned in Boulez’s interview—felt compelled to respond in a subsequent interview in Die Welt. 
Liebermann’s response, translated into English, follows the Boulez interview as published by Opera 
magazine. 
 
11 In an interview for the Yale Oral History of American Music, Schuller recalled: “The premiere took 
place in October and everybody showed up—I mean all of Germany—the entire German intelligentsia and 
all the music people, all the critics, all the publishers, all the composers, even from East Germany they 
came. This was, I guess, a pretty well publicized premiere and anything Liebermann did by that 
time….anything he did had a certain panache….So there was this incredible premiere, at the end of which 
there were fifty curtain calls. You hear about such things happening, when Callas sang Norma in La 
Scala—there were fifty curtain calls and things like that—but for a contemporary opera?!! The next day 
most of the reviews said—and Liebermann thought so too—‘this is the greatest opera since Alban Berg’s 
Wozzeck’….” Gunther Schuller, “Interview,” Yale Oral History of American Music Transcript, 1992, 161. 
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words, his “one big problem child.”12 But The Visitation’s wildly uneven reception and 
the alleged claque of disruptors in New York is a topic for another occasion. Here I want 
consider the opera’s exemplification of a newly historical disposition toward jazz that 
was emerging in the 1960s, exemplified in its dramatization of the jazz canon as both a 
self-referential narrative (as in some way canons, traditions, and myth systems always 
are), and as the story of black America.  
 
Origins 
By the mid-1960s, Gunther Schuller had established himself as a French horn player in 
the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, a jazz musician (appearing on Miles Davis’s Birth of 
the Cool), a twelve-tone composer, a conductor, a jazz critic and historian, and champion 
of the “third stream,” a label he coined to describe a hybrid musical style indebted to both 
modern “classical” composition and jazz. It was owing to these diverse activities and 
multiple competences that he received a commission for a “jazz opera” from Swiss 
composer Rolf Liebermann, himself a composer who had experimented with jazz-
classical hybrid forms as early as his Concerto for Jazz Band and Symphony Orchestra, 
premiered at Germany’s prestigious Donaueschingen Musiktage in 1954. In an interview, 
Schuller recalled his wariness about the “jazz opera” designation: 
[Liebermann] was tremendously informed about what I was doing in this Third 
Stream and in jazz and classical music, and I was conducting already in Europe 
and having my works performed there at the modern festivals in Darmstadt and 
Donaueschingen.  He always talked about a jazz opera, and he I guess one day 
decided [snaps fingers] “Gunther’s the guy, we’ll get a jazz opera from him.”  I 
argued with him about that, I said, “I don’t know that I can write a jazz opera; I 
don’t even know what you mean by that, but for me a jazz opera would be also 
including jazz singers, who could improvise.”  And I knew no jazz singers who 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 “I worry about its future, but I also have faith that some day, probably after my death, it will be revived 
and have a strong success. That’s my one big problem child.” Schuller, “Interview,” Yale OHAM, 169. 
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could do that in the context of a twelve-tone opera.  Nor did I know any classical 
singers who could.  So I said, “Let’s not necessarily call it a jazz opera.”13 
 
Schuller wrote that if his opera needed to be labeled one might call it a “Third Stream 
opera.”  
“Jazz opera” or not, Schuller was adamant that if he were to compose a jazz-
influenced opera it should have African-American life as its subject matter. An early plan 
to adapt Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man fell through. Ellison apparently supported the 
idea; his agent did not. Another of Schuller’s early ideas was to compose an opera about 
one of the “many ‘tragic figures’ that populate the history of jazz itself.” Eventually 
Schuller abandoned that idea and settled on an adaptation of Kafka’s The Trial, rewriting 
the story himself as an allegory of violent racism in the United States. Although jazz was 
not its principal subject matter, The Visitation featured what Schuller called a  “jazz-
historical perspective.”14  
 In the opening scene of The Visitation our Joseph K. figure, Carter Jones, listens 
to a record of Bessie Smith singing “Nobody Knows When You’re Down and Out.” 
“Bessie’s performance,” Schuller wrote, should “bring into focus the sociological and 
musical background of the opera and the interaction between the Negro’s past, 
symbolized in Bessie’s recording, and his present.” The record functions as a talismanic 
object, a portal to a past long before 1929 (the year Bessie Smith recorded the song). 
When it is first heard in the prologue, Schuller writes, the recording “calls forth a series 
of concise visions—not only of Carter Jones’s and the Negro’s [present-day] social 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13 Schuller said that he had initially wanted to work with Sarah Vaughn, who he imagined would be able to 
both improvise in a jazz idiom and sing operatically. Telephone interview with the author, September 27, 
2014.  
 
14 Gunther Schuller, “Concerning My Opera The Visitation,” in Musings: The Musical Worlds of Gunther 
Schuller (New York: Da Capo Press 1999), 233. See following footnote for Schuller’s complete statement. 	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milieu, but a mini-history of jazz from its African origins through the quasi-musical 
improvised sermons of a Baptist preacher to the Bessie Smith performance, representing 
the first flowering in the 1920s of jazz (and blues) as a new and distinct art form”  
(ex. 3.1). This “mini-history of jazz” is spun-out over the course of the opera into a 
veritable meta-musical subplot that follows the music’s evolution into “the whole realm 
of modern small-group jazz,” as well as its offshoots in rock and pop.15  It can be no 
coincidence that while composing this decidedly “jazz-historical” opera Schuller was just 
finishing Early Jazz: Its Roots and Musical Development, a book that went on to become 




Today the Third Stream project tends to be written off as something of a failure, an 
awkwardly formal codification of the boundary-breaching that (mostly black) avant-
garde musicians working in jazz were already taking part in without needing any help 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 The Visitation, Schuller wrote, “incorporates style elements which belong to older jazz traditions, for 
example the New Orleans-style funeral procession of the final scene, or the rock-and-roll piece and 
‘symphonic jazz’ treatment of a pop song, both jukebox numbers in Act I, scene 3. Beyond that I have 
incorporated in the opera a certain jazz-historical perspective, which in turn arises out of specific scenes 
and dramaturgic considerations, for example the interpolation of Bessie Smith’s recording of ‘Nobody 
Knows You When You’re Down and Out’ in the Prologue of the opera. Bessie’s performance is in itself 
one of the early artistic monuments of jazz, but here it serves additionally to bring into focus the 
sociological and musical background of the opera and the interaction between the Negro’s past, symbolized 
in Bessie’s recording, and his present. As used in the opera’s Prologue, Bessie’s recording calls forth a 
series of concise visions—not only of Carter Jones’s and the Negro’s social milieu, but a mini-history of 
jazz from its African origins through the quasi-musical improvised sermons of a Baptist preacher to the 
Bessie Smith performance, representing the first flowering in the 1920s of jazz (and blues) as a new and 
distinct art form. From this historic point on, my opera takes jazz forward through not only the three above-
mentioned stylistic prototypes (jazz, rock, pop) but into the whole realm of modern small-group jazz. In 
this way the Bessie Smith recording underscores and unifies the opera psychologically, historically, 
musically, and dramatically.” Ibid.   
 
16	  See Gunther Schuller, Early Jazz: Its Roots and Musical Development (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1986 [1968]). 	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from the (mostly white) “legitimate” classical establishment.17 Schuller, however, 
understood his compositional project as an explicitly anti-racist and anti-classist attempt 
to nullify ghettoization of jazz as a “light” or “entertainment” music. Commenting on The 
Visitation, Schuller reiterated some of the basic tenets of his Third Stream concept, and 
announced his intention to “remove the many misconceptions about jazz that still persist, 
especially among ‘classical’ music lovers.”  
In relation to my opera it may be easier to indicate what jazz is not. It is in this 
instance not necessarily a ‘popular’ music, nor is it definable as any of the many 
commercial derivatives of jazz, which in Germany are, along with jazz, officially 
labeled as ‘light music,’ i.e., by implication non- or un-serious music. Jazz in my 
opera is a modern, partially improvised, spontaneously creative art music, 
measured by the same kind of rigorous, demanding disciplines and aesthetic 
criteria as any other art music. To put it simply: I was not interested in grafting 
jazz into an otherwise ‘normal’ contemporary opera style, much less to ‘jazz up’ 
my score with a few deft ‘jazz numbers.’ I was interested in a real integration of 
fundamental contemporary jazz and classical concepts, techniques and idioms, in 
the same sense that the Third Stream concept had already some years earlier 
postulated such a fusion.18 
 
Although he had to forego improvising singers in The Visitation, Schuller featured a jazz 
septet placed in the pit alongside the orchestra, for which he devised a multitude of 
improvisational methods derived from the opera’s dominant twelve-tone language.19  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 See, for instance, the short shrift given the Third Stream in Scott Deveaux and Gary Giddins’s 720-age 
Jazz (New York: W. W. Norton, 2009). Of the Third Stream, George E. Lewis writes, “Post-1960s African-
American artists like Coltrane, however, were understandably reluctant to commit to a musical movement 
in which their culture was considered a junior partner. Most crucially, the Third Stream movement failed to 
realize or support the complexity of black musical culture’s independent development of a black 
experimentalism that, while in dialogue with white high culture was, like the New Negroes of the Harlem 
Renaissance, strongly insistent on the inclusion of the black vernacular, including the imperative of 
improvisation.” George E. Lewis, A Power Stronger Than Itself (Chicago and London: The University of 
Chicago Press, 2008), 360.  
 
18 Schuller, “Concerning My Opera The Visitation,” 330.   
 
19 The original septet for the Hamburg State Opera performances was: Dusko Gojcovic (trumpet), Ralph 
Hübner (drums), Rolf Kühn (clarinet), Albert Mangelsdorff (trombone), Peter Trunk (bass), John C. Eaton 
(piano), Bent Jædig (alto saxophone). George Schuller mentions that among the musicians involved in a 
1967 performance in San Francisco were John Handy (saxophone), Mike Nock (piano), Albert Stinson 
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In an extended 1966 German-television interview with musicologists Dieter Einfeldt and 
Berndt W. Wessling, Schuller explained, demonstrating on piano, some of the basic 
techniques he used in The Visitation to “blend”  [Verschmelzung/verschmelzen] the jazz 
combo’s improvisation and twelve-tone composition.20 From the first six pitches of the 
opera’s principal twelve-tone row, for example, Schuller derives a blues scale [F#-E-C#-
C-B-A-F#].21 These pitches, he explains, can in turn be used as a “chordal underpinning” 
[Akkordenunterlage] and “reference point” for improvisation. If the remaining six pitches 
(those not employed in the blues scale) are then placed in the accompaniment, we end up 
with a “twelve-tone complex, measure per measure.” Admitting that within this scheme 
the improviser could “go to the left into atonal, or to the right into tonal,” and thereby 
break the predominantly atonal environment, Schuller added that it is therefore necessary 
to “have the right people; they have to be able to hear atonally.” Schuller next 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(bass), and Doug Sides (drums). For a production at the University of Illionois in 1968, George Schuller 
continues, “the only recognizable musicians listed were bassist Thomas Frederickson and trombonist 
Morgan Powell.” See http://dothemath.typepad.com/dtm/commentary-and-more-from-george-schuller.html 
“I brought a jazz septet into the pit along with the symphony orchestra, and it is at times a really true, 
totally balanced combining of the two instrumentations, and stylistically and linguistically, and while the 
orchestra sometimes plays by itself, it plays jazz things, which was kind of hard to get out of the Hamburg 
Orchestra, or plays nonjazz things.  I mean, I kept it completely open, so it isn’t a total bringing together for 
the entire duration of the opera, but each of these musics makes their appearances separately and then also 
together.” See “Interview with Gunther Schuller (1)” http://dothemath.typepad.com/dtm/interview-with-
gunther-schuller-1.html 
 
20 Interviewer 2: “Haben Sie also versucht die 12-ton Methoden sozusagen der Jazz-Musik aufzupropfen [to 
graft, possible connotation of ‘force upon’?  ], oder haben Sie ihre 12-ton Methoden rein mit typischen 
Jazz-Rhythmen versehen [furnished, provided]?” Gunther Schuller: “Nein, es ist etwas komplizierter. 
Hoffentlich nicht aufgepropften; das wäre nur eine ubereinanderschichten  und dann bleiben die zwei 
Methoden doch immer noch fremd. Nein, Es geht um eine wirkliche Verschmelzung. Das kann man 
heutzutage machen weil nämlich die meisten modernen Jazz-Musikern ja schon teilweise atonal oder 
freitonal improvisieren.” Full video courtesy of George Schuller, excerpts of which are posted online at: 
http://dothemath.typepad.com/dtm/commentary-and-more-from-george-schuller.html 
 
21 The Hauptton Reihe: C-C#-E-F-G#-A || F#-G-D-A#-B-D# “Von diese Haupton Reihe habe Ich dann 
[can’t quite hear,] die erste sechs Töne eine weitere abgeleitet: C-C-#-E-F#-G-G# || “Das ist schon ähnlich 
[…] Dann gibt es nun eine weitere, und die Kountour bleibt immer dieselbe: C-C#-E-F#-A-B: Nun diese 
sechs Töne, die ist natürlich eine Blues Skale verwandt, wenn ich die jetzt irgendwie umdrehe,  werden sie 
gleich erkennen[turn/reverse]: [GS plays a blues scale, descending, all the other scales were ascending]: 
F#-E-C#-C-B-A-F#.  
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demonstrates a technique by which the twelve pitches can be divided up among the 
improvising instrumentalists: the bass is given a two pitch “organ point” ostinato (B and 
C); the clarinet has four pitches to improvise on (D#, E, G, Ab); the alto sax three more 
(C#, D, F#); and the trumpet takes the remaining three pitches (Bb, A, F) (ex. 3.2).22 For 
his final example, Schuller shows how the jazz combo can be used as but one “element” 
of a total “orchestra apparatus.” Here the combo is simply given chord changes to 
improvise on, but the resulting bebop-esque tonalities are slowly “engulfed” by an 
increasingly thick chordal texture in the orchestra, which has in fact been divided up into 
three separate twelve-tone “complexes” (strings, brass, woodwinds).   
Schuller adds that this last technique answers a “dramatic requirement” 
[dramatische Bedingung], namely, that of a split scene, a bit like the famous Rigoletto 
quartet: in one room the lawyer Held speaks with Carter Jones’s Uncle; in another room, 
Carter Jones, who should be receiving legal counsel, is busy getting seduced by the maid, 
Teena. The jazz combo, which is first heard in this scene when Carter Jones lays eyes on 
Teena, becomes fully “engulfed” as the two tumble to the floor in a “furious coupling” 
(as the stage directions put it). Indeed, among the various dramatic implications of the 
jazz combo’s music in The Visitation, a predominant one is sex, which the opera features 
in abundance (ex. 3.3).  
A review of the Hamburg production in the Los Angeles Times noted “scenes 
bordering on pornography.”23 Another review observed that the opera’s “sexy scenes” are 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 Leading into this is a twelve-tone walking bass part, which then becomes the pitch-basis for a bass 
improvisation with a freely improvised clarinet superimposed. Finally the trumpet and alto sax are added, 
freely improvising, before the ostinato/parceling begins.  
 
23 “Hamburg Hails New Schuller Jazz-Opera,” Los Angeles Times, October 14, 1966, C19. 
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rather unmotivated and detached from the fundamental race theme.24 But this criticism is 
not quite right. Schuller clearly intimates that Carter Jones is the victim of both race-
based sexual fetishism and jealous hatred, and in the gruesome original ending—changed 
for the premiere and all subsequent performances—the character was not only murdered 
but also castrated. And yet there is certainly a clunky dissonance between the opera’s 
anti-racist theme and the portrayal of Carter Jones as a helplessly sexual being. Why is 
he, in the words of yet another critic, unable to help himself from trying to sleep with 
every woman he meets? And how is this longstanding racist cliché of the insatiably sexed 
black man supposed to sit with the critique of racist American society? This thematic 
incoherence is but an ironic remainder of translation, a testament to the broader 
discordance that results from Schuller’s very faithful transformation of Kafka’s allegory. 
Carter Jones lusts after every woman he comes across simply because Joseph K. does. 
But the valence that this excess of libidinal energy has in Kafka’s concertedly obscure 
allegory is very different than in Schuller’s socio-politically clear-cut, indeed heavy-
handed race allegory. Rather than serving as yet another meaningless, if pointedly 
grotesque, element of an incomprehensible system, the pervasive sex, in The Visitation, 
calls forth a dialectic of fantasmal fear and exoticist attraction that has a long and fraught 
history in racial thought in general, and in the history of the United States in particular. 
Once jazz is added to the mix, as a privileged symbol of black sexuality, a well-
established tradition of racial-sexual signifiers is further crystallized.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 “The sexy scenes, while not out of keeping with the milieu, have no integral relation [sic] to the theme. 
If they seemed embarrassing, it was not because they were so candidly portrayed, but because they were 
dramatically extraneous.” Alan M. Kriegman, “New Yorkers Boo Hamburg’s ‘Visitation’” The Washington 
Post, June 30, 1967, D12.  
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Phenomenal Jazz  
But despite Schuller’s use of jazz for its conventionalized association with lasciviousness, 
this could by no means be the music’s sole dramatic function in an opera that is as deeply 
steeped in it as The Visitation. There is also, as mentioned, the “jazz-historical” 
metanarrative. It is notable that the nexus between past and present is opened up by 
Carter Jones playing of a record. Previously I observed that the Zeitopern of the 1920s 
(and their American cousins) contained numerous moments in which the characters 
“listened” to sounds played on phonograph or radio. In a few cases (such as in Weill’s 
Der Zar lässt sich photographieren) the sounds were in fact produced onstage through 
sound reproduction technologies. I suggested that these diegetic moments accentuate the 
phenomenal presence of the present, and could thus be seen to thematize, or “double,” the 
historical present that they are intended to signify. But there was something strange, and 
even paradoxical, about these moments of heightened “presence,” for they featured (or 
represented) technologies that they inherently signaled the spatial and temporal absence 
of the “original” performances that they mediated. It is only some decades later, when 
phonographs and radios no longer connote the ultra-modern, that this disjunction fully 
comes to the fore. By the mid-1960s, when Schuller was composing The Visitation, 
phonograph recordings, although still a contemporary technology, had begun to grow 
“historical,” as had jazz, a music whose historicity—its very repertory and canon, so to 
speak—was reliant on recording in a way that no earlier music could have been.25  
Schuller’s use of the Bessie Smith record was only the boldest of a number of 
instances of “phenomenal” music in The Visitation. In fact, each act of the opera features 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 On the imbrication of jazz history and recording see Jed Rasula, “Media of Memory: The Seductive 
Menace of Records in Jazz History,” in Jazz Among the Discourses, 134-64. 
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at least one scene in which music drifts in and out of the “phenomenal” register. Later in 
act 1 Schuller includes a two-part “Juke Box” music, heard at the soda counter where 
Carter Jones works. “The prerecorded ‘juke box’ music, coming from the stage,” the 
stage directions read, “appears at first muted by the curtain. As the curtain rises, the 
music comes to the foreground.” We hear, first, a dreamlike pop-song ballad, a lush piece 
of “symphonic jazz” that ingeniously crosses winsome melodies, twelve-tone harmonies, 
and oom-pah-pah seventh chords. After 35 bars this gives way to a six-bar interlude in 
the opera’s “normative” chromatic language, followed by a second kind of “Juke Box” 
onstage music—this time a blaring pastiche of stiffly syncopated surf rock (of a sort)  
(ex. 3.4). Even this formulaic music is saturated with dodecaphonic harmonies, which 
comes to the fore in a truly nutty electric guitar solo. Any doubt about whether the Juke 
Box sounds should be read as diegetic, however, is allayed when the sinister “1st man”—
one of the shadowy interrogators—orders Carter Jones to “shut off that music!”26 In the 
second scene of Act II, the ragtime-y plinkings of an onstage, out-of-tune (one quarter-
tone lowered) piano emerge out of a sustained twelve-pitch chord held by the strings. 
Drifting across a desolate city square at night, the piano sounds apparently emanate from 
an “all-night cafe with a rotating beacon light above its door” called The Hub. The 
resulting sound-scape—somewhat recalling the barroom scene from Berg’s Wozzeck, 
with its rather tawdry dance rhythms played on a comparably out-of-tune piano—
eventually gives way to a scene of terror: as the jazz combo improvises over bass organ-
point (described above) Carter Jones is threatened and nearly lynched.27  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 And indeed “The music breaks off as Mattie pulls the electric plug out.”   
 
27 The quarter-tone piano subsequently returns—and reprises the second part of the Juke Box music—as 
the roles are reversed in a dream/fantasy scene that was struck from the original productions (and published 
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In the beginning of ACT III we see a “big, gaudy roadside club, with a large 
bandstand, a dance floor . . . . At this time of afternoon, dim wall lights exposing crudely 
painted nudes, champagne bottles, etc. A bright light, such as is used in theaters 
overnight, stands in the middle of the dance floor. A cleaning lady is wiping out 
ashtrays.” Persecuted and desperate, Carter Jones arrives here and seeks the help of an 
Angelo Pulisi, “The Nightclub Operator.” Although he at first seems to want to help, 
Pulisi gradually forgets Carter Jones as musicians and a stripper (“her costume partly 
hidden under a worn, half-open kimono”) “straggle in” to the club. As the band tunes up, 
and then begin to play a raucous tune (ex. 3.5). C. J. and his problems are entirely 
forgotten. The diegetic sound of the band’s music in Pulisi’s club is in some way 
crucially bound to the scenario’s sordidness. This episode seems to critique the 
debasement of jazz as a sexualized music, which, it implies, goes hand-in-hand with its 
white co-option and exploitation. 
These episodes of musical “realism,” in which historical jazz styles and their 
descendants are represented in diegetic (or pseudo-diegetic) sound, are sublimated within 
a grand jazz-denouement in The Visitation’s final moments. First, the jazz-historical 
narrative, originally set in motion by Bessie Smith’s performance of “Nobody Knows 
When You’re Down and Out,” comes full circle in the horrific last scene. As Carter 
Jones, having been victimized by white forces and failed by family, law, community, and 
church, is dragged half-conscious through the countryside and finally murdered, a somber 
New Orleans-style funeral march sounds, subsequently overlaid with an excerpted reprise 
of the Bessie Smith recording. Unlike the opening scene, there is no suggestion that the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
vocal score) for its sadistic violence. A black “Whipper” whips two of the men who threatened Carter 
Jones, despite the latter’s pleas for him to stop. The scene, taken out of the Hamburg premiere, was 
included in the University of Illinois performances.  
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record (or the funeral march, for that matter) is “really” being heard within the scenario 
(unless we imagine it sounding in Jones’s mind). However, the big moment of sublimated 
onstage jazz comes not with the funereal repetition of “Nobody Knows,” but in the 
epilogue that follows just after: the march/Bessie Smith is replaced by an up-tempo, 
Dixie-land-style collective improvisation, played by an onstage band, accompanied by 
thinly (in fact, monophonically) scored orchestral glissandi (ex. 3.6). Schuller explained 
that he was imitating the form of a “typical New Orleans funeral procession,” in which 
“doleful, soulful hymns in a very slow tempo—a slow march” are played until the dead 
person is buried, followed by an upbeat jazz played during the “march back to the city 
when everybody’s celebrating, in the sense that this person is now free of life’s cares and 
all the troubles of the world.”28 To the outpouring of joy that should triumph over the 
presence of death and sadness, Schuller adds a note of outrage: joining the Dixieland 
band is a tape collage of a chorus singing twelve-pitch clusters of the word “Shame” in 
twenty-eight languages. It is as if we are witnessing the ascent of jazz from a historically 
particular and sonically empirical state to a universal symbol of humanity pitted against 
death, sadness, and oppression. 
 
Long Tongues and Cosmpolitan Greetings  
Perhaps no music-theatrical work more comprehensively plays upon the jazz-as-history 
trope, nor more clearly evinces a late-twentieth-century jazz historicism—part nostalgia, 
part politically progressive revisionism—than Julius Hemphill’s Long Tongues: A 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 Gunther Schuller. Yale OHAM interview, 164.   
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Saxophone Opera.29 Hemphill had been working on the piece since the mid-1970s. 
Originally a dialogue-heavy multimedia collaboration with actor and director Malinke 
Robert Elliott (based on passages from Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man), by 1987, Long 
Tongues became a “more heavily music-oriented” piece about the legendary D.C. club, 
The Crystal Caverns, from its founding in 1926 to its closing in 1968.30 Explaining the 
subtitle “Saxophone Opera” in the 1987 production, Hemphill said: “This is about 
saxophones . . . . The way the voice is the primary vehicle in an operatic setting, the 
saxophone is the primary vehicle in ‘Long Tongues.’” Voice is indeed used sparingly. 
Short bits of monologue and song by a character dubbed “The Professor,” a kind of 
guardian of The Caverns, hold together the narrative as predominantly “told” through a 
saxophone sextet led by Hemphill, and chamber orchestra, dance, and projections. By the 
show’s final 1990 incarnation at The Apollo Theater, a more conventionalized, narrative 
framework was imposed by producers upon the original impressionistic proceedings.31 
“The Professor,” now sung by operatic tenor and jazz singer Thomas Young (who 
premiered the dual role of Street and Elijah Muhammad in Anthony Davis’s X four years 
prior), shows the history of The Caverns, through magical flashbacks, to a pair of 
disaffected “Hip Hop Boys.” The following comments pertain to this 1990 production of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 I’d like to thank Brent Edwards for providing me with recordings (of a 1987 and 1990 performance), 
libretto (for the 1990 version), and other materials pertaining to Long Tongues. His work on the piece, far 
more substantial than these brief reflections, is forthcoming.  
 
30  The statement is Hemphill’s, from Jon Pareles, “Saxophones Speak in Hemphill’s ‘Long Tongues,’ The 
New York Times, July 20, 1987, C13. Early performances at Corcican Gallery, D.C., then The Kitchen 
(1979); 1987 performances at Duke Ellington High School, D.C., and Alice Tully Hall, New York City. 
The club was opened as Club Caverns, subsequently became Crystal Caverns, and then Bohemian Caverns. 
It was re-opened as Bohemian Caverns in 2000.  
 
31 Brent Edwards brought to my attention the degree to which the final manifestation of Long Tongues was 
really a “producer-driven” affair. Bill Warrell, co-founder of the venue d. c. space, played a significant role 
in this respect. 
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Long Tongues—written and directed by Judith Jackson—no doubt the show’s most 
didactic incarnation.  
In the luminous scenes of revelry that open the show, dancers perform “Esoteric 
renditions” of Black Bottoms and Cakewalks from the 1920s, and then “exaggerated” 
Charlestons from the 1940s.32 Photographs are projected of Josephine Baker, members of 
the Harlem Renaissance literary elite, Washington’s “High Society,” and big bands of the 
1940s (“ONLY BLACK BANDS,” the book specifies). All the while sounds of early jazz 
and then big band swing are refracted through Hemphill’s distinctive, contemporary 
harmonic idiolect, marked by closely spaced cluster chords. However fantastically 
nostalgic or idealized these brightly lit images may appear, they are also imbued with a 
certain ambivalence. Or at least, it is implied in the very first dance, they carry traces of a 
painful history: making 180-degree turns, a performer presents “himself” from the front, 
and a “Medicine Man” complete with grotesque minstrel mask from behind.33 And yet, 
even these racist 1910s are less bleak than the 1980s (near) “present” that frames Long 
Tongues’ memorial fantasies. While the 1910s are represented as a beginning, however 
compromised, of a great tale of increasing musical and political freedom, the present, 
portrayed as an urban wasteland plagued by crack addicts, signals the end of a half-
century of progress. As Jackson’s libretto reads, the show’s multiple media (music, 
dance, film and slides) should “depict the growth and eventual decline of the famous jazz 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32 These descriptions and directions are found in Judith Jackson, Long Tongues: A Saxophone Opera—
unpublished libretto, 1990. 
 
33 Hemphill had a longstanding interest the idea of masks and minstrelsy in American music, as well as in 
music-narrative forms. See his remarkable 1977 “audiodrama” Roi Boyé and the Gotham Minstrels 
(Sackville) [LP].  
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club, the black community, the Civil Rights Movement, and the music of the saxophone 
itself.”34  
Whether there is yet hope for picking up the threads of the liberation project that 
apparently died with the decline of jazz, and whether the rift separating the disaffected 
younger generation (would-be capitalists or criminals—there is no difference, the show 
implies) from the once politicized, now bitter or nostalgic elders—this is the work’s 
central theme. It is told through a framing conceit in which two young Hip Hop Boys 
happen upon the Professor, once janitor, now crypt keeper of sorts for The Caverns. In 
his opening blues aria, sung to an “Old Dirty Pisser” who is, indeed, about to piss on The 
Cavern’s crumbling façade, the Professor likens the club to an Egyptian “Temple of the 
Dead.” A duet between the Hip Hop Boys’ rap and Professor’s scat should show the 
secret continuity that might this bridge this generational divide, waiting just beneath the 
surface, in some collective musical unconscious: “The Professor is oblivious to the boys 
on the other side of the stage as they are to him. Only the audience will be aware of their 
harmonious cadences, . . . different yet somehow the same.” The Hip Hop Boys proceed 
to take a time-travelling tour of the Cavern’s musical past—primarily told, as it were, by 
Hemphill’s onstage saxophone sextet, joined by pit orchestra, and dancers—and emerge 
with new found knowledge and respect for their heritage.  Here I want to briefly compare 
Long Tongues with the roughly contemporaneous Cosmpolitan Greetings (1987), a 
collaboration among Swiss jazz pianist and composer George Gruntz, Robert Wilson, and 
Allen Ginsburg. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34 Jackson, Long Tongues: A Saxophone Opera. 
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Hemphill did not refer to Long Tongues as a “jazz opera.” Calling it a “saxophone 
opera,” he seemed content to observe that Long Tongues resembled opera, with 
saxophones substituted for articulate voices. But the quest for a “real” jazz opera had not 
been entirely extinguished by the 1980s. Swiss jazz pianist and composer George Gruntz 
promoted his collaborative 1987 Cosmopolitan Greetings as the long-anticipated, first 
“real jazz opera.” (A few years later, another European jazz pianist, Giorgio Gaslini, 
would say the same of his Mister O: Jazz Opera.) We might discern an element of 
straightforward advertising in Gruntz’s proclamation, but I don’t think we should ignore 
the composer’s genuine conviction in the novelty of his creation. What, then, was this 
alleged achievement of a “real jazz opera” supposed to mean in the 1980s, some sixty 
years after the phrase was first employed? Gruntz seems to view the achievement of a 
real “jazz opera” as something necessary in the development of jazz, something it has 
been aiming at all along. Indeed, I want to read Cosmopolitan Greetings as a culmination 
of jazz, but not, perhaps, in the way Gruntz imagined.  
Like Schuller’s The Visitation, Cosmopolitan Greetings was the result of a 
commission from Rolf Liebermann. In an essay recounting the history of the project—
decades in the making and with numerous false starts—Gruntz sketched a theory of “jazz 
opera.”35 He repeatedly returns to the senselessness of attempting to compose a jazz 
opera for orchestral forces and operatic singers, and admonishes those who would reify 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
35 See George Gruntz,  “Jazz—Was für ein Theater?” in Jazz und Sprache, Sprache und Jazz, Darmstädter 
Beiträge zur Jazzforschung, Bd. 5, ed. Wolfram Knauer, 149-164.  It took two decades, and a number of 
abandoned or incomplete projects, and probably the prestige of collaborators like Robert Wilson and Allen 
Ginsberg before Cosmopolitan Greetings was premiered at the Hamburg State Opera in 1988. Before that 
Gruntz had sketched a work on a scenario by writer Peter O. Chotjewitz, for which he had commissioned 
numerous poems by Anne Waldmann, June Jordan, Sonia Sanchez, Ed Sanders, and Tuli Kupferberg, 
among others. Gruntz also worked on an opera with Amiri Baraka, with the title World Jazz Opera. It was 
never produced as a whole, but it received a partial, workshop performance under the name Money: A Jazz 
Opera in 1982 at the La Mama E.T.C. Theater as part of the Newark Jazz Festival in New York.  
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“opera” as a stylistic principle rather than a dynamic form. Opera, Gruntz observed, 
should be able to incorporate jazz singing and improvisation with no contradiction.36 But 
while Cosmopolitan Greetings may have been sufficiently novel to evade charges of 
reifying opera, the same can scarcely be said for its approach to jazz.  
Cosmopolitan Greetings was intended as a portrait of Bessie Smith, a depiction of 
nine “life stages” drawn from her biography. But, as should be expected from a piece 
directed by Wilson, it is no narrative representation of her life in any obvious sense. The 
text, culled by Gruntz from Ginsberg’s oeuvre (with the latter’s input), never pertains to 
Bessie Smith directly. There is no plot, no real dramatic “action” as such, no dialogue, 
and certainly no recitative; just Ginsberg’s poems set as song. If Bessie Smith is present 
at all it would seem to be as a singer of these songs; she is doubled, maybe even tripled 
(there are two women singers, Sheila Jordan and Renée Manning, and one man, Mark 
Murphy). Introduced by an old-time-looking, mute, miming theater impresario, the songs 
are “set” in a series of dreamlike tableaux: dancers titter about on a divided stage; Bessie 
appears upon a glamorous spiral staircase. Such images, Gruntz writes, might be 
understood as Bessie Smith’s own fantasies: at the beginning, for example, her “possible 
thoughts” at home in Tennessee, as she “dreams of life in the ‘big city.’” And yet, if 
Cosmopolitan Greetings renders its subject in an only slightly less oblique manner than 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
36 “The form opera describes a musical form and fixes nothing about its stylistic contents. The stylistic 
difference between Jacopo Peri’s opera Dafne (1598!) and Gyorgi Ligeti’s Grand macabre (1978) is greater 
than the difference between Alban Berg’s Lulu-music and jazz. Saviors of repertoire-opera [grand opera] 
(and many of them are hoodwinked) see the concept of opera defined only by opera singing accompanied 
by symphonic sounds. It can be interesting for a jazz musician to compose for opera singers. But a jazz 
opera that doesn’t make.” Gruntz continues to describe the criteria he and Liebermann held for a “‘real’ 
jazz opera”: “Liebermann dreamed all his life of a ‘real’ jazz opera, gave out many commissions, and was 
steadily disappointed. His composers served his opera house and what resulted in the best case were jazz 
opera parodies. Therefore we were immediately in agreement: the realization of a ‘real’ jazz opera requires 
a group entirely composed of jazz interpreters with improvising jazz singers and musicians.” Gruntz, 
“Jazz—Was für ein Theater,” 153.  
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Wilson’s other portraits of world-historical figures—The Life and Times of Sigmund 
Freud (1969); The Life and Times of Joseph Stalin (1973); Einstein on the Beach (1975); 
Edison (1979)—the work also has a discernible “content” in a way none of those others 
do. This content (you can probably guess it): “jazz” itself.  
Gruntz writes that in Cosmopolitan Greetings “Bessie Smith’s blues style is never 
imitated.” Rather, he continues, “With contemporary musical and textual means I 
transformed possible dreams, imaginations [Vorstellungen] and biographical kernels 
[Kernzellen] purely metaphorically [rein metaphorisch].” But this description is 
somewhat misleading: Smith’s style might be absent from the opera, but the score is 
constantly alluding to jazz and blues styles that could hardly be considered 
“contemporary” in the late twentieth century. Gruntz’s score never quite sounds like an 
imitation of Armstrong, bebop, Mingus, or Coltrane, but it is rather as if those sources—
and what, by this point, could be called the jazz “canon” more generally—had been 
pulled apart, recombined, and filtered through Gruntz’s somewhat wry style. All the 
while, Wilson’s virtuosic, stylized dream world centers upon the carefully arranged 
singers and Gruntz’s onstage quartet. “Bessie” appears in a shimmering dress on a spiral 
staircase platform or in a triangle of light in the back of the stage; the band is backlit and 
silhouetted.  
Does not this jazz fantasia put us in mind of the similarly bright-colored dream 
imagery of Long Tongues? And isn’t Gruntz’s score—shards of a jazz past refracted 
through a more contemporary musical language—similar, in principle at least, to 
Hemphill’s? In some ways, certainly. But there is a key difference. In Long Tongues past 
styles are pastiched from a concerted perspective and with a distinct sense of teleology. 
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The past seems to lead precisely to this moment, the present. Thus, in its 1987 version, 
Long Tongues concluded with Hemphill’s signature 1972 composition “Dogon A.D.” But 
maybe 1972 was no longer contemporary enough, and so the 1990 version concludes by 
uniting the jazz past with the hip-hop present. In its metonymic guise, the musical 
narrative, then, depicts the bridging of generational rupture and the restoration of 
historical continuity—precisely the kind of historical “grand narrative” that 
postmodernism was supposed to abolish (or whose abolishment it was to register).  
Now let us turn back to Cosmopolitan Greetings. The charge of “aestheticizing” 
history has been a perennial criticism of Robert Wilson. In the case of Cosmopolitan 
Greetings, we must ask what it would mean to aestheticize a presumably already 
“aesthetic” domain: artistic history in general, and jazz history in particular. In combining 
jazz pastiche with a stock imagery of jazz, while eschewing the music’s attendant (if 
easily romanticized) socio-political telos, the opera seems to confirm Fredric Jameson’s 
exactly contemporaneous pronouncement on the connection between postmodern 
pastiche and a new aestheticism. “In a world in which stylistic innovation is no longer 
possible,” he writes, “all that is left is to imitate dead styles, to speak through the masks 
and with the voices of the styles in the imaginary museum. But this means that 
contemporary or postmodernist art is going to be about art itself in a new kind of way; 
even more, it means that one of its essential messages will involve the necessary failure 
of art and the aesthetic, the failure of the new, the imprisonment in the past.”37  
This would certainly be one “end” of jazz, a music that from the beginning was so 
enmeshed with a modernist investment in the new—and an end that we might easily find 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37 Fredric Jameson, “Postmodernism and Consumer Society,” (1988) in The Cultural Turn: Selected 
Writings on the Postmodern, 1983-1998 (New York and London: Verso, 1998), 7.  
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in jazz of the 1980s. But if jazz, in Cosmopolitan Greetings, is alternatively liberated or 
exiled, depending on one’s leanings, from this teleological (and therefore, strictly 
speaking, historicist) modernism, it does not even gain the aspect of freedom that would 
seem to come with a “posthistoricist” self-consciousness. For Gruntz, as I noted, 
remained invested in the idea that he had composed a “contemporary” jazz score as an 
answer to the long awaited need for “jazz opera.” Perhaps neither Cosmopolitan 
Greetings nor Long Tongues so much bring jazz to a posthistorical “end” as discover it in 
purgatory, caught between pastiche and the modernist dream of progress.  
 
Part II: Anthony Davis’s X—The Life and Times of Malcolm X  
During the early 1980s Anthony Davis was emerging as a pianist and composer to be 
reckoned with. He was performing regularly with prominent musicians in avant-garde 
jazz and improvisation circles including Leroy Jenkins, Oliver Lake, George Lewis, and 
Leo Smith, and at work on a series of Balinese Gamelan-inspired pieces for an ensemble 
he formed called Episteme. In 1982 he began work on X—The Life and Times of Malcolm 
X, which was premiered by the New York City Opera in 1986. The production contract38 
for that opera contains a curious clause: “The word ‘jazz,’” Clause 12 reads, “should not 
be used in any connection with this piece, including Anthony Davis’s biography.” Now, 
many musicians, and African-American musicians in particular, have sought to escape 
the pigeonhole of “jazz”—from Duke Ellington to Miles Davis to Anthony Braxton. 
Nevertheless, few artistic maneuvers so clearly ratify Pierre Bourdieu’s vision of “the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
38 That is to say, the contract that any company wishing to produce X would have to sign. The contractual 
ban on the use of the term “jazz” can be found in the American International Artists Management 
production contract for X. Rhoda Levine Papers at the New York Public Library, Box 61, File 1.  
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cultural field” as a site of struggle between cultural producers over the ability to breach or 
insulate boundaries and to reshape or preserve definitions.39 
Moreover, the case of Davis and jazz is riddled with intriguing contradictions. 
Although he so vehemently opposed the labeling of his work as “jazz” that he took rather 
extraordinary legal measures to prohibit it, Davis also suggested that any truly American 
opera—and American classical music more generally—would have to be based in the 
“jazz tradition.”40 And while Davis downplayed the importance of improvisation in X, he 
incorporated into the orchestra his ten-piece Episteme ensemble and had it improvise in a 
jazz idiom in a number of episodes. (He stressed that “only about 1 percent of the opera is 
improvised.” It is hard to quantify, but that appears to be an underestimate.)41 Finally, 
while it is true that jazz is only one among many kinds of music that Davis draws upon in 
his polystylistic score—other influences include Balinese Gamelan, minimalism, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
39 See, especially, “Part I—The Field of Cultural Production” in Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural 
Production, ed. Randal Johnson (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 29-133. 
 
40 “[I]t [X] was musically based on the theory that jazz and classical elements could be fused and, yes, that 
it would work as a dramatic piece. I think there is a crying need to create American opera that is separated 
from European opera.” Quoted in Knauer, 140. In an interview with William C. Banfield, Davis says, “I 
would say right away that the most important African American composers are Ellington and Monk. I still 
think that in historical terms, to divorce concert music traditions from jazz tradition and the jazz composer 
is to cut off the heart of music.” He goes on to say: “I sometimes think that all this categorization is 
ridiculous. I was aware of William Grant Still, but I never thought he was as important as Ellington or 
Monk or Mingus, or the whole jazz tradition. I always felt that – not to belittle William Grant Still – 
Ellington had much more to do with what constitutes our ‘original voice.’ I think that the basis of American 
classical music is Afro-American music, I really do. I think that it is what makes our music unique, what 
makes it different, what differentiates us from the European concepts….We are in a cultural war to define 
an American aesthetic. The jazz revolution has affected every corner of America [sic] music.” William C. 
Banfield. Musical Landscapes in Color: Conversations with Black American Composers (Lanham, Md: 
Scarecrow Press, 2003), 315. 
 
41 “If people go expecting to see a jazz opera, they’re going to be disappointed–only about 1 percent is 
improvised. This is a real opera. Implicit in the term ‘jazz opera’ is an attempt to label the work away–to 
say it’s not serious, not to be compared with other American operas.” Davis is quoted in John Rockwell, 
“Malcolm X – Hero to Some, Racist to Others – Is Now The Stuff of Opera.” New York Times, September 
28, 1986, H1. 
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Wagner, Stravinsky, and Sondheim—jazz is also the only music to be treated as an 
integral component of the opera’s plot and dramatic structure.  
Indeed, Anthony Davis employed a version of what I have been calling a 
metonymic “jazz-historical” narrative. A teleological story of emancipatory struggle is 
simultaneously represented on numerous interlocking music-dramatic planes that are 
neither distinct from, nor reducible to one another: in the tale of Malcolm X the man, told 
as an almost Ovidian myth of metamorphosis, and signified by the succession of names 
he assumes, one at the beginning of each act (Malcolm Little, Malcolm X, El Hajj Malik 
Shabazz); by the chorus and their passage through different “stages of historical 
consciousness” (as Edward Said observed of the work)42; and, most importantly for my 
analysis, in the form of a jazz-historical metamusical progression in which 
transformations of jazz styles correspond to these other sequences. However, as I will 
subsequently argue, this marks only the opera’s retrospective dimension. Sublimating the 
jazz tradition within a polystylistic totality, one that repels any facile, historical labels, X 
also reflects a contemporary cosmopolitan politics.  
But I don’t want to downplay the resulting tension between the accentuation of 
tradition, on the one hand, and its apparent dispersal on the other, for this tension points 
to one of the most profound dilemmas of identity. That is: How can we affiliate with a 
group, and honor that group’s traditions, without limiting our own possibilities, and 
without allowing anyone else to define our identity a priori? In what follows, I aim to 
illustrate just how tense, and even paradoxical, this dilemma became in the case of X. On 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
42 Writing in The Nation, Said observed: “Moreover, the opera utilizes a large, superbly orchestrated cast to 
represent different black communities at various levels of consciousness.” I’ll return to Said’s review 
toward the end of this chapter. Edward Said, “Review of Die Walküre, Aida, and X,” The Nation, December 
6, 1986, 651.  
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the one hand, Davis objected, to the characterization of the work as a “jazz opera.” And 
we will see that he was dismayed when critics focused unduly, as he saw it, on the overt, 
historical “jazz” scenes at the expense of the rest of the opera. On the other hand, 
however, when critics and fellow composers faulted Davis’s vocal writing for being too 
conventionally operatic, too European—a complaint voiced by many, including Steve 
Reich—Davis suggested that these commentators had completely overlooked the novel 
presence of a deep jazz influence. 
Here I will work through these apparent contradictions. My analysis maps three 
“levels” of jazz-historical reference in the opera. These levels should not, however, be 
taken as anything but useful abstractions, part of a schema for interpreting a deeply 
syncretic and representationally complex work that could be parsed into innumerable 
shifting and interlocking music-dramatic planes.  
The “first level” glimpses toward, but then turns away from, a “realistic” 
correspondence between the musical pastiche of historical styles and its onstage 
(diegetic/phenomenal) performance. Thus we must reconsider the well-worn operatic 
tradition of “phenomenal song,” that, as suggested earlier, has had a special pertinence to 
the use of jazz in opera across the twentieth-century. The “second level” picks up on the 
discrepancy between sound and onstage event that was already implicit on the first level, 
and then formalizes it as the basis for a new kind of correspondence: music now signifies 
music, not in the service of a mimetic or semi-realistic impulse, but rather as 
representation of an “autonomous” musical tradition. However, this movement toward 
musical autonomy is also, paradoxically, a figuration of social-political history. We turn 
again to the dialectic of autonomy, as well as the metonymic jazz trope. The third level of 
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jazz-historical reference is the “deepest” in a double sense: the debt to jazz tradition is at 
once the most profound and the most covert—so much so that, as Davis will complain, 
none of the critics spotted it. If the first two levels effectively invoke, even summarize, 
the dramatic uses of jazz in operas of the preceding half-century, the third level aims at a 
sublimation in which, to speak somewhat allusively for the moment, jazz is no longer 
“jazz.” On the third level “tradition” is no longer an object of representation, something 
“past,” but the basis for new forms, which themselves should stand for, or perhaps 
embody, a contemporary politics. Before turning to these “jazz-historical levels,” 
however, I would like to prepare the argument by first briefly introducing some elements 
of X’s eclectic musical language and construction. This will involve an initial 
consideration of some of Davis’s music that precedes (or overlaps with) the writing of X, 
since a number of patterns and figures from these pieces were directly incorporated into 
the opera.  
 
Elements of Davis’s Musical Language  
Arguably the most distinctive feature of Davis’s compositions from the late 1970s and 
early 1980s was their experimentation with rhythmic structures indebted to Balinese 
gamelan music. The Wayang cycle (I –V, 1978-1984) and Hemispheres (1983),43 drew 
especially on the rhythmically complex gender wayang genre, which traditionally 
accompanies shadow puppet theater. These works are characterized by long sequences of 
regularly pulsed, polymetric patterns, often cyclical but simultaneously slowly 
“evolving.” It is a testament to Davis’s investment in promoting the compositional 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
43 Hempispheres was written for a dance work by Molissa Fenley.  
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dimension of his music that in many of the liner notes accompanying the recordings, he 
expounds, in some detail, the metrical underpinnings of each piece.44  
Titles such as Wayang, and album covers such as that for his 1980 album titled 
Episteme (a photograph of dozens of Balinese men sitting in concentric circles partaking 
in a Kecak performance) foreground the debt such pieces owe to Balinese music. But 
with the Yoruba-derived subtitles of movements I and III of Hemispheres (respectively, 
“Èsù at the Crossroads” and “Ifá the Oracle—Èsu the Trickster”), as well as the subtitle 
of the fourth movement (“Little Richard’s New Wave”), Davis affirms his place in an 
African-diasporic and African-American lineage.45 Indeed Davis observed that for him it 
was never a matter of “imitat[ing]” Balinese style but rather of having become “inspired 
to look at [his] own musical tradition in a different way.”46 Here, and elsewhere, Davis 
describes his work in terms that resonate with what Edouard Glissant has called the 
poetics of “Relation” and “errantry,” in which the only kind of historical “identity” that 
can be said to be truly free (“decolonized”) is one which is able to conceive of itself 
through the Other.47 Davis’s work might be imagined as looking from within a tradition 
“outward,” and simultaneously perceiving itself, as it were, from without.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
44 See, for example, Anthony Davis, Hemipsheres (Gramavision, 1983). Also, Anthony Davis, Variations 
in Dreamtime (India Navigation, 1982).  
 
45 Henry Louis Gates, Jr.—at that time a colleague of Davis’s father, Charles T. Davis, at Yale—wrote 
notes for the 1983 recording of Hemispheres, in which he provided a thumbnail sketch of the interpretation 
of Èsù as a mediator figure that he would develop in depth in his landmark 1988 study, The Signifying 
Monkey.  
 
46 Liner notes pertaining to Wayang series for the LP, Anthony Davis, Episteme (New York: Gramavision 
Inc. 1981).  
 
47 Glissant writes, “Errantry…does not proceed form renunciation nor from frustration regarding a 
supposedly…(deterritorialized) situation of origin; it is not a resolute act of rejection or an uncontrolled 
impulse of abandonment. Sometimes, by taking up the problems of the Other, it is possible to find oneself.” 
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While critics have frequently commented on the hybridity of Davis’s music—
whether in terms starkly dismissive (Stanley Crouch savaged the composer’s musical 
“ghoulash of third-world field recordings”), or comical (Chuck Stone wrote that with his 
“oversized Afro, fair skin and Fu Manchu mustache, Anthony resembles the kind of 
cultural eclecticism he has fused into his opera”)—perhaps we would do well to briefly 
consider a few of the composer’s actual compositional techniques. 48 I want to focus in 
particular on the transformation of musical ideas found in the instrumental works into 
quasi-representational or drama-laden “motives” in X.  
“Little Richard’s New Wave” from Hemispheres might serve as a characteristic 
example.49 A repeating four-bar phrase of pulsing eighth-notes (played on piano) builds 
from a two-pitch dyad to a cluster chord comprised of six pitches (three pairs of whole-
tone dyads). Its harmony and uneven groupings of articulations (in 3’s, 2’s, 4’s) 
superimposed on the steady pulse recall Stravinsky (particularly, the prelude to his 
Requiem Canticles). Against this ostinato, Davis first places a melody in winds and brass 
that floats in slow triplets over the duple meter. Borrowing the idea of interlocking 
ostinati from gamelan, Davis constructs another repeating phrase, an angular riff in 11/4 
played by bass and marimba. As in many of Davis’s pieces from this period, the 
interlocking ostinati and melodic lines are ever-evolving, creating numerous polymetric 
configurations, while the pulse never wavers. This forms a semi-static ground of sorts 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Edouard Glissant, “Errantry, Exile,” in Poetics of Relation, trans. Betsy Wing (Ann Arbor, MI: University 
of Michigan Press, 1997), 18.  
 
48 For Crouch’s statement see K. Robert Schwarz, “A composer Between Two Worlds,” New York Times: 
Saturday, June 7, 1992, H30. Chuck Stone, Philadelphia Daily News, June 29, 1984. (Stone was married to 
a cousin of Thulani Davis.) 
 
49 Unfortunately, the score of Hemispheres has not been published. 
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upon which members of the ensemble can improvise; first a long, typically quicksilver, 
humorous solo by trombonist George Lewis, followed by David Samuels on marimba 
and Leo Smith on trumpet.  
Already given to reinterpreting musical figures and phrases across movements of 
a piece and even from one work to another, Davis, faced with the expanded scale 
requirements of an evening-length opera, drew upon many of the cyclic polyrhythms and 
figures from the Hemispheres and the Wayang pieces to form the motivic material of X. 
What I’ll call the “Stravinsky” motif from “Little Richard’s New Wave,” for example, 
opens the first scene of act 1, in which Louise Little waits for Reverend Little, her 
husband and Malcolm’s father, to come home (ex. 3.7). As in Hemispheres, the motif is 
joined by a vocalic brass melody, and soon counterpointed with an 11/4 figure (ex. 3.8). 
The off-kilter funkiness of this latter figure is now attached to a concretely liberatory 
content: its entrance coincides with a scenic shift to a meeting of Garveyites who sing in 
chorus of the Black Star Line that will bring them “home” to Africa. But the bitter 
dramatic irony that coincides with the first iterations of the “Stravinsky” motif (Reverend 
Little will not “be coming home soon”; he is dead, perhaps murdered by the Klan) is writ 
large in the Garvey scene for the listener who knows anything about the history of 
Garveyism and the Black Star Line.50  
Indeed, despite Davis’s declared investment in “overtly dramatic” music that 
“participates in the drama,” and his correspondingly blatant, sometimes rather 
conventionalized musico-dramatic deployment of motives, X is also rife with covert 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
50 The movement was infiltrated and sabotaged by J. Edgar Hoover’s FBI, plagued by corruption among 
employees, and finally destroyed with Garvey’s conviction on trumped up charges of mail fraud. 
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motivic ironies.51 The 11/4 figure, for example, is subsequently imbued with a more overt 
optimism as the Garveyites’ declamations (“We’ll be black men again”) are shorn of their 
tritone-laden chromaticism to resound in crystalline triadic and quartal harmonies. But is 
it not a pointed, if somewhat subtle, joke about cultural “imaginaries” that this this 
Afrocentric vision is announced in the utopic strains of Copland-ian Americana? This 
ironically hopeful scene serves to underscore, by way of contrast, the nightmarish quality 
of the mad scene that follows. As if in a trance, Louise recalls the “terror of night riders” 
(the white supremacist Black Legion) who harassed the Little family and (possibly) burnt 
down their previous home in Lansing, Michigan. Underpinning her vision are sinister-
sounding variations on the insistent 11/4 motive.  While this last affective inversion 
exemplifies what I mean by conventionalized musical signification, Davis also adds a bit 
of intertextual wit to the affair: in a passage preceding Louise’s aria, the motivic move 
hope to horror is thematically presaged with a fleeting allusion to Wagner’s Prelude to 
Tristan und Isolde (a work notable, of course, for its entwining of love and death).52  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
51 Commenting on Glass’s approach to music and drama, Davis said:  “One thing that disturbed me about 
modern opera is its distance. I wanted to do something political, something people would have to think 
about, that would be powerful and have a story to tell….I try to make the music really overtly dramatic to 
carry the structure. In Glass’ operas, the music is separated from the drama. I want to reclaim narrative, the 
idea of music that participates in the drama.” Davis also mentions that his use of repetition—unlike 
Glass’s—is used “to build tension, a clash between structures.” Quoted in Gerald Seligman, “The Road to 
X,” Opera News vol. 50 no. 3, September 1986: 29, 30.  
 
52 A motivic reading of X might also discover a musical commentary on the reversals all too common in 
liberation movements, namely the propensity for the promise of freedom to become its opposite (a dynamic 
emblematized in extreme form in X’s murder at the hands of the movement that initially spurred his radical 
consciousness). As Malcolm is denounced by the Nation (“Betrayal is on his lips”) we hear the once—and 
no longer—liberatory 11/4 motive. Other mirror images and doublings are to be found throughout X. 
George E. Lewis points to the double manifestation of a trickster figure: as Street, the hustler who initiates 
Malcolm in a life of crime, and as Elijah Muhammad, who of course initiates Malcolm into the Nation of 
Islam. Both characters are sung by Thomas Young, the extraordinary tenor who in Davis’s later opera, 
Amistad, portrays Èsu, Yoruba god and paradigm of the African-diasporic trickster. See George E. Lewis’s 
essay, “The Dancer of All Dancers: Anthony Davis and Amistad,” included in the CD release, Anthony 
Davis, Amistad (New World Records, 1997).  
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Thus, pervasive motivicity both imbues the opera with controlled affective power 
(critic Andrew Porter commented on Davis’s “command of modern-jazz Affektenlehre”) 
and engenders an intertextual network awaiting interpretation of the sort I have somewhat 
strainingly essayed above. 53 But there are also numerous recurring figures in X that seem 
to have neither overtly dramatic nor allusively meaningful content: a whole-step 
appoggiatura figure crops up repeatedly; basic intervallic material spawns a series of 
interrelated motives that run through the work.  
The principal function of this kind of motivicity, it appears, is to endow the opera 
with formal or “properly musical” coherence. Even the “Stravinsky” motive, which 
emphatically functions as a dramatic indicator of impending conflict, is elsewhere 
intervallically abstracted from the pulsing rhythmic pattern and employed for diverse 
purposes—for example, as the basis of the delicate, broken-chord ostinato that underpins 
the young Malcolm’s plaintive entrance (sung by a boy soprano) at the end of Act I, 
scene 1 (ex. 3.9). All this attests to an investment in a certain conception of formally 
coherent composition, which, I will later argue, has, in Davis’s case, more than vague 
lineal ties to the metaphysics of “absolute music.” For now I wish simply to suggest that 
there is a hint of a self-contained or “autonomous” dimension to Davis’s score. We must 
further specify just what kind of an autonomous musical layer we are dealing with, and 
work out its points of relation or conjunction with the opera’s representational, narrative, 
and historically referential functions. We begin with what would appear to be the most 
concertedly “non-autonomous” musical scenes: namely, those that thematize musical 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
53 Porter’s insightful commentary continues, “Contemporary versions of the ‘affective’ techniques—
music’s means for directing and controlling its listeners’ emotions—tabled in the New Grove article 
‘Rhetoric and Music’ abound in the score of ‘X’” Andrew Porter, “Musical Events: Fiery Minister,” The 
New Yorker October 27, 1986, 118-20. 
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performance by gesturing toward its diegetic staging, and do so for the explicit purpose 
of representing a historical period and milieu.  
 
The First Level of Jazz-Historical Signification 
To say that the musical language of X falls in a liminal zone “somewhere between” jazz 
and non-jazz concert music (to paraphrase a common refrain in the journalistic literature) 
scarcely escapes the conceptual impoverishment of these reified style labels. Nor, 
conversely, does it adequately account for an opera that not only relies on boundary-
crossing “fusion” but also on the juxtaposition of discrete historical styles, most notably 
in the jazz pastiche passages that comprise the second scene of Act I. Given how irritated 
Davis was with those critics who focused on these “jazz” and “vernacular” passages in X, 
it seems curious that he included such episodes at all. When Henry Louis Gates Jr., in a 
1986 discussion with Davis and Samuel R. Delany, asked about these passages  (“What 
was jazz doing in the opera for you . . . ?”) the composer responded: “Okay. In terms of 
the so-called ‘jazz-parts,’ I think that basically I was using them to set up time and 
place—the early sections in Boston.”54 In these scenes, moreover, music does not simply 
“evoke” a time and place; it becomes a kind of subject matter. (Malcolm is sullen except 
when music is mentioned, the plot summary reads; a group of “Players,” although not 
musicians per se, “‘signify’ like they are the sax section of the Ellington band”; there is a 
long scene in a “Dance Hall.”) Thus, in order to begin to interpret the scene we must try 
to get a hold on the relationships, or shadowy distinctions, between the actual sounds we 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
54 Samuel R. Delany, “A Conversation with Anthony Davis,” in Silent Interviews: On Language, Race, 
Sex, Science Fiction, and Some Comics: A Collection of Written Interviews (Hanover, NH: Wesleyan 
University Press: University Press of New England, 1994), 308.  
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hear, the historical musical styles that are referenced, and even the sounds we imagine are 
heard only “within” the diegesis.  
Unfolding like a film montage, threaded together with a few different kinds of 
music, the scene cuts across six years: from 1940, when Malcolm moved to Boston as a 
fifteen year-old, to 1946, when he was arrested on burglary charges. First, Malcolm’s 
sister Ella introduces him to Boston in a lush ballad, the sound-world slightly recalling 
Mingus, as well as some of the “cool” jazz of the early ‘50s (especially the bass ostinato). 
However, not only are the jazz-historical references muted—the aria is largely 
constructed from slightly wry, dissonant figures that remind one equally of neoclassical 
Stravinsky, and the jazz tropes are refracted through Davis’s distinctive Balinese-
minimalist repetition techniques—but they are also a bit anachronistic if meant to conjure 
up 1940. Birth of the Cool is still nine years off, and Mingus’s important early albums yet 
a couple years more (ex. 3.10). The period-jazz pastiche only properly begins in the 
second half of Ella’s song: a walking bass enters (the strict notation of the ostinato is 
supplanted by chord charts, accompanied by the direction “double time walk”); Ella 
(sung by Hilda Harris on the recording) sheds her operatic vibrato for a lither and brassier 
jazz-influenced vocal style in her rhymed ode to Boston’s Roxbury, and other “bustling 
and sprawling” black neighborhoods, (“My side of town, / they call ‘the hill,’ / it could be 
the ‘bottom’ / the South Side or Harlem . . . We call the streets by our very own names. / 
We negroes don’t leave a place / quite the same”), punctuated on offbeats by trombone, 
clarinet, and Marilyn Crispell’s piano comping. Although Davis bristled with anger at 
critics who cast his opera as a “vernacular” piece of entertainment (or who, conversely, 
suggested that it ought to be more vernacular and entertaining), it is hard not to hear the 
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succeeding interpolation by the “Men on the Street” (who appear to have been conjured 
up by Ella’s song) as anything other than a self-conscious glance toward that distinctly 
self-conscious tradition of songs that stagily draw attention to their status as 
“entertainment” (ex. 3.11). We could view this tradition as a kind of defanged Brechtian 
V-Effekt, although one that surely precedes Brecht; the interruption of a narrative by a 
reflexive underlining of the entertainment-spectacle as such that has no particular didactic 
or “critical” point. “We make a town dance / with our sways and our glances. We’re 
taking our chance on some / midnight romancing,” the Men sing while John Purcell 
accompanies with a blues-based tenor saxophone solo.  
Wandering off from Ella, and turning away from her vision of the industrious 
black community (“Some men are bootblacks or doctors, / Some are lawyers and 
cobblers”), Malcolm enters a pool hall where a silver-voiced trickster named Street lies in 
wait. Malcolm’s soul becomes the prize in an allegorical battle between sin and virtue, 
conveyed in oscillating stanzas: first Street’s up-tempo blues (“Shoot your shot. / Just 
forget your job, / play the dice that you got”), then Ella’s slower, increasingly ethereal, 
chromatically heaven-ascending song (Some men are strivers / with dreams of their own; 
and some are believers who help a dream along”). It comes as little surprise that Ella’s 
final warning (“Stay away from trouble / the users and the foolish. Never be careless,”) 
loses out to Street’s song, which grows more exuberant, complex, and outright 
performative with the addition of his “Players.” It is they who “‘signify,’” the stage 
directions note, “like they are the sax section of the Ellington band”, in spoken or 
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“rapped” passages (“How about those clothes? I mean your sartorial condition is 
dubious”).55 Finally Street bursts into a dazzlingly virtuosic improvisational scat.56  
That Street’s aria appears closer to “onstage” phenomenal song than any other 
sung passage in the opera follows not so much from any plot-driven reason that he should 
be singing (although Malcolm and Street do find themselves in a “ballroom” at the 
midpoint of the song) but rather from the amplification of a period style, to the point of 
being overtly discrepant with any other music in the opera, and a related heightening of 
that sense of self-aware “performativity” that I previously attributed to the chorus of men. 
Without a doubt, Street is the great performer (indeed, the great jazz performer) among 
the characters in the opera; he is the only one to adopt an overtly non-operatic, jazz-based 
vocal style and to sound as if he is improvising in a period style.57 For all that, he is also 
well within the operatic tradition of the vocally “embodied” pleasure principle, a 
confluence of sensuousness, virtuosity, and irresponsibility. Indeed, it is during his song 
that Malcolm meets another stock figure: the femme fatale, here referred to simply as 
“the Blonde.” 
And yet, it is notable that in the succeeding scene in the Dance Hall, when it 
would appear that music of the day (now 1946) might really become an object of 
representation, the pastiche style drops off, replaced by polymetric loops proper to 
Davis’s “own” idiolect. A 10/8 funk theme on bass, marimba, and bassoon is 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
55 In the score the piano comping in that section is marked “Fats Waller feel.” 
 
56 Davis later fully notated the scat section.  
 
57 I should observe that there is a problem with my argument here, a tautological reasoning: I say that jazz 
is paradigmatically used as an onstage music; but then I argue that even when it is not being used as an 
onstage music, it implies that because it is…jazz. And yet, this is how it feels; the convention has made it 
so.   
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superimposed on alternating ostinati in 9/8 and 11/8 that derive from the opera’s principal 
motive. Thus the “Dance Hall” scene, having taken its cue from the period sounds of the 
“Pool Hall” episode, finds that those sounds have eluded it, a pivot in style ushered in by 
a transformation in Street’s voice. On the final word of the last phrase of his Pool Hall 
song (“Point your fingers to the floor, / keep your feet wide apart / throw back your head, 
/ like you’re not lookin’ at all”), Thomas Young glides up a full octave and, holding the 
pitch, employs a vibrato hitherto absent from his singing. After which, Street’s new 
“hustler” song is consistently vibrato-laden and conventionally operatic in timbre.58 Thus 
Davis manages to both embrace and bypass the expectation of an onstage jazz 
performance, and in two distinct ways. First we get recognizable strains of classic jazz, 
culminating in Street’s song, without the framing musical performance scenario. Then we 
get a musical performance scene featuring music that is neither appropriate to the period, 
nor in accordance with a “conventional” (i.e., neoconservative, Marsalis-ian) sense of 
“jazz,” but nevertheless includes the most dynamic and extended jazz-based 
improvisations yet heard in the opera in the form of tremendous solos by Marty Ehrlich 
and J. D. Parran (ex. 3.12). 
 
The Second Level  
What I am calling the “second level” of jazz-historical reference is marked by the 
amplification of a tension between imitation and invention that was already latent in the 
pastiche of the first level. We see this, for example, in the “Allahu Akbar” choral passage 
in Act II scene 1, a syncopated chant prominently featuring quartal harmonies that 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
58 Street’s role as trickster figure extends from this initial code switching to a fullblown multiform 
metaphysic, implied by Thomas Young’s reappearance as Elijah Muhammad. 
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accompanies Malcolm’s enlightenment by the prophet Elijah Mohammed. Perhaps it 
exemplifies what Davis once described as the “invented American Islamic music . . . 
based in Coltrane” he composed for the opera (ex. 3.13).59 Indeed, subsequently 
superimposed on the Allahu Akbar chorus are a series of solos that distinctly recall 
Coltrane’s modal improvisations of the late 1950s and early 1960s.60 The two 
simultaneously sounding planes—one “historical,” the other “invented”—could be 
imagined to stand in a relationship that is something like that of signifier to signified, 
respectively. That is to say, the much repeated idea that the new jazz that emerged in the 
1950s and 1960s embodied or stood for spiritual and political liberation is in some sense 
musically (and textually) “illustrated” in the Muslim spiritual chorus, the text of which 
juxtaposes the proclamation “Allahu Akbar” (God is greatest) and the refrain “Freedom, 
Justice, Equality.”  
And then, suddenly, the imaginary Black Muslim music recedes and the opera’s 
sole passage of what sounds like jazz-historical “reality” appears in the form of a tenor 
saxophone/drum/bass “collective improvisation out of time”61—rare, in Davis’s body of 
work, for its non-pulsed, free improvisation. This is an emphatically borrowed style; even 
more than the solos mentioned above it recalls the sound of Coltrane in the early 1960s as 
he was entering his final, free period. The effect is not so much playful “period” pastiche, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
59 The full statement, from a 1993 interview for the Yale Oral History of American Music: “There’s 
nothing gospel in X at all. Period. And part of that is intentional because, in a way, I’m inventing an 
American Islamic music that’s based in Coltrane. Because Coltrane, to me, is probably the leading 
exponent of—in “[A] Love Supreme”—was kind of devotional, of Islamic music, of Black Islam, of Islam 
in America.” Yale OHAM Interview no. 2 with Libby van Cleve, December 14, 1993. There are of course 
lots of quartal harmonies in jazz during the 1960s, so the reference in the passage in question could very 
well be more general than Coltrane.  
 
60 First Mary Ehrlich on soprano saxophone, then John Purcell on tenor saxophone.  
 
61 Per the performance indications in the score.  
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as in the Boston scenes, as an almost documentary grittiness, a kind of cinema verité in 
music. And yet, if the Coltrane passage brings to mind some image of “reality,” it also 
manages to invert what Roland Barthes famously called the “reality effect.” In Barthes’s 
reading, some protruding, not particularly relevant detail of the real produces the sense 
that the tripartite scheme of signification (signifier – signified – referent) has been elided, 
that one has moved directly from signifier to the referent. In other words, it is as if 
“meaning” (the domain of the signified) has been eclipsed, and the “real” made manifest. 
Thus the reality effect was to ground the claim on reality implicit in the narrative 
discourse form as a whole.62 In Davis’s opera, conversely, the stylistically protruding 
“documentary” moment does nothing of the sort. It casts the surrounding music into 
relief, and heightens our awareness of the imaginary status and artifice inherent in these 
musical representations of historical events.  
Of course, something similar might be claimed about many of the diegetic jazz 
passages examined previously in other operas, or indeed any other apparent intrusion of 
the real in opera. But there is an additional dramatic tension at play: it is not only in 
casting a light on the “unreality” of its musico-dramatic surroundings that this passage 
pointedly subverts the very “reality effect” that it evokes. While the passage sounds more 
than any other like a real “historical” music, it has no concomitant reality on stage—i.e., 
no one is playing music, or imagining music. Given that phenomenal music tends to be 
more an exception than the rule in opera, this would seem scarcely notable. Nevertheless, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
62 As Barthes stresses, it is precisely in this that the “reality effect” fundamentally serves to signify a secret 
meaning—namely, the idea of reality itself: “The truth this illusion is this: eliminated from the realist 
utterance as a signified of denotation, the ‘real’ slips back in as a signified of connotation; for at the very 
moment when these details are supposed to denote reality directly, all that they do, tacitly, is signify it. 
Flaubert’s barometer, Michelet’s little door, say, in the last analysis, only this: we are the real.” Roland 
Barthes, “The Reality Effect,” in French Literary Theory Today: A Reader, ed. Tzvetan Todorov 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 16.  
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it sounds as if it should serve some function of verisimilitude. And this is only the case, 
of course, because of the tenacity of the diegetic, jazz-realism trope. But here, having 
shed the kind of performative (staged) phenomenality that was still at least hinted at in 
the Pool Hall scene, free jazz is sounded as if it were pure “meaning”; both a tautological 
signifier of itself, and, in an act of self-transcendence, the inner essence of the era. While 
this meaning had previously been partitioned out and translated into by the “invented” 
American Islamic music and its text, it can now stand in its own right.63 This rather 
nineteenth-century rhetoric (“inner essence,” “self-transcendence”), evocative of an 
Idealism presumably foreign to the late twentieth century, requires some explanation. I 
seek to account for this, and to prepare the analysis of the “third level” of jazz-historical 
signification, with a detour through the all-important relationship between composition 
and improvisation in Davis’s thought and music.  
 
Improvisation, Composition, and Phenomenal Performance 
The incorporation of the ensemble Episteme left a defining mark on the sound of X, and 
the improvisations of this superb group of musicians was perhaps the opera’s musical 
feature that garnered most critical attention.64 Nevertheless, Davis’s statements 
concerning the status of the improvisation in X were markedly equivocal. On one hand, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
63  To this line of interpretation two related objections immediately come to mind, both of which would 
seem to call into question the noteworthiness of this moment I am making so much of. First, by the mid 
1980s, in the wake of almost a century of variously surrealist, anti-naturalist, non-narrative, and non-
mimetic theater and performance, the occurrence of a dramatic event without a corresponding “cause” 
seems scarcely notable. Second, the use of a “historical” music as the expression of an era’s zeitgeist would 
appear to be commonplace in all kinds of theater, television, and film. Both are reasonable points. And yet, 
it is the very fundamentally “traditional” or “neo-traditional” form of this opera that makes the play 
notable. Indeed, the political-aesthetic meaning of this work is deeply bound up with its ostensible formal 
conservatism.  
 
64 I should note that Episteme also perform much entirely written-out music in X.   
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Davis suggested that improvisation would have to be central to any American music 
founded in African-American forms, and stated that in X he found himself “freer” to 
return to his earlier experience as an improvising musician than he had been in previous 
works.65 On the other hand, as mentioned above, Davis defended X as a “real opera,” and 
strongly qualified the importance of improvisation. Only about “1 percent,” he observed, 
is improvised.66 Elsewhere Davis stressed that the moments of improvisation are not 
meant to foreground the musical personality of the individual performers but to serve the 
dramatic and compositional framework.  
Davis’s apparent ambivalence about the significance of improvisation in X was in 
keeping with his broader musical project and vision of jazz history. In numerous liner 
notes and interviews from the early 1980s, he identified “the question of the role and 
function of the composition in what has been a predominantly improvisational music” as 
the fundamental problem of black music from ragtime onward. “Armstrong,” Davis 
continued (in a note to his 1981 album titled “Episteme”), “offered a rather simple yet 
extremely attractive solution which essentially made the composition a vehicle for 
improvisational exploration. Since Ellington, however, this method has not been enough. 
In Ellington we arrive at probably the most successful example of the creation of a 
consistent musical language, which freely draws upon both compositional and 
improvisational elements.” Following Ellington’s profound synthesis of composition and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
65 “‘If we’re to have a tradition that’s separate from Europe . . . [it will have to be based upon] how we’ve 
approached improvisation. Essentially, that’s our gift to music. / This opera is the piece where I have felt 
freest about drawing upon my own experience . . . even back to the days when I was an improviser playing 
in groups and doing Charles Mingus’ music, which I haven’t felt free to do in my other work. To me it’s a 
test of the theory that one can create an American music that still embraces this whole wide span of 
tradition, and that it can be integrated into an organic whole.’” Seligman, “The Road to X,” 30.  
 
66 Rockwell, “Malcolm X – Hero to Some, Racist to Others,” H1. 
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improvisation, subsequent developments, Davis maintained, were to prove regressive. 
For all that was avant-garde in Bebop and “Post-Ornette Coleman” free jazz, these 
movements were “reactionary in terms of form and structure.”67 Elsewhere, Davis 
observed that the free jazz gravitation toward spontaneity, immediacy, and collectivity 
was a valuable “cycle” in the progress of black music, but that it had reached a dead end; 
there was too much blowing and “random noise.”68 Against this dominant trajectory from 
bebop to free jazz, however, Davis identified a “gradual yet constant shift from the pre-
eminence of the performer, the player, to . . . the natural ascendance of the composer” in 
his own period. Thus, Davis would shore up the legitimacy of the increasingly composed 
form emerging in “creative music” through a revisionist history of jazz in which 
composition is recognized as already a major part of the “tradition,” represented by the 
great triumvirate: Ellington—Monk—Mingus.69 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
67 Davis, Episteme.  
 
68 Davis writes: “They [Cecil Taylor, Mingus] were trying to bring immediacy back into the music—that 
sense of creating in the moment—and they were also trying to create a collective music. I think that was 
important in that cycle, but what’s important now is to reassert some control, because, at this point in the 
music, there’s been too much random noise.” Quoted in Francis Davis, “Anthony Davis’s New Music,” 
Jazz And Its Discontents: A Francis Davis Reader (New York: Da Capo, 2004), 35. [Originally published 
in Francis Davis, In the Moment: Jazz in the 1980s (New York, Oxford University Press, 1986)] 
 
69 In his emphasis on composition, Davis was very much of a 1980s moment, according to the venerable 
jazz critic Francis Davis. See Francis Davis “Large-Scale Jazz: The action today is in composing, not 
improvising,” The Atlantic Monthly August 1987, 76.  “X, the Anthony Davis opera about the life of 
Malcolm X…is unique [in the turn to large-scale composition] only in that it got funded—there could be 
other Xs waiting to happen, by Ornette Coleman, Abdullah Ibrahim, and Henry Threadgill, all of whom 
have described plans for grand initiatives. Other contemporary composers who are thinking big—if only in 
terms of thinking orchestrally, even when they are able to hire just six or seven players—include Muhal 
Richard Abrams, Anthony Braxton, John Carter, Jospeh Jarman, Leroy Jenkins, Steve Lacy, Roscoe 
Mitchell Butch Morris, James Newton, Errol Parker, George Russell, Leo Smith, Cecil Taylor, Edward 
Wilkerson, the members of the World Saxophone Quartet (Hamiet Bluiett, Julius Hemphill, Oliver Lake, 
and David Murray), and the String Trio of New York (Billy Bang, James Emery, and John Lindberg). But 
if one accepts the premise that composition is the key element in jazz in the 1980s, the decade’s central 
figure is not any of these but Duke Ellington, who died in 1974.”  
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Given the importance Davis accorded to composition in his narrative of black 
musical “tradition”—again, one of many manifestations of an emergent historical self-
consciousness in and around jazz since the 1970s—we might recall the pivotal role of the 
compositional “work concept” in the construction of those nineteenth-century musical 
canons that would first serve to glorify distinct European national cultures and that would 
eventually solidify into the “Western (Musical) Tradition.” As Lydia Goehr famously 
(and contentiously) argued, around the early nineteenth century musical composition 
began to be conceived no longer as an activity that yielded ever-changing performances 
but rather one that engendered discrete entities: “works.”70 But, unlike the plastic art 
object, these works could not be said to exist in real time and space. It has perhaps not 
been sufficiently remarked upon that this “imaginary museum of musical works,” as 
Goehr called it, represented a curious rapprochement between two apparently 
contradictory tendencies of the nineteenth century: on one hand, a transcendent 
ahistorical idealism, and on the other, a nationalist historicism concerned with creating 
repositories of cultural heritage.71  
That an implicit work-concept remained central to modern constructions of 
musical heritage beyond the nineteenth century may be attested to by the case of jazz: in 
the process of becoming enshrined as America’s “classical music,” jazz became a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
70 Lydia Goehr, The Imaginary Museum of Musical Works: An Essay in the Philosophy of Music (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1992).  
 
71 Alexander Rehding’s recent work on the monumentalizing of German music in the nineteenth century 
contains some very suggestive ideas for further exploring this line of thought.  Especially pertinent to my 
discussion of “jazz-historical opera”—and jazz-historical jazz more generally—are Rehding’s comments 
on the process by which German music “acquired its own history” and proceeded to sing “its own praises.” 
See Alexander Rehding, Music and Monumentality: Commemoration and Wonderment in Nineteenth-
Century Germany (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 24. 
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repertory music, comprised not only of the popular songs and standards that had long 
served as a basis for jazz improvisation, but of now “classic” recorded improvisations 
themselves. In universities and conservatories these records became regarded as a body 
of works to be studied, practiced, and sometimes even duplicated verbatim in concert. 
While Davis had little truck with figures such as Wynton Marsalis and the jazz 
“neoclassicists”72—and had become, precisely because of his European classical 
proclivities, a kind of bête noire for their champion, Stanley Crouch—he shared with 
them the concern with roots and precedents that characterized the era. Their different 
modes of conceiving of jazz tradition, however, could be explicated in terms of their 
different takes on the work. The neoclassicists reified the jazz past into a corpus of 
improvisation-works, while presenting stylistic constraints abstracted from these “works” 
as the essential horizon of “jazz.” Davis, on the other hand, was most concerned not with 
a body of particular, reified works, but with composition-as-principle, and with 
recognizing a “compositional” history of jazz that moves in tandem with its more 
acclaimed improvisational history. For Davis this was the key inheritance of the 
“tradition” for the present generation. 
A central paradox of the creation of the musical work is that it involves an 
“imaginary” reification, a concretization that simultaneously emphasizes the transcendent 
and ideational (the “work” is not a “thing”). This contradiction becomes strangely 
complicated (almost doubled) in the neoclassical construction of the jazz canon. Here the 
creation of a canonic repertory consists of reifying improvisations as “works” by 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
72 In the 1993 interview for the Yale Oral History of American Music, Davis recalls a concert he played 
with Marsalis: “I remember I did a ‘Young Lions of Jazz’ concert with Wynton when he first got on the 
scene, at Carnegie Hall. I played piano for it. But I didn’t feel comfortable—Talk about not feeling 
comfortable in some scene! That was the weirdest.” Yale OHAM 1993. 
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dematerializing and idealizing a prior, more literal reification: namely, the transformation 
of a performance into a record. The record is subsequently accorded a status not wholly 
dissimilar to the musical score in its broadly (if rarely note-for-note) regulative function 
over future performance.73  
I want to suggest that Davis’s concept of “tradition,” as represented in his writings 
and musically figured in X, bears the trace of related tensions regarding the 
improvisation/composition dialectic, tensions that are likewise residues of the nineteenth 
century opposition of ‘real’ music (performances) and ideal music (the work). During the 
years preceding X, Davis did not, despite what I have written above, disavow the 
importance of improvisation in the history of black music. In numerous comments (again, 
primarily liner notes and interviews) he attempted, rather, to dismantle the binary logic 
that would pit improvisation and composition against one another as mutually exclusive 
practices.74 And yet, even when expounding on the dialectic entwinement of composition 
and improvisation, Davis did tend to accord priority to the compositional principle as that 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
73 While the musical work was thought to transcend the boundaries of the empirical world, its autonomy 
was, somewhat contradictorily, predicated on the increasing authority that was given to its material 
representation: in other words, the authority of the score to accurately describe the work and firmly regulate 
performance. In order to be “true” to the composer’s work (Werktreue), performers were expected to 
strictly adhere to its notational representation. An early instance of the werktreue paradigm can be seen in 
E.T.A. Hoffmann’s seminal 1813 essay on Beethoven’s instrumental music: “The true artist lives only in 
the work that he has understood as the composer meant it and that he then performs. He is above putting his 
own personality forward in any way, and all his endeavors are directed toward a single end—that all the 
wonderful and enchanting pictures and apparitions that the composer has sealed into his work with magic 
power may be called into active life, shining in a thousand colors, and that they may surround mankind in 
luminous sparkling circles and, enkindling its imagination, its innermost soul, may bear it in rapid flight 
into the faraway spirit realm of sound.” E. T. A. Hoffmann, “Beethoven’s Instrumental Music,” in Source 
Readings in Music History, ed. Oliver Strunk and Leo Treitler (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
1998), 1197-98. 
 




to which he wished, in the last instance, to be “faithful.” In the notes for his 1980 album, 
Lady of the Mirrors, he wrote, 
As a composer, I feel free to draw from any influence, Black, Brown, or Beige, 
Asian, European or African. In a sense, this freedom can only be realized through 
the composition, through the Musical Idea. As a performer, I have always tried to 
be faithful to the Musical Idea. I always try to let the dynamic of the composition 
determine the scope, form, and materials of my improvisation. In a sense, 
improvisation has become for me a means to achieve compositional ends—the 
vehicle through which a musical idea or composition can be realized. 
Improvisation allows the composer to realize a Musical Idea in the Moment. The 
concept of the temporality of the Musical Idea in the monent [sic] is the pivotal 
irony in 20th Century Music.75  
 
Here I want to dwell for a moment on Davis’s affinity for a rhetoric that recalls 
nineteenth-century German aesthetic philosophy. The phrase “Musical Idea” (note the 
capitalization) is possibly an allusion to Schoenberg’s essays, and is also perhaps 
explicable by Davis’s great interest as a college student in the writings of Hegel and 
Nietzsche. It was in fact The Birth of Tragedy that turned the young composer onto 
opera—and Wagner especially—in the first place. Indeed, in a later rumination on his 
desire to “balance” composition and improvisation Davis invokes Nietzsche’s distinction 
between (in the composer’s words) Apollonian “form” and Dionysian “passion and 
expression.” However, the analogy is incongruous (or, at least, un-Nietzschean) in light 
of Davis’s prior statement on the relationship between the Musical Idea and 
improvisation. There the Musical Idea, or “composition” (now equated with Apollonian 
form), is the “ends,” but also that which underpins and “determines” improvisational 
performance (now equated with Dionysian passion). For Nietzsche, however, the relation 
was inverted: the undifferentiated energies of Dionysus precede and are refracted through 
Apollonian form in the realm of appearance.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
75 Anthony Davis, Lady of the Mirrors (India Navigation, 1980). 
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The basis for Davis’s composition/improvisation concept appears to be not so 
much Nietzsche as an earlier Platonic idealism. Consider Davis’s explanation for the 
ensemble name “Episteme”: the name should be taken, he writes, in its sense as given by 
Plato, as “the knowledge of the underlying form of things.” It is no coincidence, I think, 
that Davis provides this explanation just before discussing the relationship between 
composition and improvisation (in the above-quoted liner note). The implicit analogy is 
between Plato’s “forms,” which underpin the things of the world, with “composition,” 
and, by extension, between phenomenal existence and “improvisation.” All of which 
hearkens back to a dialectic found in the nineteenth-century origins of the concept of the 
“musical work.”   
The “musical work” did not emerge in some act of explicit and self-conscious 
conceptual creation (“This is what a work is . . .”), but rather in practice, as a regulative 
concept.76 The performer was but an interpreter, subservient to the greater immaterial 
work. This Werktreue ideal (literally, to be “true” to the work), would give the act of 
performance a rather vexed status in the Western musical imagination. If the philosophy 
of the musical work could be understood as a Romantic expression of a much older 
opposition of ideality and actuality in the Platonist-Christian tradition, it would follow 
these precedents in valuing the former over the latter. Hence, to put an enormously 
complex process crudely, we could say that the nineteenth-century cultural elite began to 
impute a higher status to the work (and to its conduit-creator, the composer) than to its 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




empirical sounding (and to the physically laboring performers).77 As an exemplary art of 
performance, improvisation was especially incompatible with the emergent work 
paradigm, and indeed gradually disappeared from most “cultivated” Western musical 
practice.78  
The effects of subordinating phenomenal performance to a compositional ideal 
would of course outlast the nineteenth century, and extend beyond German borders. In 
the American scene that concerns us here, we witness something of its racialized legacy 
in the white artistic establishment’s tendency during the Jazz Age to regard black 
musicians as exceptional performers and improvisers who were nevertheless incapable of 
compositional genius; as extremely musical but barred from the higher, conceptual 
realms of Music. There was, in other words, a deep interlocking of the metaphysics of 
music with the ascription of cultural value.  
Thus, I want to think about the composition/improvisation relationship in X—and 
the question of “jazz” in the opera more generally—in terms of a broader 
composition/performance paradigm. This paradigm in turn might be comprehended in 
terms of that dichotomy of real versus ideal music. For it was, again, this distinction that 
was latent in the historical separation of work and performance, and which was correlated 
with the devaluation of performance (and improvisation). Davis’s Romantic-inflected 
rhetoric notwithstanding, we need not suppose that he—or any other twentieth-century 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
77 Here Beethoven’s deafness stands as the perfect symbol of the conflation of the great composer and 
trans-sonic, ideational music.  
 
78 “[A]s long as the composers provided incomplete or inaccurate scores, the idea of performance 
extempore could not acquire its distinct opposite, namely, the fully compliant performance of a work. Such 
a contrast emerged fully around 1800, just at the point when notation became sufficiently well specified to 
enable a rigid distinction to be drawn between composing through performance and prior to performance.” 
Goehr, Imaginary Museum, 188. For the most thorough discussion to date of the decline of improvisation in 
European art music see Angeles Sancho-Velazquez, “The Legacy of Genius: Improvisation, Romantic 
Imagination, and the Western Musical Canon,” PhD diss., University of California Los Angeles, 2001.  
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person—precisely believe in a nineteenth-century notion that would accord a musical 
work transcendent or ideal content. Rather, I’m suggesting that something of the 
ideal/phenomenal divide has “come down” to us as a nearly submerged matrix 
constituting (or at least informing) our imagination of the foundational distinction 
between “high” and popular music. Indeed the distinction might be taken as an 
emblematic instance of that valuation of the “aesthetic” over the “sensuous,” or of “form” 
over “content,” that since the late eighteenth-century has been the very cornerstone of the 
concept of art and subsequently served to distinguish it, within the ideology of the 
dominant classes, from mass-cultural production. How better to articulate the paradoxical 
concept of “form without content” that has underpinned this ideology than in terms of a 
purely ideational musical work? 79 This comprises, I believe, a significant background to 
Davis’s advocacy for the history and future of black composition.80 What most sharply 
distinguishes his position from an earlier tradition of championing black “formal” 
composition—carried out by such intellectual heavyweights as Alain Locke—is that 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
79 Discussing the problematic of the “aesthetic” along these lines, John Guillory writes, “If the pleasures of 
culture can then be distinguished in Kantian fashion from simpler, more immediate, pleasures—‘pleasure 
without sensuousness’ (493)—the nature of aesthetic pleasure itself is rendered entirely problematic: it 
seems incapable of articulating itself as anything but a pleasure either extremely attenuated in comparison 
to ‘sensuous’ pleasures, or actually negative, the sense of disgust or distaste. The negative moment allows 
the aesthetic disposition to project as its ‘negative reference point’ a working-class aesthetic which refers 
immediately to sensuous pleasure as its major criterion of judgment. But the latter pleasure is finally not 
aesthetic pleasure.” On the evacuation of content Guillory writes: “The aesthetic disposition tends 
inevitably toward ‘aestheticism,’ as the ideal absence of content….The moment of polarization, the mutual 
exclusion of form and content, betrays a certain inarticulateness of the aesthetic….Adorno reminds us in 
Aesthetic Theory that it is merely a banal truth that there is no form without content, which is to say that 
form must refer to the relation between particular contents. It is difficult, then, to know what could 
logically be meant by the primacy of form over content (Adorno calls this a ‘pernicious equivocation’), 
since pure form, in the absence of the contents related, would be relations between nothing at all.”  John 
Guillory, Cultural Capital: The Problem of Literary Canon Formation (Chicago and London: University of 
Chicago Press, 1993), 333, 334-35. 
 
80 Which is also to say that if, as Davis suggests, the eclipse of composition in jazz since bebop was 
predicated on overlooking the compositional qualities of earlier black music, this initial misreading was not 
innocent but rather of a piece with the systematic denial of high value to black cultural production.  
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“composition” here is not opposed to “jazz” or improvisation but placed at their core. 
Nevertheless, it is notable that Davis’s musical program, while rejecting the absolute 
opposition of composition and improvisation, did not dislodge the hierarchical primacy of 
composition, which residually retains its historical prestige. 
Here is where opera enters the picture. The peculiarities of opera’s 
representational conventions provide a means of representing the distinction between the 
musically material and the musically transcendent, of representing the “absolute” (despite 
the paradox implicit in that phrase) for a world that no longer believes in such things. 
Although “absolute” instrumental works may have been paradigms of pure form, opera 
could be understood to refract the form/content dichotomy through the signifying 
conventions of “noumenal” versus “phenomenal” (or diegetic; onstage) music. The 
screen of diegesis—although ever permeable—separates the music that transpires as plot-
stuff in the mundane world from that which is as if beyond substantiality, that points to 
the trans-sonic realm of the ideal. Moreover, opera tends to render the concomitant race 
and class dynamics of this division literally visible. Thus, as we have seen, “jazz” has 
functioned throughout twentieth-century opera as a privileged style for the signification 
of “real” music.81 It has been the burden of jazz in opera to signify “jazz,” an eminently 
quotidian music, a music of the “world.” The ultimate task Davis sets himself in X, I 
think, was not to represent jazz—as the first and second levels of the “jazz-historical” 
narrative gesture toward (and then subvert)—but rather to sublimate jazz within the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
81 As far back as Blue Monday Blues (1922) Gershwin was perhaps one of the great exceptions.  In an 
interview, for the Yale Oral History of American Music, Davis imagines American opera in terms of two 
lines of descent: one following from Gershwin and the other from Virgil Thomson. Davis places himself in 
the former. To the Thomson line, he says, belong anti-narrative works such as those by Philip Glass. 
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operatic whole in such a way that it need no longer stand for music. This brings me to the 
third level of jazz-historical signification.  
 
The Third Level  
Like many other African-American musicians who have been openly influenced by 
European modernist composition, Davis caught flak from both black and white critics for 
an alleged worshipful fetishization of Western music.82 In a 1987 article for the magazine 
Dissent, Stanley Crouch (who, as a onetime drummer, had performed with Davis on at 
least one occasion before forsaking the avant-garde) roundly criticized X both for its 
“ruthlessly dishonest” hagiographic treatment of the religious and political leader as well 
as for its music, which, according to the critic, neither succeeded in its inauthentic 
approximations of blues nor in its “abysmally anonymous encyclopedia of twentieth-
century concert music clichés.”83 Crouch articulated his disdain for Davis’ polystylistic 
eclecticism even more clearly in a statement included in a 1992 New York Times article 
on the composer:  
Davis is a very fine musician but he chose a path that followed a number of the 
trends of contemporary avant-garde music—a kind of goulash of third-world field 
recordings, 20th-century European music clichés and smatterings of jazz. I think 
Davis has been influenced by a lot of people who are really pretentious and who 
feel chilled to the point of their esthetic teeth chattering in the shadow of the 
giants of European music.84 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
82 For example, Amiri Baraka criticized Anthony Braxton along such lines. “[He] wants to show us that 
he’s heard Berg and Webern and Stockhausen . . . showing white folks how intelligent he (they) is.” Amiri 
Baraka and Amina Baraka, The Music: Reflections on Jazz and Blues (New York: William and Morrow, 
1987),  260. Quoted in, George E. Lewis, “Experimental Music in Black and White: The AACM in New 
York, 1970-1985,” in Uptown Conversation: The New Jazz Studies, ed. Robert G. O’Meally, Brent Hayes 
Edwards, and Farah Jasmine Griffin (New York: Columbia University Press, 2004), 75.  
 
83 Stanley Crouch, “An Opera Based on Malcolm X,” Dissent (Winter 1987): 107. 
 
84 Schwarz, “A Composer Between Two Worlds,” H30.  
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It was precisely this kind of delimiting of boundaries, and narrowly construed definitions 
of “black art” by self-appointed guardians of the culture, that Davis had pitted himself 
against from the outset of his career. But as much as Crouch’s criticism bothered Davis it 
was the more oblique critiques of the predominantly white mainstream press that he 
found most troubling.  
While the premiere of X received significant coverage in the New York Times, its 
reception was mixed. One column particularly galled Davis: after an initial, mostly 
positive review of the City Opera’s production of X, John Rockwell wrote a second 
article about the “outpouring of vernacular operas in recent weeks.” He names a 
reconstructed version of Ellington’s never-completed Queenie Pie, a new recording of 
Rodger and Hammerstein’s South Pacific, and then cites X as the “most prominent.” 
Rockwell writes that the opera  “uses elements of black vernacular music, mostly in 
historically apt situations reflecting periods in Malcolm X’s life. But basically this is a 
genuine modern, not to say modernist, opera, just as Mr. Davis said it was.” However, 
after calling X a “remarkable first opera,” Rockwell proceeds to argue that the opera is a 
bit too stiff, overly “self-conscious,” and indeed not vernacular enough:  
It’s as if [Davis] had to make the music gray to shore up his classical legitimacy. 
But one hopes Mr. Davis feels freer and looser the next time out about letting his 
musical imagination soar, and that he grows more confident about composing 
singable, songful vocal lines that themselves advance the drama along with the 
orchestra and the words. “Queenie Pie” dates from an earlier era, when black 
composers were less self-conscious about letting their vernacular roots show and 
giving their audiences a happy good time.85 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 
85 John Rockwell. “Putting Vernacular Opera in its Proper Place, Finally.” New York Times, October 9, 
1986, C28.  
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Davis was incensed at Rockwell’s implication (as he saw it) that a black composer should 
never stray too far from being an “entertainer,” and took particular exception to the 
critic’s use of the term “vernacular.” He said to Samuel Delany, “People are wrestling 
with the whole notion of black art being serious art; white folks have a problem dealing 
with the notion that this is a serious work of art. I would say that my opera is no more 
vernacular than [Alban Berg’s] Lulu. If you’re going to say that’s vernacular, fine . . . But 
they’re not talking about it in those terms, because when an American critic says that, it 
can’t be said without racism. It’s about class distinctions and it’s about racial 
distinctions.”86 
As evidenced in Rockwell’s review, it was Davis’s vocal writing that was most 
frequently maligned by critics and fellow composers for its supposedly anxious, echt 
opera posturing. Steve Reich, Davis recalled, was “appalled that I would use [a] vocal 
quality” smacking of the “Strauss-Wagner influence” with “emotion right in the voice . . . 
vibrato, all that stuff.” Davis responded, “You don’t have to sound like the Highlows to 
be modern.” 87  Donal Henahan, Rockwell’s fellow New York Times critic, also took 
Davis to task: “Except for the jazzy outbreaks, such as the lively Harlem interlude of Act 
II, vocalism generally alternates in style between monotonous chanting and the kind of 
spiky, keyless line that no human voice outside contemporary opera has been known to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
86 Davis’s reactions to Rockwell’s column from his the conversation with Delany and Henry Louis Gates, 
Jr. Delany added that white critics must have felt uncomfortable and even marginalized among the largely 
black audience at Lincoln Center. “After all” Delany says, “What do those reviews, largely, say? Please 
pay more attention to the traditional values we whites have imposed on operas about blacks that we’ve 
written and approved of in the past: looseness, entertainment, melody.” Delany, “A Conversation with 
Anthony Davis,” 305. 
 
87 Yale OHAM interview 1993, 14.  
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sing.”88 Such criticism particularly grated on Davis, because he also saw “spiky, keyless” 
recitative as a genuine failing of postwar American opera, and stated that a centerpiece of 
any bid to create a fundamentally “American opera” would lie in a new approach to the 
voice. In fact, Davis regarded his grounding in a black musical tradition that, he 
observed, had never strayed far from the voice, as a special advantage in the rejuvenation 
of American operatic vocality.89 Thus, ironically, while it was his chromatic, operatic 
vocal lines that were most heavily attacked for supposedly betraying a self-conscious, 
anti-vernacular anxiety, it was precisely in his vocal writing that Davis was most given to 
locating his jazz roots. Responding to criticisms of his treatment of the voice as 
“monotonous,” “gray,” or overly European, Davis argued that in fact his phrasing and 
rhythm recalls nothing so much as Billie Holiday.90 In other words, while Davis 
downplayed the importance of the overt pastiches of period jazz that everyone paid 
attention to, he simultaneously stressed a compositional debt to jazz so deep that hardly 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
88 Donal Henahan, “Opera: Anthony Davis’s ‘X (The Life and Times of Malcolm X),’” The New York 
Times, September 29, 1986, C13. On Davis’ subsequent opera, Under the Double Moon, Rockwell 
observed that although the instrumental music is “continuously interesting . . . . Mr. Davis simply has not 
yet learned how to write persuasively for the voice. . . . [T]he singing proceeds in stately, tuneless 
recitatives, subservient to the instrumental textures.” John Rockwell, “Making the Leap From Sea to Stars,” 
The New York Times, June 19, 1989, C10.  To this list of critiques, we meet add a letter of (qualified) 
congratulations to Rhoda Levine, the director of X, from composer Frank Lewin: “You did wonderful work 
with X. There is some powerful music there, especially once we are past the opening scene. But the music 
is also quite sprawling, lacks good transitions, and when the voice should make a pay-off statement it 
doesn’t seem able to muster the punch. Did Mr. Davis ever write a song?” New York Public Library Rhoda 
Levine Papers, Box 61 Folder 4.  
 
89 “[T]he whole academic school of modern classical music, from after the 1940s,” Davis says, “basically 
haven’t been able to create an opera that anyone wants to hear [laughter]. And so, basically, there’s a real 
opportunity for the Afro-American tradition to become the dominant force in opera in America.” Delany, 
“A Conversation with Anthony Davis,” 303. 
 
90 “Such criticism,” writes K. Robert Schwarz, “infuriates Mr. Davis. Classically oriented critics, he 
claims, don’t understand that his rhythmically fluid vocal lines derive more from jazz and scat singing than 
from opera: ‘When I write for the voice, a lot of my rhythmic setting comes out of Billie Holiday—how she 
phrases over the bar, how she bends the rhythm. I write that in.’” Schwartz, “A Composer Between Two 
Worlds,” H30.  
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anyone picked up on it. And it is most significant that this deep jazz—the jazz influence 
that for Davis really mattered—animates the most apparently European and traditional 
aspect of the opera, namely the Straussian-Wagnerian-Bergian vocal writing (ex. 3.14). 
I call this deep jazz the “third level” of jazz-historical signification. I want to 
suggest that it recasts two of the central problematics that I have been sketching over the 
last two chapters: namely, the question of jazz’s significations (specifically, its historical-
temporal meanings) and the matter of the aesthetic (or cultural) valuation of African-
American art. The “third level” of jazz-historical signification in X represents an apparent 
inversion, but also a culmination, of the tendencies of the first two levels. In the passage 
from level one to two, jazz-historical reference rises to the sonic “surface,” nearly 
breaking into quotation (or what I called “documentary” style). And yet, that discrepancy, 
however small, between music and onstage event that was present on both the first and 
second levels, raised the specter of an autonomous jazz, free from its persistent historical 
representation (in opera) as a phenomenal music of the world, a music that seemed 
always to have to stand for itself (very often representing itself as an “entertainment” 
music). This promise of an autonomous jazz is realized, in a sense, on the “third level.”  
The jazz-historical influence is sublimated: rather than functioning as a point of 
overt reference (and self-reference) it has become abstracted as a set of compositional, 
specifically rhythmic, characteristics. My terminology (“sublimate”) is intended to 
convey a double movement (“down” and “up”), although a movement that transpires on 
two different planes, historical and valuative: on the one hand, the debt to the past is the 
“deepest,” both in the sense of being the most fundamental and the most concealed; on 
the other hand, “tradition” has been most “elevated” into a (conventionally) “high-art” 
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framework. While the other levels of jazz-historical signification retained dramatic and 
historical representational functions—and made overt nods to predecessors—it is on the 
third level that Davis seems to locate his most fundamental debt to the “tradition” as well 
as his most novel and significant contribution to a new, authentically “American opera.”91  
 
This sublimation process plays upon two of the key tensions I have been exploring: 
namely, the composition/performance (which is at once a composition/improvisation) 
dialectic and the related noumenal/phenomenal distinction. While the “third level” 
emphatically does not “represent” jazz performance, and although Davis spoke often of 
redeeming the overlooked compositional tradition in jazz, it is notable that the 
composer’s key contribution to vocal writing is fundamentally indebted to the specific 
phrasing features of a jazz performance practice. Further complicating the terms of this 
negotiation, we might observe that in transforming a performance style into a 
compositional principle, Davis already relied on the intermediary “becoming-work” of 
performance in its reification as recording (given his means of access to Billie Holiday’s 
performances). Perhaps we could say that Davis’s sublimation technique is intended to 
complete the process of canonization: jazz loses its concrete and phenomenal character 
(which was actually accentuated in the recording paradigm), and ultimately its very 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
91 It is no coincidence that my terminology evokes Hegelian dialectics. Not only was Davis reading 
nineteenth-century German philosophy in his formative years, as we observed, but perhaps more 
importantly, there is a Hegelianism in the Du Boisian formulations of “double identity” that everywhere 
shadowed Davis’s operatic project. On Dubois and Hegel see Paul Gilroy, “ ‘Cheer the Weary Traveller’: 
W. E. B. Dubois, Germany, and the Politics of (Dis)placement,” in The Black Atlantic: Modernity and 
Double Consciousness (New York and London: Verso, 1993), 111-145. Also see Paul Allen Anderson, 
Deep River, passim, but especially 6.  
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ability to be recognized as such, not as a negation, but as a dialectical affirmation, in 
order to become a “classic” music.  
 
Conclusion  
“Classic.” There is indeed in all this a specter of conservatism as well as a reverence for 
tradition that is not confined to the jazz past. In a conversation with Davis and Henry 
Louis Gates Jr. shortly after the premiere of X, science-fiction novelist Samuel Delany 
observed that despite the press’s talk of “jazz opera” in many ways X sounded like “the 
tonalities of German music in the beginning of this century,” and then suggested that in 
some sense “the music was very conservative.” After balking for a moment – “Oh, I 
don’t know what that means . . .”—Davis concurred with Delany. He observed that his 
use of an improvising ensemble and “certain rhythms and repetitions” could be heard as 
“radical,” but that in other respects, compared to the minimalists, “the Cage stuff” and 
“the electronic stuff” his opera “hearkens back to a more conservative mode.” Like John 
Adams, Davis would cite Wagner as an abiding influence.92 Elsewhere, however, Davis 
suggested that even the influence of Wagner or Strauss on his work might be read 
through an African-American tradition of operatic sopranos whose particular qualities of 
“depth” and “grittiness” he sought to capture. (He names Leontyne Price, Leona Mitchell, 
Jessye Norman, and Priscilla Baskerville, who created the role of Louise in X.) Thus, for 
Davis, the “European” operatic vocality for which he was criticized was, in addition 
being stretched over a compositional scaffolding derived from the jazz vocal 
performance, already reflection of hybridized African-American tradition. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
92 All quotations from Delany, “A Conversation with Anthony Davis,” 292. 
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But for all its debts to multiple musical pasts, for all that is genuinely 
“conservative” about X, what I have been calling the “third level” of jazz-historical 
signification should serve as a very contemporary intervention. If the first two levels play 
on the what I have identified as a jazz-historical metonymic trope—they use an historical 
“part” (transformations in jazz styles) to signify an historical “whole” (developments in 
black history and consciousness in the mid-twentieth century)—the “third level” does not 
so much represent the jazz past as turn to it as a wellspring for the development of new 
forms. It was on the third level that Davis located both his most fundamental debt to the 
“tradition” as well as his most novel and significant contribution to a new American 
opera. While these “new forms” appeared to critics as anything but innovative—as an 
overly reverent capitulation to another (European) tradition—this misrecognition (in 
Davis’s eyes) nevertheless nearly hits on what is most “contemporary” about them, which 
is to say, on the cultural work they perform in the present. The “third level” was a formal 
intervention into the tradition of  “real” (elite-, white-, or European-coded) opera that, I 
think, was meant to have contemporary socio-political relevance. Perhaps this formal 
intervention was often overlooked. But the more concrete institutional interventions that 
X represented were not. The commission and presentation of a work that valorized 
Malcolm X by a major opera company inspired considerable controversy. Jewish donors, 
angered at what they imagined would be valorization of a onetime anti-semite, withdrew 
support.93 (As if to assuage concerned audiences the City Opera’s program note included 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
93 According to one news report, “[Beverly] Sills [general director of the City Opera] said that some Jewish 
patrons withdrew their support and [sic] NYCO as a result and a number of normal sources of grants and 
donations were not made available. She reported that she is still short of the $400,000 the production cost.” 
“Opera About Malcolm X Opens in N.Y. Where It Got a Rousing, Standing Ovation,” The Baltimore Afro-
American October 11, 1986, 11.  
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the passage: “Operagoers need not fear that X will prove to be an evening of heavy 
political rhetoric. For what Anthony Davis’s vibrant opera deals with is Malcolm X’s 
remarkable life journey, and his personal growth and transformation.”)94 Moreover, the 
premiere of X was the first and last time that the New York City Opera attracted a 
significant black audience, estimated at around fifty percent.95 Rather than neatly 
distinguishing between the formal and socio-cultural interventions represented by X, we 
should appreciate their tight entwinement. For here “form” is not simply a kind of 
metaphor of the opera’s intended institutional intervention, but its precondition: in order 
to get into the opera hall, X had to be suitably, traditionally, operatic.  
 
The next chapter explores the work of Robert Ashley, who also saw Ellington as a 
guiding inspiration for “American opera,” but took a very different lesson from him: the 




	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
94 New York City Opera program note by Mary Lou Humphrey. In New York Public Library Rhoda 
Levine Papers Box 62, Folder 2.  
 
95 Perhaps the percent was higher. In his conversation with Davis and Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Samuel 
Delany says, “The premiere night for X had very much the sense of an Event. It was impressive to go into 
Lincoln Center and see three-quarters of the audience black. For me, that was a truly marvelous thing!” 
Delany, “A Conversation with Anthony Davis,” 298. 
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Example 3.1: Act 1, measures 17-26. Opening (following sixteen bar instrumental passage) of 
The Visitation. The bottom line with chord changes maps Bessie Smith’s “Nobody Knows When 
You’re Down and Out,” to which the orchestra should sync
227
Example 3.2: Act 2, measures 412-420. The division of the twelve-tone row among the clarinet, alto 
saxophone, trumpet, and bass can be seen in measure 419.  
228
Example 3.3 (part 1): Act 2, measures 546-57. As Teena looks “coyly at C. J.” we hear the alto saxo-
phone play six pitches from a row, with a suggestive glissando of a minor-7th. 
Example 3.3 (part 2): Act 2, measures 810-817 (very end of the act). The jazz combo is “en-
gulfed” by the three twelve-tone complexes in the orchestra. 
229
Example 3.4: (Top) Act 1, measures 473-483. First strains of “Juke Box” music. (Bottom) Act 1, 
measure 512-15. Beginning of second “Juke Box” tune.
230
Example 3.6: Act 3, measures 530-542, close to the very end. Dixieland-style jazz onstage. 
Example 3.5: Act 3, measures 274-286. Nightclub band at Pulisi’s. 
231
Example 3.7: Act 1, measures 1-4, immediately following overture.“Stravinsky” motif (my designa-
tion) in X. Originally found in “Little Richard’s New Wave” in Hemispheres. 
Example 3.8: Act 1, measures 65-68. “Stravinsky” motif with 11/4 figure on piano (also on marimba, 
not shown). This is just an excerpt from the full page. 
232
Example 3.9: Act 1, measures 734-737. Harmonies resembling “Stravinsky” motif, but di-















































































































































































































































Chapter 4  
 
“Meanwhile, Let’s Go Back in Time”: 




















Robert Ashley wrote that, although he is generally loathe to criticize other composers, he 
has nevertheless “railed at” his contemporaries for writing operas about “famous 
‘issues,’” “great cultural moments,” politicians, and celebrities. His own works, often 
derived from personal experiences or stories told to him by friends, reflect his stated 
preference for opera that concerns the lives of “‘ordinary’ people.”1 Accompanying his 
aversion to the subject matter of much American opera was Ashley’s dissatisfaction with 
its fundamental techniques of representation, which, he argued, are predicated on a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 I have never been interested in mundane politics as a subject for opera. That is, international politics or 
famous ‘issues,’ which seem always to involve people who are forced by public opinion to behave in 
devious or dishonest ways. Or are simply evil. Television takes care of that in our society . . . .After the 
ONCE Group and on my own for the first time the operas became about ‘ordinary’ people. No celebrities, 
except imaginary ones.” Ashley, “Some Characteristics of My Music,” Outside of Time, 92. 
Why	   is	   it	   that	   the	   furthest	   reaching	  
truths	   about	   ourselves	   and	   the	   world	  
have	   to	   be	   stated	   in	   such	   a	   lopsided,	  
referentially	  indirect	  mode?	  
	  
-­‐Paul	   de	   Man,	   “Pascal’s	   Allegory	   of	  
Persuasion”	  
	  
When	   you	   hear	   people	   talk	   about	  metonymy,	  
metaphor,	   allegory,	   and	   other	   such	   names	   in	  
grammar,	  doesn’t	  it	  seem	  that	  they	  mean	  some	  
rare	  and	  exotic	  form	  of	  language?	  They	  are	  the	  
terms	   that	   apply	   to	   the	   babble	   of	   your	  
chambermaid.	  
	  
-­‐	  Montaigne,	  Essays	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composer-centric mode of composition that “restricts the composer to speaking about the 
past only.” He wrote: 
[In Perfect Lives] I haven’t composed melodies or harmonies or entrances or 
orchestration, because I have found the approach difficult precisely in the area of 
storytelling or “opera” in that the product of that approach is archetypically a 
revisionist history, rooted in memory and prejudice, and restricts the composer to 
speaking about the past only (or, apparently so, considering the contemporary 
repertoire). The idea of storytelling modeled on the technology of the electronic 
media, a gathering of actualities, seems more relevant, bypassing the past, and 
interesting to me. The techniques of the traditional role for the composer seem to 
me inextricably involved in maintaining the past as a field of understanding, that 
is, “modernism.” I find the idea of a single vision, the idea of the “auteur,” 
incompatible with the demands of maintaining a mode of actuality.2 
 
Indeed, Ashley became convinced in the mid-1970s that opera’s future lay in television.3 
But unlike those composers who sought to imbricate the televisual with dramatic and 
musical principles drawn from eighteenth- and nineteenth-century forms of opera, he saw 
in television a medium that demanded a fundamental overhaul of operatic procedures and 
compositional technique. First and foremost, Ashley argued, this is because television 
breaks with the centuries-old grip of “representation.” What is the non-representational, 
televisual modality Ashley wished to achieve in his opera? What did he mean by those 
mysterious phrases: “a gathering of actualities”; “a mode of actuality”?  
Of course, Ashley was far from alone among practitioners of twentieth-century 
theater in disavowing representation. Nor will his invocation of “actualities” sound 
entirely foreign to anyone familiar with the various turns in the expanded field of theater 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Ashley, “And so it Goes, Depending,” Outside of Time, 228. 
  
3 In a 1991 interview with Kyle Gann, Ashley said: “I put my pieces in television format because I believe 
that’s really the only possibility for music. But I don’t believe that this recent fashion of American 
composers trying to imitate stage opera from Europe means anything. It’s not going to go anywhere. We 
don’t have any tradition.” Kyle Gann, “Shouting at the Dead,” Village Voice 36 (41) (October 8, 1991), 89. 
Quoted in: Kyle Gann, Robert Ashley (Urbana, Chicago, and Springfield: University of Illinois Press, 
2012), 2.  
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since the 1950s against naturalism, illusionism, or narrative, and toward new forms of 
performative immanence. “Actualities,” for example, might bring to mind director and 
performance theorist Richard Schechner’s approximately contemporaneous discussion of 
“actuals.” Schechner uses the term (borrowed from Allan Kaprow) to designate an 
alternative to the paradigm of mimetic representation, which, he claims, implies a 
temporal ideology that constitutes the very basis of Western art. “The root idea of 
mimesis,” he writes, is that “[art] always ‘comes after’ experience,” adding that “the 
separation of art and life is built into the idea of mimesis.”4 Against this mimetic practice, 
“an ‘actual,’” for Schechner, is art understood not as imitation or representation but as the 
event itself. Similarly, Ashley distinguished a “mode of actuality” from the field of 
representation in respect to temporality. The “gathering of actualities” is opposed to 
“revisionist history,” to “memory”—it should even “bypass the past” itself. And if 
television is the model for this conception of storytelling, this is because television—
although notably mediated—is nevertheless for Ashley the paradigmatic medium of “real 
time.” That, he wrote, is its “greatness.”5    
But, as I noted in the introduction, in Ashley’s trilogy, not only is the past not 
bypassed, it seems to crop-up everywhere, in microcosmic and macrocosmic magnitudes. 
Like an American Proust—a compliment the composer once paid poet and novelist Keith 
Waldrop—Ashley probed the processes of memory as one of his thematic obsessions. 
(Giordano Bruno, the sixteenth-century philosopher of occult memory techniques, is a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 Richard Schechner, Performance Theory (New York: Routledge, 2003 [1977, original edition as Essays 
on Performance Theory]), 29.  
 
5 “I like the feeling of first decisions, unreconsidered, un‘cut.’....In television only the awesome power of 
our fascination with ‘sports’ has held back the death grip of the film mentality . . . .The fact is: real-time is 
more difficult (read: ‘money’). But the evidence is that real-time is the greatness of television.” Ashley, 
“And so it Goes, Depending,” Outside of Time, 236. 
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recurring figure in the cycle.) Fragments from his own life are strewn throughout the 
libretti—references to childhood neighbors, family tales, and overheard anecdotes. 
Perhaps these fragile bits of personal memory are easy enough to reconcile with Ashley’s 
rejection of “great cultural moments” and “revisionist history,” but what are we to make 
of the grand historical narrative imputed to the operas by none other than the composer? 
The entire cycle forms, in Ashley’s words, “a kind of history of America,” a multitiered 
epic depicting the “movement of American ‘consciousness’ across the continent.”6  
Ashley explained the historical dimension of the trilogy in the language of 
allegory, in fact, as an allegory of language: the shifts that the American consciousness 
undergoes in the course of migration are signified by the use of different storytelling 
forms. Atalanta (Acts of God) exemplifies the “anecdote,” formally corresponding to the 
stories of the “Old World” told by newly arrived immigrants on the east coast; in Perfect 
Lives anecdote has splintered into “sayings,” which point to the onset of New World 
amnesia in the great plains of the Midwest; finally, the four operas that jointly form the 
third installment of the trilogy—the Now Eleanor’s Idea tetralogy: Improvement (Don 
Leave Linda), eL/Aficionado, Foreign Experiences, and Now Eleanor’s Idea—consist of 
an atomized form of speech that depicts the linguistic consciousness of the West coast, 
where names, severed from original meanings, wait to be synthesized into a new 
American language.7 
But would not the rejection of “representation” especially preclude allegory? 
Although the allegorical is often distinguished from the mimetic, surely it is a 
representational mode. Indeed, in the course of the twentieth century allegory underwent 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Ashley, “A Kind of History of America—A Grand Opera Tetralogy,” Outside of Time, 292. 
 
7 See also Ashley, “Robert Ashley Talks About Perfect Lives,” Perfect Lives, 152-53. 
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a remarkable rehabilitation and became, in the eyes of many critics contemporary with 
Ashley, the paradigm of all representation: one thing that stands for another in a 
relationship of arbitrariness and supplementarity.8 What could be more opposed to the 
implicit presentness of “actuality” than allegorical substitution? And isn’t the concept of 
representation as a pointing to meanings that are not made manifestly “present” 
intimately tied to an idea of the past? Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht suggests that the 
Reformation’s reconceptualization of the ritual of the Eucharist as an allegorical 
representation rather than actual presentation of substance opened up a sense of temporal 
and spatial distance that was concomitant with the emergence of historicity itself.9 Walter 
Benjamin, who set the modern revaluation of allegory in motion with The Origin of 
German Tragic Drama, conceived of the allegorist’s activity as a radical intervention 
(later described as a “tiger’s leap”) into the past through the projection of new meanings 
onto the dessicated “body” of signs and images that time had drained of whatever 
significance they once illusorily bore.10 How, then, do actuality and allegory confront 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 I borrow the phrase “rehabilitation of allegory” from a section in Gadamer’s Truth and Method. Hans-
Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, trans. Joel Weinsheimer and Donald G. Marshall (second, revised 
edition), (London and New York: Continuum Publishing Group, 1989/2004), 61-70. For a characterization 
of allegory as the basic principle of representation (quite representative of much critical discourse in the 
1970s and 1980s) see: Stephen Greenblatt, “Introduction,” Allegory and Representation: Selected Papers 
from the English Institute, 1979-80, ed. Stephen Greenblatt, (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins 
University Press), vii-xii.  
 
9 Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht, Production of Presence: What Meaning Cannot Convey (Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 2003), 30. “It was only now that the temporal distance that separated each individual 
mass from the Last Supper as its point of reference began to turn into an unbridgeable ‘historical distance,’ 
and here we begin to understand that a connection exists between the emerging, specifically modern 
conception of signification and the dimension of historicity—as a conquest of modernity. For in modern 
understanding, signs at least potentially leave the substances that they evoke at a temporal and spatial 
distance.” Gumbrecht does not in fact use the term “allegorical,” but his description of the “modern 
conception of signification” accords with how theorists since the nineteenth century have discussed 
allegorical signification.  
 
10 Walter Benjamin, The Origin of German Tragic Drama, trans. John Osborne (New York and London: 
Verso/New Left Books), passim, but see, for example, 166.  
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each other in Ashley’s operas, and what “kind of history” does this yield? These are the 
central questions I seek to unfold in this article.   
As a clue to the trajectory of my argument, I should note that a transition from an 
allegorical technique to a kind of magical process of actualization might be taken as the 
theme of a book that arguably exerted a greater influence on Ashley’s trilogy than any 
other single work: Frances Yates’s 1966 classic, The Art of Memory. Yates’s thesis 
concerns the historical transformation of “memory techniques” from the secular, 
mnemonic systems of Antiquity to the occult use of “seals” by Giordano Bruno and other 
masters of Renaissance magic. The former could be viewed as an exemplary instance of 
allegory—a mechanistic encoding process in which one thing arbitrarily stands for 
another—and the latter as the Neoplatonist forerunner to that traditional antithesis of 
allegory, the Romantic “symbol,” in which signifier and signified form an instantaneous, 
mystical totality.11 Indeed, Ashley’s dual fascination with codes and encryption, on one 
hand, and with Neoplatonist similitudes, on the other, is readily apparent throughout the 
trilogy. Thus, after first dissecting the eminently secular semiotic self-reflexivity in 
Ashley’s work, my analysis will have to eventually countenance the possibility of an 
underlying magical hermeneutics.   
The Art of Memory might first provide a hint about how to begin. Yates places 
particular emphasis upon memory as a practice or performance. Likewise, if memory is a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 
11 In fact, in a bit of historical irony, all that the Romantics had claimed for the “symbol”—translucence 
(Coleridge’s term), immediacy, immanence—and which they had opposed to the mechanical artifice of 
allegory, had been derived from an older allegorical tradition rooted in Neoplatonism. In this tradition, the 
emblem is not the signifier that “stands for” another thing, but a piece of a great interconnected cosmos—
part of a “tiered ontology,” in the words of Peter T. Struck—in which all things radiate out of the “One.”   
See: Peter T. Struck, “Allegory and Ascent in Neoplatonism,” in The Cambridge Companion to Allegory, 
ed. Rita Copeland and Peter T. Struck (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 59. See also: Rita 
Copeland and Peter T. Struck, “Introduction” in The Cambridge Companion to Allegory, 1-11, especially 9.  
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central theme of Ashley’s trilogy, it is memory in its declarative phase,12 as the verbal 
performance of storytelling or song, that constitutes the reflexive object of Ashley’s 
allegory. My first step, then, is to discern how the vehicle of “performance” becomes its 
own reference. I approach this question in the first section through an examination of the 
process by which an unusual type of character—what I will call a “performer-
character”—comes into being. In the following section (“It Was a Boring Idea Anyway”), 
I turn to the structure of the stories that these performer-characters both tell and exist 
within. Here I interpret the exceedingly complex narrative scheme of Ashley’s trilogy as 
a kind of allegorical riddle about time. But while this riddle, as I formulate it, ultimately 
demands that we reflect on our temporal experience of sound, the dominant tradition of 
allegorical theory has always subordinated the sensory and the experiential to the 
meaningful. This distinction is especially inadequate to help interpret a body of work in 
which an entrancing, bewildering, almost uninterrupted flow of rapidly-delivered words 
hovering between speech and song simultaneously foregrounds and obstructs linguistic 
meaning, a dialectic that is, moreover, thematized in the characters’ often muddled 
exegeses on the relation between the sonorous and semantic. Thus, rather than capitulate 
to the division between the sensuous and the meaningful, in the third section (“A Long 
Whining Sound”), I argue that language becomes self-allegorizing in Ashley’s operas in a 
distinctly experiential modality, namely, in the perception of a comic battle between 
meaning and sound lodged within the voiced word. In the final section, “The Assault of 
the Present on the Rest of Time,” I attempt to draw together the figure of the performer-
character from the first section, the thematics of time from the second, and the sonic-
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 I borrow the phrase from Paul Ricoeur: “In its declarative phase, memory enters into the region of 
language . . . ” Paul Ricoeur, Memory, History, Forgetting, trans. Kathleen Blamey and David Pellauer 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 129. 
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semantic interplay from the third in order to interpret the allegory of storytelling upon 
which the cycle’s message about history and the present depends. 
An additional word: to this day, and much to the composer’s chagrin, Perfect 
Lives is the only one of Ashley’s operas that was produced in full and broadcast as a 
television work. Thus, despite my emphasis on the importance of television for Ashley’s 
work, my argument almost entirely concerns sound and text so that I might coherently 
interpret the cycle as a whole. 
 
I – The Performer-Character 
“A group of so-called fictitious characters  
is just as bad as a group of so-called real ones.” 
--Robert Ashley, Celestial Excursions 
 
In an interview Ashley conducted with Morton Feldman in 1963, Feldman observes, with 
some remorse, that although the project of indeterminate composition that he and Cage 
spearheaded in the early 1950s had been intended to free sound as an end in itself, it had 
been misunderstood and instead “emancipated the musician, the performer.” Ashley says 
that the “inheritance” of this misunderstanding can be seen in a tendency toward “real 
‘image making,’” an  “imagery of personality” in the work of younger experimental 
American composers.13 Around the same time, Ashley was developing a form of 
collaborative opera with the ONCE Group that was meant to foreground the “real” 
personality of the performers. Retrospectively describing this work, he wrote, “Certainly 
the idea of making music with ‘characters’ started with my work with the ONCE Group. 
It was a peculiar beginning in that I was not working with ‘opera singers.’ I was working 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




with real people, who had real character. For some instinctive reason I never, for a 
moment, asked any of them to be someone other than who they were. They were simply 
friends doing musical things. It didn’t take us long to realize that this was an unusual 
approach to ‘opera.’”14   
Elsewhere, Ashley named the great midcentury jazz bands, Duke Ellington’s in 
particular, as his model. “In big-band jazz,” he wrote, “there were these characters in the 
band, and people would go to see the bands in order to follow those characters. I’ve 
always regarded those bands as proto-operas, and very American in form.”15 Although 
Ashley freely plays with multiple valences of the term “character,” it is hard to imagine 
how his conception of opera as “a kind of documentary of character”16 rooted in the 
personality of real people eventually led to an immense allegorical cycle populated by a 
cast of apparently illusory or fictive beings. In other words, my initial dichotomy of 
actuality and allegory might be further bifurcated: actuality is set against the 
representation of the past, but it would also appear inimical to the representation of the 
imaginary. To begin unraveling these oppositions, we might first ask just what kind of 
“character” we are dealing with. 
The distinct type of character encountered in the trilogy gradually emerges from a 
unique method of improvisatory speech composition that Ashley would call the 
“template” approach. He first employed the term in reference to his piece Automatic 
Writing (1975-79), a recording that documents a forty-eight minute “performance” of his 
own involuntary speech. In a 1979 radio interview Ashley said, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 Ashley, “Stories from Real Life – Music with “Characters,” Outside of Time, 154.  
 
15 Ashley, “Robert Ashley Talks About Perfect Lives,” 184.  
 
16 Ashley “Stories from Real Life,” 154. 
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It [the “template” idea] comes from the period of the record Automatic Writing when I 
recognized that there were certain kinds of phrases that I said to myself. I actually 
repeated them. They cycled themselves in my immediate consciousness; they weren’t 
even subconscious. They were pretty much there all the time.” There were four of these 
phrases, each with four syllables: “fuckin’ clever,” “the Varispeed,” “I wanted to,” and 
“you guys are all . . . ” Ashley seems to have chosen the term “template” because in each 
phrase he discerned a melodic and rhythmic profile that he could tap into and use as a 
framework to speak in, the way, he explained, a musician “might use a [harmonic or 
melodic] mode.”17 Automatic Writing, he continued, was an “attempt on my part to 
‘produce’ that character on tape. I wanted to produce the character that was using those 
templates on tape.” So the composer identifies an unintentional activity in his mind, a 
propensity to hear or say certain phrases. Like a composer should, he investigates their 
musical content. Things get a little weird: from this content he derives a template that he 
can “use” by isolating the original, unintentional impulse and regarding it as a separate 
“character.”  Clearly, this sonic manifestation is not a fictive character in any ordinary 
sense, but the next compositional step in the production of Automatic Writing does at 
least suggest the invention of an imaginary “world.” Ashley created three additional 
“characters”—“articulations” (minute clicks and pops) played on a Moog synthesizer, a 
French translation of the four-syllable phrases from the original track (spoken by Mimi 
Johnson), and a bed of organ harmonies—and had them join the first in what he called “a 
kind of opera in my imagination.”18  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 Radio Interview with Robert Ashley and Mimi Johnson, December 4, 1979. 
http://www.publicradio.org/tools/media/player/musicmavericks/archive_ashley 
 
18 Robert Ashley, Automatic Writing [CD liner notes] (New York: Lovely Music, Ltd., 1996 [1979]).  
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An apparent paradox underpins this whole process: namely, the attempt to 
consciously perform an involuntary action. (Ashley’s conviction that he had a mild case 
of Tourette’s Syndrome and his subsequent desire to explore its impact on his 
compositional “tendencies” was the impetus for this exercise.) Intertwined with Ashley’s 
confounding of involuntary and purposive acts is his blurring of the distinction between 
the utterances of a “real” self and those of an imagined character that one “plays.” With 
his trilogy, Ashley would return to these interlocking oppositions.  
The characters that inhabit the trilogy begin to appear with the 1977 recording 
Private Parts, later revised as the first and last episodes of Perfect Lives.19 Again Ashley 
used a form of the template approach in which he improvised on melodic and rhythmic 
speech patterns. “I’d go into a room,” he wrote, “close the door, and start singing. And 
then, when I couldn’t retain that image any longer, when I’d lost it, as it were, I’d stop.”20 
From this practice he derived a text, “portraits” of two people, identified only as “he” and 
“she” (ex. 4.1). Taking Private Parts as the starting point for a full-length television 
opera, Ashley continued to work with speech-song templates to write the text that would 
form the five additional episodes of Perfect Lives. He maintained that the very essence of 
the process was that he only gradually discovered where the story was headed as the 
words were generated through this real-time, sonically oriented technique.  
To return to my overarching concern, it is worth asking how this open-ended 
procedure could possibly have generated an allegorical work. After all, allegory is 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 In fact, Ashley first began to develop the material that became Private Parts as a script for a friend’s 
film project (a modern version of The Wizard of Oz). Eventually, the plan for the movie was abandoned, 
and Ashley used some of the writing he had generated for the recording of Private Parts. Interview with 
Robert Ashley, September 13, 2012, New York City.  
 
20 Ashley, “Talks About Perfect Lives,” Perfect Lives, 149.   
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commonly described as the most deliberate of arts, with its over-determined 
interpretation built into its structure from the beginning. In respect to Ashley’s methods, 
Benjamin’s conception of Baroque allegorical technique is more relevant. He memorably 
describes the allegorist’s tendency to “pile up [fragments] . . . ceaselessly, without any 
strict idea of a goal,” a phrase that nicely suits Ashley’s compositional technique and also 
resonates with the composer’s characterization of how his work might be experienced by 
an audience: “The details pile up, and finally there is a glimmer of the larger idea.”21 And 
there is a larger idea: as Ashley amassed the details of Perfect Lives they began to form 
both a story and a frame to account for the story’s telling, the whole of the opera 
apparently narrated from within itself through a series of embedded diegetic levels that 
are never quite explicable.  
This reflexive turn is crystallized with the appearance of a cast of named 
characters in the middle episodes, many of whom take turns as narrators; two are the 
musicians performing the songs that make up Perfect Lives itself: Raoul de Noget 
(retrospectively understood as the “he” from “The Park”)—a singer and the master 
ventriloquizer through whom all the other narrators speak—and Buddy, “The World’s  
Greatest Piano Player.” It is integral to Ashley’s operatic vision that when named 
characters finally appear in his work they are performers of one sort or another. Indeed, 
“performance” is the very point of connection between these illusionistic characters and 
the “real” character of real people. Ashley’s conception of “real” character was never 
predicated on the imagination of an individual’s irreducible essence but on what he called 
distinct “personality habits.” Like Ashley’s attempt to channel his own presumed 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 Benjamin, German Tragic Drama, 178.  
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Tourette’s in Automatic Writing, these habits bridge the involuntary and the consciously 
performative.22  
To better understand these personality habits, and their mediation through the 
figure of the performer-character, we need look no further than to Ashley’s two 
commercially released performances of “The Park.” In marked contrast with the 
performance on Private Parts (1977) in which he murmurs the lines in a strangely 
neutral, almost uninflected manner, 23 on Perfect Lives (1983) Ashley sings the text in a 
playful, colloquial, midwestern speech-song. He is presumably performing in the style of 
Raoul the singer, described in the opera as a “slightly seedy older man” and portrayed by 
Ashley in the television piece wearing a dapper white suit with bits of glitter in his gray 
hair. But if, with this idiosyncratic speech-song, Ashley gave birth to Raoul, he 
simultaneously created the template of sorts—the distinctive rhythms, stresses, and 
intonations—for the “real” Robert-Ashley-as-storyteller persona that he would draw on 
for his performances in multiple operas over the next three decades. Significantly, Ashley 
said that the initial transformation of his style from Private Parts to Perfect Lives resulted 
primarily from an unintended acquisition of “new habits” in the course of performing the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 Ashley used the phrase “personality habits” in the September 2012 interview. There is, perhaps, a deeper 
and stranger aspect of Ashley’s anti-essentialist conception of personality than that implicit in the idea of 
“personality habits.” This follows from his views on the significance of involuntary acts. On the one hand, 
involuntary acts as manifest in a set of “personality habits” are the characteristics that make an individual 
unique. They “belong” to that person, even if they are bound up with performance and artifice. On the other 
hand, involuntary acts such as those channeled in Automatic Writing seem to rupture the bonds of identity: 
it is as if they come from nowhere, or somewhere outside one’s own self. In this respect the deep influence 
of Julian Jaynes’ 1976 study, The Origins of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind, on 
Ashley’s work should be mentioned. Jaynes contends that “consciousness” as such developed much later in 
human history than generally believed. In Jaynes’ telling, consciousness, before it could be assimilated, 
announced itself to humankind as directives and admonishments perceived as if coming from elsewhere—
from what humans took to be the mouths of the gods.  
 
23 In the 1979 radio interview Ashley says of the performance on Private Parts: “I wrote the text and I tried 
a lot of different ways of saying it. The only one that I could really control, feel that I was participating in 
musically, that I wasn’t being taken over by some cultural idea, was that very monochromatic one, where 
there’s a monotone.”   
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piece “hundreds of times” over the three years between the two recordings.24  Moreover, 
he commented, although he was not entirely unaware of similarities in rhythm and 
phrasing across decades, these were more the product of habit than intention.25  
Just as Ashley developed and amplified his own performance habits through the figure of 
a performer-character, from Perfect Lives onward he gave his collaborators similar 
freedom. Inventing an intricate compositional scheme for which he preserved the name 
“template,” Ashley would write the text and devise structural, harmonic, and temporal 
blueprints for each opera. However, the material that would fill in these templates was 
developed in collaboration with members of what Ashley referred to as his “band.” 
Details of pitch, rhythm and performance style reflected the vocal proclivities of singers 
such as Joan La Barbara, Tom Buckner, Jacqueline Humbert, and Sam Ashley as 	  
refracted through their performer-character roles (ex. 4.2). Likewise, the instrumental 
performances and “electronic orchestra” tracks in the cycle were often the product of 
intensive collaboration. In Perfect Lives, for example, Ashley brought to the recording 
studio a selection of “sounds” on an electronic organ (e.g., drums, brass, strings) along 
with some programmed tempos and chord changes, many of which had previously been 
worked out with pianist “Blue” Gene Tyranny during a duo tour of the work. In 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 As an example of the longevity of these tropes in his performance, numerous echoes can be found in 
phrasing between Perfect Lives and one of Ashley’s most recent completed operas, Dust (1998):  (“It could 
be different . . . she thinks” [Perfect Lives]; “Now most of my friends could fix it up . . . you think”) [Dust]; 
(“preferring in this case . . . earth” [ Perfect Lives]; “Now that’s what I call . . . short” [Dust]. 
 
25 Interview September 2012: “So if you just keep doing it, it becomes funny. I don’t know how to say it. If 
you just keep doing it, obviously you’re telling jokes—you’re making jokes for your friends in the band. 
You’re making jokes that they understand that the audience would not understand. You’re also working 
with people . . . .You know Peter Gordon is an amazingly funny guy, oh beautiful brilliant guy. And Paul 
Shore, just a brilliantly funny guy. So you get funny, because you’re dealing with these guys who are 
lighthearted, you know? If you were with somebody more serious you’d probably go the other way. But 
when I’m working with Peter, and then with Paul Shore, and then with Tom Hamilton – you know, you 
gotta be lighthearted.” 
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consultation with Ashley and “Blue” Gene, Peter Gordon (playing the off-screen role of 
“Music Producer”) then made modifications and added layers to the electronic orchestra 
mix. Superimposed upon the orchestra was a piano track—a virtuosic amalgam of 
boogie-woogie, lounge music, and modernist jazz—composed and improvised by the 
inimitable “Blue” Gene in the guise of “Buddy.” 26 On this collaborative compositional 
conception, Ashley wrote:  
In PERFECT LIVES there are no ‘melodies’ or ‘harmonies’ or other traditional 
devices prescribed. There are only characters or, more specifically, individual 
performers telling the same story, as embodied in the templates, synchronously. In 
other words, there are no melodies other than the melodies invented by “Blue” 
Gene (as Buddy), or melodies invented by singers. Same for harmonies . . . . In 
other words, the process of composing the details of the parts (characters) begins 
with collaboration and agreement in the recording studio and ends (never ends) 
only in performance.27 
 
With the appearance of the performer-character—a figure that would elicit a performance 
of “real” character while thematizing its status as performance—a distinct reflexivity 
entered Ashley’s work, as well as a narrative dimension almost entirely absent from his 
earlier pieces: The performer-characters exist in some kind of diegetic “world” in which, 
or about which, they are constantly telling stories. Thus, in order to further dissect those 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 In an email correspondence, in which Ashley clarified the basic collaborative procedures used in Perfect 
Lives summarized above, Ashley adds: “This kind of collaboration is absolutely standard practice in the 
popular music world. There is not an exception to this way of working. But it had not, to my knowledge, 
been done in any way in the "avant-garde" music I seemed to represent . . . .(You can understand, too, that 
this is a more "expensive" way of working than just writing everything down in advance and hoping it is 
good. But I put it in the budget for Perfect Lives because I knew that was the way the opera had to be 
made.) . . . .I'm not trying just to claim some part of the composing process that I didn't do. I just want 
readers to understand. I want them to understand the idea of a way of working, which is sadly neglected in 
the world I work in now. The idea is important because (1) it is an up-to-date way of doing things — which 
is important to me — and (2) it's unique to Perfect Lives. And in a deep sense it's the way I've been 
composing throughout my career. The ONCE Group pieces come from that way of working. Atalanta (Acts 
of God) was almost entirely presented to the audience in that way of working. And the Now Eleanor's 
Idea set of operas used a lot of that way of working, even though I decided to compose more of the details 
of those operas myself because the ideas for the scores are complicated and because I could never have 
afforded to work in another way.” 
 




pairs of oppositions (“present/past” and “real/imaginary”) that jointly constitute the 
tension between actuality and allegory, we must turn to the level of narrative.  
 
II – “It was a Boring Idea Anyway”  
As anyone who has heard one of Ashley’s operas would likely point out, despite my use 
of terms like “narrative” and “story,” it is very hard to describe what is happening in the 
trilogy at all. Ashley himself has called into question the value of “plot,” which, he wrote, 
“requires a lot of ‘exposition.’ We have to keep being reminded of what is happening. I 
don’t have time to do that, and it’s not interesting to work on.”28 But not only is each 
opera in the trilogy full of stories told by the performer-characters, Ashley has also 
invented a scheme that places each opera into an overarching narrative, which I’ll call the 
“master plot.” This master plot centers upon a single event, a bank robbery of a sort: 
money is stolen, but for the sole purpose of being returned (“the perfect crime,” Ashley 
wrote). The stories that comprise Perfect Lives revolve around this heist, featuring the 
midwestern town where it occurs and some of the local and “foreign” characters 
involved. With the operas that Ashley wrote after Perfect Lives, the master plot is 
scarcely alluded to in the stories themselves, which is to say, in the stories that we are 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 Kyle Gann points out that Ashley makes “a distinction between plot and storytelling,” and quotes the 
composer: “At the opera I am transported to a place and time where there is no disorder. There is disorder 
on stage, and it is called melodrama. We don’t believe it. This is important: that we don’t believe it. We do 
believe . . . what happens in the movies . . . Therefore, opera can have no plot. It is foolish to argue that 
opera—any opera—can have a plot; that is, that the ‘characters’ and their apparent ‘actions’ and the 
apparent ‘consequences’ are related in any way. Opera can be story-telling only. That the story-telling 
happens on stage and that musicians are making music in the pit (to reinforce the story told) is entirely 
coincidental. That story might as well be told at the kitchen table with a crazy aunt and uncle as the soprano 
and tenor.” Ashley, “A New Kind of Opera – Contemporary Opera in the United States,” Outside of Time, 




told within the operas.29 Instead, the plot functions as a kind of framing device, spelled 
out in some detail in liner notes and commentary, to account for where the stories come 
from. Atalanta (Acts of God), for example, fits into the bank robbery plot only though a 
rationale—“flimsy to the point of being facetious”—devised after the fact, and not even 
by Ashley but by videographer Lawrence Brickman, who had directed that work’s video 
“trailer,” Atalanta Strategy.30 In the account Brickman came up with and Ashley adopted, 
a flying saucer, having missed its appointed mark by eight thousand years, arrives in the 
town where Perfect Lives takes place at the precise moment of the bank robbery.31 What 
we actually see and hear in Atalanta (Acts of God) are said to be the “visions” that three 
bank tellers have in the moment that the money is found missing.  
The bank heist is again the link between the Now Eleanor’s Idea tetralogy and the 
preceding two operas.  Ashley wrote that, on the night following the robbery, four 
characters—Eleanor, who witnessed the event as a teller at the bank; her friend Linda; 
Linda’s husband, Don Jr.; and their son, Junior Jr.—dream at the same time. Each dream 
constitutes one of the four operas.32 His wariness of “plot” notwithstanding, Ashley was 
fascinated by storytelling—the process of revision, getting the telling right—and we may 
begin to suspect that the master plot itself is an evolving story that he has been telling 
over and over, in lectures, interviews, and essays, in a playfully futile endeavor to forge 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 The last opera of the tetralogy, Now Eleanor’s Idea, is a notable exception. 
 
30 Ashley, “A New Kind of Opera – Contemporary Opera in the United States,” Outside of Time, 134. 
 
31 For more details see: Ashley, “Robert Ashley Talks About Perfect Lives,” 176-77.  
 
32 “The four dreams are coincidental. That is, they are running at the same time and they arise from, or are 
governed by, the same external circumstances—which we cannot interpret, except indirectly: for instance, 




into a coherent whole bits and pieces that will never fit together. In a trump move that 
sends the whole cycle spinning into a mise en abyme, Ashley, apparently inspired by 
Brickman’s take on Atalanta (Acts of God), proposed that the events of Perfect Lives—
including, presumably, the bank robbery itself—are the vision of a fourth bank teller 
during the moment of the robbery.33  
Given the confusing temporality that results from embedding all the cycle’s 
stories within dreams and visions, it is fair to ask whether anything has “happened” at all. 
Indeed, Ashley’s method of unfolding narrative and musical time might be placed within 
an allegorical tradition of suspended temporality—what Craig Owens called allegory’s 
essentially “static,” “counter-narrative” form, and what Angus Fletcher before him 
described as the mode’s propensity to progress “with an ‘apparent motion,’ making the 
circular movements of the Wheel of Fortune.”34 Although it does not follow that an 
allegory with a static construction is therefore about the stasis of time,35 my argument in 
this section is that through a combination of features—narrative (or counternarrative), 
musical, and conceptual—each opera in Ashley’s cycle does indeed make time an 
explicit and thematic concern. More specifically, each opera depicts a variation on an 
encounter between the temporal and atemporal and seems to pose a question about the 
existence of time as such. The master plot itself points to this dialectic: everything 
transpires as a series of nonoccurrences, four simultaneous visions mirrored by four 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 Ibid., 177.  
 
34 Owens, “The Allegorical Impulse” [part 1], 72. Angus Fletcher, Allegory: The Theory of a Symbolic 
Mode, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2012), 295.  The use of dreams and visions as a frame is 
in fact a classic allegorical technique. John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress is one notable example. 
 
35 Paul de Man, for example, observes that allegory is “sequential and narrative, yet the topic of its 
narration is not necessarily temporal at all.” Paul de Man, “Pascal’s Allegory of Persuasion,” Allegory and 
Representation, 1.  
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simultaneous dreams, emanating out of a “moment” that is referred to but never quite 
depicted, a missing center that is either the only “real” temporal event or itself not in time 
at all. I will interpret this as a fable of the classic aporia in the philosophy of time: the 
point-like present seems to be both the irreducible essence of real time and a phenomenon 
that never appears as such. In what I hope will double as an engaging introduction to 
these works for a reader unfamiliar with them, I begin with a reading of the trilogy’s 
temporal vexations, focusing in turn on Perfect Lives, Atalanta (Acts of God), and the 
Now Eleanor’s Idea tetralogy.  
 
Perfect Lives 
The seven twenty-five-minute episodes of Perfect Lives chart twelve hours of one day in 
slightly shuffled order: “The Park” (11 a.m.), “The Supermarket” (3 p.m.), “The Bank” (1 
p.m.), “The Bar” (11 p.m.), “The Living Room” (9 p.m.), “The Church” (5 p.m.), and 
“The Backyard” (7 pm). It is a day of many stories: about our musician heroes Raoul and 
Buddy; a pair of “old folks” (a clandestine couple) from the retirement home wandering 
through a supermarket; Rodney the bartender and Baby, his boogie-woogie–playing wife; 
the Sheriff and his wife; the “Captain of The Football Team” and his friend Dwayne, 
along for the ride with their high school classmates Ed and Gwyn, who have snuck off to 
Indiana to elope (notice the prominence of pairs); and, at the heart of all this, the bank 
job. Composed of digressions, jump cuts, successions of ellipses, and numerous 
oscillations in narrative voice, the stories run roughshod over the ostensibly schematic 
plotting of time and locale.  
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The unstable temporal flow often corresponds to narrated camera movements. At 
the very end of the second episode, a slow “zoom in” initiates a condensation of the story 
of the “old folks”: “now we zoom in slowly as we approach / we come to know more and 
more about their situation.” (As if parodying Ashley’s lack of interest in plot, the two-
person chorus sung by David van Tieghem and Jill Kroesen keeps interjecting: “This is 
not very interesting, I know.”) A “close-up” on bartender Rodney’s tattooed arm at the 
beginning of the fourth episode inspires a double movement back in time to pasts of 
contrasting scales, a juxtaposition of the macrocosmic and microcosmic that we see often 
in Ashley’s work: first a history of cosmic origins (“In the beginning / There were 
rocks”), and then a story still in the town’s living memory about Rodney’s time in the 
army during the “good old days,” after which the camera pulls back from the arm and 
returns us to the present: “We start a long, a slow, / Release from Rodney and his history. 
/ A pulling back, as they say. / Widening the shot. An unfolding. / The world streams in 
the edges. / I know what I’m doing. / This is heaven. No, not yet. / This is just the bar.” 
Elsewhere in Perfect Lives narrating voices—all channeled through Ashley/Raoul—
might lurch us into the past (“Meanwhile, let’s go back in time”), or, equally abruptly, 
pivot into a present that breaks the already tenuous semblance of a diegetic frame (“This 
is an interruption. Now listen carefully. / What I’m telling you is true. While I am typing 
this, whatever it is, / The phone rings . . . ”)  
However, these jumps through narrative time are but the mercurial surface (if the 
“plot” can be considered a surface) of deeper musical structures that hint at a poetics of 
cyclicity, sameness-in-change, and timelessness. Together the seven episodes form an 
arc; the language tends to get denser (more syllables per second) from one episode to the 
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next, reaching a climax in the sixth episode before relaxing in the last. Each individual 
episode is composed of numerous, quilted-together subsections (Ashley calls them 
“songs”), a patchwork construction that is given a sense of unity through cyclic processes 
that run within and across these songs (ex. 4.3). Furthermore, each episode is constructed 
according to an architectonic principle of sameness-in-difference: suggesting a fractal 
logic, the divisions of each episode—the subsections—are to be proportionally refracted 
in increasingly minute nested parts, “from the whole,” Ashley wrote, “to the smallest 
practical unit of measure,” so that the “smallest unit of measurement restat[es] the opera 
as a whole” (ex. 4.4).36 Again pointing to the principle of sameness-in-difference, each 
episode is in a different meter, but the tempos are all derived from a 72-BPM (beats per 
minute) pulse.37 On his choice of meters, Ashley explained his affinity for asymmetrical 
time signatures in particular: “I mean, if you get things going in say, thirteen, there is no 
time . . . .Or if you do things in sevens, you can just keep turning over that three and four 
forever . . . ”38 Considered in conjunction, the arc form, cyclic processes, fractal-esque 
structures, and “timeless” meters, embed a question that the entire opera works through, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 
36 “The Magic of Collaboration – PERFECT LIVES and the ‘Template,’” Outside of Time, 255-56. Ashley 
further explains: “Within each of these sections the template of the whole opera is reproduced in a 
subdivision of the total number of beats in the section: for example, Episode One has two long sections of 
approximately the same number of beats, followed by a brief ‘coda’ of a much smaller number of beats; 
within the two larger sections and within the coda the template of the whole opera—with its changes from 
monologue to dialogue to chorus, et cetera—is reproduced, measured in pure duration, down to one sixty-
fourth of a beat. In other words, while the number of beats within a section changes from section to section, 
the proportions of the whole opera are reproduced within the section.” (266).   
 
37 Gann gives the meters and provides details: The Park – 13 (8+5); The Supermarket – 5; The Bank – 9 (5 
+ 4, 4 + 5, alternating when the narrative jumps to the future); 7 (4 + 3, 3 + 4, depending on whether Buddy 
or Raoul is speaking); The Living Room – 4 (in triplets); The Church – 4; The Backyard – triplet in 5- and 
4-beat lines. See: Gann, Robert Ashley, 62-63.  
 
38 “Robert Ashley Talks About Perfect Lives,” 162 [emphasis Ashley’s].  
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and indeed asks more or less overtly in a number of passages: How can something endure 
within change? Or, reciprocally: How can there be change within identity?  
Ruminations on the dialectic of eternity and change emerge throughout Perfect 
Lives. In the first episode, two men sitting in the park “make a great division between that 
which is/ impermanent / and that which is permanent.” Later in that episode someone 
wonders “how it comes to you that the light has changed.” What seems at first a problem 
of perception (“How can it begin to change? How can the beginning go unnoticed”) is 
reinterpreted a moment later as an existential question (“How can we pass from one state 
to another?”). As Kyle Gann observes, all these passages are allusions to the Bardo 
Thodol, the “Tibetan Book of the Dead,” a text that is to be intoned into the ear of the 
recently departed to guide his or her soul to the place where it may be reborn.39 Indeed 
the whole of Perfect Lives could be understood, in the words of John Sanborn, as “a 
comic opera about reincarnation.” Change rendered nonchange, subsumed in a cycle, 
echoes throughout: the bank robbery in which the money is taken only for the purpose of 
being returned; a marriage ceremony that is simultaneously a funeral. But 
counterpointing these images of the cyclical and eternal are numerous stories or 
utterances in a distinctly nostalgic register on the inexorability of time and change: on the 
way to Gwyn and Ed’s wedding, The Captain of The Football Team and Dwayne realize 
with some regret that the days of imagining the bride “naked in the summer dress” are 
soon to be “gone forever”; we learn from some voice of the town that Rodney the 
bartender was “never the same after he came back [from war], y’know.” And if these 
passages sound like clichés borrowed from movies, television, or pop songs, perhaps this 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
39 Kyle Gann, “Foreward,” Perfect Lives, xiii. 
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hints at the presence of yet another form of cyclicity, a meta-cyclicity: Perfect Lives is 
thoroughly saturated with tropes of postwar popular entertainment (including its soap-
opera-esque title) that, endlessly recycled in mass media, linger in several generations of 
Americans’ communal memory.40  
The opera concludes with one last superimposition of change upon nonchange. 
We are left in “The Backyard” in the midwestern town. The neighbors gather to watch 
the sunset. Ashley’s murmuring traces the “weird curve” of two orbits (“She is circling, 
We are circling”) in ritualistically repetitive but ever so slightly changing paratactic 
phrases and cycles of numbers. A gradual change of light signifies the final stage of 
reincarnation before the opera ends on a question and a statement of uncertainty: “Dear 
George, what’s going on? / I’m not the same person that I used to be” (ex. 4.5).   
 
Atalanta (Acts of God) 
While Perfect Lives could be interpreted as a temporal drama played out between cyclical 
and linear progression, the narrative and structural plan of Atalanta (Acts of God) implies 
a more complete disintegration of time. Nearly inexplicable as far as plot is concerned, 
the opera is composed of a dizzying collection of stories constructed around two themes 
(one is that “the Law” is expressed in architecture; the second concerns “the idea of 
‘showing off’”) and three myths (the Greek myth of Atalanta, the orientalist myth of the 
odalisque, and the modern myth of the flying saucer), all anchored by the gravitational 
centers of three figures: Max Ernst, Willard Reynolds (Ashley’s uncle), and Bud Powell, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
40 I owe this last insight to Arman Schwartz. Once again, Benjamin’s figure of the fragment-piling 
allegorist might be invoked. The full quotation excerpted above reads: “For it is common practice in the 
literature of the baroque to pile up fragments ceaselessly, without any strict idea of a goal, and, in the 
unremitting expectation of a miracle, to take the repetition of stereotypes for a process of intensification.” 
[emphasis mine] Benjamin, German Tragic Drama, 178.  
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who stand for image, word, and music, respectively.41 These figures never appear as 
characters, and in his afterword accompanying the published libretto—which is tellingly 
prefaced by a “proverb,” “a lot of explaining can spoil anything”—Ashley writes, “In the 
way it works today, a plot is simply the reason that the singing characters are all in the 
same place at the same time. In Atalanta (Acts of God) that reason is not quite clear, even 
to me, and so I haven’t named or otherwise defined the singing characters.”42 Indeed, we 
hear numerous absurd accounts throughout the opera about what is really supposed to be 
happening. According to one conceit, the entirety of the work comes from a recently 
discovered “manuscript” of a television opera from the 1940s.43  
Text material is splintered, condensed, and recycled throughout an opera that 
Ashley imagined as a collection of stories told “endlessly” by mythical characters. 44 He 
wrote that “all stories” told in Atalanta (Acts of God) should be understood as if “enacted 
in the same time. There are present and past tenses but there is no before and after in the 
plot.”45 In an attempt to convey this quality of endlessly suspended time in the live 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
41 Elsewhere Ashley wrote: “There are a number of subplots, barely explained, to show who the 
entertainers are and where they come from, but the stories are simply the stories the characters tell to 
entertain ‘The Odalisque.’ So the opera is not about revolution or falling hopelessly in love or revenge or 
whatever. It is ‘about’ showing off. Showing off by telling stories in an unusual and musical way.”  Ashley, 
“A New Kind of Opera – Contemporary Opera in the United States,” Outside of Time, 134-136. 
 
42 Robert Ashley, “The Afterword,” Atalanta (Acts of God), (Santa Fe, NM: Burning Books, 2011), 195. 
 
43 This is given its greatest elaboration in the video trailer Atalanta Strategy. Robert Ashley and Lawrence 
Brickman, Atalanta Strategy [VHS], (New York, NY: Lovely Music, 1986).  
 
44 Each “Anecdote with Admonition and Song,” for example, is summarized in a corresponding 
“Headlines” section, while the “Gossip” sections combine chopped-up passages from other stories with 
new material in narrower stanzas of three-to-five syllables. 
 




performances, Ashley developed an open, combinatoric form.46 The work is comprised of 
three main sections, corresponding to the three men, each of which is divided into nine 
matching scenes (ex. 4.6). For any given performance, a “Character Reference” and 
“Anecdote with Admonition and Song” from one of the main sections is chosen. To this 
pair can be added any number of the other scenes from any of the three main sections as 
long as no type of scene—for example, “Odalisque,” “Headlines,” or “Gossip”—is 
repeated.   
The narrative collapse of sequential temporality is thematically elaborated on in a 
number of passages that comically attack the very idea of time. In Max’s “anecdote,” for 
example, the narrator’s attempt to employ the archetypal fairy tale opening immediately 
dissolves, as the existence of the past itself is called into question: “Begin, of course, with 
once upon a time, though more and more now, finally, that notion is doubtful to be 
widely held—especially as it is joined among us in our tiny, tiny circle to finally. More 
and more now there are strange lights in the sky, and the sense of a past, known through 
its moment-to-moment-like meshing with the present, is held in doubt. That’s just as 
well. It was a boring idea, anyway.”  
Nevertheless, many of the stories told in Atalanta (Acts of God) center upon a 
mythicized American past sometime in the 1930s and 1940s, and, perhaps in homage to 
Bud Powell, there is a recurring walking-bass theme in the electronic orchestra. But 
whatever atmospheric power this period exerts over the work, there is an implication of a 
kind of historical doublespeak: in speaking of the past we are really speaking of the 
present. Thus, in the “Empire” episode, a story that intersperses scenes from Depression 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46 Ibid., 192.  
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era life with a mock history of the tomato—its “taming” in the form of ketchup, the 
subsequent invention of “tomato soup” by impoverished itinerants, the ensuing rivalry 
between Heinz and Campbell—is, Ashley wrote, “an allegorical telling of the founding of 
one of the great multinational corporations.” (This is, notably, the first overtly allegorical 
tale in Ashley’s trilogy.) Ashley, ever given to slipping into the figure of the spy, 
elaborated: “The story was told to me by the scion of the family of that corporation. I 
have changed the names (and the product) to protect the privacy of the source. And I 
have deliberately made the metaphor (soup) more casual and humorous than the actuality 
of corporate America.”47 The coded corporation is itself rendered a synecdoche of 
postwar capitalism as the story brings us up to the globalized order of the present (the 
1980s): 
After the old man, the empire diversified. Tomato soup started drilling oil, mining 
diamonds, mutual funds in hock. Anything to make a buck. Why go on? 
Everybody knows the story. Thousands and thousands of employees. Larger than 
most countries. And every person, to a man, wears grey socks under cordovan 
brogues. Whole industries grow to keep them uniform.  
 
A couple of drinks makes the future rosy. Thank God the nationalities will 
disappear. The Russians will drink Coca-Cola. The Chinese Pepsi. Or is it the 
other way around? Thank god for a corporate world divided. Thank god for 
tomato soup over Catholics or French. Thank god tomato soup, in its deep self- 
interest, will free the black African from the mines. It’ll take about ten 
generations.  
 
Although Ashley often claimed that his operatic universe was free of evil, the banality of 
which is already sufficiently represented in corporate media, the present and future 
projected in “Empire” are, for all the work’s humor, shrouded in negativity. Corporate 
domination of the present seems to be as real as neoliberal optimism for the future is 
delusional.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




THE NOW ELEANOR’S IDEA TETRALOGY  
The past appears to be the major preoccupation in the Now Eleanor’s Idea tetralogy, the 
“theme” of which is “genealogy.” According to Ashley’s allegorical scheme, the operas 
depict the process by which descendants of immigrants to America, having reached the 
western edge of the continent, look back, combing through family stories in search of 
nearly forgotten origins. Four allegories are embedded in this larger plan. In each opera a 
character first introduced in Perfect Lives embarks on a spiritual quest that is meant to 
depict the history of one of America’s “major religions”: Judaism in Improvement (Don 
Leaves Linda), Protestantism in Foreign Experiences, Catholicism in Now Eleanor’s 
Idea, and Business (or “corporate mysticism”) in eL/Aficionado. It is perhaps not 
unrelated to this looking backward that the operas in the tetralogy, Improvement in 
particular, make the most explicit use of older allegorical and musical techniques. In the 
opening “Prelude” Ashley as The Narrator didactically announces the allegory: “For the 
sake of argument Don is Spain in 1492 / And Linda is the Jews.” Twenty-six additional 
correspondences are provided in a key printed in the libretto (ex. 4.7), a concertedly 
Baroque gesture complemented by Ashley’s adaptation of the seventeenth-century 
passacaglia form to harmonically structure the opera (ex. 4.8).  
Nevertheless, Ashley is generally not a composer drawn to appropriating old 
styles, and he finds other ways throughout the tetralogy to give the sense of a past 
sonically shadowing the present. That Linda is somehow more than the mid-twentieth-
century American woman she appears to be, that she is connected to a deep history, is 
conveyed by the recording technique used to create her voice. Numerous takes of each 
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passage by Jacqueline Humbert were superimposed, producing a composite voice that has 
a rich, shimmering resonance because of its layered, nearly coinciding pitched vowels, as 
well as a strange quality of just-off multiplicity, the result of consonant articulations 
misaligned on the order of milliseconds.48 But no character in the tetralogy embodies the 
immanent presence of the past more than its titular character, Now Eleanor, sung by Joan 
La Barbara. In Now Eleanor’s Idea, after the onset of an “Approach of the End of the 
World Feeling,” Now Eleanor leaves her job at the bank to “find out who she ‘is.’” 
“Curiously,” Ashley wrote in his plot summary, “she believes this means to find out who 
she ‘was’—as if there is a hidden past she has not acknowledged.” This past announces 
itself in two forms: as her “double”—a woman from the lowrider car culture of Chimayó, 
New Mexico (sung by Amy X Neuberg)—and as her Spanish-speaking guardian angel 
(sung by Marghreta Cordero).  
All that is affirmative in Now Eleanor’s radiant dream of ancestral history has its 
inverse counterpart in Foreign Experiences, where the past pursues the present like a 
spectral curse. Ashley’s alter ego, Junior Jr., is haunted by a ghost (“As if some unsolved 
social problem from the past / Comes back I told you it follows me home.)” Barely 
transfigured bits from a dark period of the composer’s life surface (divorce, depression, 
drinking, California), as do strains of his earlier works: rumbling beneath the electronic 
orchestra in the first act is the 1959 piano sonata Christopher Columbus Crosses to the 
New World in the Niña, the Pinta and the Santa Maria Using Only Dead Reckoning and 
a Crude Astrolabe; later we hear the line “She was a visitor,” taken from Ashley’s 1967 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48 The technique is borrowed from pop music where it is used to produce a richer vocal sound. Some of the 
time this is the effect achieved in Improvement, but because the vocal part often has a quasi-spoken quality 
and does not follow a precise arrangement of pitches and rhythms it would be nearly impossible for 
Humbert to sing a line the same way twice. 
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opera That Morning Thing, which he composed after the suicides of three friends, all 
women. A final apparitional quality is imparted by the mix on the recording, which 
features two voices, those of Sam Ashley and Jacqueline Humbert, while retaining faint 
traces of an earlier seven-voice live recording, nearly but not quite sub-auditory. (The 
production wizardry of Tom Hamilton, one of Ashley’s longstanding collaborators, is 
largely responsible for the recorded beauty of the vocal effects in the tetralogy.) 
Ramifying these sonic images of deep history surfacing in the present are 
narratives that seem to move forward and backward at once. Points of scenic distension 
and manipulation notwithstanding, in each opera the flow of “events” progresses forward, 
sometimes by leaps (“Abruptly we have moved ahead in time,” Ashley as narrator in 
Improvement tells us; “I forgot to say this is years later,” sings Sam Ashley in Foreign 
Experiences). But each opera is also marked by intimations of a contrary motion or a 
doubling back. The spy protagonist sung by Tom Buckner in eL/Aficionado undergoes a 
series of interrogations in which he recounts successively more distant events. “As the 
details accumulate,” he is told by his superiors, he will experience a “straightforward 
regression.” And like Benjamin’s allegory of the allegorist, the Angel of History, Linda 
faces backward as she is propelled into the future at an increasingly rapid clip in the 
second act of Improvement: “That’s the end of Linda’s story,” Ashley dryly intones. 
“Playing Bridge with friends. Sharing pictures from the past—too complicated for 
photography.” Her contemplation of the story we have just heard—abandonment by her 
husband in the Southwest, new lovers, her career, her son—is followed by oblique hints 
of the secret allegory in songs on the cardinal directions: north to Berlin and the 
Holocaust; east to River Rouge (in Dearborn, Michigan, the site of a Ford plant 
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constructed in 1928; Gann connects this to the allegory of the Jews through Henry Ford’s 
notorious anti-Semitism); south to Campo dei Fiori where Giordano Bruno was burned in 
1600; and, finally, west to Atlantis where time begins its cycle again—“What comes next 
is what was first, or so they say. / As far back as we can go / (At Least on this system).”49 
In the final scene of the last opera in the tetralogy, Now Eleanor’s Idea, the narration of 
cyclical history is replayed at another level of remove, “inside” the plot, as Now Eleanor 
sings a song of the Ages up to the present Sixth Age (“all that has happened so far”) 
before beginning a final movement into an eschatological Seventh Age that should loop 
back to the beginnings of time.50  
 
Eternity and the Present 
Different complex temporalities are articulated throughout the trilogy, but, whether in the 
reincarnation process of Perfect Lives, the “endless” structural reshuffling of Atalanta 
(Acts of God), or the apocalyptic cycles of the Now Eleanor’s Idea tetralogy, the 
dominant reference is always to a form of suspended or cyclical time. However, these 
glimpses of the atemporal or eternal must be considered in conjunction with a 
phenomenological problem that is a source of concern in almost every opera: How can 
the point-like present, or the “now” be experienced? Ashley’s characters worry about this 
incessantly. For Rodney the bartender it causes problems in his marriage to Baby: “She 
speaks of nowness. Everything is now, Rodney. / Be with me now. Now. / Gimme ‘Little 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
49 Gann, Robert Ashley, 96.  
 
50 For a brilliant, somewhat Benjaminian reading of eschatological allegory in Ashley’s tetralogy see Tyrus 
Miller, “The-Approach-of-the-End-of-the-World-Feeling: Allegory and Eschatology in the Operas of 
Robert Ashley,” Ars Aeterna. Unfolding the Baroque: Cultures and Concepts 2 (1) (Nitra, Slovakia: 
Constantine the Philosopher University, 2010): 40-51.   
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Loving.’ Nowness is all. Rodney’s going / Crazy. His sense of now is rusty.” Other 
characters have a more articulated sense of the slipperiness in “meshing with the 
present,” as Max’s anecdote in Atalanta (Acts of God) would have it. Don’s principal 
quest in Foreign Experiences is to learn how “to live in real time,” while in Improvement 
Linda tries to describe her experience of the present as a state of acceleration from 
behind: “‘Approaching the present, time is compressed / Toward an infinite Now, 
infinitely fast!’ / She tells them.” (What an idea, Linda!)”  
Not incidentally, in his essays on composition Ashley imagined a music that 
would conflate the “real-time” present and the eternal. On one hand, he was dedicated to 
in-the-moment, “uncut” methods of composition, and his conception of television opera 
was based on the premise that television is the paradigmatic medium of “real time.”51 On 
the other hand, he rhapsodized about the possibilities of an “endless” music and was 
drawn to television’s potential for infinite repetition. This antinomy is sublimated in what 
Ashley called the “non-timeline concept” or the “drone concept,” which he described as a 
compositional tendency among radical American composers of his generation to treat 
sound as if it were “outside of time” (the title of the composer’s collected writings). The 
result should be a music that downplays sonic “eventfulness,” and an ensuing experience 
of sound as object-like and divested of temporality. “The sound is everything,” Ashley 
wrote. “The sound has no temporal dimensions. It exists apart from the listener’s 
participation. In non-timeline music nothing happens. The sound is simply there.”52  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
51 Ashley, “And so it Goes, Depending,” Outside of Time, 236. See end note 21 for Ashley’s statement.  
 
52 Ashley, “Variations on the ‘Drone’: A Non-timeline Concept,” Outside of Time, 124. Here Ashley 
defines timeline music as follows: “I mean music having any number of parts, a piano score or an 
orchestral score, that are coordinated by bar lines. This music must, by definition, be ‘linear.’ / The 
composer thinks about timeline music as a continuous, linear succession of events. This manner of thinking 
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Although the drone concept would at first appear to shift the balance entirely to 
the side of the atemporal, upon closer inspection it points the way to an interlocking of 
Ashley’s poetics of eternity with the experiential dilemma of the “now.” Two decades 
before articulating the drone concept in essays, the composer hinted at it in two passages 
from Perfect Lives in which the present and eternal converge. In the fourth episode, after 
we are told that Baby is learning piano from video tapes, Ashley sings: “CCEE CCGG 
CCBB CCGG / CCEE CCGG CCBB CCGG. / Always,” and then proclaims boogie-
woogie  “the vessel of the eternal present.” (In the theoretical writings, Ashley speculated 
that the drone concept may be indebted to musics that are more harmonically static than 
European art music, including American vernacular styles.) Later in that episode, during 
an ecstatic sermon, Buddy speaks explicitly of the drone: “The moment . . . / is forever. / 
Structure is a performance of minding, what is / Ahead of us and what’s behind. / The 
drone and all its forms must amplify the / Moment to career dimensions.”  
While Ashley’s use of the term “drone” is somewhat unorthodox, taken within the 
context of a concern with temporal perception it might suggestively recall the example of 
the continuous, unchanging tone invoked by both Augustine and Husserl in their seminal 
phenomenological investigations of time. For these philosophers, the drone was a 
heuristic concept employed to think through the aporias engendered by the idea of the 
present.53 And for Augustine, at least, the paradox of a present so fleeting that it would 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
precludes any possibility that the music will be, for the purposes of theory, ‘timeless’ (outside of the 
timeline, outside of ‘eventfulness’ as the most important element) or just unpredictable.” (114). See also: 
Ashley’s essay on Phill Niblock’s music in: Phill Niblock, Disseminate [CD] (New York: Mode Records, 
2004).  
 
53 See Book XI of Augustine’s Confessions, especially the passage beginning: “Now consider the case of 
another voice. This voice begins to sound; it still goes on sounding; it sounds at the same pitch 
continuously with no variation.” Augustine, The Confessions of St. Augustine, trans. Rex Warner (New 
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have no duration at all follows from an initial, religious speculation on eternity. In a 
passage from Atalanta (Acts of God), Ashley even follows, in his own fashion, the 
phenomenologists’ lead and suggests that the existence of objective time is subordinated 
to the processes of the mind. The past (“known by its moment-to-moment-like meshing 
with the present”) is placed in doubt (“a boring idea anyway”), after which the category 
of time itself is dispensed with: 
The notion of time is of doubtful value to us. 
 The sense of a past, distinguished from a present, is held in doubt. 
 The meshing in our consciousness is of importance.  
 We have named the meshing: past, present, future.  
 We could have named it something else:  
 “Everywhere,” for instance. 
 
But doesn’t it travesty both philosophical discourse and Ashley’s operas to read these 
passages on the boogie-woogie sublime and time-meshing consciousness as if they were 
temporal theories comparable to the dialectics of memory and anticipation advanced by 
Augustine and Husserl? In the next section I argue that if this is indeed the case, it is only 
because, by interpreting Ashley’s work as a text, I have ignored the dimension of actual 
sonic and temporal experience that was in question in the first place, and thereby missed 
the very substance of the allegory. Time, constituted by consciousness, may have been 
placed under the sign of language (“we could have named it something else”), but the 
problematics of temporality will return once more within sonorous language itself. 
 
III – “A Long Whining Sound”  
Both the traditional critique of allegory by the Romantics as well as its more recent 
critical resuscitation by modernist and postmodernist theorists have hinged on a similar 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
York: Penguin, 1963), 279.  See Edmund Husserl, The Phenomenology of Internal Time-Consciousness, ed. 
Martin Heidegger, trans. James S. Churchill (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1964).  
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interpretation of the mode’s temporality: the time of allegorical signification is said to be 
noninstantaneous, gapped, and deferred.54 It is not unrelated to such temporal ascriptions 
that allegory has also been understood by nineteenth- and twentieth-century writers alike 
to belong to the province of the intellect, as an art in which “the eccentric embrace of 
meaning,” as Benjamin would have it, has indisputable priority over the immediacy of 
sensory perception. 55 Angus Fletcher, as just one example, states that allegory “does not 
accept the world of experience and the senses; it thrives on their overthrow, replacing 
them with ideas.”56 If the thematics of time and perception that pervade Ashley’s librettos 
and essays demand that more attention be paid to the experience of his operas, does this 
mean we must forego further consideration of allegory? In reference to my opening 
dichotomy, would sensory and experiential effects be on the side of actuality, and 
meaning on the side of allegory? Certainly the web of allegorical correspondences in 
Improvement would seem intended more for retrospective analysis than real-time 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
54 The Romantics—notably Goethe and Coleridge—famously found the mechanistic and arbitrary 
character of allegorical signification wanting in comparison with the supposedly instantaneous 
identification of meaning and sign found in the “symbol.” This critique of allegory had a long afterlife. 
Adorno, for example, attacks the “allegorical character of [Wagner’s] leitmotivs,” for their purely 
“external” artificiality, and the related “rescinding of temporal flow” on the “macrolevel” and “rigid stasis” 
in the “details of Wagner’s music. (At the same time, Adorno attacks the “hackneyed concept of the 
symbol” so dear to “orthodox Wagnerian scholars.”) Theodor Adorno, In Search of Wagner, trans. Rodney 
Livingstone. (London and New York: Verso/New Left Books) 34-45. For the most influential defenses of 
allegorical temporality, see: Benjamin, German Tragic Drama; Paul de Man, “The Rhetoric of 
Temporality,” Blindness and Insight (Second Edition, Revised) (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1983), 187-228; Paul de Man, Allegories of Reading, (New Haven and London: Yale University 
Press, 1979).  
 
55 Benjamin, German Tragic Drama, 202.  
 
56 “Allegory does not accept doubt; its enigmas show instead an obsessive battling with doubt. It does not 
accept the world of experience and the senses; it thrives on their overthrow, replacing them with ideas. In 
these ways allegory departs from mimesis and myth, and its intention in either case seems to be a matter of 
clearly rationalized ‘allegorical levels of meaning.’ These levels are the double aim of the aesthetic surface; 
they are its intention, and its ritualized form is intended to elicit from the reader some sort of exegetical 
response. Whereas a simple story may remain inscrutable to the sophisticated reader, and a myth 
inscrutable to any reader at all, the correspondences of allegory are open to any who have a decoder’s 
skill.” Fletcher, Allegory, 324-325.  
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listening. But is it not telling that, according to Ashley’s prefatory schema preceding the 
enumeration of these correspondences, the “Idea” of Improvement is “experience” (see 
example 5)?   
Any description of allegory that would absolutely subordinate the sensuous to the 
meaningful faces a problem: in the disjunction of sense and meaning, the materiality of 
the signifier and corresponding dimension of sensory experience would seem to be 
rendered semiautonomous and therefore, in some way, accentuated. In other words, 
positing an antagonistic or arbitrary relation between the sensible and the meaningful 
does not necessarily diminish the force of either.57 Benjamin was especially sensitive to 
this dialectic. Although he aligned Baroque allegory with the realm of meaning, he 
described visual and sonic properties “flaunted as objects” in a language “convulsed by 
rebellion on the part of the elements which make it up.”58 Thus, although writing, in its 
proximity to meaning, remained the paradigm of allegory for Benjamin, he located one of 
its deepest antinomies—the “tense polarity” between the sensuous and the meaningful—
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
57 In his discussion of allegory’s “ritual form” and “ritualistic rhythms” Fletcher observes that these would 
seem to induce a “kinesthetic” and “physical response,” that one might become “anesthetized by the 
monotony.” The “hypnotic” effect, he concludes, might not be unlike that of “listening to a bolero or a 
fandango.”  “But,” he continues, “if one thinks of ritual in conceptual terms, which indeed allegory 
requires, one finds, I expect, a more coolly rational sort of response in the reader. The ritual imposes such 
order on movement that it in effect communicates a sense of plan, of metric design, of formula.” (178) In 
short, Fletcher does not so much suppress the sensory dimension of ritual form as distinguish it from its 
properly allegorical function as code. Indeed, he writes: “While the order of a ritual is always capable of 
acting on the cognitive level as a species of code, so that the reader tries to decode its allegorical meaning, 
on the emotive level such codes are highly charged by their very form.” (208) Fletcher, Allegory, 178, 208. 
 
58 Ibid., 207. “In the anagrams, the onomatopoeic phrases, and many other examples of linguistic virtuosity, 
word, syllable, and sound are emancipated from any context of traditional meaning and are flaunted as 
objects which can be exploited for allegorical purposes. The language of the baroque is constantly 
convulsed by rebellion on the part of the elements which make it up.” On the next page, Benjamin writes: 
“In its individual parts fragmented language has ceased merely to serve the process of communication, and 
as a new-born object acquires a dignity equal to that of gods, rivers, virtues and similar natural forms which 




in the spoken word.59 He memorably writes that speech is “afflicted by meaning . . . as if 
by an inescapable disease.”60 I should stress that Benjamin liked what he called the 
“phonetic tension” in language and that he lamented the historical development by which 
the Trauerspiel allegedly passed into opera, giving itself over, in his narrative, to the 
purely sensuous and thereby shedding the allegorical “obstacle of meaning.”61 
I rehearse this at some length because Benjamin’s theory of allegory—in 
particular, his wonderful metaphor of meaning as a pathological condition in the case of 
the spoken word—is especially pertinent to the reflections on the schism between sound 
and meaning in language found throughout Ashley’s operas, which are mostly delivered 
in densely wordy speech-song. In Max’s “anecdote” from Atalanta (Acts of God), for 
example, we hear that “speech is different from—uhn—meaning. Otherwise it would be 
impossible. Who could speak if every word had meaning,” and later on:  
Now, you can see that this gets complicated. For instance, in order to remember 
that the words have no meaning—this is Carl’s idea—except the ongoing action 
of our making of the sounds of them, but—/ This is my idea—that mostly in 
them, and hopefully in us, they coincide with what’s going on anyway in the 
network of the connections between us—that is, as modulators, coincide, as 
actions, with what’s going on anyway in the network of the connections between 
us.  
 
The idea seems to be that while it may be desirable that words, or the sound of words, 
and something like meaning (“what’s going on anyway in the network”) coincide, they 
constitute two independent, parallel strata. Similarly, Perfect Lives is full of images of 
sound and language peeling apart. In “The Park,” we hear that when the man “is alone, he 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
59 Ibid., 201. 
 
60 Benjamin continues: “The antithesis of sound and meaning could not but be at its most intense where 
both could be successfully combined in one [in the spoken word], without their actually cohering in the 
sense of forming an organic linguistic structure.” Ibid., 209.  
 
61 Ibid., 211; 212-213.  
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forgets sometimes to walk. / He just moves . . . . As sometimes he forgets to combine talk 
with thinking, and / just thinks or just talks.” Later we are told that when he “says hello, 
you hear a long whining sound, / which is his voice and the hello. / It is as different from 
whatever (the way one might remember) / as a sound a cat would make.” Fittingly, it is 
left to Dwayne—a character who, according to The Captain of The Football Team, “can 
barely talk”—to explain the basic dilemma of language. “Dwayne says / There’s a 
problem, that sometimes the sound and the word get disconnected. / I think that’s what he 
says.” Growing increasingly agitated, Ashley-as-Dwayne demonstrates the point:  
Dwayne, my name, is three sounds in one word or / Three hills or bumps, a kind 
of inter-something, where you can’t get / Them apart. The words mean Two, or 
Twoness, two things: / Dwayne, two-one, but there are three sounds and you can’t 
get / Them apart. I keep saying it to myself: Dquayne Djuayne / Duwayne 
Dowayne Dewayne Dhwayne Dwayne / I can’t figure out how they got together. 
(Well said.)  
 
A host of ideas about time and speed accompany these reflections on speech. According 
to the passage in Atalanta (Acts of God) quoted above, the momentary, if unstable, 
attachment of sound to meaning in speech is a “modulation” that works to slow down 
some kind of warp-speed “connection” in the network of human beings (“us”): “So, to 
protect those connections, which are our Sargasso Sea—(Boy, that’s a hard one. You are 
our Sargasso Sea. Nice going, man.)—we have to talk to slow things down. I mean, the 
connections would blow up, if we did not have talk to slow things down.” We then learn 
that because foul language is the kind of speech in which sound and something like 
meaning are most closely entwined (“the words that most act like words”) it “slows 
things down the most.” (Making a similar point, in Foreign Experiences Don discovers, 
in the course of his effort to learn to live in the present, that cursing “fucks the tempo, 
The fucking thing slows down, and you start / Thinking again!”) Conversely, with 
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increased speed, in frenzied and overlapping speech, sound and meaning pull apart 
(“Fastness gives up on the possibility of coincidence—I mean, the coincidence between 
the actions of the modulations and what’s going on anyway in the network of the 
connections between us”), which leads to an experiential ecstasy (“wild abandon”) of the 
present (“we approach the speed of the moment-to-moment-like meshing itself”).    
While these ruminations on language keep circling back to the uneasy relationship 
between sound and sense in time, they never cohere into a “philosophy.” Nor are they 
supposed to. These are operas, after all, not treatises, and the pseudophilosophical 
statements emanate from pseudocharacters who should hardly be expected to tell it to us 
straight. But if the various formulations about meaning, sound, and time expire in 
obscurity and nonsense, some of what they seem to be trying to say is reflexively enacted 
in the very process of their sonic utterance. Delivered by Ashley and his ensemble in their 
respective characteristic styles of an “American English” that hovers between speech and 
song, the language in his work is for the most part discernible, not drawn out or obscured 
as it often is in operatic singing. But although the words form phrases that tend to have a 
colloquial, somewhat straightforward ring, they are often mysteriously opaque upon 
examination. Kyle Gann acutely observes that although “[t]here is an implied vastness 
beyond the words and music . . . in a way there is nothing beneath or behind them. We 
are not meant to comprehend. We are meant to hear.”62 Add to linguistic allusiveness the 
mesmerizing speed and density of words over long spans of time, and the momentary 
flickering of meaning often dissolves into a fugitive, semi-lingual sound experience. 63  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
62 Gann, “Foreward,” Perfect Lives, xvi.  
 
63 It is in those moments in which semantic meaning is most obscured (considered at length in the next 
section) that we best understand the dual temporality of the “drone,” which is to say, its mediation between 
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(In many ways, the experience of language in Ashley’s work is not unlike that of much 
hip-hop, to which it has often been compared.) Thus the audience faces two intersecting 
orders of difficulty: the interpretation of strings of words (as text), and the cognition of 
audible words over long spans of time. But Gann’s insight notwithstanding, given the 
singing style’s proximity to speech, in Ashley’s work the “obstacle of meaning” that 
Benjamin located in the spoken word is never too far away.  
And so, in respect to the passages explicitly concerning sound and meaning, we 
find ourselves caught in a performative reflexive structure that is both tautological and 
paradoxical: those specific “arrangement[s] of sounds” (spoken or sung words) that are 
supposed to mean something about the tenuous connection between meaning and sound 
have the exact trouble meaning this that they claim to have. We could compare this with 
what Paul de Man calls a “metafigural” allegory, the “allegory of a figure” (a figure of 
speech, or rhetorical figure) that “relapses into the figure it deconstructs.” This kind of 
aporetic structure, de Man wrote, “persists in performing what it has shown to be 
impossible to do.”64 But here a distinction should be made between the kind of allegorical 
reflexivity described by de Man and that enacted in Ashley’s operas. The signifying 
structure of language, its suspension in an infinite play between literal and figural 
reference, is de Man’s topic, not sonorous, temporal speech, which is bracketed from the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
the present and the atemporal. On the one hand, the intonational modulations and rhythmic fluctuations that 
form the seemingly endless stream of words begin to strike the listener as if they were nothing but the 
roiling surface of a massive sea, the underlying currents of which move slowly (to adopt a Braudelian 
image). Given a certain cumulative, dazed inattention, the whole soundworld seems almost static. On the 
other hand, the sonic interest of Ashley’s operas lies in these very vocal nuances. We find ourselves drawn 
“into” them. Semantic reference is suspended between these poles (which, nevertheless, somehow fold in 
upon each other). We are either too far away, as it were, on a kind of supralinguistic trance-like plane, or 
too focused in on the sublinguistic minutiae of vocal articulations.  
 




start as the locus of the metaphysics of presence. (De Man was especially wary of 
language’s sonic seductiveness.65) The de Manian attempt to imagine language’s 
supposed propensity to allegorize reflexively its own infinite deferral of meaning might 
lead to a moment of vertiginous ecstasy (or despair) in the one who contemplates it—
what might be called the deconstructive sublime. Fundamentally, however, de Man’s 
version of deconstruction does not purport to describe an experiential structure, but rather 
the impossibility of access to genuine, unmediated temporal experience in the first place. 
Thus, if Ashley’s works reflexively articulate somewhat related linguistic aporias, their 
experiential concerns and sonic instantiation demand a different kind of interpretation. If 
we are trying to talk about “real” experience, it will be noted that the effect of listening to 
Ashley’s operas is obviously not of having one’s mind explode in the infinite regress of 
self-reflection. In these metareflexive linguistic allegories, the shuttling back and forth 
between audition and representation, between “surface” of sound and “depth” of 
linguistic reference, occurs on the edge of the moment.    
 
 
IV – The Assault of the Present on the Rest of Time66  
 
            (o Statue, 
o Republic, o 
Tell-A-Vision, the best 
is soap. The true troubadours 
are CBS. Melopoeia  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
65 See especially the second chapter of Allegories of Reading: “Tropes (Rilke),” 20-56. Frederic Jameson 
remarks that “DeMan’s work is unique among that of modern critics and theorists in its ascetic repudiation 
of pleasure, desire, and the intoxication of the sensory.” Jameson, Postmodernism, 254.  
 
66 I’ve taken this section title from Alexander Kluge’s 1985 film Der Angriff der Gegenwart auf die übrige 




  is for Cokes by Cokes out of 
  Pause.   
 
-Charles Olson, Maximus Poems  
 
Working toward a conclusion, I wish to bring together the figure of the performer-
character, the temporal themes discussed above, and the experience of sonic language as 
the elements of an allegory about storytelling and history. Complementing the theories 
about language, throughout the cycle we encounter bits of commentary on the eloquence 
of expression, or lack thereof, exhibited by characters in their attempts to explain an idea 
or tell a story. On one hand, inadequacy, awkwardness, and fundamental incoherence as 
the condition of language are intimated in the frequent failures to express or understand. 
Characters are continually stopped short by the difficulty of expression: “uhn”; “How do 
I say this, it’s so simple?”; “(LONG PAUSE)”; “(This is hard!)”; “What is the word?” 
Interlocutors interject with denigrating commentary: “Not too well said, but something.” 
On the other hand, verbal performances are often met by a litany of praise: “Well said!” 
is a sort of mantra throughout the cycle—although a possible ironic valence can never be 
discounted.  
Both critical and adulatory interjections are especially common in scenes that I 
will refer to as “strong” performances. Although the entire cycle may be understood as a 
series of embedded performances by performer-characters, within the ever-shifting frame 
some scenes more than others resemble what is commonly called “diegetic” performance: 
a performance that constitutes a plot element, or a performance that occurs “inside” the 
story. (Given the numerous ambiguities in Ashley’s operas that render any attempt to 
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make clear-cut distinctions between levels of diegesis suspect, I prefer to use a relative 
term like “strong.”) These “strong” performances often reference codified performance 
types: In Perfect Lives, Buddy gives two sermons in the bar; later in the opera, two more 
sermons, on the occasion of the marriage, are performed by the Justice of the Peace; 
Foreign Experiences ends with three increasingly unhinged lectures by revolutionaries; 
Now Eleanor’s Idea concludes with “the song of the three great families” sung by the 
title character; most of eL/Aficionado transpires as the performance of a spy recounting 
past cases and experiences under the duress of interrogation from his superiors; the 
interrogations in Improvement lead to long answers, monologues that function somewhat 
like arias in traditional opera. Notably, these strong performances tend to foreground the 
cycles’ “big ideas,” often in the form of stories about a distant past. They are also, I 
believe, the loci of the cycle’s allegorical reflexivity—the moments in which a 
performance by a performer-character seems most concertedly to stand for the present 
actuality of the “real performance.” In a Möbius-strip movement, the farther into the 
artifice of plot we go—i.e., the more strongly emplotted the performance is—the closer 
we get to the surface of actuality. Likewise, in a reiteration of the tetralogy’s forward-
backward motion, the deeper into the past we look, the closer we come to the present.  
And there is an additional dimension to this allegorical structure: we, as the 
audience, are inscribed in the allegory through the scattered commentary. This is 
somewhat akin to what de Man refers to as the second level of allegory, or the text’s self-
deconstruction at a “second or third level of remove,” in which it narrates “‘the failure to 
read’ on top of the first level of reflexivity.”67 When we hear, for example, that “Dwayne 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
67 De Man, Allegories of Reading, 205.  
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says / There’s a problem, that sometimes the sound and the word get disconnected. / I 
think that’s what he says,” the reflexive allegory about sound and meaning is recast in a 
corresponding problem of misunderstanding or hearing incorrectly, and, as such, forms a 
miniature parable of the audience’s experience caught in the opera’s deluge of words. We 
should not, however, assume that the bits of commentary necessarily accord with our 
reactions. In order to interpret the cycle’s ultimate message about the significance of 
telling stories—which are, perhaps by definition, stories told in a kind of present about a 
kind of past—a “real” experience of some of these “strong” scenes (by necessity, my 
attempt to render my experience) might be weighed against the doubles’ words to 
complete the circuit of signification. I have neither rejected hermeneutic interpretation 
nor an experiential encounter with sound, but wish to examine how the two touch in a 
body of work that is about their touching.  
It is particularly significant that the scenes of strong performance in which some 
character attempts to say something of import about the past are often among the most 
sonically intoxicating and linguistically confusing passages in the trilogy. Take, for 
example, Don’s “Correspondences Text” from Improvement. The Agent at the Airline 
Ticket Counter interrogates Don about abandoning Linda. Don maintains that she is not 
angry, and, asked how this is possible, launches into a long monologue, a kind of aria: 
beginning enigmatically (with chorus interjections)—“As if The Commander had spoken 
sharply to them, they / ground . . . (LONG PAUSE)—what is the word?—‘they  
ground . . . ’ (LONG PAUSE FOLLOWED BY EXTRAVAGANT / GESTURE / TO 
SIGNIFY THE ABSENCE OF THE ADVERB)—to a halt”— he continues by expounding 
on the meaning of roads  (“‘unframed in time’”) versus architecture (“‘framed in time,’”), 
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before getting to the main topic: the “correspondences” between the “Ziggurats at Ur,” 
the “Pyramids at Giza,” and the “World Trade Center at New York.”68 The perplexity 
engendered by the text is compounded by its sonic instantiation as the utterance of a 
composite voice, made up of the superimposition of numerous tracks of Tom Buckner 
singing, speaking, and loudly whispering the text (not unlike the technique used to create 
Linda’s voice) in a nearly nonstop barrage of words. By the middle of the scene, the 
percussive staccato of the weird whispering has nearly overwhelmed the voiced sounds. 
Meanwhile, the very present electronic orchestra counterpoints Buckner’s heterophonic 
multi-voice with slow oscillations of a low C and G, quick pulsations in a high register, 
and a gradual cycling through segments from the passacaglia that governs the opera’s 
tonal areas. After close to three minutes of Don’s mesmerizing chatter, subsumed within 
the polyphonic texture, a listener would likely have forgotten that it all began as a 
response to the Airline Ticket Agent’s question, “How is that possible?” We are perhaps 
taken aback to recall all this when Don abruptly ends his diatribe and resumes the 
dialogue with the modest question: “Do you know what I mean?” The agent’s answer—
“Well, sort of. I get the idea that this is a subject that you are interested in”—is probably 
about all that most listeners would take away from the “Correspondences Text.”  
Later in Improvement, the tendentious Doctor—the allegorical figure of “analysis 
(Marxism, etc.)”—forces a session of dream interpretation on Linda at a party, and then 
sings a four-minute monologue on a single pitch, in which he tries to explain something 
about the historical process of secularization and about those who have been left behind 
by modernity (“the Fourth World, the world of those who are ‘different’ with a difference 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
68 This last idea was in some way at the heart of Atalanta (Acts of God). 
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that is independent of geography”). The monotony makes it difficult to stay alert, but 
certain words and phrases stand out (“offering,” “secularization,” “differences”), in part 
because of a hypnotic process in which a second voice, joined by the electronic orchestra, 
alternately repeats and anticipates words from the doctor’s story (ex. 4.9). Once again, a 
trance-inducing speech with major pretensions is met with a curt, dismissive comment. 
This time, the Chorus, presumably voicing Linda’s thoughts, chimes in with a condensed 
statement of the passacaglia:  
THANK YOU, DOCTOR. 
NOT TOO WELL SAID, BUT SOMETHING. 
GRANTED IT’S A HARD IDEA. 
HARD TO EXPRESS AND FAR FROM REASSURING. 
BUT WE’LL KEEP YOUR CARD ON FILE. JUST IN CASE. 
 
The three revolutionary “lectures from the underground” that conclude Foreign 
Experiences are likewise bombastic, although more decidedly angry and profane. The 
first—on the way the “game is played between those who have and those who don’t”—
includes a caustic assessment of language: “The words don’t have no meaning they are 
just a uniform / You put on to get you in a certain line of work / They don’t have no 
fucking meaning at all we’re created / In the image of the state of confusion of thinking / 
About something that does not have no fucking meaning because / No arrangement of 
words whatever is ever going to make it work” After the second, on “the game of 
politics,” Don, the ostensible audience, grows skeptical: “I am dumbstruck, I came all 
this way for this? What about the magic and the premonitions?” And if he thinks the 
lecturer “talks just like I do,” it is probably because he is hallucinating the entire episode 
(this on top of the master plot in which he is dreaming it). It seems doubtful, at any rate, 
that he gets the enlightenment he is looking for—the lesson in how to live in “real 
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time”—from the last lecturer, who, Ashley wrote, is “not well educated and defiant like 
the ‘Commandante’ of the Chiupas,” nor “logical and persuasive like the legendary Ché 
Guevara,” nor even “ironical like [Carlos] Castaneda’s Don Juan. He’s a screamer and 
the subject of his lecture is nothing less than the history of commercial civilization.” Sam 
Ashley unleashes a torrent of sound in a cracked, wild voice, and the chorus’ zombified 
refrains of “Right On/ Well Said” could only be the reaction of an audience as mad as the 
lecturer.   
If these stories of the monumental past keep imploding, perhaps this is simply 
because they are told by fools and madmen. Throughout the cycle there is a 
countervailing suggestion that with great themes come the greatest displays of virtuosity 
and eloquence in speech and song. The marriage sermon from Perfect Lives, in which the 
Justice of the Peace tells the history of civilization at dazzling speed, might be mentioned, 
but nowhere is this more in evidence than in Now Eleanor’s “Song of the Seven Ages of 
The Three Great Tribes,” a scene that seems to serve as the transcendent reversal of the 
previous, incoherent, sputtering performances, and that, moreover, has the special role of 
concluding the tetralogy and thus the entire cycle. As Now Eleanor, Joan La Barbara 
sings an improvised syllabic chant in A-flat Mixolydian mode with frequent pitch 
repetitions, delivering the words at a moderate pace. Accompanied by a pulsing, keening 
pitch, the song states its purpose at the very beginning:  
The singing of the song must give form to 
 An unnamable reality — 
 That the Three Great Families, known to us only 
 As Past, a fiction of false language, 
 Continue in the present without change, 
 Except in manifest appearances. 
 And so the song must recount manifest  




Over the course of twenty-two minutes—the longest performance in any of the operas—
Now Eleanor describes and, by doing so, apparently simultaneously enacts an 
increasingly elaborate ritual that includes seasonal rites with the lowriders and their cars, 
games of counting and naming, and an explication of “indexes” and “ingredients” 
comprising the ceremony. The texture grows thicker with the entrance of additional 
voices, an electronically processed chorus, and four electronic “patches,” all of which 
vaguely resemble car noises. Finally, the ritual song reaches its reflexive epicenter, a 
performance within the performance (within the real performance)—a recounting of the 
Seven Ages of the Three Families, beginning with the splintering of a primal unity, 
followed by the emergence of language, time, space, differentiation, up through an era of 
“pure multiplicity” known as the Sixth Age or “the present.” Despite Joan La Barbara’s 
consistently clear enunciation, by this point in the song some combination of its long 
duration (we are seventeen minutes in) and repetitive melodic and harmonic content has 
rendered the parable-esque language a meditative droning, in which the words are only 
partially or intermittently ascertained. The linguistic element further recedes as Now 
Eleanor, having received the stock accolade (“Well said”), breaks off her chanting for an 
ecstatic interlude, her voice intertwining with those of the Guardian Angel and Low Rider 
Double in streams of glissandos that at first sound wordless. In fact the trio is 
melismatically distending isolated bits of text drawn from a commentary on the Song that 
an electronically processed chorus has just begun to mechanically and almost 
incomprehensibly rattle off. After a brief return to Now Eleanor’s syllabic chant, the 
Song reprises the combination of trio and chorus in a haze of sound that seems to be in 
the midst of ushering in the apocalyptic Seventh Age before abruptly ending.  
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It is in all these attempts throughout the cycle to say the most momentous and 
“meaningful” things about the past that language is least effective as a vehicle of 
representation. But if, in the scenes from Improvement and Foreign Experiences, the rift 
between sound and meaning transpired through linguistic performances that allegorized 
their own failure, in Now Eleanor’s Song it seems to be the very movement by which 
language ascends to a state of sacred power. It is as if the past were borne along on the 
sonic surface of a ritual that renders anteriority illusory.  Ashley’s cycle makes these 
incommensurate conceptions of language—the one aporetically self-allegorizing, the 
other magically actualizing—appear as flip sides of the same antihistorical coin, two 
ways to experience the contraction of vast histories to the cusp of a droning present.  
But isn’t it a category mistake to place this magical reading on the same level as 
the deconstructive reading? In the latter case, Ashley’s words were metareflexively doing 
what they were describing—in my interpretation, anyway—but Now Eleanor’s Song is 
not, after all, in fact actualizing the Seven Ages of the Three Great Families. That is just 
the plot of the opera, and even that conceit is deflated by the story itself if we think back 
to the master plot in which Now Eleanor’s Song is said to be nothing but the finale of a 
dream, the idealized mirror image of the mad lecture in Foreign Experiences. (There are 
also hints that the song’s sensuous vocality is a kind of wish fulfillment: Now Eleanor, 
we have been told, adores opera singing.) But before entirely dispensing with the 
mystical as nothing but a theme or plot element, subordinate to the maneuvers of a self-
deconstructing language, we might pursue the reflexive logic itself a step further. 
According to the second level of allegory proposed above, the “strong” performances and 
their embedded receptions allegorize the structure of the real performance situation. Now 
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Eleanor’s song, then, could be taken to allegorize the trilogy’s ritualistic function in what 
should have been their actual medium: television. Ashley wrote that television is the 
quintessential medium of contemporary American ritual. On television, he imagined, his 
operas would be experienced as an unending accumulation of details, like soap operas on 
rerun, which already resemble, or are indifferent from those rituals of collective memory 
that give us a history.  
Now Eleanor’s Song, then, swerving back and forth between magical effect and 
self-deflation, encapsulates the profound ambivalence at the heart of the cycle’s allegory 
of storytelling. What, it is finally posed directly, is the value of these rituals of memory 
transmission? Toward the very end of Now Eleanor’s song the chorus mechanically 
jabbers:  
Remembering is accumulation. It 
Is not wisdom, unfortunately . . . .  
What is “passed down” to us is memory. 
Its value has yet to be determined.  
It is passed down to us as obstruction. 
A darkening of the sky at midday. 
A multiplicity of ways to choose. 
A lore of wisdom that is untested. 
An accumulation of misjudgments.  
 
While the trio wails, the chorus utters the last line in the cycle: “The Song must be sung 







Example 4.1: Opening passages of “The Park” and “The Backyard” from Private Parts, later 
used in Perfect Lives. The excerpts here are reprinted from libretto of the latter.
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Example 4.2: Excerpt from the performance score of Improvement. Ashley wrote that in many instances 
the assigned pitches should function merely as “a ‘tonal center’ for an elaborate vocal improvisation in 
whatever style (training) the singer brings to the role.”
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Example 4.3: From Episode 1, “The Park,” excerpted from Ashley’s score for Perfect Lives. The 
meter for episode one is 13 (8 + 5). Thus, each page (four are shown in this example) contains thir-
teen beats.  The episode is made up of ten subsections (or songs) ranging from 130 beats to 260 beats, 
each of which is assigned a different two syllable phrase, a kind of commentary on the narration, sung 
by the chorus: “A FACT” / “OF COURSE” / “AGREED” / “AS ONE” / “NO DOUBT” / “TRUE 
ENOUGH” / “ALLOWED” / “IN ACCORD” / “SO RIGHT” / “I’D SAY.” The chorus chimes in with 
these designated phrases on specific beats in rotating patterns unique (with two exceptions) to each 
song. In the seventh song (excerpted here), the chorus utters “IN ACCORD” cycling through beats 4, 
5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, before beginning the pattern again.
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Example 4.4: Page of Ashley’s temporal blueprint for Perfect Lives. (Reprinted from published libretto)
295
Example 4.5: The final passage of Episode 7, “The Backyard,” excerpted from Ashley’s score for 
Perfect Lives.
296
Example 4.6: The three parts of Atalanta (Acts of God) and their nine respective scenes. On the 
formal plan, Ashley wrote, “As a metaphor, I ask the reader to imagine three solar systems (the three 
characters and their stories) much like ours, with small planets, large planets, moons and whatever, 
all planets going at different speeds and all concentric to the same ‘sun’--the mythical figures Ata-
lanta and the Odalisque. The three solar systems have the same kind and same number of planets and 
moons. So, a small planet or a large planet from on esystem is interchangeable with the smae small 
planet or large planet from another system.” Ashley, “The Afterword,” Atalanta (Acts of God) (Santa 
Fe, NM: Burning Books, 2011), 192.
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Example 4.7: Prefatory Schema and The Allegory for Improvement.
298
Example 4.8: A structural plan by the composer for Improvement. The twenty-four-note passaca-
glia is at the bottom. Each scene is centered around one pitch. From Ashley, Outside of Time: Ideas 
About Music (Cologne: Musiktexte, 2009). For more information, see Kyle Gann, Robert Ashley 
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2012), 90-91.
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Example 4.9: Chart of the anticipated and repeated words in scene 14 of Improvement: “The Doctor 




The chapters preceding the last one mapped relationships between the concepts “jazz” 
and “opera” in a fundamentally secular field of contestations over history and modernity.  
However, with some assistance from Giordano Bruno, my reading of the dilemmas of 
historical representation and temporal experience in Ashley’s cycle introduced a quite 
different note: that of ritual and magic. Ultimately, my interpretation foundered upon an 
undecideability: should the trilogy be understood as a self-reflexive allegory about the 
telling of history, or “magically,” as a ritual that was supposed to somehow render the 
past present? The one somehow became the other, and both intimated an abolition of time 
as succession. Although I ended by tentatively siding with an ironical self-reflexivity I 
left open, however obscurely, some possibility that this was but an allegory of a ritual 
function. I want to conclude this study of American opera, jazz, and historical 
consciousness first with a recapitulation of sorts, and then by looking forward, pursuing 
this ritual turn just one step further. This second part should be taken in the spirit of 
laying out future paths of study.  
 
I: The Ellington-Wagner Matrix 
This dissertation began with a consideration of what I called an antinomy of 
postmodernity, by which I meant a fundamental contradiction, or at least profound 
ambiguity, in the late twentieth-century relationship with “history.” The presence of the 
past was felt to be everywhere and nowhere. The various turns to “tradition” were 
ambiguous testaments to either a new kind of conservative nostalgia or to a certain 
posthistorical irony. I sought to focus these tensions through a narrower lens (American 
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opera), while placing them in a deeper chronological field extending back to the 1920s. I 
hoped that this endeavor might illuminate crucial shifts in the imagination of the 
historicity and modernity of “America” across the twentieth century.  
Along with “opera,” the key term in this attempt to chart transformations in 
historical consciousness was “jazz.” Indeed, my project might also be understood as a bid 
to map a jazz line running through American opera that has been largely overlooked (i.e., 
one that includes more than George Gershwin). But if I were supposed to be uncovering a 
lineage, it must be admitted that I found a notably eclectic one. Certainly the path 
winding from H. Lawrence Freeman to Robert Ashley (via the Jazz Opera Ensemble and 
Anthony Davis) passes through drastically different musical styles and dramatic 
approaches. And so, perhaps I have not so much been charting a stylistic lineage as a set 
of interlocking concerns and tropes.  
In my introduction I observed that the name “Duke Ellington” would function as a 
kind of red thread and multivalent trope throughout this study of American opera and 
jazz: indicative of concepts as distinct—at times even opposed—as modernity, tradition, 
composition, and actuality. Now I return to the idea of an “Ellington matrix,” but not 
before adding a hyphen and another name: Wagner. The following sketch of what I will 
call the “Ellington-Wagner matrix” seeks to draw together my various analyses of 
representational forms, modes of time consciousness, and attitudes toward culture and 
race in the United States.  
The Wagnerism of H. Lawrence Freeman was obvious. Having once been called 
the “the colored Wagner” during the 1890s, he assumed the appellation almost as a title. 
He never abandoned a Wagner-inspired leitmotivic technique, and borrowed Wagner’s 
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phrase “music drama” for the genre stipulation of some of his works. A Wagnerian strain 
in the work of Anthony Davis, if less marked than Freeman, was nevertheless clear 
enough. We saw pronounced allusions to Tristan und Isolde in his score of X; a system of 
motives that, although not precisely leitmotivic, nevertheless glances in that direction; 
and declamatory, chromatic vocal writing that Davis himself noted was partially indebted 
to a “Strauss-Wagner” tradition. Stylistically, Robert Ashley’s television operas appear as 
far removed from Wagner as from any other traditional European operatic paradigms. 
And yet, there is a distinct structural and narrative riffing on the Ring. After all, Ashley’s 
is a monumental cycle (in which there is an embedded tetralogy) set in motion by a theft. 
Wagner’s Rhine maidens’ ultimately got their gold back; the money from the bank was 
stolen simply for the sole purpose of being returned. Also, like Wagner, Ashley worked 
exclusively as his own librettist, developing an original approach to composing for voice 
informed by an interest in speech sounds and their relationship to national 
consciousness.1  
Thus, Ellington and Wagner. But what does this apparently unlikely pairing 
across numerous works and decades mean? For one, it might be understood as a figure of 
the fundamental cultural hybridity attending that supposed contradiction in terms: 
American opera. Similarly, it could be read as an articulation of Du Bois’s well-known 
“double consciousness” thesis (but with the significant caveat that Ellington alone could 
already be taken to embody that concept).  From the standpoint of Freeman’s American 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 The major exception to the “Ellington-Wagner” thread in this dissertation would probably be the Harlem 
Opera Society/Afro-American Singing Theater/Jazz Opera Ensemble, who, in their debt to the operatic 
tradition, seem to take little interest in Wagner. Mozart and nineteenth-century Italian and French opera 
seem like bigger influences. Soloists from the Harlem Opera Society did perform excerpts from Wagner (as 
well as Mozart and Strauss) at a concert held at the City University of New York Graduate Center in 1978. 
Program in Edward K. Taylor Papers (Rasheed Campbell Collection).  
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Romance it indicates the co-presence of “cultivated” and “vernacular” styles, while in 
respect to Davis’s X it stands for two equally cultivated compositional traditions.  
Finally, the Ellington-Wagner matrix is a name for a set of problems concerning 
representation, sonic materiality, and historical consciousness that the above chapters 
have been circling around. Formulated most generally, we could simply call this problem 
that of “event” and “representation” in the concept of history. Let’s consider Wagner’s 
leitmotivs for a moment. The leitmotiv is bound to the realm of representation. As 
Adorno incisively put it, the Wagnerian leitmotiv has an “allegorical” character. When, in 
American Romance, the leitmotiv “jazz” drops out and “Ellington” appears, we could 
imagine this as a movement from a kind of reference to a kind of “reality” or presence. 
But I don’t want to be misunderstand here as rehashing an old racist binarism—of 
European (Wagner) with “mind” and Other (Ellington) with “body”—so I should stress 
that part of the intention of the foregoing chapters has been to sketch some developments 
by which these ideological constellations have been formed and reformed. Is it even 
necessary to add that there can never be any simple dichotomy here, that the event-
representation dialectic was always already at play in Ellington or Wagner alone? In 
American Romance the sound of “Ellington” was but the representation of a presence 
(and, moreover, a representation of a radio mediation of presence). Even were we to hear 
a real radio playing real Ellington this would be but the body of a signifier. On the other 
hand, Wagner’s leitmotivs are allegories not only because of their representational 
function but by virtue of their stubborn materiality. 
If the event-representation relationship is inevitably a tense one, it nevertheless 
runs the gamut from “consonance” to “dissonance,” as it were. This could be illustrated 
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by following the changing fate of jazz as a “phenomenal” music in opera. I suggested 
earlier that when, during the 1920s, the strong meanings of “jazz” had largely to do with 
the “modern” or “contemporary,” this was bolstered—and vice versa—by their operatic 
depiction as phenomenal, “present” sound. When jazz was subsequently transmuted into 
a powerful metonymic figure of a musical past and of a broader social history in what I 
called “jazz-historical opera,” the representational dimensions of opera could 
simultaneously amplify these meanings and redouble the real-time presence of jazz as 
music. This could be understood to thereby thematize the great gulf between present and 
past inherent in the narration of history.  
This tension would form the reflexive core of Ashley’s vast trilogy. No longer a 
theme or subject matter, jazz nonetheless functioned as a formal model for operatic 
storytelling as a mode of “actuality.” Interpreting the Ellington band as the performers of 
“proto-operas” who manifested “real” personality in real time, Ashley stripped the 
Ellington trope of the layers of tradition that it had accrued and transformed it, once 
again, into a name for the present. But not only did this poetics of the present keep 
merging into the eternal or atemporal (inspired by another black American music: 
boogie-woogie) it was also paradoxically conjoined with an allegory of the deep past. 
Thus, although there was certainly never any question in Ashley’s cycle of leitmotivs, 
perhaps we could say that its allegorical dimension was Wagnerian. Hence we might 





II: From American Opera to Transnational Ritual 
I want to conclude by mentioning one more project that could be understood through the 
lens of the Ellington-Wagner matrix: Anthony Braxton’s Trillium operas. Braxton, 
among the most the most iconoclastic avant-garde composer-performers to have appeared 
since the late 1960s, shares with Ellington (for whom he has great respect) a notoriously 
fraught relationship with the idea and institutions of “jazz.” He has also been, as he 
reported in 2014, “for the last twenty years a complete fool for the music of Richard 
Wagner.”2  
Begun in the mid-1980s, Braxton conceived his ongoing Trillium series as an 
“opera complex” to be comprised of thirty-six one-act operas that could be 
combinatorically assembled in any order to form twelve “master” operas of three acts 
each. In both its monumentality and, in some ways even its declamative style, Braxton’s 
cycle has clearly been composed under the sign of Wagner—post-Wagner” opera, the 
composer once called it—although we might also readily think of Stockhausen’s massive 
Licht cycle. At the same time Braxton, speaking of his music including the Trillium 
operas, has always emphasized a simultaneous debt to a black musical tradition. But his 
music cosmology is not confined to a European-American or European-African-
American dichotomy. In his own inimitable rhetoric, Braxton described the cycle as “a 
vehicle for family and cultural fundamentals/involvement as a consistent component in 
African/trans-African vibrational dynamics, as well as corresponding to the greater 
implications of the trans-European and Asian vibrational dynamics. Trillium is conceived 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 This passage, from a 2014 interview, is immediately followed by the statement, “I want to do a project on 




as a world culture statement that respects composite humanity and the ‘realness’ of 
apparent existence.”3 This is not the place to begin an exegesis of a cycle that, along with 
Ashley’s work, is probably the most complex, radical, and flat-out strange (and funniest!) 
American contribution to opera in recent decades. That would require another chapter—
maybe another dissertation. But I do want to suggest that Braxton’s concertedly global 
vision  (“world culture statement”) points to one path in further exploring the relationship 
between the American opera resurgence and the concept of postmodernity. 
Whether there is such a thing as postmodernity, or whether it designates a period 
that properly belongs to a larger continuum of modernity, is a question inextricable from 
the ambiguities of globalization. On one hand, some form of globalization can be said to 
stretch back at least as far back as early phases of capitalism and colonial conquest. On 
the other hand, there is plenty of justification for the assertion that fundamental 
transformations in the world economy have ushered in a new era of globalization since 
World War II, and especially since the 1970s. What if we consider the “rebirth” of 
American opera during this same period with this new phase of globalization in mind? 
Doesn’t the very investment in “American opera” seem rather quaint by the 1980s, not 
only because of the term “opera” but also owing to the national indication “American”?  
In Trillium, the question of a U.S.-World relationship is embedded in a 
mysterious sacralization of American popular culture. The cycle’s “world culture 
statement” is delivered through a series of scenes (“situation particulars”) that encode 
“logics” and “elaborate on the variables of given philosophic associations.” These 
“situation particulars” very often take the form of peculiar pastiches of stock scenarios 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Liner notes for Anthony Braxton, Trillium R: Shala Fears For the Poor, Composition No. 162 (1991) 
(Braxtonhouse 1999). 	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from Hollywood and American television: strangers converge at a Clue-like Gothic 
mansion; Star Trek-esque space commanders argue about intergalactic policy; citizens 
mill around a Wild West towns straight out of a John Ford movie. Like Ashley, Braxton 
seems to perceive a deep interpenetration of American popular culture and ritual. For 
Ashley, it was not in the concert hall, ruled as it was by the restrictive conventions of the 
“recital” concept, but rather in the everyday, commodified mediasscape of television that 
opera might a become ritual of storytelling always veering between the sacred and the 
profane. In Trillium, we seem to be more firmly in the realm of the sacred. Although the 
cycle’s “situation particulars” may be drawn from movies and television, these scenarios 
function as vehicles for what Braxton described as a “ritual and ceremonial system.” 
“When completed,” Braxton wrote, “Trillium will serve as a cornerstone of my spiritual 
music, to be performed at the end of a twelve-day festival for world dynamics. That is, 
Trillium is conceived as a forum to experience past, present, and future.” 
If there has in fact been a transformation that we could call the onset of the 
postmodern, I think Braxton’s cycle—as well as Ashley’s trilogy—offer clues to better 
articulating this shift. The desacralizing of the world that would seem to be implicit in the 
process of global capitalism is shown to have a dialectical counterpart in a new ritualism. 
If the processes of globalized capitalism swallow up history and temporality, this is 
redeemed (or mock-redeemed) in these works as a spiritual moment.  
I want to conclude these thoughts by coming back down to earth, so to speak, and 
briefly glancing back to the domain of social and aesthetic contestation around jazz and 
opera. When Braxton was named an NEA “Jazz Master” in 2014 he seemed pleased and 
also surprised. In his award speech he compared himself to the “spy who’s been out in 
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the cold” and said that it felt good to be welcomed back into the fold. Braxton observed 
that he had learned much from the “tradition.” But his speech made clear that he was not 
only speaking about the canonized jazz tradition. He mentioned his debt to Ahmad Jamal 
and Dave Brubeck, but also Frankie Lyman and the Teenagers, Bill Haley and the 
Comets, Ravi Shankar, Johnny Mathis, and the Sons of the Pioneers—and finally to “the 
last two- to three-thousand years of documented music.” For a post-speech musical 
performance Braxton programmed an excerpt of Trillium, as if to underscore that being 
recognized as a “Jazz Master” would in no way deter him from the pursuit of genre-
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Appendix A  
 
Example 1:  
 
“The first night of his stay, Paul disclosed his reason for not having been more 
enthusiastic in his congratulations after the production of my opera, The Martyr. I had 
just finished playing and singing the score of my second grand opera, Valdo, which I had 
completed the week before he arrives; whereupon he remarked: ‘I have exactly the same 
objection to this new opera you have just played for me that I had for The Martyr when I 
heard it in Chicago [in 1893].’ / I slammed the lid of the piano down with a bang, 
exclaiming the while: ‘You don’t know anything about music – real music – anyhow: I 
might have known I was wasting my time playing for you!’ He hastened to explain: ‘The 
music as such is fine – great – don’t misunderstand me.’ ‘Then what?’ I snapped; 
whereupon he continued: ‘I can’t see why you don’t base your works upon Negro themes 
– the folk, work or camp-meeting songs of the South. There is nothing at all Negroid in 
any of your compositions.’ I replied: ‘I didn’t intend that there should be. What do I 
know about those things?’ (I was insulted – outraged – exasperated) ‘Let somebody else 
do it; for it is all totally foreign to me. But let me understand you, thoroughly. You mean 
for me to copy and utilize, for operatic purposes. Those funny-sounding noises – 
groanings moanings and wailings – listen!’ (There was a diminutive hard-Shell Baptist 
Church located just three doors from our home – had been there before I was born; and 
the regular evening prayer meeting had just started.) Paul hastened to the window and 
listened; then: ‘That’s it!’ he exclaimed; ‘come here and listen!’ ‘No thanks,’ I replied; ‘I 
have heard that stuff all my life. So that’s’ [sic] what you mean? You expect me to say 
‘Dis’ and ‘Dat’ in music, do you?’ He countered: ‘These original folk-songs have the 
unconscious elements of ‘Dis’ and ‘Dat’ imbedded and inculcated within themselves. 
You will have to come to it some day, as it is the only real inheritance the Negro has. In 
fact it is the only original contribution America possesses that is indigenous of the soil. 
And here you are devoting valuable time and talent to the creation of two foreign works – 
one Egyptian and the other Mexican: What are you, anyhow?’ “What are you?” I 
countered. “A Negro,” he replied; “and proud of it!” “The same here!” I said. “you don’t 
act that way,” he continued; whereupon I asked: “How do you have to act to prove that 
you are one? The only time you act that way is when you are reciting one of your own 
dialect poems.’ ‘That is,’ he rejoined, ‘because I am building a new Empire –based upon 
the folk-lore and traditions of the Negro of the Southland.’ ‘Well,’ I concluded; ‘You suit 
yourself: I’ll suit myself: Do all the ‘South Before The War’ stuff you wish. None of it 
for me!’ (But before I proceed farther, let me state that I have long since learned to love 
and revere these self-sme [sic] aboroginal [sic] Negro themes and melodies more than 
any music within the ken of mortal man.)” 








Example 2:  
“Celebrated Jazz Bands” 
 
The celebrated Negro Jazz Bands of the present period created a vogue of inestimable 
value to the Negro race and to the perpetuity of Negro music – both popular and semi-
classical. These same are composed of instrumental artists whose [can’t read: concert, or 
concerted or something?] exposition are of the first order, inclusive of the finesse of color 
and executive manipulation which makes this medium, to relay origiginal creations of our 
own even to the most remote regions, we, as a people are exceedingly grateful for the 
exalted manner in which the same are transported. The beautiful compositions by the 
celebrated Duke Ellington, Cab Callaway and Don Redmond, replete with racial 
characteristics, have succeeded in placing our own artistic contributions high upon the 
scroll of artistic excellence; while the brilliant portrays of Earl Hines, Count Basie, Noble 
Sissle, Jimmy Lunceford and Lucky Millinder fulfill the axiom that … ‘It takes more 
than one swallow to make a spring.’ And our supreme trumpeter, Louis Armstrong, who 
has succeeded in extracting altitudinous tones from that type of instrument that the 
famous makers themselves never dreamed existed.”  
- H. Lawrence Freeman, The Negro in Music and Drama, typescript page 99.  
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